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Introduction 

The present work is the fruit of seven years' research into the 

history of the earldoms of Orkney and Caithness. No excuse of birth or 

long acquaintance with northern Scotland can be offered as a reason for the 

choice of this research topic. An intellectual explanation for the study 

of the history of these two earldoms in the Middle Ages is that a peculiar 

problem is provided by their political situation. They were divided between 

two kingdoms, and the earl of Orkney and Caithness owed dual allegiance, a 

position which became increasingly anomalous as the Middle Ages advanced. 

The problems which this situation posed for the earls provide an intellec- 

tual rationale for the study of these earldoms during this period. But this 

is an explanation which can only be offered now after several years' research 

work and an increasing understanding of northern history. The original 

reasons for the choice of topic were more empirical and dictated by circum- 

stances and the limitations imposed by academic requirements. 

My primary interest in northern studies was formed by post-graduate 

archaeological work. In view of the pressing need for study of Norse cul- 

ture in Scottish archaeology, I attempted, on my return to Scotland, to 

find myself a supervisor and a subject in that field. The former proved 

impossible, but as I had by then acquired an interest in the Norse-settled 

areas of Scotland, I merely moved forward in time to the historical period, 

and reverted to the sphere of my undergraduate discipline. The problem 

next to be overcome was of deciding whether there was a field for research 

in Orkney and Caithness history in the Middle Ages. At first reading the 

evidence was not encouraging; rarely can the researcher into the history of 

two counties of Scotland have had so many predecessors who had also found 

the history of the area of absorbing interest. The Orcadian and Shetlander 

are both better informed about their past than, it can surely be said, any 
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other local population in the British Isles1. This has meant a steady stream 

of publications about the history of the area, starting with the short his- 

tory of Orkney among the fifteenth century MS. collection of which the 

Genealogy forms a part2. Jo Ben in the sixteenth century wrote the earliest 

description of the islands3, and this was followed by the Reverend J. 

Wallace's Description in the seventeenth century. The Orkney Earls' saga 
k 

of course nourished early scholarship, starting with Thormodus Torfaeus and 

his Orcades seu Rerum Orcadensium Historiae, published in 1715, and followed 

by many translations and editions of which Dr. A. B. Taor's is the most 

recent5. Perhaps the founder of modern Orkney scholarship was James MacKenzie, 

the eighteenth century lawyer and antiquary to whom we are indebted for many 

transcripts of Orcadian documents, particularly the earliest 1492 rental6. 

He was followed by the Reverend George Barry who in true nineteenth century 

fashion wrote about the history of Orkney, the mineralogy, botany, and 

zoology of the islands, the manners and customs of the people, their 

agriculture, manufacture, commerce and fisheries, in his History of the 

Orkney Islands in which is comprehended an Account of their present as well 

as their ancient Estate; together with the Advantages they possess for 

1. Which other County Councils of comparable size could organise His- 
torical Conferences to commemorate an event from their past and 
attract to it historians from all over northern Europe? Such Con- 
ferences were held moreover in successive years, in Orkney in 1968 
and in Shetland in 1969. During these Conferences, all copies of 
an issue of the Scottish Historical Review devoted to the pledging 
of the islands were completely sold out in Kirkwall and Lerwick. 

2. 'De Orcadibus insults' (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 33), which is part 
of the Ystoria Norvegie, and believed to be of 12th cent. date. 

3. Descriptio Insularum Orchadiarum (Appendix no. vii, G. Barry, 
History of the Orkney Islands, 1805). 

4. J. Wallace, A Description of the Isles of Orkney (first published 
1883). 

5. The Orkneyinga Saga (1938). 

6. SRO, GD1/236/1. 
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several branches of Industry, and the Means by which they may be improvedl. 

The first half of this century saw the development of a virtual school of 

Orkney historiography, of which Dr. H. Marwick, J. S. Clouston, A. W. 

Johnston and J. Mooney were the leading luminaries. Due to their energies, 

there were at one time three annual journals being printed, devoted exclu- 

sively to the history of the area: the Orkney Miscellany (1923-39.1953-), 

The Proceedings of the Orkney Antiquarian Society (1922-1939), and the 

Old Lore Miscellany of Orkney, Shetland, Caithness and Sutherland (1907-) 

The same group produced two collections of documentary material: Records 

of the Earldom of Orkney, edited by J. S. Clouston (1914), and Orkney and 

Shetland Records edited by A. W. Johnston (19o7-k2)3. There was also con- 

siderable individual output from the members of this group, of which the 

most notable instances are Orkney Farm Names (1952) and The Orkney Norn 

(1929) by Dr. H. Marwick, The History of-Orkney (1932) and The Orkney 

Parishes (1927) by J. S. Clouston, and The Cathedral and Royal Burgh of 

Kirkwall (1947) by J. Mooney together with his edition of Kirkwall Records 

(1952). 

Nor have the other parts of the northern world lacked their historians. 

Shetland have had Alexander Edmonston. Gilbert Goudie and Samuel Hibbert . 

1. At the same time Sheriff Peterkin collected the early Rentals of 
Orkney and printed them. Another notable 19th cent. work is J. R. 
Tudor, The Orkneys and Shetland (1883). 

2. Apart from many articles on Orkney history which appeared at the 
same time in the Scottish Historical Review. 

3. Followed by Caithness and Sutherland Records_(1928). These col- 
lections were unfortunately edited in an atmosphere of rivalry, and 
energy was therefore duplicated which could more usefully have been 

expended in a joint project. Both collections contain material not 
in the other however and both have made by own task much easier. 

4. A. Edmonston, A View of the Ancient and Present State of the Zetland 
Islands, 2 vols. (1809). S. Hibbert, Description of the Shetland 
Islands (1822). G. Goudie, The Celtic and Scandinavian Antiquities 
of Shetland (1904). 
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They have been followed more recently by Dr. T. M. Y. Manson and Professor 

G. Donaldson who has edited the Shetland Court Book of 1602-4, while Dr. R. 

S. Barclay has edited the Orkney and Shetland Court Book of 1612-131. Caith- 

ness, the other half of the earldom dominion, has not had such undivided 

attention, but Calder's History of Caithness (1811) and the Reverend A. 

MacKay's History of the Province of Cat (1914), as well as J. Henderson's 

Caithness Family History (1884) have been followed by J. Gray's Sutherland 

and Caithness in Saga-Time (1922). The Sinclair family have had their 

own historians; Father Hay's seventeenth century transcript of documents2 

has been proved remarkably accurate by the discovery of many of them still 

extant among the Crookston Writs. He was followed as a family historian at 

the end of last century by Roland St. Clair3. 

With this wealth of written work it might be wondered if there was 

room for further study into the earldoms of Orkney and Caithness. The 

knowledge of the past in this area is firmly based on saga material, which 

indeed provides abundant, unique information of a period which is obscure 

in every other region of Scotland. The earls of the Jarls saga are known 

to the readers of Orcadian history because of the vivid information about 

them in the pages of the great Orkney saga. This is the heroic age of 

Orkney history and the; period on which historians have concentrated. 

J. S. Clouston's History of Orkney (1932) devotes eighteen chapters to the 

saga period, and four to the period following, up to 1500. This has been 

the balance for a long time; the Genealogy of the earls in the fifteenth 

1. G. Donaldson, The Court Book of Shetland, 1602-4 (1954); Shetland 
Life under Earl Patrick 195 The Court Book of Orkney and 
Shetland, 1612-13, ed. R. S. Barclay (1962). 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires (first published 1835). 

3. The Saint-Clairs of the Isles (1898). 
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century devotes almost as much space to the history of the earls from Harold 

Fairhair to Earl Harold Maddadson as it does to the following period up to 

Earl William Sinclair, which is all the more remarkable as part of the latter 

period was still within living memory1. The 'school' of Orcadian historians 

were particular]y interested in the Norse society and customs of their 

islands, for which they drew on saga sources, and later, more abundant local 

records, from the Scottish period. Dr. Marwick produced his major works on 

the lan guage and place-names of Orkney, and latterly worked on the economic 

material found in the rentals to throw some light on the early adminis- 

trative divisions of the earldom 
2. 

J. S. Clouston was similarly interested 

in the early local administration and land divisions, as well as the h! EB 

history of the old Orkney families3. Their researches, as those of A. W. 

Johnston and J. Mooney, were based essentially on local history, which 

they created a study in itself. It quickly became evident to me that of 

the earls it was not Thorfinn, or Swein, the last of the Vikings, who 

needed a historian but their successors the "Vague Anguses and Strathearnes 

... absentee shadow earls"4 of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and 

1. 'Genealogy of the EarLs', Bannatyne Misc., iii, pp. 65-85; see 
Chapter I, Appendix I, infra. 

2. 'Leidang in the West', POAS, xiii (1934/5), pp. 15-31; 'Naval Defence 
in North Scotland, SHR, xxviii (1949), pp. 1-11. 

3. 'The Orkney Pennylands', SHR, xx (1922/3), pp. 19-27; 'The Orkney 
Lands', POAS, ii (1923/x+), pp. 61-9; 'The Lawting and Early Officials 
of Orkney SHR, xxi (1923/4), pp. 101-14; 'Two Features of the 
Orkney Earldom , xvi (1918/9), pp. 15-28; 'The Orkney Townships', 
SHR, xvii (1919/20), pp. 16-18; 'Odal Orkney', Saga-Bk., vii (1911-2), 
pp. 85-98; 'The Origin of the Halcros', POAS, xi 1932/3). Pp. 59-67; 
'Odal Families of Orkney', OIM, i. 
Although Clouston's collection of records (Records of the Earldom of 
Orkney) include the most important ones for the history of the earldom, 
the purpose of his Introduction to this volume was stated to be to 
deal with "the people, the courts and the land" (p. xliv). 

Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 228-9. 
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the Sinclairs who dominated Orkney history thereafter. 

By comparison with the saga period, coming to the thirteenth century 

has been said to be "like the plunge of a train into a tunnel"1. Before 

Clouston's narrative history, the only previous Scottish historian who 

had interested himself in the period was Joseph Anderson, in his intro- 

duction to Hjaltalin and Goudie's translation of the Orkneyinga Saga2. 

Despite errors of fact in this survey it was the first critical approach 

to the source material for the 'dark period' of Orcadian history, both 

Norwegian and Scottish. Anderson's survey has formed the main reference 

point for this period of Orkney history, and little startling new 

evidence about the earls of Orkney and Caithness has come to light since 

he wrote his pioneer introduction. What he covered in thirty-four pages 

however, is examined in the present thesis in four hundred, and it is 

hoped that a fuller understanding of this period and of the earls' 

position has resulted from it. This period may be regarded by many to 

be only a history of the sad decline of the status of the earls of Orkney 

and Caithness from the heroic picture in the Orkneyinga saga. Thus 

Clouston says that there is little "in the story of Orkney, from the 

death of Harold Maddadson down to today, of what is popularly meant by 

the word 'history'... Orkney was-deserted by the currents that cause 

historical events to happen"3. Yet the thirteenth century saw the death 

of a king of Norway and of a Queen of Scotland in Orkney as well as the 

Norwegian invasion of Scotland from Orkney in 1263, not to mention the 

maiming and murder of two bishops of Caithness within their see and the 

murder of an earl within his Scottish earldom. From 1200 to 1468 is as 

1. Ibid., p. 215. 

2. The Orkneyinga Saga (1873), pp. xxxix-lxxi. 

3. Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 216-7. 
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long again as the preceding era of the sagas and more vitally important for 

an understanding of the social development of Orkney than that earlier 

period. For during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the Scottish 

infiltration of the northern islands took place, which was so important 

for the future development of the area, while Caithness was incorporated 

within the economic and territorial framework of Scotland. There were 

the great developments in trade at this time, and although this is touched 

on very little in the present work it was an underlying factor the impor- 

tance of which has not yet been estimated. But above all, the history 

of the earls' position and the struggle of the kings of Scotland and 

Norway to contain these remote earldoms and incorporate them within the 

administrative framework of their kingdom 4s is a part of the process of 

expansion and consolidation of royal power which was taking place through- 

out Europe during these centuries. The history of these earldoms can give 

a clear picture of the processes at work in both the kingdoms of Norway and 

of Scotland, from the establishment of a royal administration by Sverre in 

Norway to the aggressive territorial ambitions of the Stewart kings. The 

problems facing William Sinclair, earl of Orkney and Caithness, Chancellor 

of Scotland, at the end of the 'dark age' which is covered by this thesis 

were in this respect the same as those facing his ancestor Earl Harold 

Maddadson at the beginning. Both these earls spent a lifetime of 

jockeying for their position against the pretensions of their kings, both 

Scottish and Norwegian. However different a twelfth century earl might 

be from a fifteenth century one (and this is a problem in a work which 

spans such a long period) nevertheless they are linked by this process 

of adaptation which must have occupied the thoughts of both of them. The 

story of the earls in these centuries is given continuity therefore by 

the persistence of the problems which faced them. 
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My approach has been political and chronological; to trace the 

descent of the earldom and chart the changing position of the earls in 

relationship with their two overlords. This has been a simpler task in 

Caithness than in Orkney, for the earldom of Caithness, although 

retaining interesting individual features, was assimilated into the 

kingdom of Scotland in the thirteenth century and it can fairly safely 

be assumed that the rights and powers of the earl there differed little 

from the other earldoms of Scotland1. Orkney, however, as frequently 

stated throughout the present work was an anomaly. Norwegian in culture 

and tradition though the islands were, the Angus, Strathearn and Sinclair 

earls, were bound to bring with them their own ideas of the position and 

rights of an earl. When these ideas over-laid a basically different 

administrative system the result was a confusion of terminology and a 

clash of interests. For the Orkney earldom never lost something of that 

element of personal dignity which distinguished the ancient norse 'Jarl' 

from his feudalised counterpart in Scotland. This factor enabled King 

Sverre to place sysselmen alongside the earl in the 1190's and was the 

basis for King Eric's ability to refuse to install William Sinclair as 

earl until 1434, and to appoint royal officials alongside him within the 

earldom. This situation led to confusion between earldom and royal 

estate, confusion which probably existed in the earl's mind as well as 

among readers of Orcadian history today. After the thirteenth century 

the Orkney earldom was an anomaly in Norway too, for the title of earl 

existed thereafter nowhere else within the kingdom. It has therefore 

been found impossible to link the constitutional position of the earl of 

Orkney with either the Scottish or the Norwegian situation. The earldom 

1. My studies have not contradicted Clouston's comment that "no part 
of Scotland is worthier of study, or more likely to yield fresh 

and valuable historical information" (History of Orkney, p. 214). 
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of Orkney developed into a completely distinctive administrative unit 

owing its inspiration to Norwegian traditions, but held by earls whose 

ideas were conditioned by feudal society and who therefore converted 

their position into one approximating to what they knew on the mainland of 

Scotland. The most important result of this for the kings of Norway was 

that the earls treated the royal estates, which they held as part of their 

administrative grant, as feudal property which they could alienate at 
1 

will. The practical position of the earls was rather different from their 

theoretical status. The anomalies of this situation must have meant a 

great deal of confusion when the Scottish crown got hold of Orkney and 

Shetland in 1468-9. They meant that King James was almost obliged to get 

rid of the old earldom line, which was so deeply entrenched, in order to 

have a clean sweep and adapt the circumstances in Orkney so that they were 

more in keeping with the tenurial system of Scotland. 

In writing this thesis I have followed two guiding principles, the 

first of which has been to give equal status to Scottish and Scandinavian 

material. This might be thought a basic necessity for the history of 

earldoms which throughout the period were part of Norway and Scotland; 

but it is a necessity which has not always been appreciated by Scottish 

or local historians. Ignorance of the document by which Shetland was 

pledged, which has been in print in the primary corpus of Norwegian source 

material since 1934, is sufficient indictment of the insularity of British 

historians. This was ignorance of a document which exists moreover only 

in a British record collection. Because their source material is less 

rich than our own Scandinavian historians have been perhaps more 

1. See Chapter VI infra p. 342 for an attempt to come to a conclusion 
about the position of earldom and royal estate. 
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scrupulous in scouring all available source material, and have printed 

everything about their history and the history of their former colonies. 

But the very fact that this material is printed does not mean that it is 

digested and the printed collections of these countries provide a wealth 

of material about Orkney and Shetland, some of which is known but some of 

which is not. 

Secondly I have attempted to treat the earldoms of Orkney and 

Caithness as a single entity, for they were held by the same individual 

for all but eighty-one years of the period covered by this thesis. Remote 

from lowland Scotland and Norway alike, the earl's presence was the 

immediate authority which bound the two halves of his dominion together. 

The Pentland Firth was more a means of communication than a barrier, as 

the English Channel was for the Norman kings of England to their estates 

in Normandy. But the historians of Orkney history have preferred to 

treat their earldom in isolation. Clouston devotes half a chapter to 

Caithness, as something quite distinct, referring to the "student of 

Caithness history"1. Scandinavian historians, with more excuse, have 

also rarely brought Caithness into the picture when treating of Orkney 

history. Yet a striking fact in the Jarls saga is the wealth of knowledge 

of Caithness shown by the saga writer, and the amount of time that the 

earls spent in Caithness. There is no reason to suppose that this situ- 

ation ceased when the sagas ceased. The history of Caithness has also 

been studied in isolation by Scottish historians; only the Old-Lore Mis- 

cellancy of Orkney, Shetland. Caithness and Sutherland has attempted to 

give any cultural unity to the area. There is in fact very little evidence 

from this period to show that the two halves of the earl's dominions were 

1. Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 214. 
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anything of an entity; the impression more usually gained is of antagonism 

between the two. as in 1425 when there was a reference in the Complaint of 

the people of Orkney to "foreigners from Caithness"1. However a large 

proportion of evidence comes from times when there had been a disturbed 

political situation and this epithet may have been reserved for such 

occasions. Infiltration of Orkney by Scots, which is evident throughout 

the fourteenth century, -was an extension of infiltration of Caithness by 

Scots in the train of the Cheynes, Mowats and MacKays. Among the names 

of the arbiters of the 1369 Agreement between Hakon Johnson and the bishop 

of Orkney some of the Scottish names are distinctly from Caithness, such 

as Patrick Kaldar, John of Dunray and John Sinclair, 2 
while Fergus of 

Rosce and Sir Christian of Teyn were also north Scottish3. Yet it seems 

probable that these arbiters were established in Orkney, for they appear 

alongside indiginous Orcadian names. Even when the earldom of Caithness 

was taken over by the crown, the earldom family continued to hold their 

portion of Caithness earldom estate which they had inherited from Earl 

Malise. 

Although by taking over the Caithness earldom in 1374/5 the Scottish 

crown broke a historic link, yet they made it no easier for the earls to 

reconcile their conflicting allegiances, for after 1379 the Sinclair earls 

were landholders in southern Scotland, and the problem became if anything 

more acute. The combined tenure of Rosslyn and Orkney was more politi- 

cally disadvantageous than that of Caithness and Orkney. It was to last 

for only another eighty-nine years, which can be regarded as borrowed 

1. Orkney Rees., p. 39. 

2. I am assuming that Patrick Kaldar came from Calder in Caithness and 
John of Dunray from Dunray. As will be discussed in Chapter IV 
infra the Sinclairs were at this date established in Caithness. 

3. Orkney Recs., p. 16. 
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time. National barriers were going up all over Europe, and 'nationalism' 

becoming a recognisable feature; it can be seen from 'The Cronycle of 

Scotland in a part' which was probably written in Orkney in the fifteenth 

century 
l, 

and which shows great distrust and hatred of the English. The 

period of the Sinclair earls in the north was therefore rather different 

from that of their predecessors, and so it has been treated separately 

in the second half of the present work. Not only their lowland Scottish 

status, but also their close connection with the Scottish royal house made 

their anomalous position more difficult to maintain. They were the only 

family in Scotland with divided loyalties at this time; the earls had in 

fact been unique in this respect since the War of Independence and the 

end of the situation whereby families had held lands on both sides of the 

Scoto-English border with impunity. If the Sinclairs had been less 

involved in Scottish politics they might have retained their independent 

position longer and not excited the envy of the Stewart kings who cast 

ambitious eyes upon the rich earldom off their northern coast. William 

Sinclair makes a clear statement of his difficult position in a letter to 

his Norwegian overlord, King Christian, in 1461, when he says that he 

will do "those feudal services which it is possible for him to do"2. 

This, coming from the very end of our period, shows the earl's problem as 

a vassal of two overlords. This was a problem which all his predecessors 

1. Bannatyne Misc., iii, pp. 35-k2. 

2. DN, ii, 840. The same earl commissioned the translation into Scots 
of a French book abcut chivalry; this was done for him by Gilbert de 
la Haye in 1456 ('Gilbert of the Haye's Prose Manuscript', ed. J. H. 
Stevenson. STS, xliv. 1901, p. xxii). It was just at this date 
that the king and the earl appear to have differed over royal policy 
fc. 'r Orkney; one of the many questions in the '$uke of the Law of 
Arrays' is the problem of dual allegiance; "gif a baroun haldis of 
twa lordis his landis, and thai twa lordis has were to mak in syndry 
placis, to quhilk of thaim twa suld he mak erest service" (ibid., 

p. 193). 
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had had to live with since the thirteenth century and the extension of 

royal control to Orkney and Caithness. It is with this process of expanding 

royal authority and the problems which it brought for the earls of Orkney 

and Caithness that this work is concerned. 



PART ONE 

CHAPTER I 

The Inheritance of the Earls of Orkney and Caithness: 

c. 1200-1379 



2 

Prologue: 

Earl Harold Maddadson (c. 1139-1204) is the first earl of Orkney and 

Caithness with whom this thesis is concerned, but he is not the first earl 

of whose existence there is documentary evidence. Earl Paul is mentioned 

by the Archbishop of York in a letter to Archbishop Lanfranc in 10731. His 

son Earl Hakon is addressed directly in a letter from Archbishop Anselm in 

the first decade of the twelfth century2. These are the first earls of 

Orkney to appear in record history, although a great deal is known about 

them and about many other earls from saga sources. But it was not until 

the time of Earl Hakon's grandson Harold Maddadson that Orkney and Caithness 

became incorporated in the kingdoms of Norway and Scotland of which they 

had up till then formed only a nominal part. It is with this process and 

the history of the earldoms thereafter that this thesis is concerned. 

Earl Paul and his brother Erlend are nevertheless very relevant 

to the events of Harold Maddadson's period as earl, for they both founded 

family lines which provided earls in Orkney throughout the twelfth century. 

In this process they became rivals and the existence of rival earls of 

Erlend's line was a source of weakness for both Harold Maddadson and his 

son John. Earl Erlend's grandson Rognvald and Rognvald's grandson Harold 

Ungi in particular played an important part in the events of the second 

half of the twelfth century and will appear in both Chapters II and III. 

It was also during the period of Paul and Erlend that the area over which 

the earls held sway was reduced from the vast territory said to have been 

conquered by their father Thorfinn3, to Caithness and Sutherland. Orkney 

and Shetland, which was the area ruled by Harold Maddadson. It is with 

1. Orkney-Shetland Recs., p. 5. 

2. Ibid., p. 10. 

3. OS, p. 189. 
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the further reduction of this territory and the limitation of his authority 

which this earl suffered that the present work begins. 

0 



!. 

Section I. Earl Harold Maddadson and his Heirs: the Succession of the 
House of Angus. 

Even in the twelfth century the earl of Orkney and Caithness was 

closely connected with Scottish families and affairs through birth and 

-marriage. Harold Maddadson's mother was Margaret, daughter of Earl Hacon 

and Helga, who was the daughter of Moddan 1. 
But his father was Earl Maddad 

of Atholl, son of Maelmuir a %rother to Malcolm King of Scots father of 

David. who is now King of Scots""2. Harold married himself, first, Afreka, 

daughter-of Duncan earl of Fife, and had four children by her, Henry and 

Hakon, Helen and Margaret3. His second wife was Hvarfl/ct the daughter of 

Malcolm earl of Ross. and their children were Thorfinn, David and John, 
t 

Gunnhild, Herborga and Langlif . His second marriage seems to have caused 

offence, for it is told how on the occasion when Harold attempted to buy 

back his earldom from King William the Lion, the king said he could-do so 

1. Moddan lived at Dale in Caithness, and Thurso was the centre of his 
influence (OS, p. 213). His grandson Erlend Haroldson lived in Thurso 
(OS, p. 3057 Harold Maddadson was said to have many kinsfolk and 
friends in Thurso (OS, p. 314+), and in 1196 the Scots seized Harold's 
vill of Thurso (Hoveden. Chronica., 

_iv, p. 10). 

2. OS, p. 236. Maddad's father and predecessor as earl of Atholl was certainly Maelmuir (ES, ii, p. 182). Maddad himself witnessed several 
chrs. during David's reign (ES, ii, p. 139). But the saga may be: con- 
fusing Malcolm the Scottish king with Malcolm MacHeth, illegitimate son 
of Alexander I (ibid., p. 140). This appears to have been the case 
elsewhere in OS (05, p. 361 n. 2). 

3. ibid., pp. 338,407; she was daughter of Duncan nth earl of Fife and 
sister of Duncan 5th earl of Fife (Ohronica, iv, p. 12; OS, Rolls edn., 
III, p. 220, n. 1). Hakon was fostered by Swein Asleifson and probably 
killed with him at Dublin in 1171; while Henry was said to have floss 
in Scotland (OS, pp. 339.349). 

4. ibid., p. 342. Hvarflý& is said to be a corruption of the Celtic name 
Gormflaith (0S, p. 408n). If Harold's grandfather had been the brother 
of Malcolm MacHeth (see n. 2 supra), then. Hvarfl4t was'his-kinswomon. 
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only if he put away the daughter of Malcolm MacHeth and took back his first 

wife1. Certainly HvarflM was considered to have been a disruptive influence 

for it was alleged to have been at her instigation that Harold revolted in 

11962. But it was her sons whom Harold considered to be his primary heirs. 

Thorfinn witnessed a charter in which his father granted an annual gift of 

one mark of gold to the canons of Scone3. This gift was made for his 

ancestors' souls his own and that of his wife, whose name appears to have 

been omitted in the copy made in the Liber Ecclesie de Scone 
4. 

The payment 

was to be made yearly by himself, his son Thorfinn and his heirs for ever, 

showing that Thorfinn was the chief heir. He is certainly the son of the 

earl who is most associated with his father; he rebelled with him in 1196 

attacking the king's vassals in Caithness, and he was taken hostage for 

his father's liberty in 1197, but was mutilated in retribution when Earl 

Harold again caused trouble in the north5. He probably died soon after 

as nothing more is heard of him. David and John, also sons of the second 

marriage, therefore became joint heirs to the earldoms. The daughters of 

this marriage appear to have settled in the Scandinavian world. Sturlunga 

Saga tells how Saemund, a great landowner in Iceland, was approached to be 

the husband of Langlif, but he would not go to Orkney for the wedding6. It 

1. Chronica, iv, p. 12. This demand may however have taken place on an 
occasion other than in 1196 (See Chap. II infra p. 78). 

2. Chron. Fordun, p. 270. 

3. Scone Liber. 58. It has been suggested that this grant may have been 
made in connection with the peace after Harold's rebellion of 1196/7 
(Es, ii, p. 348). It must however have predated his loss of Shetland in 1195 as Harold is called "earl of Orkney, Shetland and 
Caithness". 

4. Ibid.. "pro anima mea et uxoris mee videlicet". 

5. See Chap. II. infra p. 85. 

6. ES, ii, p. 238. 
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was most probably this daughter's son, Jon Langlifson who was with King 

Hakon on the 1263 expedition1. Another daughter married Olaf Earl's- 

Kinsman who led the rising against King Sverre in 11932. The husbands 

and families of these daughters must have helped to swell the band of 

Earl John's kinsmen who went'to Bergen in 1232 to get a judgement passed 

on the earl's murderers3. 

David and John apparently divided Harold's inheritance between them, 

for it is said that they "ruled the lands jointly after their father"k. 

But David died of sickness in 1214 and John then "took the title of "Earl" 

over the Orkneys"5. This was the last occasion on which the earldoms were 

divided on the old Norse pattern. From the death of Earl David in 1214 

until the mid-fourteenth century there was only one earl of Orkney and 

Caithness at a time. This may have been due to the succession of the 

Angus line who were accustomed to the inheritance of the title by the 

eldest heir, or it may have been due rather to the chance of birth and the 

lack of rivals. The evidence of disputed claims between the heirs of Earl 

Malise of Strathearn to the earldoms of Orkney and Caithness (c. 1353-1379) 

may indicate that primogeniture would not necessarily have held sway if 

there had been sufficiently strong competition. But the Angus earls were 

not very prolific. There was a break in the direct descent on three occasions 

1. ibid., pp. 611,616. 

2. ibid., p. 332; Olaf appears to have been a Shetlander. 

3. ibid., p. 483-4. 

4. OS. p. 349. 

5. ibid.; IA(E3, ii, p. 397). 
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in one hundred years, in 1239,1284 and 1330; and only one of the Angus earls 

is known to have had any brothers. 

With the death of Earl David in 1214 the Flatey Book continuation of 

the Orkneyinga saga ends, except for an account of the death of Bishop John 

in 1222. and thereafter Scottish sources become as important as Norwegian 

sources for information about the descent of the earls. It is from a Scottish 

source that we know about a daughter of Earl-John, and from a Norwegian one 

about his son. The daughter was taken by King William as a 'hostage', in 

order that she might be married into a Scottish family and bind the earls of 

Caithness more closely to the Scottish crown1. The son, Harold, was likewise 

retained by the king of Norway in 1224, when the earl made atonement with 

King Hakon about a dispute that there had been between them2. Two years 

later this son Harold was drowned3. The earl appears to have had no other 

male heir for none is mentioned in the detailed record of the lawsuit after 

his murder.. This took place in 1231 and was due, in the traditional way, 

1. Chron. Fordün. p. 274; See Chap. II infra p. 88. 

2. ES, ii. 'p . 455. " It 

3. IA (ES. ii, p. 460). 
Sometime before 15 Sept. 1227, an 'elect of Norway' had been killed 
when the ship he was in was robbed, for on that date four men were 
attached for the pleas of the Crown at Canterbury for the offence 
(CDS. 1.981). The next year there are two references to the same 
incident; the 'longa navis' in which the 'elect of Orkneya' had been 
found who was afterwards killed, was to be given with all its armaments 
to the Archdcn. of Shropshire; and a safe-conduct was granted to 
Abraham 'le Mariner', master of the ship of war that was it Grimsby 
wherein the 'elect of Orkneya' was found who was afterwards killed 
(CDS, i, 1007,1009). This title suggests that the individual was 
an ecclesiastic, except that Bishop Jofreyr is known to have held his 
see of Orkney from 1224 to 1247, and there is no evidence of any dis- 
puted election. Could the individual have been Harold, the son of 
Earl John who was 'drowned' in 1226? It is more likely that he would 
have been in a warship with armaments than an ecclesiastic; the title 
may indicate the receipt of an official grant of some authority in 
Orkney from King Hakon. 
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to a quarrel over the earldom estates with a descendant of Earl Rognvald. 

It was exacerbated by the interference of the royal officer In Orkney, 

Hanef Ungi. The claimant, Snaekoll Gunnison. laid claim to certain estates 

in Orkney1. and the trouble over these estates apparently arose during the 

period after the death of Harold when the earl had no direct heir. The saga 

tells that the earl feared that Snaekoll was also going to claim a grant of 

part of the earldom as his uncle Harold Ungi had done. Despite his part 

in the murder of the earl. Snaekoll was not condemned to death at the 

trial in Bergen in 1232 but "remained long with earl Skuli and King Hacon, 
2, 

and there is no evidence that he ever returned to Orkney or Caithness3. He 

may have been deprived of any right that he had to claim the earldom because 

of his part in the murder of the earl. 

Earl John's death did not mean the extinction of the Norse line4 for 

the kinsmen of the earl are mentioned frequently at the trial of his 

murderers. But there is no mention in the very full saga account of this 

event of the creation of a new earl by King Hakon. This can best be 

explained by the existence of an heir with a better claim in Scotland. 

For contemporary evidence shows that the title of earl of Caithness was 

at once assumed by a Scottish magnate; on 7 October 1232 a charter was 

witnessed by 'M. comite de Anegus et Katania'5. This must have been at 

1. ES. ii. p. 480. 

2. ibid.. p. 485. 

3. Despite the claims of Clan Gunn to be descended from him (The Highland 
Clans, Moncreiffe of that Ilk and Hicks, p. 160). 

4. Anderson, The Orkneyinga Saga, p. xlvi. 

5. Moray. Reg., p. 123. 
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about the same time as the loss of the 'gMdingaskip' in which the best men 

of Orkney, no doubt including the kinsmen of the late earl, were drowned 

on returning to Orkney from Bergen. It was lost 'that same autumn' (1232)1, 

and if a Norse successor to Earl John had been on it it seems improbable 

that the news of his death could have percolated through to southern 

Scotland, and 'M. earl of Angus' know of his right to the earldom of 

Caithness so quickly after this disaster that he had taken up the title 

by 7 October. The dates suggest that 'M. earl of Angus and Caithness' had 

assumed the title to Caithness as a result of the murder of Earl John in 

the autumn of 12312. In this case his claim to Orkney as Earl John's 

successor must have been known to be nearer than that of any of the kinsmen 

of the earl who were at Bergen for the trial of the murderers. This would 

account for the absence of any mention of a new earl of Orkney during the 

trial proceedings in Norway, the existence of the nearer heir in Scotland 

being known to King Hakon. 

How the claim to the earldom of Caithness was passed to the house of 

Angus is very uncertain. It was most probably through a female, and as 

the member of the family who finally became earl of Caithness possessed the 

name of Magnus it may well have been his mother. There is no evidence to 

show that she was the hostage daughter of Earl John who had been handed over 

to William the Lion in 1211, and who had then been married to a member of 

1. Icelandic Annals, 1232, "tyndiz e ingaskip of Orkneyium" (Langebek, 
Scr tones, iii. p. 90). Hakon Hakonsson's sa a, (Rolls ed. If, p. 152), 
adds o hafa margir menu ess seint baetr be it". This is trans. in 
ES, ii, p. 484, "And of this many men have been long in'getting the atone 
Tent", and in Dasent's trans., (Rolls ed. IV, p. 158) "and many men 
have had to atone for this later". 

2. On 22 April 1231 'M. Comite de Angus' only had witnessed a charter, 
(Dunf. Reg.. p. 45). 
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the house of Angus; although this explanation is the most convenient1. 

However if this family took up the title to the earldom straight after Earl 

John's murder. as they appear to have done. a very direct claim and a close 

relationship with the deceased earl is implied. There is even doubt about 

which earl of Angus was the father of Magnus earl of Caithness. In two 

secondary sources Magnus is called son of Earl Giibride (c. 1150-1187/9) 2 

and son of Earl Gilchrist3 (c. 1199-1206). In two contemporary charters 

Magnus is 'son of the earl '4 (dated 1220x1238) and 'son of the earl of 

Angus'5 (1227). which was during the period of Earl Malcolm (1225-1236x12k2)6. 

Fraser therefore reached the conclusion that he was in fact Malcolm's son, 
7 

and if so. this would explain the appearance on 7 October 1232 of 'M. earl 

of Angus and Caithness'. Malcolm's possession of the earldom of Caithness 

at this date has therefore been interpreted as meaning that he was holding 

the earldom for his son who was under age and who inherited his right to 

1. Fraser. Douglas. ii. p. 5. suggests this theory. Gray, Sutherland and 
Caithness in Saga-Time, p. 106. says that Magnus' mother was a sister 
of Harold Ungi, who had been granted half of the earldom of Caithness 
in 1197/8. This view seems to have derived from Skene, 'Notes on the 
earldom of Caithness' (PSAS. xii. P. 573; Celtic Scotland. iii. App. V, 
p. 450). 

2. Dalrymple. Collections. p. lxxii. See Genealogical Table A. 

3. Inventory of Oliphant Chrs. (SRO. Inventories of Titles. II, Misc., no. 31 

k. Arb. Lib., i. no. 306; the dating of this chr. is from ES, ii. P. 513n. 2) 

5. l4k .. i. no. 229. 

6. HDC, p. 467. A "Sir Angus, son of the earl" also appears in both the 
above chrs. In a third chr. he is said to be "son of Gilbride, earl of 
Angus" (ArbLib., i, no. 228). Fraser, Douglas, ii, p. 3 says however 
that another reading gives two witnesses' names instead of "Angus son of 
Gilbride", although the MS. quite clearly reads "Aneg' fil' comitis/ 
Gilbryd de Aneg'". 

7. Ibid.. ii. p. 5. But this does not necessarily follow, as "A. filio 
comitis de Anegus" witnessed a chr. in 1252 (Arb. Lib., i. no. 227) 
and he could not have been the son of the present earl of Angus. 
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that earldom through his mother 
1. On two later occasions Magnus and Malcolm 

can be'seen in close conjunction; on 26 July 1236 'M. earl of Angus' and 'M. 

earl of Caithness' witnessed a charter of King Alexander on his visit to 

Inverness 
2. 

their names following each other in the document; and in 1237 

their names were among a list of Scottish barons who sent a letter to the 

Pope 
3. 

These occasions indicate that a close relationship existed between 

them. 

Magnus had certainly succeeded to Caithness by the date mentioned 

above, 26 July 1236. However a year earlier, on 7 July 1235 "Walt. Cumyn 

comit' de Menteth comit' (de) Katanay" witnessed a charter 
4. 

This suggests 

that the earldom must have been taken from Earl Malcolm and given to Walter 

Cumyn who was amassing his power at this time. having recently received his 

grant of the earldom of Menteith. It was during these years that King 

Alexander erected Sutherland into an earldom for the de Moravias, as will be 

seen in Chapter II. In this situation Caithness may have been granted to Earl 

Malcolm and then Earl Walter temporarily while the king's policy for the north 

-was decided. In this case Earl Malcolm may not necessarily have been holding 

1. See p. 10 n. 1 supra. 

2. MacIntosh. Invernessiana. p. 29. where however the 'M' is read as 
'Edward'. 

3" cDg. i. 1655. Matthew Paris has however mis-dated this letter to the 
year 1244: from the mention of such witnesses as Walter Oliphard and 
Walter Stewart it must belong to 1237. (I am grateful for Dr. D. E. R. 
Watt for this information. ) 

4. Mort. Re ., i. p. xxxv. This document is in a bad condition. but it 
is quite clear that there is no break between 'Menteth' and 'comite 
(de) Katanay'. All the other Christian names are written in full which 
makes it unlikely that a preceding initial has been omitted in the 
copying. The break between 'comite' and 'Katanay' comes at the end of 
the line where there may have been room for another word. The gap 
between 'Katanay' and the succeeding witness which is shown in the 
printed version does not exist in the original text. 
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the earldom until his son came of age1. This explanation could fit in 

with the evidence that Magnus was a son of Earl Gilbride or Earl Gilchrist, 

and for some reason which is now obscure his right to Caithness was thought 

to be stronger than that of Malcolm who had to yield to crown policy in 

awarding the reduced earldom to his great-uncle or great-great-uncle. 

S 

1. If indeed the hostage daughter had been married to Malcolm after 
1214 and Magnus were a son of that marriage he could have been 

reaching his majority about 1235/6. But in this case he would have 
been almost too young to appear in 1227 at an important perambulation 
in Arbroath (Arb. Lib., i, no. 229). 
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Section II. The division of the earldom of Caithness after 1239. 

Magnus can have held the earldom of Caithness for only four years 

at the most, as he died in 12391. Only one source, the 'Genealogy of the 

Earls' tells us that he was succeeded by Earl Gilbert I who was succeeded 

by his son Earl Gilbert II2. No mention of the relationship between Magnus 

and Gilbert I is made. This, and the previous occasion on the death of 

Earl John, are the only times when the Genealogy does not mention the 

relationship between successive earls. It is assumed therefore that the 

relationship was not direct. That the Gilberts were however in some way 

connected with the house of Angus seems possible from the coincidence of 

names which occur in the two families3. The last known Gilbert of the 

house of Angus. brother of Earl Gilchrist, had received a charter from 

William the Lion (dated 1172x1177) of the lands of 'Purin, Ogguluin and 

Kinmethan' and had founded the Ogilvy branch of the family 
4. 

There are 

one or two tenuous pieces of evidence which could be interpreted as 

showing a connection between the succeeding earls of Caithness and the 

1. IA, (Es, Ii, p. 513). 

2. i3annatyne Misc., iii, p. 77. 

3. See infra p. 18. 

ý+. SP sub Airliar s44 4an`a aolcot äU¢. ! -1. 
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family of Ogilvy1, and if Magnus were a son of Earl Gilbride then his brother 

Gilbert could indeed have succeeded to both Caithness and Orkney after him, 

founding a new earldom line and leaving his lands of Ogilvy to a younger son. 

If however Earl Magnus had received his claim to the earldom of Caithness 

through his mother, the wife of Earl Malcolm, then there could be no reason 

why the Ogilvy line should have had any claim to the earldom of Caithness. 

There is very little evidence at all about the Gilberts which affords a 

clue as to their origin. There is in fact no other evidence for Earl Gilbert 

I apart from the statement in the Genealogy. His death is not even noted in 

the Icelandic Annals which usually corroborate the existence of all the earls 

who appear in the Genealogy. Because of the lack of any other evidence the 

2 
existence of this Earl Gilbert has therefore been doubted. But the Genealogy 

is generally very reliable on the names and succession of the earls; the lack 

of supporting evidence may simply indicate that he succeeded to the earldoms 

1. Inchaffray Chrs., (SHS, lvi), p. 76, which is a grant of the aä'yows 
of the church of Cortachy. Because of this chr. Matilda, daughter of 
Earl Gilbert of Caithness and Orkney is said to have brought the Barony 
of Cortachy to her husband Malise earl of Strathearn (ibid., p. lxiii). 
As Cortachy lies in Ogilvy territory this might lead to the conclusion 
that Gilbert earl of Caithness and Orkney held these lands because he 
was a member of the Ogilvy branch of the Angus family. But there is 
in fact no direct evidence that these lands were Matilda's dower, and 
there is moreover evidence that the Strathearn family had themselves 
possessed the lands of Ogilvy since 1172-8 (ibid., pp. 153.303)" 
"Magno filio comitis de Catenesse" witnessed a charter of John of 
Kinross to Alexander of Ogilvy (SHS Misc.. IV, p. 31k). This was 
assumed by the editor to be Magnus II. But if so he would surely have 
been called son of the earl of Angus. More probably it was Magnus III 
son of Earl Gilbert II (who it can be seen from the above Strathearn 
charter was called earl of Orkney and Caithness). In this case the 
charter should be dated before 1256, the year Magnus succeeded to the 
earldoms. Magnus was Alexander of Ogilvy's chief witness in the marriage 
arrangement with which the charter is concerned. (and the son of John 
of Kinross was obviously appearing for his father). This indicates a 
close connection between the Caithness earldom family and the Ogilvies 
at this date. but is no proof of any direct family relationship. 

2. ES., ii, p. 513. In fact Fraser. Douglas. ii. p. 6, n. 1. doubts the 
existence of either Gilbert, suggesting that the pedigree of the 
Umfravilles was erroneously added to the Genealogy. But there is cer- 
tainly supporting evidence for one Gilbert, earl of Caithness and 
Orkney (see n. 1 supra). 
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shortly before his death. For there was another reorganisation of the 

earldom of Caithness at this time and the earls henceforth possessed only 

half of the Caithness lands and possessions. , 

The evidence for this is the appearance of the 'nobilis mulier domina 

Joanna' who has been known to historians for a long time because of her 

importance as an heiress and her possession of Strathnaver and half of 

the earldom of Caithness. These lands were divided between the two daughters 

of her marriage with Freskin de Moravia, who thus held one quarter of the 

earldom of Caithness each1. In general, historians make Joanna inherit half 

of the earldom of Caithness too early and also attempt to give her a purely 

, Norse heritage. She has been called the 'hostage daughter' of Earl John 

and his heiress as well as, the heiress to the other half of the earldom line2. 

There is however evidence that she inherited the earldom of Caithness to- 

gether with a sister called Matilda. This comes from a fragment of a docu- 

ment (dated 1373) which appears to relate the descent of the Caithness 

earldom in the thirteenth century. Only the last few lines of a copy of 

this document survive; ".... per annum et, dimedium, et obiit virgo sine 

prole, et sic dictus comitatus revertebatur ad-primas sorores Johannam et 

Matildam, quequidem Johanna sorer senior nupta fuit domino Freskino ut supra 

1. See Appendix II infra for the evidence concerning the descent of 
Joanna's lands. 

2. Skene, Celtic Scotland, iii, p. 450. says that she was the hostage 
daughter of Earl John who was given in marriage by the king to his 
firm northern supporters the de Moravias. But as discussed on p. ZO 

infra Freskin and Joanna were probably not married until 1241. 
Gray, Sutherland and Caithness, p. 106, says she was the heiress 

of Ragnhild, Harold Ungi's younger sister. 
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notatum est"1. Joanna and her sister Matilda therefore inherited what is 

presumed to have been the earldom of Caithness after it had been held - 

apparently for only one and a half years - by somebody else who must have 

had a prior claim to it2. This is the only evidence that Joanna was a 

co-heiress with a sister, and the fact that she was called Matilda is a 

clue to their parentage, for Matilda was a name in use by the Angus family 

at this time3. The following earl of Orkney and Caithness, of the Angus 

line, Gilbert II, had a daughter called Matilda who was married to Malise 
k 

earl of Strathearn before 1257. This presents a first possibility that 

Joanna was also a daughter of Earl Gilbert II and that the two sisters 

inherited the earldom of'Caithness on his death in 12565. But according 

to the Genealogy Gilbert had a son Magnus6 as well as a daughter Matilda, 

who succeeded him in both earldoms. Nor would this possibility make any 

1. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 113. This fragment is among the Panmure 
MSS. (see Appendix I. infra p. 4+5 n. 1). The deed is dated 
'Scarinclath, 7 August, 1373'; this is not Scarinche in Lewis as 
the editor of Bannatyne Misc. says, but Scarmclath in Caithness 
(Munch. Symbolae, p. III). It is not said which earldom is under 
discussion. but from the fact that it was written in Caithness, 
that Joanna was under. discussion. and that it was written at a time 
when the inheritance of Caithness might well have been a matter of 
enquiry (as it was only eighteen months before the earldom was 
resigned to the crown). the conclusion is that it was Caithness. 
Munch however gave it the heading, 'Ultimae lineae diplomatis et 
ipsius genealogici prosapiam, ut videtur, comitum Sutherlandensium 
illustrantis'. 

2. It is not clear why Matilda and Joanna are called 'primas sorores'. 
This sounds to be in contrast to another female claimant, perhaps the 

previous inheritor, and may imply that they had already put forward 
a claim to the earldom once. 

3. Fraser, Douglas,. ii, p. 5. says that the hostage daughter who married 
Malcolm was called Matilda, but no evidence is given for the authen- 
ticity of the name. 

4. See p. 1' n. 1 supra. 

5. IA. (ES, ii, p. 587)- 

6. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 77. In the Icelandic Annals, Magnus is called 
Gibbonson and his death is given as 1273 (ES, ii, p. 669). 
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provision for the other inheritor who held the earldom but died childless. 

If Joanna and Matilda were co-heiresses then Matilda must have been 

as important an heiress as Joanna evidently was (from the information which 

has survived about her). This points to the identification of Joanna's 

sister with the Matilda Countess of Angus who held the earldom of Angus in 

her own right as Earl Malcolm's heir in the 12k0's1. Little is knownfof her, 

but she appears to have married first John Comyn, who died in France in 1242 

as earl of Angus2, and second Gilbert de Umphraville who died c. 12453. This 

interpretation presumes that both the earldoms of Caithness and Angus 

reverted to these two sisters, daughters of Malcolm earl of Angus, after the 

death of Magnus in 1239, and on the death of Malcolm about the same time 

(be died between 1236 and 1242). Joanna and Matilda evidently inherited 

Caithness from the inheritor who is mentioned in the fragment quoted and 

who died before having any children which may mean that Magnus himself left 

an heir4 who held the earldom of Caithness for a short while. In this 

situation the crown perhaps awarded one earldom to Joanna and the other to 

Matilda, being unwilling to see two earldoms in the hands of the eldest 

sister. who was Joanna. It is certain that Matilda had Angus which was held 

by her two husbands.. John Comyn and Gilbert de Umphraville. The question 

then arises as to why Joanna appears in possession of only half of the earldom 

of Caithness and why her husband Freskin de Moravia never had possession of 

the title of earl, for the facts as they stand are that Joanna was the elder 

sister and that she held half of the earldom of Caithness but that her husband 

1. Arb. Lib., i, p. 82 where Matilda calls Malcolm-her father. 

2. ES, ii, p. 530. 

3. SR sub Angus ; 'ES, " ii, p. 534+. 

4. There seems no reason for this to be necessarily a girl; he or she 
must have died when a child and before being of marriageable age. 
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never held the title. The conclusion must be that the earldom of Caithness 

still followed the rules of inheritance which prevailed in the Orkney earl- 

dom, that an heiress although inheriting lands could not pass the title to 

an earldom to her husband but only to her sons. 

Joanna and Freskin had no sons however and so another member of the 

Angus family had to be found who could receive the title of Caithness. It 

must be assumed that Earl Gilbert and his son were the nearest heirs with 

an inherited claim. The fact that they could have a claim to Caithness and 

not to Angus implies that they must have belonged to a generation before 

Malcolm1; and one positive factor about these two is that they must have 

both been of grown age in 1239/41, for Gilbert II's son was old enough to 

witness a charter before his father's death in 1256 and his daughter old 

enough to marry. It seems certain also that they must have been members of 

the Angus family to possess the name., Gilbert and for Gilbert II to call his 

children Magnus and Matilda, all names which have occured in the main line 

of the house of Angus2. Joanna and Freskin may well have been prevailed 

upon in this situation to resign up to the new earl half of the earldom lands, 

1. - The most satisfactory solution to this problem would be to identify 
Earl Gilbert I with Matilda's 2nd husband Gilbert de Umphraville, and 
Earl Gilbert, II with her son also called Gilbert. This earl of Angus 
and Caithness would then have named his son Magnus after his own 
uncle and his daughter Matilda after his own mother. Attempts have 
been made to identify the Umfravilles and the mysterious Earls Gilbert 
(Highland Clans, p. 161), but they seem impossible to substantiate 
as Earl Gilbert II had died leaving two children. by 1257, whereas 
Gilbert Umphraville II was an infant at his father's death and lived 
until after 1300. Nor is there any evidence that the Umphravilles 
possessed lands in Caithness (despite the suggestion of a link with 
the family of Gunn because of the name of Ingram which Moncreiffe and 
Hicks say that they have in common, Highland Clans, p. 161; however 
the 'Ingerum de Guynys' whom they mention is said by Black. Surnames, 
to have been a member of the family of Guines not of Gunn). 

2. Moreover the close connections of these earls and their families 
with other lowland baronial families can be seen from the evidence 
already cited on p. '1k n. 1 supra. 
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presumably receiving compensation elsewhere. 

That this arrangement and division of the earldom took place no 

earlier than 1239 seems probable from the existence of the charter granting 

South Caithness to Earl Magnus (1236x1239) among the muniments of the 

Oliphant family 
1. 

It follows from this that Joanna received that part of 

the earldom on Magnus' death or a few years later and that it passed from 

her to the Cheynes, the Sutherlands of Duffus and the Oliphants; if the 

division had taken place before 1239 there would have. been no reason for 

Joanna's descendants to possess this particular chartert. Also the division 

cannot have taken place until the inheritor mentioned in the fragment had 

also died. The assumption read into this fragment is that he or she held 

the earldom for only one and a half years before dying (although it is not 

exactly clear that this is what the mention of one and a`half years meant). 

If so, then the inheritance of the earldom by Joanna and Matilda took place 

in 12+0/1 . 

Earl Malcolm can also be assumed to be dead by that date; and both 

earldoms were therefore in the hands of these two sisters. That Angus was 

given to the latter and Caithness to the former fairly speedily can be seen 

from the death of John Comyn as earl of Angus in France in 1242. How long 

he and Matilda had been married is not known, but perhaps not for long as 

they appear to have had no children. Freskin and Joanna can have been 

married no later, for Joanna was the elder sister, but they cannot have been 

1. See p. 10 n. 3 supra. 

2. See App. II infra p. 60 
. As mentioned on p. 10 n. 1 supra Skene 

considered Joanna to be Earl John's hostage daughter, but this is 
incompatible with the facts of Joanna's marriage to Freskin (see p. 20 

n. 1 infra). It could of course be argued that her marriage to 
Freskin was Joanna's second; but even so, this would make no allow- 
ance for the first inheritor who died childless and it would provide 
no explanation of who the Gilberts were; as mentioned in the text 
there are arguments for showing that the division of the earldom did 
not take place until 1239. 
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married for long either, as Freskin was only just of marriageable age in 

1241 
1. 

In"'f's"et-the-fragment... about. -the--inheritanee-gives-the-impress ion 

+ý,,,,,. 1- ±h? arExe-rearrieci, as.. a. _resu]. t. ai,.. the_sis ýnhe 
. i. anceýni, »#. he-earl- 

dpui It is a relevant fact that one was married to a member of the Comyn 

family and the other to a Comyn supporter, particularly in light of the 

evidence that Walter Comyn apparently had possession of the earldom of 

Caithness in 1235: ' The Comyn family were still powerful in 12k1. When 

the decision was made as to which sister should have which earldom, the 

established position of Freskin's family in the north must have been taken 

into account, so that he and Joanna were given Caithness 

1. Freskin's father Walter de Moravia received a grant of two davachs 
of land from Ferchar earl of Ross, which, it has been suggested was 
a dowry for his wife Eufamia (Moray Reg., pp. xxxv, 333). If this 
grant was made soon after their marriage it must be dated post 1224. 
Freskin was therefore only just of marriageable age in 1241; he is 
first called 'dominus de Duffus' in 1248 (ibid., p. 113). 

2; - c us comitatus revertebatur ... quequ ein hMinar-soror°senior' 
nupta.. - -clomirro-FrýSKirro"°, '"'ý'C i diffibtTltö 'IEMV-khät-'-quequidem' 

e=,, Q , , yrmeans-but the-construction-of-the-, s enteiic`e"implies-that `'she 
w, aa_mar . ied-as-a-result-, of-her--inherit°ance=ý, of"`th6 eä Tdom. 

See p. 11 supra. Malise earl of Strathearn granted land to his sister 
Amabilia on the occasion of her marriage to Sir David Grahame, and his 

charter was witnessed by Alexander Comyn earl of Buchan, Freskin de 
Moravia and Reginald Cheyne (Moray Reg. p. 465). All of these had a 
connection with Caithness through heiresses. Malise was married to 
Matilda daughter of Earl Gilbert; Alexander Comyn's relation John had 
been married to Matilda daughter of Earl Malcolm; Freskin de Moravia 

was married to Joanna, and Reginald Cheyne's son was later to marry 
one of Freskin's and Joanna's co-heiresses. Reginald Cheyne himself 

was married to Alexander Comyn's sister. 

`ý. His uncle William, 'dominus Sutherlandiae', was to be created earl 
before his death in 1248 (Fraser, Sutherland, i, p. 12). 
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Section III. The remaining earls of the Angus line: the Strathearn 
succession c. 1330-1379. 

In the light of the present evidence it is not possible to explain 

why and when the title to the-earldom of Caithness went to Earl Gilbert. 

Although there is no evidence to support the Genealogy's statement that 

there was a Gilbert I, it can certainly be seen that the second Gilbert 

established himself in his two earldoms. It is said of him by the Genealogy 

that he "josit the Eirldomis of Orchadie and Cathanie in Scotland"' and this 

is supported by the first documentary evidence that an earl was in possession 

of the title to both earldoms since Harold Maddadson in the 1190's. The 

evidence dates from the year after his death when Matilda is called 

'daughter of Gilbert former earl of Orkney and Caithness'2. That he was 

also acknowledged earl of Caithness in his own lifetime can be seen from 

the description of his son Magnus as 'son of the earl of Caithness'3. How- 

ever it seems highly probable that there was a period of dispute because of 

the uncertainty of inheritance after 1239 and the death of Earl Magnus, 

before the crown settled the problem by apportioning the earldoms and 

titles to different claimants. This may account for the mysterious reference 

to two Gilberts in the Genealogy. It may also account for the Genealogy's 

statement that Gilbert II enjoyed both Orkney and Caithness, as perhaps his 

predecessor had not. Gilbert II's daughter Matilda was married to Malise 

earl of Strathearnk, and it is certain that she brought the right of claiming 

the northern earldoms to this family. There is a hint that Gilbert's son, 

Magnus III, was married to a northern family; one of the witnesses to a 

1. Bannatyne Misc. iii, p. 77. 

2. Inchaffray Chrs., P. 76. 

3. See p. 1k n. 1 supra. 

4. See p. 1k n. 1 supra. 
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, charter of Earl John, second son of Magnus III, was 'Haraldo, avunculo nostro'1 

and as there is no record that Magnus III had any brothers called Harold (the 

Genealogy giving the names of Magnus and Matilda only) it seems likely that 

Harold must have been John's maternal uncle, the name suggesting that he was 

of norithern origin. Magnus III was earl from 1256 to 1273 2 
and was succeeded 

in turn by his sons Magnus IV, who died in 12843 leaving no children, and 

John. One of these two was linked in marriage to the Bruces, according to 

Boece. who says, when writing of the marriage of Robert Bruce's daughter 

Marjory that her mother was sister "To the Bude erle of Catnes in tha dais" 
k 

. 

It seems clear that Bruce's wife was in fact a daughter of the earl of Mars, 

so this could only mean that she was a sister-in-law of one of the brothers 

Magnus or John, although there is no evidence to support it6. Earl John may 

have married twice as on his death he left a minor, who did not come of age 

until 1310 at the earliest. This must mean that his heir had been born late 

to an earl who succeeded in 1? 8k (and as he had succeeded his brother who had 

been earl for eleven years he was most probably adult at that date). His heir 

may therefore have been the son of a second marriage7. In the year 1299 Earl 

John was without a wife as he was then betrothed to a daughter of King Eric 
8 

of Norway.. 

1. Dupplin Chrs., (SRO); see Chap. II infra p. 126 and Frontispiece. 

2. IA (ES. ii, p. 669). 

3. ibid., p. 685. 

4. The Buik of the Chroniclis of Scotland (Rollo 
-ed. 

), iii, p. 241. 

5. SP sub Mar. 

6. Revd. A. MacKay, History of the Province of Cat, p. 87. n. 1, says the earl 
was Magnus V, who however only came of age c. 1310. long after Isabella 
had died. 

7. Skene, Highlanders, ii, p. 312. suggests that Earl John married a 
daughter of Graham of Lovat. 

8. IA: Munch. NFH. iv, pt. ii, p. 344. 
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The earl was dead by the year 1303, when Edward I granted the wardship 

1 
of Magnus son and heir of the earl of Caithness to Weland de Stiklawe . The 

wardship lasted until at least 13092, but between then and 1312 Magnus V came 

of age, for in the latter year he was vitally concerned in the treaty of 

agreement between his two sovereigns3. He was not earl for long however, 

dying apparently soon after his name appears in the Declaration of Arbroath 

on 6 April 1,320 The following year King Robert sent a letter to the king 

of Norway's baillies in Orkney requesting the return of a traitor harboured 

in Orkneys. This implies that there was no earl, for if Magnus had been 
6 

alive the Scottish king would have addressed his complaints to him personally 

as one of his own vassals, in order to get swift redress. The same letter 

mentions also the Scottish king's baillie in Caithness, who would most probably 

be in existence for the same reason as the Norwegian baillies, during the 

abeyance of the earldom or a minority. Magnus V's countess was called 

Katherine and although little is known about her7 she appears to have been a 

person of importance in her own right. During the lifetime of her husband 

she is mentioned as having been present with him in St. Magnus' Cathedral when 

Bishop William promised to amend the affairs of the Church in Orkney in 1319. 8 

1. Paigrave, Antient Kalendars, i, p. 128;, "'le Roi li bailla la garde du 
corps Munes fuiz et heir le Counte de Cateneys"; see Chap. III, App. II. 
infra. 

2. APS. i, p. k59. 

3. ibid., i, p. 461; DN, ii, 114. 

4. APS. i, p. 474. 

5. DN, v, 67- 

6. As suggested by Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. lv. 

7. Douglas' Peerage thought she-was the daughter of Earl John. 

8. DN, ix, 85. 
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This in itself is an unusual piece of evidence but the Countess Katherine 

can also be seen acting on her own behalf after the earl's death, when she 

transacted a sale of land with Erling Vidkunnson, "Drotseter" or Steward of 

the King of Norway1. She was thus well acquainted with the affairs of the 

Orkney earldom as well as in close contact with powerful Norwegian families2. 

This and her continued residence in Orkney after the death of the earl indi- 

cate that she was of Orkney or Norwegian origin rather than Scottish. 

On the death of Magnus V there was another break in the inheritance. 

The Genealogy does not say that he left any heirs, but on the other hand it 

does not say that he left no children, as was said of Earl Magnus IV3. It 

seems probable that he left a minor as his heir in 1320/1 for the lack of 

evidence for the earldom being in dispute for the next ten years clearly 

points to an heir being in existence. As Magnus himself had only come of 

age after 1310 any heir that he left in 1320/1 must have been a minor. But 

the existence of several claimants in the years 1330/1 shows that there was 

then no direct heir and the earldoms were vacant, so that any heir left by 

Earl Magnus must have died in the meantime. The evidence during this period 

of the Countess Katherine. transacting a sale of land on her own account 

indicates that she was a widow, and, as no other countess yet existed, that 

the heir must still have been a minor. An official mentioned in this docu- 

ment, Sir Sigurd Jodgeirson, may have been the royal officer in Orkney in 

1329 , and if so then he would have been there for the minority of an earl. 

1. ibid.. ii, 168,170. 

2. She calls Erling Vidkunsson 'her dear friend'. He was married to one 
of the family from whom Katherine was buying the lands. 

3. Bannatyne Misc. iii. P. 78. 

4. Munch. NFH. v. pt. i, p. 134 
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After 1330 the two earldoms passed to the line of the earls of 

Strathearn. It has already been seen that a daughter of Earl Gilbert II 

married Malise II earl of Strathearn before 1257, so that Malise V derived 

his right to the earldoms of Caithness and Orkney from his great-grandmother1. 

In the only surviving charter granted by him, he calls himself earl of 

Caithness and Orkney2 which accords with the Genealogy's statement that he 

held both earldoms, although in other records of the period he is called 'of 

Strathearn' only3. His claim did not go unchallenged; two references in the 

Genealogy imply that he had to prove it. One is the insistence that he 

succeeded "be just succession linialie ... as lawfull aire be law of heri- 

tage ... lyk as the strenchthis, evidencis, and charteris of the confir- 

mationis thairupon maid of bayth the kingdomis of Scotland and Norwege 

cleirlie makis manifest"k. The other is the mention of a search being 

ordered in the records by King Magnus for Earl Malise of any documents 

"pertinent to him concernent the Erildome of Orchadie"5. There is also 

evidence of another claimant to the earldom of Caithness. On 4 December 

1330 it is recorded that "Querela Simonis Frazer et Margarete sponse et 

unius heredis comitis de Caithnes. super comitatu de Caithnes" was 

1. Inchaffray Chrs.. P. 76. There is no evidence that Malise claimed the 
earldom through right of his first wife, said by Anderson, (Orkneyinga 
Saga, p. lv) to have been a daughter of Magnus V. See App. I infra p. 5I 
for the mistaken suggestion that two Malises held the earldom. 

2. RMS, i. App. 1,150. 

3. 'Earl of Strathearn' in 1331,1340; 'Malise de Strathearn' in 1359 
(ER, i, pp. 404,468,570). The Genealogy emphasises that he received 
an official grant however. 

4. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 78. 

5. Barry, A History of the Orkney Islands, p. 406. This passage appears 
only in the Scottish trans. and is omitted in the Miscellany ed: see 
App. I infra p. 53. 
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presented at Inverness . It is not exactly clear that Simon Fraser's wife 

was herself one of the heirs of the earl of Caithness, but this is presumed 

to be the case2. These two are recorded as having also lodged a complaint 

'super vicecomitem de Inuernes'3, probably at about the same time, which 

perhaps was caused also by the vacancy in the earldom of Caithness. These 

entries show that Simon Fraser had some claim on the earldom of Caithness 

through his wife. From an entry in the Exchequer Rolls in 1331 that the 

earl of Strathearn owed the farm of one quarter of Caithness, Skene thought 

this indicated that Simon and Margaret Fraser were successful in their com- 

plaint, as the earls had previously held half of the earldom . If so then 

Margaret must have had a strong claim on the earldom, and may have been a 

daughter of Earl Magnus V5. Her claim must in any case have been nearer 
6 

than that of the earl of Strathearn . But there is no evidence that her 

1. APS, i, p. 511; RMS, i, App. ii, 716. Index A of the 1M.. vol. i, 
says that the complaint was 'super terras de Cathnes', rather than 
about the title. Whether this is a mistaken assumption by the copyist 
from the entry in Index B, or not, is not certain. 

2. An alternative reading could be that it was an opposing party in the 
law-suit who was an heir of the earl. In RMS there is a comma after 
'sponse' but not in APS. However records of 'querela' do not usually 
name an opposing party but only the subject of complaint so it is 
assumed that the description refers to Margaret. 

3. RMS, i, App. ii, 705. 

4. ER, i, p. 404: Skene. Celtic Scotland. iii, p. 451. One list of the 
combatants at the battle of Halidon Hill in 1333 calls Malise 'le Counte 
de Stratherne de Sotheronland' (M. Bateson, SHS Misc., ii, p. 28). This 
appears to show that Malise possessed lands in Sutherland and implies 
that he did not yet possess the title to Caithness. Whether his 
Sutherland lands were the same as the Caithness which he held in 1331 
is not certain. There may be a significant distinction between his 

possession of Caithness' and the Cheyne holdings of and 2 'earldom 

of Caithness'. 

5. Skene, Highlanders, ii, p. 312, where Margaret is said to be the 
daughter and heiress of Earl John. Fraser, Frasers of Philorth, ii, 

p. 129 (following Douglas' Peerage) says she was the daughter of Magnus V 

6. See p. 42 infra for a closer examination of Margaret's claim. 
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husband ever possessed the title to the earldom; this may be another indi- 

cation that the title went'in preference to a male heir, although his claim 

might be more distant, andecould not be held by the husband of a female member 

of the earldom family. The situation in 1330 may therefore have been 

repeating that in the previous century when Freskin de Moravia married a 

co-heiress to the earldom but the title went to a remoter member of the 

earldom family. 

There is evidence that the Fraser family continued to hold lands in 

Caithness, but this may have been because of an earlier marriage to an heiress 

and not because of Simon's marriage to Margaret. In 1296/7 a letter from 

Edward I had ordered one hundred marks to be delivered to Andrew Fraser from 

the dowry of his wife in Caithness1. If the value of the lands and tenements 

in Caithness did not reach that sum then this was to be made up to him, and 

his lands were also to be restored to him. There is no evidence to show to 

which family his wife belonged, but in 1312 their son Alexander Fraser appears 

to have had a claim against the Cheynes over the lands of Duffus. A letter 

of 6 November 1312 granted by Robert I to Lady Mary (de Moravia), wife of 

the late Reginald de Cheyne, stated that no prejudice to the status of in- 

heritance of Lady Mary in her lands of Duffus was to be generated. or her 

disinherison of the same be construed, from an agreement arranged by the 

king between Lady Mary and Alexander Fraser2. It was Alexander's mother 

who had had the tenement in Caithness in 1296 which makes it most probable 

that his claim on the lands of Duffus derived from his mother. The claim 

must in fact have been substantiated. for Lady Mary de Moravia to fear the 

loss of her rights from an agreement arranged between them by the king. It 

appears therefore that Sir Andrew had married a descendant of Joanna and 

1. Caithness Recs.. p. 66. 

2. Known from a confirmation of 18 October 1363 (RMS, 1,142). 
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Freskin rather than a member of the earldom family1. Their connection with 

Caithness was no doubt greatly strengthened by the marriage of Simon. 

Alexander's younger brother to an heiress of one of the earls. Both 

Alexander and Simon Fraser were killed however in 1333; Earl Malise may 

thereby have benefited and inherited the portion of earldom lands which 

Simon and his wife had held2. There is no evidence that he was troubled 

any further by claims from the heiress Margaret. Later evidence suggests 

that the other estates may have stayed in the Fraser family with the heirs 

of Sir Andrew's youngest son James, who married the heiress to Frendraught3. 

In 1452 Brawl, Dunbeth, Lathrynful and Watten in the earldom of Caithness 

were resigned by James Crichtoun lord of Frendraught and Janet Dunbar his 

wife, whose lands they werek. She was an heiress, with her sister, of 

James lord of Frendraught. the direct descendant of James fourth son of Sir 

Andrew Fraser. This suggests that these lands which Janet held had remained 

1. Fraser. Frasers of Philorth, i, p. 116, suggests that the wife of 
Andrew Fraser was a daughter of Reginald Cheyne III and Lady Mary de 
Moravia. This would mean that in 1312 Alexander Fraser was claiming 
some rights in Duffus against his grandmother. which seems unlikely 
as no relationship between them is mentioned. It is more probable 
that Andrew's wife had been a grand-daughter of Joanna and Freskin 
not through the elder daughter Mary but the younger, Christian, who 
married William Fedrett. They certainly had children, and Christian 
may have had children from a previous marriage (Moray Reg., no. 131; 
see App.. II infra p. 57 n. 3 ). The trouble over the lands of Duffus, 
which is evident in 1312, existed already in 1294 from the reference 
to the 'effusion of blood' caused by Christian's heirs in the church 
of Duffus at that date (ibid. ). Alexander Fraser may himself have 
been one of these troublesome heirs of Christian pressing claims 
against his great-aunt Lady Mary Cheyne which were only settled by 

an agreement arranged-by the crown in the intervening years before 1312. 
See Genealogical Table B. 

2. Frasers of Philorth, ii, p. 129. He probably also took up the title to 
Caithness after this date, whereas in that year he was called 'de 

Sotheronland' only (see p. 26 n. 4 supra). 

3. Frasers of Philorth, ii, p. 134. 

4. RMS. ii, 5k9. They were resigned to George Crichton, who the same year 
was created earl of Caithness. 
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in her family since that time, and that they must have been therefore part 

of the estates which Sir Andrew had held in right of his wife1. The Genealogy 

says that Earl Malise married twice, first a daughter of the earl of Menteith, 

of whom there is no other documentary evidence; and secondly Marjory daughter 

of the earl of Ross2. He would certainly appear to have had two wives from 

the evidence that the inheritance of his estates was disputed between Matilda, 

who according to the Genealogy was the daughter of his first wife3, and 

Isabella whom he designated his heiress and who was the daughter of his second 

wife 
4. 

Although Earl Malise was remembered long after his death in the north, 

and in the Genealogy Earl William Sinclair referred to what his great-great- 

grandfather had done as if this was common knowledge, yet he was earl for 

only about twenty years. His death may have occurred about 1350 when Marjory 

Countess of Caithness and Orkney agreed on her own behalf to the earldom of 

Ross devolving on her brother Hugh5, and certainly before 6 May 1353 when his 

6 
son-in-law Erngisl Suneson was called earl of Orkney 

The death of Earl Malise changed the history of Orkney and Caithness a 

1. The fact that Dunbeth was in the possession of the earl of Ross and 
Alexander Sutherland at this time will be discussed in Chap. V. infra 
p. 289 . Brawl should also have been in the hands of the crown in 1452 
as it had been resigned by Alexander of Ard in 1375. This may mean that 
only part of the lands of these estates were in the hands of the Frasers 
from the 13th cent., when they had been divided between Joanna and the 
earl. 

2. Bannatyne Misc.. iii, p. 78. There is no evidence to support the 
Genealogy's statement that the first wife was a daughter of the e 
Menteith, The previous earl of Strathearn had been married to a 
of Sir John Menteith, whom Anderson (Orkneyinga Saga, p. lvii) co 
with the first wife of Malise. 

3. Bannatyne Misc., iii. P. 78. 

4. In.: inaffray Chrs. , p. lxxii. 

5. OPS, ii, pt. ii, p. 487. 

6. DN. ii, 319. 

Genealogy's statement that the first wife was a daughter of the earl of 
Menteith, The previous earl of Strathearn had been married to a daughter 
of Sir John Menteith, whom Anderson (Orkneyinga Saga, p. lvii) confuses 
with the first wife of Malise. 
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great deal. First, he left five daughters and the earldom lands appear to 

have been split between them. This lack of a male heir, following his own 

succession in the absence of a direct heir. caused the biggest hiatus yet 

in the history of the succession to the two earldoms. This had a two-fold 

effect; Orkney and Caithness became separated and for the first time in their 

history were held by different people, a situation which continued until 

1455. The absence of a strong earl caused William earl of Ross (1333-1372) 

to emerge as the most powerful figure in the north, and the vacuum left by 

Malise was in the end to be to the advantage of the Norwegian and Scottish 

crowns. In Caithness there was a discrepancy between Malise's plans for 

the earldom and the actual inheritance of the title. In 1344 Malise had 

designated his daughter by his second marriage Isabella, his heir to the 

earldom, failing any heirs male between himself and his wife Marjory, and 

he gave control of Isabella's marriage into the hands of her uncle the earl 

of Ross. who promised to defend the earldom as his own1. But it was Matilda. 

his daughter by his first wife, according to the Genealogy, who had her 

share of the Caithness earldom lands "onder the denomination and appellation 

of the Eiradom or Eirle"2. From the documentary evidence that Matilda's 

son Alexander by her husband Weland de Ard3 resigned the earldom to the 

Crown before 1375 it would certainly appear that she and her son were the 

accepted heirs to the earldom of Caithness and not Isabella or her children. 

As early as 1357 Duncan, son of Andrew, 'potens de Scocie' said that he held 

1. RMS, i, App. 1,150. This is not a grant of Isabella in marriage, 
which leads Anderson (Orkneyinga Saga, p. lxii) to assume that she 
married the earl of Ross, but of having control over whom she did 
marry (Inchaffray Chrs., p. lxxii; Skene, Celtic Scotland, iii, p. 452). 

2. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 82. See Genealogical Table C. 

3. Weland de Ard must have been a member of the powerful northern family 
of de Ard, but he is otherwise unrecorded apart from the statement in 
the Genealogy that he married Matilda 3. e Strathearn (See infra Chap. 
III, App. II, p. 214). 
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the wardship of the "true and legitimate heir of the lord Malise" (who 

was most probably Matilda's son Alexander), and he wrote to the people 

of Orkney demanding dues from the earldom there, apparently by virtue 

of his possession of the wardship of Caithness1. It is not surprising 

therefore that there was a clash between the parties supporting the two 

heiresses over the inheritance of the title. The earl of Ross, guardian 

of Isabella, led the other party and was the most powerful force in 

the north at the time, with his authority extending to Orkney also2. 

It must have been due to him that William Sinclair received the hand 

of Isabella in marriage during the years 1344-13673, for Earl William 

possessed the authority to bestow Isabella's hand by virtue of the 

grant from the earl of Caithness in 1344 (which was confirmed in 

1362). In January 1368 the heir of William Sinclair was in the guar- 

dianship of William Keith, who was holding the rent of the assize of 

the earldom of Caithness, which implies that at. that date the heir 

of William Sinclair and Isabella de Strathearn was the accepted heir 

to the earldom. However after the death of the earl of Ross in 1372 

1. DN. ii, 337; Munch believed in Symbolae, p. 55, that the heir in 
question was Malise Sperra, but in NFH, v, pt. i, p. 648-9 he 
suggested that it was rather Alexander of Ard. A 'Robert, son 
of Duncan son of Andrew of Atholl' appears in ER in 1358 (1, 
P"555). If this individual could be identified as the son of 
Duncan Anderson, then a clue is afforded to the origins of the 
latter. His activity on behalf of Alexander of Ard suggests that 
he had either been appointed guardian of the heir by the crown, or 
that he had married Matilda; in either case the death of her 
husband Weland de Ard is implied. 

2. See Chap. II infra, p. 131 for details of the position in 
Caithness at this time. 

3. The Genealogy does not give the name of the daughter who married 
'lord William of Saint-Clair, Lord Saint-Clair' but that it was 
Isabella can be seen from the charter of 1391 in which Earl Henry 
mentions the right inherited by his brother from their mother 
Isabella Sinclair ON. ii, 525).: 

4. APS, i, p. 528-9. 
_ 
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the Sinclair party lost their powerful protector and Matilda's right 

to the earldom was once more recognised. 

The del Ard family did not however get very much benefit from 

the re-assertion of the claims of primogeniture. There is evidence 

that the crown was beginning to implement its plans for the earldom of 

Caithness. In February 1373 a Scottish nuncio went to Orkney 'pro 

at -Bea-XV1.1tLet negociis regis'1; in August 1373 a document was drawn up^in Caithness 

concerning the inheritance of the earldom during the previous century2, 

which implies that the succession to the earldom was under review, and 

that somebody wished to be certain of the exact position of the earl, 

perhaps because of the fact that the earldom lands were so very much 

reduced by that date. It may have been written by an official of the 

church3. Before March 1375 Matilda's son Alexander had resigned to 

the crown all his lands in Caithness or elsewhere which were his by 

hereditary succession from his mother, and any right which he had to 

the earldom of Strathearn from his grand-father. As far as the crown 

was concerned Alexander and nobody else was the direct heir of Earl 

1. ER, ii, p. 390. 

2. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 43. 

3. Scarmclet was part of the lands of the archdeaconry of Caithness. 

4. RMS, 1,614,615; SP sub Strathearn. The whole process by which 
Malise had forfeited or resigned the earldom of Strathearn in 1344 
is very unclear. David Stewart, son of Robert II, had been created 
earl of Strathearn 26/27 March 1371, but uncertainty existed over 
the right of Malise's heirs and on 21 March 1375 David Stewart was 
granted all right of claiming the earldom of Strathearn and its 
pertinents which had been Alexander of Ard's, and which, as the 
charter said, Alexander had previously resigned to the crown. 
The Scottish trans. of the Genealogy adds that Alexander suc- 
ceeded to Malise's 'park of Strathearn'. Nothing about this 
inheritance is mentioned in the Latin version however, and it 
seems clear that it arises out of a misunderstanding by the 16th 
cent. translator. 
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Malise. His resignation of the earldom of Caithness consisted in fact 

of a resignation of the castle of Brawl and its lands, and all other 

lands, lordships and rights in the earldom of Caithness and elsewhere 

in the kingdom which were his by hereditary succession from Matilda of 

Strathearn his mother1. This does not prove that Alexander had ever 

been the earl of Caithness, as the Genealogy says that he was. The 

castle of Brawl would appear however to be the 'principal manuring' of 

the earldom which is mentioned in the Genealogy; and this was granted 

to David Stewart on the same day as he received the earldom of Strathearn. 

Possession of it would appear to bestow the right to the title of earl, 

as David Stewart was created earl of Caithness between November 1375 and 

December 13772. 

The resignations made by Alexander of Ard make it clear that the 

crown's main purpose in these transactions was to get into its own 

hands all the rights that Alexander had inherited as the son of the 

eldest daughter of Malise of Strathearn, whether in Strathearn. 

Caithness or elsewhere. For the possessions of the earl of Caithness 

were so meagre that they cannot at this date have excited the envy of 

the crown. Whether Earl Malise continued to possess only one quarter 

of Caithness or whether he later held the estates of the wife of Simon 

Fraser as well, these were on his death divided between his five 

daughters. Thus Matilda held one fifth of what the earldom lands had 

been since the mid-thirteenth century when they were already reduced to 

1. Ems, 1,614. It is said in the Genealogy that he sold the earl- 
dom, which must indicate that he received monetary compensation. 

2. HBC, p. 472. 
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half the original. This fraction went to the crown before X3751. But the 

remaining four-fifths of Malise's estates eventually amalgamated again into 

the hands of the Sinclairs. This is stated quite-clearly in the Genealogy, 

which is at pains to explain how all of Malisets grand-children died without 

families except the Sinclair branch; all of the sisters' portions thus 

reverted to Isabella. That her descendants did possess sizeable Caithness 

estates is borne out by the mention in the grant of the earldom of Caithness 

to William Sinclair in 1k55 of his own possession5in the earldom which he 

already had prior to his grant of the title from the king2. This was the 

occasion when the earldom of Caithness was returned to the earl of Orkney 

after it had been in the hands of members of the royal family and their 

assignees for eighty years3. During these eighty years the earls of Orkney 

were still landowners in Caithness, and. as far as can be seen, larger land- 

owners than the earls of Caithness themselves. 

It is not clear from the Genealogy whether it was the Orkney earldom 

or the earl's private lands in Orkney which were divided between Malise's 

five daughters. Alexander of Ard is said to have "josit ane soum part or 

quantite of the landis of Orchadie"4. Ernisl Suneson, or 'Here Ginsill de 

1. Except for some lands which Margaret Lady Ard, supposed daughter of 
Matilda, and heir to her brother Alexander was attempting to recover 
in 1401 (Inchaffray Liber, p. li). This was perhaps Margaret's own 
inheritance from her mother, which the crown did not secure. 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires of Rosslyn, p. 7k; "singulis propriis titulis ... 
in Cathania" . 

3. SP sub Caithness. 

4. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 79; "certa perticata sive quantitate terrarum 
Orchadie". The Scottish version adds "as partinant or belangand, efter 
the law of Norwege, to the eldest sister be jure of heritage", which 
once more is an addition to what appears in the Latin version. 
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Swethrik'1 (Sweden), son of Sune Jonsson)was married to another of Malise's 

daughters (probably called Annot/Agneta). He appears in 1353 with the title 

of earl of Orkney2 and yet is said in the Genealogy to have enjoyed through 

his wife "ane part of the landis of Orchadie" only3. It was completely 

unprecedented for the son-in-law of an earl to be granted the title of earl, 

and in this respect Earl Erngisl is an anomaly in the whole history of the 

Orkney earldom. He does not however appear to have had the honour for 

long, as in 1357 the letter from the guardian of Alexander de Ard says that 

the king of Norway had again sequestered the income and revenue of the earl- 

doml. In any case he lost his right to the earldom on the death of his wife 

1. Ibid.. p. 80, A. Espeland, 'Norsk Samband med Orkney og HJaltland' 
(Norsk Aarbog, 1928), p. 41, states that the Jonsson family were more 
Norwegian than Swedish, without offering any evidence however. Sune 
Jonsson was capt. of Kalmar castle in 1329, lawman of Tisherad in 
1332 and a member of the 'Riksraad' (Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 318, n. 3). 

2. DN. ii, 319. That he had received an official grant of the earldom 
seems probable, as in this document, which was concerned with the 
queen's dowry, he headed the list of witnesses as earl of Orkney. 

3. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 80; "quadam parte terrarum Orchadie". Munch, 
NFH. v. pt. i. p. 634. voices uncertainty as to whether it was family 
lands or part of the whole earldom which was granted, and the 
uncertainty still remains. 

4. Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, pp. 641,648, says that he forfeited the earl- 
dom because he joined the Swedish party who backed Eric in his revolt 
against his father in 1356/7 (this was not Eric of Pomerania as 
erroneously stated by Anderson, Orkneyinga saga, p. lix). But there 
is no real evidence that Erngisl did join the Swedish party or that 
King Hakon or King Magnus had sufficient authority to deprive him of 
the earldom. The fresh sequestration of the earldom by the crown may 
merely have been due to the death of Erngisl's wife, through whom he 
had any right to the earldom. 
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without children1. The fourth daughter of Earl Malise married Guttorm 

Sperra, said by Munch to be a member of the mighty Sperra family of Sweden, 

with whom Earl Erngisl was connected by marriage2. Their son Malise carried 

the Swedish Sperra coat of arms3, although it seems probable that the 

family already had Shetland connections because of the existence of an Ivar 

k 
Sperra in Shetland earlier in the centurye Malise Sperra held estates in 

Orkney which he most probably inherited from his mother, and in 1387 he is 

called lord of Skuldale, which is perhaps Skaldale in Orphir5. There are 

also references in later Rentals to land in Orkney which had been Sir 
6 

Malise Sperra's. The fifth sister is said by the Genealogy to have died 

without any heirs, and she'may be identifiable with the Eufamia de Strathearn, 

1. In Dec. 1360 a grant of land was made for masses for the souls of 
his dead wives Maereta and Annot (Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 594). 
Presumably the latter was the daughter of Malise. Anderson, 
(0. Saga, p. lix. n. k) prob. following Munch (NFH, v, pt. J, 
P- 59 says the name Annot (Agneta) was not common in Sweden, 
but this does not appear to be the case from the entry for the 
name Agneta in Danmarks Gamle Personnavne (vol. i, p. 17). Although 
they had no heirs Erngisl continued to attach the title to himself 
until his death in 1392, long after the earldom had been granted to 
Henry Sinclair. 

2. Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 318. In the Genealogy he is called "quodam 
Gothredo nomine Gothormo le Spere"; Munch (ibid., n. 3) says Gothredo 
is a mis-reading for 'Gothricio', meaning that he came from Gotland. 
This phase is omitted from the Scottish trans. of the Genealogy, but 
this is not really significant as the 16th cent. translator did add 
and omit small passages. There is no other notice of Guttorm Sperra, 
although it is said by Espeland ('Norsk Sambandf p. 41), that the 
Sperra family also were more Norwegian than Swedish (see p. 35 n. 1 
supra). It seems therefore strange that Guttorm would be described 
as 'quodam Gothricio' (particularly when Erngisl Suneson was said to 
be "de Swethrik partibus oriundo"). 

3. Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii, p. 258, n. 3. 

4. A. Espeland. 'Norsk Samband', p. 11; "Guttorm Sperra er truleg son 
at den norske stormannen Ivar Sperra", without however offering any 
evidence; see DN, 1,109. 

5. Hay, Sainteclaires of Rosslyn. p. 57. 

6. Peterkin, Rentals, pp. 59.76. 
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described as "one of the heirs of the former lord Malise earl of Caithness" 

. who witnessed a charter drawn up in Kirkwall in 13641 

There is no mention in the Genealogy that Alexander of Ard's Orkney 

lands, as the portion of the eldest daughter's son carried the title of 

earl, as they are said to have done in Caithness. But it is said that he 

"gerebat se pro ballivo et capitaneo gentis Orchadie, Norwegie Regis ex 

parte"2. This is quite accurate, as the documents still exist which created 

him 'procurator, capitaneus et Gustos' of Orkney, and notified this fact to 

the people of Orkney, in June 13753. The eldest grandson of Earl Malise 

therefore appears to be the accepted heir to the earldom of Orkney as he had 

been to Caithness. It is said in the notification to the people of Orkney 

that Alexander was to go before the king in a year's time to make known to 

him what right and reason he had to the earldom or lordship. He was put on 

probation for a year, to see if he was a suitable candidate for the earldom; 

he had to show. for instance, how the contest between himself and the bishop 

was turning out. However, this test must have been too much for him, for 

he was not given a grant of the earldom in the following year. Instead, in 

1379 Henry Sinclair, son of Sir William Sinclair and Isabella of Strathearn, 

received the title of earl and a grant of the Orkneys from King Hakon 

Magnusson. The Genealogy adds that his mother and Malise Sperra and 
1 

1. Abdn. Reg. i, p. 106. Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 918, n. 1, suggests 
that Euphamia was a grand-daughter of Earl Malise, but there seems to 
be no reason why she should not have been the fifth un-named (and 

perhaps unmarried) daughter, called by the favourite name of the house 

of Ross on her mother's side. 

2. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 79. This information is completely omitted 
in the Scottish version, which adds that his portion of the lands of 
Orkney belonged to the eldest sister by Norwegian law (see supra 

p. 34 nek). 

3. DN, ii, 437.438. This cannot have been long after he forfeited the 
right to the earldom of Caithness and his claim to Strathearn. 

4. DN, ii, 459. 
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Alexander of Ard were still living, and the last two probably attempted to 

claim the earldom against him, for in the Installation document there are 

clauses concerning each of them. In the first of them Henry has to promise 

that his cousin Malise Sperra would "cease from his claim and altogether 

demit his right", and in the second there is mention of a 'compact or under- 

standing' made with Alexander of Ard, and if Henry has entered into any 

treaty with him, then he has to take the same precautions as in regard to 

Malise Sperrat. This implies that Henry and Alexander had come to an agree- 

ment over the title prior to Henry's visit to the Norwegian Court. For 

Alexander to withdraw his claim - and from the strong position he was in 

having been given a grant of earldom and royal rights in 1375 - he must have 

been bribed well by his cousin, particularly as he had given up to the 

Scottish Crown all right to his inheritance from his mother only four or 

five years previously. 

1. Orkney Rees., p. 24. 
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Section IV. Conclusion. 

The main point to emerge from this review of the inheritance of these 

two earldoms is the fact that they remained in one family with the two 

dignities possessed by one person throughout the period until the death of 

Malise. By the mid fourteenth century however the conjunction of the two 

earldoms had become a little unnatural. This was due primarily to the period 

of abeyance after Malise's death, when he left five daughters and no obvious 

inheritor who had the strength to claim both earldoms and maintain the con- 

nections between them. Duncan Anderson attempted to do this on behalf of 

the eldest grandson, but he appears to have had little permanent success in 

the face of the Ross family, who had authority from the last earl to control 

the earldom in the name of a younger daughter. Alexander of Ard probably 

made some attempt to assert his right to both earldoms, but he failed to 

maintain his claim to Caithness, due to the pretensions of the Scottish 

crown, as he failed to maintain his claim to Orkney due to the pretensions 

of his cousin Henry Sinclair. If the Scottish crown had not taken over 

Caithness it seems probable that the two earldoms would have been split 

between the two grandsons Alexander and Henry, Caithness being held by the 

claim of primogeniture and Orkney by the claim of superior strength. How- 

ever the Scottish crown stepped forward and forestalled the course of 

events by taking over the dignity of the earls of Caithness. This did not 

solve the problem of divided loyalties, for as will be seen the Sinclair 

earls of Orkney were also important vassals of the Scottish kings. The 

last Sinclair earl was also to unite once more the title of earl of 

Caithness with his earldom of Orkney. How successful this family was in 

coping with the problem of divided loyalties, at a time when growing 

nationalist self-sufficiency and awareness counted against such an inter- 

national position, will be examined in Part II below. 
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Because the earldoms remained united in the period covered by the 

present chapter, and because the social structure of both Orkney and 

Caithness had developed from a similar population mixture, it could perhaps 

be expected that the customs of inheritance would remain the same in both 

earldoms. There was no primogeniture in the inheritance system of Norway 

and her colonies in the west. This was the reason for the frequent, and 

indeed, usual division of both Caithness and Orkney between different 

claimants of the earldom house during the saga period1. Daughters of earls 

could pass the right to claim the title to their sons, but their husbands 

had no right to claim the title by courtesy of their wives as sometimes 

happened in feudal law2. Although the claim to the earldoms passed to the 

house of Angus in 1231 this does not mean that these traditions were 

immediately forgotten. They had been tolerated by the Scottish kings before 

1231, who had divided the earldom of Caithness among different claimants as 

the earldom of Orkney was divided. Both Erlend Ungi and Harold Ungi were 

given half Caithness by William the Lion, and Harold Gudrodson proved a 

useful claimant and alternative to Harold Maddadson (as will be seen in 

Chapter III below). The inability of husbands to take up the title to the 

earldoms through Norse law would seem therefore to supply the reason for 

the failure of Freskin de Moravia to get the title to Caithness, although 

1. Paul and Erlend divided the earldom on the death of Thorfinn in 1064; 
their sons Hacon Paulson and Magnus Erlendson in 1106; Harold and 
Paul Hakonson in 1123; Paul and Kol Kalison in 1125/9; Rognvald 
Kolson and Harold Maddadson in 1139. Harold then gave up a share 
of the earldom to Erlend Ungi, and the last known division of the 
earldoms was between his sons David and John in 1206. 

2. Both Rognvald and Harold Maddadson received the right to claim the 

earldoms from their mothers. Harold had to face claimants whose 
rights were also'inherited from their mothers. Earl John then faced 
trouble from Snaekoll Gunnison in 1230 whose claim to family estates 
must have come from his mother, a grand-daughter of Earl Rognvald, 
and he stated his fears that Snaekoll was also going to claim the 
earldom from him. 
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his wife certainly had half the lands of the earldom and may even have held 

them all briefly before handing half to the new earldom line. It might 

seem unlikely that such traditions would persist for another century except 

for the fact that Caithness was linked with Orkney, which continuing to be 

ruled by Norwegian law and custom, was a strong source of influence on the 

Scottish half of the family dignity1. On the occasion when the earldom line 

broke down again in 1330 evidence points to the existence of another claimant 

who succeeded in getting a portion of the earldom lands but who failed to get 

the title. Margaret Fraser's relationship with the last earl must have been 

nearer than that of Malise of Strathearn who succeeded in getting the title. 

His right to claim the earldom came from his great-grandmother, wife of 

Earl Gilbert II. Margaret's claim could not have stemmed from further back, 

as there had been the break in the earldom succession prior to the period 

of the earls called Gilbert. She must therefore have been descended from 

one of the earls succeeding Gilbert and her claim was accordingly nearer 

than that of Earl Malise. According to feudal custom her husband would 

have had a better right to the title of the earldom than Malise had. Yet 

there is no evidence that he ever held it, and the 'Querela' lodged by them 

'super comitatu de Caithness' must have been due to some dissatisfaction 

over the inheritance of the earldom. They may well have succeeded in getting 

a portion of the earldom lands because of their nearer claim, and this is 

another feature of Norwegian inheritance customs which persisted in the 

1. Skene, (Celtic Scotland, iii, p. 448), says that the tenure of Caithness 
was in accordance with the laws of Scotland; the Genealogy also 
stresses that Alexander of Ard's rights were in accordance with the 
custom in Scotland. But why then had Freskin never possessed the title 
in the 13th century? The only other explanation might be that only 
those members who received the title to the Orcadian half of the 
family possessions were created earl of Caithness. But in general, 
evidence points in the other direction, that the award of the earldom 
of Orkney depended on the possession of the title of Caithness. 
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earldom family1. It worked of course to the disadvantage of the earl him- 

self in that his landed possessions were very easily reduced. The supreme 

example of this is the reduction of the earldom lands by half in the middle 

of the thirteenth century whereas in the more feudalised communities of 

southern Scotland the earldom would have remained whole and the title would 

have gone to Joanna's husband and her heirs. As already mentioned, by the 

time the crown took over the earldom of Caithness the earl's possessions 

were merely comparable with the four other heiresses of Earl Malise, even 

though they included the earl's chief seat in Caithness, the castle of 
2 

Brawl 

The Orkney earldom remained completely dominated by Norwegian customs 

of inheritance. The different heirs of Earl Malise are specifically mentioned 

in the Genealogy as enjoying their respective portion of the 'lands of 

Orkney'3. The only anomaly is the appearance of one of his sons-in-law with 

the title of earl, whereas none of them are known to have been granted the 

title to the earldom of Caithness, continuing the custom just discussed, that 

husbands did not take up the title to the earldom. But the right of any of 

an earl's male heirs to succeed to the title, not only the eldest, is 

enshrined in the installation document of Earl Henry Sinclair in 1379; "that 

1. Skene, (Celtic Scotland, iii, p. 453 n. 2) says the lands of the earl- 
dom were held in 'pro indiviso' fourths. But they appear to have been 
equally divided among the heiresses of Earl Malise, which was typical 
of the Norwegian custom of equal division among all heirs. 

2. In odal law the eldest heir had the privilege of choosing whether 
he wanted the head place or chief farm of the estates. In practice 
this would appear little different to the feudal custom of the eldest 
heir inheriting the 'caput' of the fief, which would probably be the 
largest stronghold in the territory. 

3. See pp,. 34-5, supra. The Genealogy says that Malise's "lordschipis 
of landis And possessionis war dividit amangis thame" (p. 78). It 
is clear that this means all the daughters and it is presumed that 
both earldoms were meant. 
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one of them who shall have claimed the foresaid earldom and lordship ought 

to seek herein the grace, good pleasure and consent" of the king1. This 

situation can be seen in practice in the years before and after 1379 when 

Henry Sinclair struggled with Alexander of Ard and with Malise Sperra for 

the title, irrespective of which one was the eldest descendant of Earl 

Malise. Earl Henry's brother David Sinclair was an exception to this, 

because there is no evidence that he also attempted to claim the earldom, 

no doubt because of pressure from his brother. But Henry Sinclair was well 

aware of his brother's equal rights according to the law and custom of the 

Orkney earldom, and persuaded him to renounce them in 1391. In that year 

he granted his brother land in Scotland in exchange for the claim and right 

which his brother had in the parts of Orkney and Shetland from his mother2. 

This meant his claim to his mother's landed possessions, but may also have 

included any claim which he still had to the earldom dignity. Earl Henry 

similarly made his daughter and her husband renounce their claim on his 

lands in favour of his male issue3 in an attempt to prevent the equal 

division of his lands among his children, which had proved to be the weak- 

ness of the Caithness earldom. This continued to be the inheritance system 

in Orkney for centuries; the sons and daughters of the last earl of the 

Norwegian period inherited equal portions, although they can be seen 

resigning them all in favour of one brother in 1498. One rather curious 

fact about the inheritance of this earldom has great stress laid upon it 

by the Genealogy; this is the survival of Isabella, daughter of Malise, who 

1. DN, ii, 459, p. 355; Orkney Recs., p. 24. 

2. DN. ii, 525. 

3. See Chap. IV, infra p. 241. 

4. Peterkin, Notes on Orkney and Shetland, Appendix no. I. 
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is said to have out-lived all her sisters and their children and to whom all 

their portions of Earl Malise's estate reverted (except for that alienated 

by Alexander de Ard to the Crowns). She is also said to have survived her 

son Henry and that therefore the right to the earldom of Orkney reverted to 

her, so that her grandson Henry II, son of Henry 1, succeeded to her and not 

to his father. From the detail with which this is related in the Genealogy, 

it was considered curious, but also rather important, as if it made some 

difference to the inheritance of the earldom. It can perhaps be explained 

as an example of the importance of the 'right' to claim the earldom which 

any member of the earldom family had. and which is fairly frequently met 

2 
with in the history of the earldom of Orkney. It was an inalienable right 

unless resigned, and it would seem from the above example to have pertaiped 

to women as well, as the right to transmit a claim if not to exercise it. 

ý" Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 82. 

2. See Chap. VI, infra p. 344. 
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CHAPTER I 

Appendix I 

Genealogy of the Earls of Orkney 

Description of MSS. 

This document is known from two manuscript copies, one in Latin and 

one in Scots, which were made from different, although similar originals. 

The Latin copy forms one of a collection of copies of documents and chro- 

nicles concerning the history of Scotland, Norway and Orkney which is bound 

with a printed copy of Fasciculus Temporum1. The MS. series was probably 
2 

written in Orkney in the 15th century. It has a general prologue in which 

the recipient is addressed as "0 agnelle cure didascalico mi prelate", 

which appears to show that it was written for a member of the ecclesiastical 

hierarchy. There is certainly evidence that the copy of Fasciculus Temporum 

belonged to members of the church in Orkney; on its last page a memorandum 

notes that the book was given by Bishop Reid to Thomas Tulloch of Flures in 

15543. Before that the book had belonged to. Maleolm Halcro those signature 

1. In the possession of the Earl of Dalhousie, Brechin Castle. The 
Fasciculus Temporum dates from the end of the 15th century; the binding 
of the printed book and the MS appears to be of 18th century date. The 
contents of the MS pages are; A short chronicle of Norway, the Ystoria 
Norwegie, which is the only extant copy of an important early history of 
Norway. 
A Catalogue of the Kings of Norway. 
Letter of the Bishop and Chapter of St. Magnus to a King of Norway con- 
cerning the Genealogy of the Earls of Orkney. 
'The Cronycle of Scotland in a part'. 
Cronica antiqua, diversarum cronicarum origo (the final leaves of this 
are missing; it ends with a fragment of a document concerning the earldom 
of Caithness). 
A small piece about John Balliol. 
Nomina omnium regum Scotorum up to the death of James I. 

2. P. A. Munch, 2rmbolae, p. II, where he suggests that the hand is the 

same as that of two letters written in 1460 and 1461, one at Kirkwall 

and the other at Roslin. 

3. ibid., p. IV. This appears to have been attached to the printed book 

rather than the MS. (Durkan and Ross, Early Scottish Libraries, p. 47), 

although Munch assumes the reverse (Symbolae, p. II). This page with 
the memorandum is dirtier than the MS pages and perhaps therefore formed 
the outside page of the book. Thomas Tulloch's reference to his 'buk' 
in the memorandum is more likely to mean a printed book than MS leaves. 
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is on the first page1. The ownership of the book by Orcadian clerics implies 

that the MS. collection was owned by them too, although the first evidence 

that the two were possessed by the same individual is from the 17th century 

when Robert Norie, minister in Dundee, owned them and wrote his name on both. 

As mentioned however, the MS. was dedicated to a prelate and the subject 

matter, touching on Norwegian, Scottish, Orcadian and Caithness affairs 

suggests that it had originally been compiled for a member of the ecclesias- 

tical hierarchy of the Orcadian Church in the fifteenth century. In this 

case, the Latin copy of the Genealogy was most probably made from an 

original in the possession of the chapter of St. Magnus' Cathedral. 

The Scots translation was made in the year 1554 for Sir William 

Sinclair of Roslin, presumably fr-6m a version of the Genealogy in the 

possession of the Sinclair family. It is bound with Sir Gilbert de la Hay's 

translations of three well-known French works, which he did at the request 

of William Sinclair earl of Orkney and Caithness in the year ßk562. The 

original of this translation of the Genealogy was also no doubt in the 

possession of this earl. 

Some of the Latin MS. collection has been printed by the Bannatyne 

Club, and the rest by P. A. Munch3. The Genealogy alone has also been 

1. He was a student in 1512 and then Regent at St. Andrews University 
(he writes this title after his signature); Archdeacon of Shetland 
(1529-54) and Provost (1544-1554) and Official (1550) of Orkney (Watt, 
Fasti). He died in 1554 which is the same year as Thomas Tulloch 
received the book; therefore. the'latter'must have been given it by 
Bishop Reid immediately after the book came into the bishop's posses- 
sion on the death of Malcolm Halcro. 

2. Abbotsford Library, ZI. "Gilbert of the Haye's Prose Manuscript', vol. i 
(Scottish Text Society, 1901, xliv, ) p. viii, n. i. 

3. Bannatyne Misc., iii, pp. 33-85 (notes pp. 189-91); Munch, Symbolae, 
pp. 1-27. 
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printed on other occasions1, and in the Bannatyne Miscellany the Latin and 

the Scots copies are printed side by side. 

Dating. 

This has caused some difficulty as the Latin and Scots versions vary 

and both appear to have been copied wrongly. The former is dated 'millesimo 

quadringentesimo tercio', with indications' that this was altered from 

'quadragesimo'. The translation is dated 1406 amended to 1446. The editor 

of Bannatyne Miscellany thought it must have pre-dated Earl William's 

investiture by King Eric (who is said to have ordered its compilation) on 

10 August 1434 
2. 

But Munch pointed out that the document is not addressed 

to King Eric at all, who is always referred to as 'your predicessor' and 

'umquhill supreme Lord', and that therefore it must date from the reign of 

his successor, Christopher the Bavarian, although King Eric had issued the 

original order for the search in the records3. The name of the king to whom 

the document is addressed is very obviously omitted, and this fits with the 

uncertainties arising from King Eric's resignation in 1438; for King 

Christopher was accepted as king in Denmark immediately, but not until 1440 

in Sweden and 1442 in Norway. Munch therefore argues that the date must be 

1443 or 1446 . It has on the other hand been suggested that the date should 

be 1460, as King Eric is referred to as 'quondam' as well as 'your predices- 

1. J. Wallace, A Description of the Isles of Orkney, p. 221. 
G. Barry, The History of the Orkney Islands, Appendices I and II. 
Extract in Inchaffray Liber. (Bannatyne Club, 1847), p. lii. 

2. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 63. 

3. ibid., pp. 67,69.189. 

4. ibid.. p. 190. where he suggests that the date is virtually fixed 
by the last sentence in the list of the Norwegian kings which mentions 
that King Eric had reigned 54 years to the present year, i. e. Sept. 
1443-Sept. 1444. 
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sor'1 . He died in 1+59, and Bishop Thomas in whose name the document was 

written resigned the see of Orkney 11 December 14612 which provides a 

terminal date. This dating rests however only on the use of the word 

'quondam' which may not mean that Eric was dead but that he was the former 

king, and the facts of Eric's resignation or death in the 1kk0's may have 

been very uncertain to the bishop and chapter, who do not even address their 

letter to the present king of Norway by name. Moreover there are internal 

pieces of evidence that point to an earlier date than 1+60; in the Latin 

text William is not called earl of Caithness, which indicates a date prior 

to 2$ August 1455 3. The only other evidence of the lawman, Henry Randall, 

who seals the-Genealogy, comes from January 20 1439 . Dates for the wit- 

messes of the Scottish version are likewise nearer to a 1443/6 date than to 

146o 
5. 

Finally, in September 1446 the Norwegian 'Riksraad' replied to a 

letter from the earl in which he had indicated his desire to meet King 

Christopher in order to negotiate matters concerning the good state of the 

kingdom . As this is the only piece of evidence of any communication between 
6 

1. ER, viii.. P. lxxv. 

2. Watt, Fasti. p. 253. 

3. When he received a grant of the earldom of Caithness (see Chap. V infra 
p. 287 ). In the Scots translation William is called earl of Caithness 
as well as Lord of Nithsdale, with Shetland included among his posses- 
sions. but see p. 55 infra. 

4. Orkney Recs., p. 71; Bannatyne Misc., i1i, p. 190. 

5. Nicholas Tulloch witnessed Bishop Thomas' grant of the earldom in 
1422 (DN, ii, 670). John Tod is named in 1+35, James of Lask in 1439, 
Alexander Brown in 1434 and 1435, Angus Mangson and John Cragy in 1455 

and 1456 (Refs. in Orkney Rees. ). 

6. DN, vii, 43Z; see Chap. V infra p. 282. 
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the earl and King Christopher it may have involved the Genealogy as well, 

which was addressed to King Christopher as King Eric's successor. It certainly 

ties in with the apparent date of the version from which the Scots trans- 

lation was made, June 1446. 

This version differs in some respects from the existing Latin text. 

Primarily the dates are different, for despite the correction, the latter 

appears to have been written in 1443 - the 'tercio' in the text is quite plain 

- and also on 4 May, 'whereas the Scots translation is dated 1 June 1446. 

Moreover the witness list of the Scottish copy is much longer, it'being sealed 

by eight others apart from the bishop and Lawman. Finally there are dis- 

crepancies within the text itself. These are mostly composed of additions to 

the translation which may have arisen out of misunderstanding of the Latin 

original, and changes in the style of the earl of Orkney, which were probably 

added to accord with preconceived ideas about the possessions of the Sinclairs 

in the fifteenth century and which are not therefore acceptablel . There is 

however one additional sentence in the Scots translation which does not 

appear in the extant Latin version and which is significantly different2 

This and the discrepancies of date and witness list indicate that the two 

may have been copied from different texts written at different times. In 

the following section it will be suggested that the original compilation 

was in fact made in Eric's reign, long before the earl's installation of 

1434. The surviving texts could however date from 1443 and 1446, both 

having been copied from an earlier one and drawn up for different and later 

situations. This document concerning their family history must have proved 

very useful to the Sinclairs, and the fact that they were still having a 

copy made in the sixteenth century indicates that several copies were 

1. Bannatyne Mise. iii, pp. 79,80,81,84. 

2.. See p. 53, infra. 
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probably made at different times. 

Purpose of Compilation. 

Although the document is called 'Diploma' (Bannatyne Miscellany). 

'Deduction' (Barry), and more usually 'Genealogy', the manuscripts themselves 

have no heading, and the document is in fact a letter addressed by the bishop 

and chapter of Kirkwall to the king of Norway setting out the history and 

descent of the earls. They relate that they had been ordered by a mandate 

of King Eric which the earl had obtained, to search in the Cathedral archives 

for any document relevant to the earldom. Such an order is only intelligible 

as a result of King Eric's attempt to ascertain the claim of William Sinclair 

to the earldom, and must originally have pre-dated 1434. Although the present 

texts date from the reign of his successor this does not necessarily mean 

that they were the first of the Genealogies drawn up in response to King 

Eric's demand. It is suggested that Earl William re-used the Genealogy com- 

piled for Eric and got Bishop Thomas to present it anew to King Christopher 

in order to ensure that he had his grant of the earldom renewed in the 

1440's. 

That the actual text was relevant to the situation before 1434 is 

confirmed by the fact that there is no mention of Earl William's own 

installation as earl in that year, whereas that of his grandfather is 

mentioned at great length1 . If it had been written primarily for King 

Christopher it seems inevitable that the earl's previous installation would 

have been mentioned. He is certainly referred to as earl of Orkney and 

'Comes Modernus'2 , but then there is other evidence that he was always 

referred to as earl in Orkney during the 1420's and before he was formally 

1. Bannatyne Misc. iii, p. 81. 

24. ibid., pp. 80,82. 
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installed in 14341. In fact there is evidence that Earl William presented 

the Genealogy to King Eric, or something very like it, as early as the 1k20's 

and long before he was actually installed. This comes from the Complaint of 

1425 where a visit paid by the earl to King Eric in Denmark is referred to, 

for which he had requested the seal of the country of Orkney to fix to "the 

evidence proving his birth-right to the earldom of Orkney"2. The existing 

texts of the Genealogy are sealed with the bishop's seal, the lawman's seal 

and the seal of the people and community of Orkney called the common seal. 

It seems therefore that the Genealogy and this document which the earl pre- 

sented to King Eric during the early 1120's must have been one and the same, 

for it would be most unlikely that King Eric would have ordered the chapter 

to compile this Genealogy after the earl had presented such evidence to him 

sealed with the common seal. The conclusion reached therefore is that King 

Eric's order to the chapter and the compilation of the Genealogy actually 

occurred in the years of strife before 1425, when the earl had great diffi- 

culty proving his claim. This original text of the Genealogy has not sur- 

vived but the material was incorporated in the document presented to Eric's 

successor when the earl was seeking re-confirmation of his grant. 

In the situation of the 1k20's the purpose of the Genealogy becomes 

clearer. The bishop and chapter say they had to search their records to 

establish: a) "be the quhilkis and fra the quhilkis the said lord Wilzeme 

Erile procedit linialie gre be gre, 
0 

and b) "how lang tyme his predicessoris 

and he had josit the said Erildom iustlie, wele and onschoritlie". From the 
k 

1. See Chap. V, infra p. 268. 

2. Orkney Recs., p. 37, 

3. "per quos et a quibus linealiter et gradatim idem Wylelmus Comes 

processit" Bannatyne Misc. iii, p. 70. 

4. "et per quanta tempora, legittime, juste, bene et inconcusse predecessores 
sui et ipse gavisi sunt ditto Comitatu cum universis et singulis sui$ 
Insulis, commoditatibus, asiamentis et justis suis pertinenciis ne huius- 
modi successio ultra debitam procelaretur hominum memoriam", ibid. 
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earliest grant of the Orkneys to fl4nvald of Mere up to the accession of 

Malise of Strathearn a straight-forward account of father to son descent is 

given. Then with the five daughters of Earl Malise full details of their 

marriages and offspring are given. Every descendant of Earl Malise is shown 

to have died leaving no heirs except for the line of the Sinclairs. Then a 

whole section is devoted to the daughter of Earl Malise (known from other 

sources to have been called Isabella) who married Sir William Sinclair, and 

it is pointed out that she survived her son the first Earl Henry and all her 

sisters' children "swa that sehe, modir of the forsaid Eirle Henry the first, 

succedit to all hir sisteris, and till all the sonnis and dowohtteris of tham, 

as anerlie ane and lawfull aire of the Eirledome of Orchadie, and of the 

landis of Cathanie, belangand till hire as till ane anerlie sister"1. She 

in fact re-united all Earl Malise's estates (except for Matilda's portion) and 

passed them to her grandson Henry, the father of Earl William; the purpose of 

this passage appears to be to emphasise that no other claimant to the earldoms 

was possible. 

In addition great 'care is taken to explain why the earldom of Caithness 

was no longer held by the earls of Orkney. The history of how it had gone to 

the son of the daughter of Earl Malise's marriage is explained, and how 

Alexander of Ard had sold it to the crown. But it is pointed out that it was 

only the eldest sister's portion that was thus alienated along with the title; 

Isabella inherited all the other sisters' portions and passed them on to her 

grandson and great grandson, who held a large portion of the earldom lands 

although without the caput or title2. 

The main purpose of the Genealogy appears therefore to have been to prove 

1. ibid., p. 82. 

2. ibid., 'see chapter I supra p. 4k. 
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that no other heirs of Earl Malise could possibly have survived, and that the 

non-possession of the earldom of Caithness did not detract from Earl William'. s 

dignity. As will be seen in Chapter V, this earl had great difficulty in 

getting a grant of his earldom from King Eric, and did not succeed in doing 

so for fourteen years. The fact that his own father had never apparently 

received a grant of the earldom made William's right to succeed much weaker; 

according to his grandfather's installation document the earl's heir could 

lose his right to claim the earldom. The necessity for William to prove his 

right was therefore a preliminary which King Eric required before deciding 

whether to accept the earl's claim. The passage which occurs in the Scots 

version but which is omitted in the Latin one says that Earl William reminded 

the bishop and Chapter how Earl Malise had also had similar letters given 

to him by King Magnus charging the bishop to deliver to him documents "per- 

tinent to hyme concernent the Erildome of Orchadie"1. In one important 

respect this previous occasion and the situation in Earl William's case were 

very similar; both these earls came to their earldoms after periods of 

abeyance. From 1320 to c1331 there had been a probable minority, and from 

1404 to 1420 there was a period when Earl Henry II appears to have had no 

contact with King Eric at all. The uncertainties arising in these situations 

occasioned the need for both these earls, Malise and William, to prove their 

right to claim the earldom. 

Value of the Genealogy. 

For the descent of the earls from 1231 onwards this document is 

invaluable. Although the information for the earlier period appears to come 

from saga sources, that for the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 

must have come from documentary evidence now lost. In particular the details 

of the marriages and offspring of the daughters of Earl Malise are very full 

1. Barry, History, p. 406. 
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and probably came second-hand from one of these daughters for it is said that 

people still living had spoken "at lenth" with Isabella de Strathearn who 

had married William Sinclair1. 

If the purpose of the Genealogy was to emphasis the singular claim of 

William Sinclair to the earldom then it might be suspected that it was 

biassed in his favour to the extent of concealing facts if not perverting 

them. But there is no evidence that this is so. In some instances the 

Genealogy has been proved right when it had been thought to be wrong. For 

instance only one Malise, earl of Strathearn, is mentioned in the Genealogy 

as having been earl of Orkney, and it is he who is mentioned in the Exchequer 

Rolls in 1331 as owing the farms of one quarter of Caithness2. But because it 

is said in Knighton's Chronicle that his father Malise (IV) was killed at the 

battle of Halidon Hill (1333) it has been assumed that it was this earl who 

was owing the farms of Caithness in 1331 and that both he and his son Malase 

(V) must have been earls of Orkney, the Genealogy being mistaken in men- 

tioning only one Malise3. But it is more probable that Malise (IV) was in 

fact dead before the battle of Halidon Hill. by 1329, and that therefore the 

Genealogy was right in mentioning only one Malise. 
t 

There is however one important conflicting piece of evidence which con- 

cerns the Sinclairs. It is stated quite clearly in the Genealogy that one of 

Malise's daughters was married to Sir William Sinclair, and their son Henry was 

granted the earldom of Orkney by King Hakon5. 

1. Bannatyne Mise. 'iii, p. 82. 

2. ER,. i, p. kok. 

3. Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. lv-lvi. 

4. Inchaffray Chrs. (SHS, lvi). ý. lxviii. 

There exists however a letter 

5. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 80. See Chap. I supra p. 31 n. 3. Although 
there is no direct evidence bo support this statement in the Genealogy, 
the heir of Sir William Sinclair was in 1368 regarded as the heir to the 
earldom which shows that his father must have married a daughter of the 
late earl; see Chap. I supra p. 31. 
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written in 1422 by the Lawman and Canons of St. Magnus in favour of James 

Cragy lord of Hupe, which states that he-was married to the daughter öf 

Elizabeth (or Isabelle) of Strathearn (daughter of Malise) and Lord Henry 

Sinclair, former earl of Orkney1. There is no other evidence to support this 

information, which appears to show that it was the first Sinclair earl who 

was married to Malise's heiress. It has been suggested that in the 1422 

document Henry was a clerical slip for William2. This however is unlikely 

as Henry is called earl of Orkney and it must have been well-known in 1422 

that William Sinclair had never been earl through right of his wife. More 

likely is a clerical slip which called Margaret Sinclair daughter of Elizabeth 

of Strathearn instead of grand-daughter. This is understandable because 

Elizabeth is not even referred to as 'quondam' in 1422, as her son Henry was, 

which means that she was probably still alive. Her relationship with her 

grand-daughter was therefore more relevant than the father's, and her impor- 

tance is emphasised by her being mentioned first before Earl Henry. The 

Genealogy's statement is therefore still accepted as the correct one. 

The small differences between the Latin text and the Scots translation 

have already been mentioned3. In general the Latin text is accepted as being 

more reliable, as some of the additions in the Scottish translation are 

erroneous, as for instance the addition of Shetland to Earl William Sinclair's 

titles. This is not the case however regarding the important piece of infor- 
4 

mation concerning Earl Malise, which does not appear in the Latin text but 

which has every appearance of being genuine and of coming from an original 

1. Orkney-Shetland Rees.. p. kT. 

2. ER, viii, p. lxxvi. 

3. See p. 49 supra. Some of these are detailed in Chap. I supra pp. 34-7. 

4. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 80. 
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version . No instances have been found where the information in the Latin 

text of the Genealogy can be shown to be erroneous, so reliance is placed on 

the valuable evidence which is to be gained from this document2. 

0 

1. See p. 53 supra. 

2. Despite the statement in Gray, Sutherland and Caithness, p. 103 that 
"little confidence can be reposed in the Diploma. 
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CHAPTER I 

Appendix II 

Lady Joanna's Inheritance 

During the thirteenth century the lands of the earldom of Caithness 

were much reduced through partition among co-inheritors. The most important 

of these divisions took place after 1239. when Lady Joanna came into 

possession of half of the lands of the earldom of Caithness1. She also 

possessed most-if not all, of Strathnaver. These lands were inherited by 

the two daughters of Joanna and Freskin de Moravia, Mary and Christian. The 

former married into the family of Cheyne2 and the latter into the family of 

Federeth3. But the half inherited by the Federeths was eventually acquired 

by the two Reginald Cheynes, father and son. In 1286 William of Federeth 

and Christian de Moravia granted four davachs in Strathnaver to Reginald 

Cheyne, as well as all other lands they might come to have in the future in 

Strathnaver . Their grandson William of Federeth gave his quarter of 

Caithness to Reginald Cheyne III5 (and also apparently some of his lands in 

1. See supra Section II, p. 15, and Genealogical Table B. 

2. Mary married Reginald Cheyne 'le fils' prior to 1269, when they were 
granted the Church lands in Strathnaver (Moray Reg., no. 126). 

3. Christian was married to William Federeth in 1286 (ibid., no. 263), 
and probably before 1270, as Lord Magnus Federeth (who with the name 
Magnus can safely be assumed to be their son) was old enough to give 
his consent to the marriage of Margaret and Prince Edward in 1289 
(APS, i, p. 1). This marriage may have been Christian's second as 
there are references in 1294 to 'Christinam et suos', and 'heredibus 

eiusdem Christiane' in a document in which she and William de Federeth 
are both mentioned. This may imply that they were not William's 
children, and were therefore her heirs from a previous marriage 
(Moray Reg., no. 131){ 

4. Moray Reg., no. 263. 

5.1MS, i, App. ii, 1317. This is dated the reign of David II (and there- 
fore post 1311; see RMS, i, intro. ). The William Federeth concerned 
must-therefore have been the son and heir of Lord Magnus Federeth 
(Aberdeen Banff Coll., P. 189; dated there 1300, but probably 131kx 
13 as it was witnessed by Michael. Abbot of Deer). 
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Strathbrok, West Lothian, which came to him from his great grand-father 

Freskin de Moravia)1. The Cheynes also held the Strathnaver lands which 

Lady Joanna had granted to the Church, and in 1269 the bishop of Moray 

granted back in fee-farm to Reginald Cheyne and Mary de Moravia2. It 

appears therefore that by the 1330's all of Joanna's original holding was 

united again, if it had been divided equally between her two daughters in 

the first place. 

However, the newly-amalgamated holding of -5 Caithness and Strathnaver 

was divided once more on the death of Reginald Cheyne III (before 1353) 

3 
when he also left two heiresses. Mariota Cheyne was in possession of _9 

barony of Strathbrok and I earldom of Caithness in 13664. The two Cheyne 

heiresses carried Joanrya's divided inheritance to the families of Keith of 

1. Cheyne, The Cheyne Family in Scotland. p. CFO; Aberdeen Banff I11., 
iv, p. 612; CDS, iii, p. 341 

2. Moray Reg., no. 126. 

3. A 'friscall schein' was granted ' earldom of Caithness by David II 
(SRO, Inventories of Titles, II, Misc. ). Whether he is the same as 
Francis Cheyne who founded the branch of the Straloch Cheynes is 
uncertain, but if so, he must have given his possessions in Caithness 
to his brother Reginald as the Straloch family have no Caithness 
estates (Cheyne. The Cheyne Family in Scotland, p. 47). Although the 
documentary evidence always refers to the ý and Caithness. Gordon 
(Earldom of Sutherland, p. 51) refers to the Cheynes' "third of the 
lands of Catteynes". 

RMS, i, 228. A Margery Cheyne is said to have the lands of 
Strathbrock and half Caithness (EMS, i, App. ii, 1537); whether this 
is a mistaken reference to Mariotä s chr., or whether her sister was 
called Margery and in fact held half of Caithness is not clear. 
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Inverrugy1 and Sutherland of Duffus2. 

Lists of the holdings of these two families in the sixteenth century 

have survived3. It appears from these records that when Joanna's inheri- 

tance was divided up between the two Cheyne heiresses half of each indivi- 

dual township went to both sisters. Thus the area was not divided geo- 

graphically between them, but the individual estates were halved. This 

apparently gave both of them one quarter of the earldom each. The list 

of Keith lands is of the inheritance of a co-heiress, Elizabeth, who was 

resigning her estates to her sister Margaret, who already possessed half 

of the family estates. Most of Elizabeth's estates are therefore expressed 

as 1 /2 of the individual township. When united with her sister's this this 

would be the total Keith holding as inherited from Mariot Cheyne (a full 1). 

The conclusion must be that all the Keith holdings are expressed in halves 

because of the division of the Cheyne inheritance between Reginald Cheyne's 

two heiresses. This appears to be confirmed by the list of the Oliphant 

estates (inherited from Sutherland of Duffus), for many of these coincide 

with the Keith holdings which were expressed in halves. However the Oliphant 

1. Mariota Cheyne was first married to John Douglas. and there were heirs 
of this marriage (RMS. i, 228) to whom some of her estates passed 
(they founded the family of Douglas of Strathbrock, which explains how 
the earl of Ormonde held Duffus in 1455; ER. vi, p. cxli). She then 
married John de Keith in 1369 (CPL. iv, 78. where she is called Marie', 
as in RNLI. i. 830). 

2. Gordon. The Earldom of Sutherland, p. 54, and Cheyne, The Cheyne Family 
in Scotland. p. 3. say that the Cheyne heiress who married Nicholas 
Sutherland. second son of Kenneth 4th earl of Sutherland. was the 
daughter of Reginald Cheyne III. SP however generally assumes that 

she was the daughter of Reginald Cheyne II and Mary de Moravia (iii, 

p. 191: vi. p. 34). As the Sutherlands of Duffus appear in possession 
of such large Caithness estates it seems more likely that she was 
the co-heiress of Reginald Cheyne III. 

3. RMS, iiii 1798; a list of Keith lands in Caithness dating from 1538. 
The Sutherland lands passed by marriage to the Oliphants c. 1489. 
Lists of the latter family's estates date from 1541,1549 and 1551 
(RSS. iv, p. 54; RMS. iii, 2450; iv, 715). 
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list does not say that the holding was only half of the township concerned. 

But in 1604 the Oliphants sold their estates to the earl of Caithness, and 

these appear in an earldom retour of the year 16441, when some of the 

estates are said to be only halves. These coincide remarkably with the 

1538 list of the Keith 2 holdings. This appears to prove that the 1541/9 

lists of the Oliphant family must have been of half of the townships named. 

These lists cannot be expected to be an exact record of Joanna's 

original holding, and the Oliphant (Sutherland) list includes a number of 

estates that do not appear on the Keith list (these are not the ones which 

are halved). They may have come to the family more recently. But the lists 

are a rough guide to the extent of Joanna's lands, which stretched right 

across the middle of the earldom from Thurso to Wick, being particularly 

clustered in the-parishes of Wick, Dunnet, Thurso and Halkirk. There are 

none along the south coast from Wick to Berridale and very few in the 

north-east parish of Canisbay. Although Earl Magnus received his earldom 

in two grants of North and South between 1231 and 1239, it is difficult to 

see that in the latter year Joanna received either one or the other of these. 

Although the distribution of her estates is generally northerly in the earl- 

dom, the lack of holdings in Canisbay does not fit in with the conclusion 

that she inherited North Caithness, and from the fact that Earl Magnus II's 

charter of South Caithness was in Oliphant hands in the fifteenth century 

it would appear to have been South Caithness which she held2. 

Joanna's inheritance also included the lands of Strathnaver, which do 

not appear to have formed part of the earldom3.. The upland half of the area 

1. OPS, ii, pt. ii. - p. 750; Gordon, Earldom of Sutherland, p. 54. 

2. See Chap. I supra p. 19. 

3. Fraser, Sutherland, i, p. 7; Skene, Highlanders, ii, p. 360. 
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she granted in free alms to the Church of Moray 
1. 

But this cannot have been 

all her possessions, for her second daughter and son-in-law granted four 

davachs in Strathnaver to Reginald Cheyne in 12862 which they must have 

inherited from Joanna. They refer to these and other lands which they might 

come to have in the future as being 'in tenemento de Strathnaver'. Joanna 

presumably inherited these lands, along with half the earldom, from the last 

earl. ' 

In no documentary sources extant is Strathnaver said to have been in 

the earldom of Caithness. In 1269 lands are 'in Strathnaver' and in 1286 

'in tenemento de Strathnaver'. In a document of 1401, estates in Strathnaver, 

in the earldom of Sutherland and in the earldom of Caithness are all distin- 

uuished3, In William Sinclair's grant of the earldom of Caithness in 1455, 

he is given, in addition to the earldom 'titulo de Carnoch et Eminaver' , 

places in Strathnaver and not therefore included in the grant of the earldom 

but mentioned quite separately. This, and the earlier evidence of a descen- 

dart of Matilda de Strathearn claiming the same lands in Strathnaver5 show 

that the earls possessed lands in Strathnaver in the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries, but they do not show that these lands were considered to be part 

of the earldom. This evidence points to Strathnaver having been divided 

between Joanna and the earls after 1239, along with the earldom. 

The Cheynes do not appear to have retained their possessions in 

Strathnaver. Traditionally it is regarded as the seat of the MacKays. This 

1. Moray Reg., no. 126. 

2. Ibid � 263- 

3- Inchaffray Liber, p. li. 

4. Hay, Sainteclaires of Rosslyn, p. 74; perhaps Carynnes and Innernaver. 

5. See Chap. I supra p. 34 n. 1. 
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family's existence in Caithness in the thirteenth century is confirmed by 

the evidence of 'Ivor MacEoth' who witnessed a charter of Earl John of 

Caithness and Orkney1. He is probably the same as 'Ymar MacAy' or 'Iye 

Mor', son'of Iye MacEth, who established his position in Caithness at this 

time according to the family genealogy2. It is most probable that the 

MacKays were tenants in Strathnaver by the fourteenth century and in the 

fifteenth century they were called 'of Strathnaver'3. In the following 

century William Sutherland of Duffus was given the Strathnaver lands of 

the Church of Moray - the same lands which Joanna had given to the Church - 

because the previous rentallers are said to have not been paying their 

rents. These had probably been the MacKays. How the MacKays got these in 

the first place from Reginald Cheyne or his descendants is unknown. But as 

'Ivor MacEoth' was closely connected with Earl John it can be assumed that 

he established himself in the north with the earl's help, who may have 

regarded the family as a useful counterpoise to the descendants of Joanna 

who held half of the earldom estates. 

1. See Chap, II infra p. 127- 

2. Revd. A. MacKay. Book of MacKay, p. 37; SP, vii, p. 158- 

3. Caithness Recs., p. 195. 

4. OPS, i, i. pt. ii, p. 711. 
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CHAPTER II 

Relations of the Earls of Caithness with 
the Kings of Scotland 
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Section I. The Twelfth Century. 

According to the Orkneyinga Saga the authority of the Scottish kings 

had been recognised by the very first earls of Caithness1. This nominal 

recognition was valid to the extent that there appears to have been no 

attempt on the part of the Norwegian kings to incorporate Caithness into 

their dominions during their periodic visits to the islands west-over-sea. 

If anything helped to give the Scottish kings an illusion of authority over 

the northernmost part of their kingdom before the end of the twelfth century 

it was the custom of dividing the earldom between claimants. When there were 

two earls it is noticeable that one of them is usually said in the saga 

narrative to have received the title of earl from the Scottish king, and 
2 

this was presumably useful in case of dispute. Nevertheless the members of 

the 'jarlsaetten' divided the family estates regardless of the Scottish king's 

authority, and a royal grant was sought only when a claimant could not 

achieve his ends by his own unaided effort. What was transmitted by these 

early 'grants' as recorded in the Orkneyinga Saga is unknown, but it must 

have been more in the nature of moral approbation than the right to hold the 

earldom on anything like military tenure, the introduction of which north of 

the Forth did not take place until the reign of David I. and then only in a 

1. For example in the 10th cent. "Skuli 
... went over into Scotland, and 

was there given the title of 'Earl' by the king of Scots" (OS, p. 147). 

2. Of the co-earls Magnus and Hakon at the beginning of the twelfth cent., 
the first went to the Scottish king and received his title of earl; of 
Harold and Paul Hakonson, the former "held Caithness from the King of 
Scots" in 1123 (OS, p. 214); when Earl Rognvald went on crusade in 1151 
Erlend Haroldson"went to see Malcolm King of Scots his kinsman, and 
asked him to give him the title of 'Earl' and the overlordship of 
Caithness" (OS, p. 305); Harold Ungi likewise begged for half of the 

earldom after Rognvald's death when Harold Maddadson was earl (OS. 

P. 343). Such a grant was useful when the Norwegian king was exer- 
cising too much authority and the help of his Scottish counterpart was 
needed to counterbalance this, as in 1098 when Magnus Erlendson fled 
to Scotland after King Magnus had deposed his father and uncle in the 
islands (OS, p. 201). 
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tentative manner. 

It is from his reign however that there comes the first documentary 

evidence that any royal authority was being exercised in Caithness. Most 

of this evidence is connected with the Church. The bishopric of Caithness 

was founded prior to 1147-511 and if Caithness had previously been part of 

the bishopric of Orkney, then this move was indeed a deliberate attempt to 

detach the area from the neighbouring Norse influence. The Church was used 
2 

as the emissary of the state to prepare the ground for succeeding royal con- 

trol, with the bishops being expected to be an active influence in the area. 

There is evidence from the end of the century that the first bishop, Andrew, 

had been in contact with Earl Harold, 
3 

and his immediate successors attempted 

to impose their authority to the extent that they were attacked for it by 

the earl, one being mutilated and the other being murdered4. 

Parallel with his foundation of the bishopric of Caithness, King David 

encouraged the activities of monks in the area, as can be seen from a brieve 

issued by him for the protection of the "monks, their men and things at 

Dornoch in Caithness"5. It was issued to "Beinwald Comiti de O rchadia" and 

also to the, "Comiti et omnibus probis hominibus Cateneis et Orchadie". It 

is unlikely that these monks were long-established Culdees, but more probable 

1. Watt, Fasti; Andrew bishop of Caithness received a grant of Hoctor 
comon C. 1150 (Lawrie, Charters, p. 179). This was probably 'Ouchtir- 

comon' in the barony of Longforgan (RRS, i, p. 42). It would appear 
to have been a personal grant to the bishop rather than a royal endow- 
ment of the new see, as the church of Caithness is not mentioned. 

2. Watt, Fasti, p. 62; G. Donaldson, 'Scottish Bishops' Sees before the 

reign of David I' (PSAS, lxxxvii), p. 115-6. 

3. DN, vii, 2. 

4. See infra pp. 80,90. 

5. Lawrie, Charters, 132. 
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that they were from Dunfermline, Bishop Andrew's own monastery1. In the 

following reign Malcolm earl of Ross was similarly ordered to protect the 

rights of the monks of Dunfermline, presumably in his earldom2. There is 

no evidence that the monks of Dunfermline had daughter houses in Ross or in 

Caithness, but they may have had establishments which were more in the nature 

of trading posts3. The brieve to Earl Rogrvald is not intended only to 

protect a monastic establishment at Dornoch, 
4 

for he as earl of Orkney and 

the men of Caithness and Orkney were to maintain the monks "ubicunque inter 

vos venerint", which implies that the monks were peripatetic and that their 

field of operations covered Orkney. If this travelling was not for mis- 

sionising purposes then trading would appear to supply the explanation, 

The brieve was obviously meant to run in Caithness as the men of 

Caithness are included in the address. The second 'Comes' has however no 

name-or territory attached to his title, so it is not clear that an earl 

of Caithness was in existence. A second earl was certainly being addressed, 

it was not that Rognvald was being addressed again as earl of Caithness, 

because there would have been no need for the second 'Comiti' if that had 

been the case 
5. 

Harold Maddadson was associated with Rognvald in the earl- 

doms from 1139 onwards, and it seems most probable that he was meant; his 

1. G. Barrow, 'Scottish Rulers and the Religious Orders' (TRHS, 5th ser., 
iii), p. 98. Older historians assumed them to be Culdees, see C. D. 
Bsntinck, Dornoch Cathedral and Parish (1926) p. 51. 

2. RRS, 1,179. 

3. Ibid., p. 44. 

As the heading in Lawrie, (Charters, 132) implies; "Mandate .... to 
protect the monks of Durnach in Caithness". 

5. The ed. of Caithness Recs. (p. 1, n. 1), states that the second 'comes' 
refers to Rognvald as earl of Caithness for Harold who was still under 
age. However there is no evidence that Rognvald ever received a 
grant of Caithness from the Scottish king, which makes it unlikely 
that he would be addressed as earl of Caithness by David I. 
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name or initial may have been omitted in the copying of the document. The lack 

of any territory with the title is difficult to explain, although there is 

certainly inconsistency in this period in attaching territory to the title of 

'comes'1. It may imply that the document dates from before Earl Harold came 

of age (c. 1150) and therefore before he had received an official grant of 

the Caithness earldom from the Scottish king. As a member of the earldom family 

Harold would possess the personal title of 'jarl' by virtue of his'Orcadian 

earldom. The fact that he was addressed in this charter as earl does not mean 

that he was specifically styled earl of Caithness. 

Caithness was reputedly one of the old Celtic 'mormaerships', 2 
and it 

is said that the Scottish earl's or mormaer's position in the mid twelfth 

century had a "definitely official quality"3. Although the Norse earls of 

Orkney possessed estates in Caithness, which is therefore called an earldom, 

yet it would be dangerous to assume that the earl was the Scottish king's 

officerk. If any earl's title could be said to be 'personal' it was the 

Caithness earl's by virtue of his Orcadian dominions. Earl Rognvald cer- 

tainly possessed half of the earldom estates in Caithness5 and'was later 

1. Duncan earl of Fife received a grant of the earldom of Fife c. 1136 
(RRS, i, 63) but he appears thereafter merely as 'earl Duncan'. 

2. ES, i, p. cxvi; although as Skene (Highlanders, p. 167) points out, 
it ceased to form one of the seven provinces of Scotland in the 10th 
cent. 

3. IRS, i, P., 52. 

4. Although ibid., p. 51, the brieve of King David is taken to mean that 
Caithness was an earldom in a political and administrative sense. 

5. His grandson begged the half of Caithness which he said Earl Rognvald 
had had (0S, p. 343). Rognvald left Swein as his steward in charge 
of his estates in Caithness (OS, Rolls ed. III, p. 1k7n), and Swein 
sat in Duncansby, which had been earl Thorfinn's seat in Caithness 
(OS, p. 270). 
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called by Roger Hoveden "quondam comitis de Orkneia et de Cathania"1, which 

indicates that he was considered to have had political authority in Caithness 

too. But he was purely Norse with no Scottish contacts and there is no 

mention in the saga narrative, which is very full concerning the deeds of 

Earl Rognvald, that he ever visited the Scottish king or received a grant 

of Caithness from him. Moreover, in the brieve discussed above he is 

definitely addressed as earl of Orkney only. This and the fact that there 

was no territory attached to the second earl's name point to the conclusion 

that in the mid twelfth century Caithness was still outside the adminis- 

trative pattern as it was being formulated by the kings of Scotland in the 

more accessible parts of their kingdom. 

Nevertheless King David had pretensions to authority in the area, and 

this was the first step towards including the earls within the administra- 

tive framework whose foundations he laid. His mandate presumed that the 

people of Caithness and Orkney and their earls were-subject to his command. 

In fact his authority in the area was so weak that in 1151 King Eystein 

actually took Earl Harold prisoner when he was at Thurso in the Scottish 

kingdom2. But nevertheless Earl Harold was half Scottish and if the saga 

narrative can be trusted it appears that King David deliberately prevailed 

upon Earl Rognvald to accept Harold as his co-earl, probably in an attempt 

to counter-balance the authority of this purely Norse earl. The saga tells 

how in 1138 Bishop John of Atholl came to Orkney3 and was received by Earl 

Rognvald who eventually promised him and Bishop William of Orkney that he 

1. Hoveden (Chronica) iv, p. 10. This is in the context of Harold Ungi 
begging his grandfather's half of Caithness from the Scottish king. 
An English chronicler might of course use his own terminology in a 
situation where it was not necessarily accurate, but it is an indi- 

cation of the status of the individual concerned. 

2. OS, p. 304. 

3. Ibid., p. 261, 
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would accept Harold Maddadson as his co-earl. The only Scottish bishop of 

the period who was called John was the bishop of Glasgow (1118-1147), who 

had been King David's tutor1. The information that he had "come down from 

Atholl" probably means that he had come straight from Earl Maddad of Atholl 

to Orkney; the saga is full of visits paid at this time by Orcadians to 

Earl Maddad and Margaret, his wife, daughter of Earl Paull. If this Bishop 

John was the bishop of Glasgow, then it is most probable that he went to 

Orkney on royal business. It has been suggested that behind his visit lay 

a scheme of King David's "to gain control over the Orkneys"3. His preten- 

sions are rather surprising, as can be seen from the mandate to Earl 

Rognvald just discussed, but it is doubtful whether he really thought it 

possible to control Earl Rognvald or the Orkneys. However it seems quite 

probable that he aimed to increase his control over Caithness by the instal- 

lation of the earl of Atholl's son in the north, and to bring It within the 

Scottish rather than the Norwegian sphere of influence by this means, 

If King David's intentions were to bring Caithness more firmly under 

the Scottish crown by installing an earl of his own choosing in the area 

with strong Scottish links, then his policy can to some extent be regarded 

1. Dowden, Bishops, p. 295. 

2. Particularly by Swein Asleifson. The rather mysterious visits paid 
by Swein to King David and the great honour said to have been shown 
him by the king (OS, pp. 273.314), are perhaps explicable in the 
context of King David's plans as discussed here. 

3. OS, p. 388. 
4. That there was contact between Scötland and Orkney in the very same 

year as Bishop John's visit is borne out by the account of the battle 
of the Standard which says that there was an Orcadian contingent in 
the Scottish army (SAEC. p. 189, n. 1). 
In 1129 a MacWilliam is said to have been earl of Caithness (SP sub 
Caithness). No authority is given for this statement which appears 
to come from a 19th century MS History of the Clan Chisholm by J. 
Logan (Nat. Library of Scotland). 
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as successful. For apart from being the son of one of the foremost Scottish 

earls Harold Maddadson married first Afrika, a daughter of the earl of Fife1, 

and secondly HvarflA a daughter of Malcolm MacHeth, earl of Ross2. His 

knowledge of the Scottish political scene, and of the privileges and authority 

of a Scottish earl, was therefore first-hand. His known spiritual links 

were all with Scotland. In the first place the Scottish church helped to 

secure his candidature as co-earl of Rognvald, and all his recorded grants 

were to the Scottish church. He made a grant of an annual mark of silver to 

the canons of Scone, to be continued by his heirs for ever3; prior to 1198 

he granted a yearly tax of one penny from every house in Caithness to the 

1. Fife appears to be the first earldom which was granted by charter, 
and the family was the "most prominent of the native magnates whose 
loyalty to the Canmore dynasty was unquestioned" (RRS, i, p. 5). 

2. After having been a focus of rebellion and in prison in Roxburgh 
Castle in the 1150's, Malcolm MacHeth was created earl of Ross about 
1160. It was probably soon afterwards that Harold Maddadson left his 
first wife for the daughter of Malcolm. 

3. DN, ii, 2. It is unlikely that this grant was made in connection 
with the peace after 1196-7 as suggested in ES, ii, p. 348, for Harold 
calls himself 'earl of Orkney, Shetland and Caithness', and he had lost 
Shetland in 1195 after the failure of the 'Eyskjeggiar' expedition. 
The grant is witnessed by 'Chancellor Laurence'; if he could be 
identified with the Laurence who was made abbot of Melrose in 1175, 
having been abbot in Orkney (ES, ii, p. 296; J. Mooney, 'Laurence 
Abbot', POAS, xi, 1932-3 - pp. 27-29), then a terminal date for this 
charter would be 1178, the year of Abbot Laurence's death. However, 
the terms mentioned by Hoveden which King William demanded of Harold 
in 1198 (iv, p. 12), included the handing over of 'Laurence his priest' 
as hostage. This would imply that there must have been two high- 
ranking ecclesiastics in Orkney called Laurence during Earl Harold's 
earldom. However, as will be discussed infra p. 78 these demands for 
hostages may have been made by King William earlier than 1198. The 
demand made at the same time that Harold take back his first wife Afrika 
suggests that they were from an earlier occasion as she must have been 

repudiated for at least twenty years by 1198, for a son of Harold's 
second marriage was old enough to rebel in 1196. It seems unlikely 
that King William would make such a demand after twenty years. If 
this occasion therefore dates from much earlier the priest Laurence 
could be the same as the Abbot Laurence, and the present grant to 
Scone must have been made prior to 1178, the year of Laurence's death. 
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Papacy in Rome1, and sometime during his life he put the convent of 'Bencoren' 

under his protection 
2 

Until 1196 there is no evidence that Earl Harold's relations with the 

Scottish kings were anything but friendly. It is said by Fordun that until 

that year he was "a good and trusty man"3, and for lack of any opposing 

evidence this may be accepted as true, and may well indicate moreover that 

Earl Harold had submitted to either David or Malcolm and done homage for his 

earldom. The saga mentions nothing about this (although telling how Harold 

submitted to King Eystein at Thurso), but when Erlend went to King Malcolm 

in 1151 it is said that he got the title of 'earl' and half Caithness jointly 

with his kinsman Haroldk, as if it was accepted that Harold already held the 

other half from the king. There were occasions in the earlier half of 

Harold's life when he could have joined in a revolt against the king with 

impunity. In 1153 the sons of Malcolm MacHeth and Somerled caused distur- 

bances5, probably in Harold's part of the world; he cannot yet have been 

married to Hvarfl/d for he only came of age in 1150 and was married to 

Afrika first. During the next four years, King Malcolm had to face distur- 

bances from the highland areas of his kingdom, and in 1160 was besieged by 

six native earls at Perth; although the names of the six earls are not known, 

1. DN, vii, 2; see Appendix infra. 

2. APS, i, p. 116. The only known places called 'Bencoryn' at this period 
are Banchory St. Ternan (A. B. Ill., ii, p. 53ff) and Banchory in 
Perthshire near Blairgowrie BBS, i, no. 243, and Index). But neither 
of these places are known to have had a convent. Prof. G. W. S. 
Barrow has suggested to me that Harold's charter of protection may 
have been to the ancient monastery of Bangor in Ulster. There was 

contact between it and the Norse parts of Scotland, for Christian of 
Argyll, bishop of the Isles was buried there c. 1170 (Watt, Fasti). 

3. Chron. Fordun, p. 270- 

4. Os, p. 305. 

5. ES, ii, p. 223-4. 
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almost all of the contemporary earls fall under suspicion except Caithness1. 

Throughout the revolts of the 1180's in Ross and Moray, Harold's name never 

appears. The evidence that he had need to expiate his sins with gifts to 

2 
the Church during this period must arise from some personal crime. 

But in the year 1196 King William the Lion led an army into 

Caithness, the first occasion on which a Scottish army had been so far north3. 

There had obviously been trouble, otherwise king William would not have 

needed to subdue the area which had apparently been peaceful for forty-six 

years of Harold's rule. But the cause of the trouble is not at all clear. 

According to Fordun Harold had been goaded on by his wife to deceive his 

lord, the king, and rise against him But there must have been a real 

cause of discontent, for throughout the 1180's he had not been dissatisfied 

enough to rebel alongside Donald Ban who caused great trouble in the north, 

or apparently goaded by his wife to do so, and he must have been married to 

her at the time. Some details of Harold's revolt are given by Roger Hoveden, 

who says that William with his army entered Moray to do battle with Harold 

"qui terrain i11am occupaverat, 
5. 

The Melrose Chronicle and Fordun, which 

1. Anderson (Orkneyinga Saga, p. xxxix), suggests that Harold may have 
been one of the earls but there is no evidence that this was so. 

2. The grant made to the church in Rome was said to be 'pro redemptione 
peccatorum suorum' (DN, vii, 2). As it dated from the papacy of 
Alexander III (1159-S1) it was perhaps too late to have been made in 

compensation for the murder of Earl Erlend in 1154. 

3. This is the date given by Hoveden, in which year he says that two 

expeditions north took place (Chronica, iv, p. 10). Fordun also 
takes the year 1196 for the king's first march into Caithness, (p. 

270) but says that Thorfinn's revolt took place the following year. 
Chron. Melrose mentions only the latter event and gives the date 

1197 ES, ii, p. 347-8). 

1. Chron. Fordun p.. 270. . Certainly HvarfV may have wanted to support 
MacHeth claims to Ross which had rather lapsed since the death of the 

last MacHeth claimant in 1186, but this explanation may be only 
Fordun's personal opinion. 

5. Chronica, iv, p. 10. 
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derive their information from a different source to Hoveden, also mention 

Moray as the place where the trouble started, for Harold's son Torfinn, 

and one Roderic, are said by them to have fought a battle near the castle 

1 
of Inverness with the king's vassals. The saga makes no mention of the 

cause of Harold's revolt (and indeed appears not to mention the events of 

1196-7 at all)2; this is no doubt because it was concerned with the 

Scottish king's policy in the north, and with the area of Moray, not with 

any Norse claimants to the earldom of Caithness which was what interested 

the saga writer. The object of the attack in Moray would appear to be the 

'king's vassals' whom Roderic and Thorfinn fought near Inverness. The 

family's discontent was not directed against the king; Hoveden remarks that 

when William entered Caithness Harold did not wish to start battle against 

him. It was directed rather against the kings vassals, who appear to 

have been established in Moray. This implies an attack on the all-powerful 

de Moravia family-3. 

This family had been established in the area since the reign of 

David I, when Freskin de Moravia was given the lands of Duffus4 most pro- 

1. ES, ii, p. 347-8. 

2. Although as is suggested infra p. 84 
, the saga account of King 

William's expedition north in 1202 may really be of the events of 
1196-7, for this account tallies with the apparently devastating 
nature of the king's first expedition into Caithness. He subdued both 
provinces of the Caithness men according to Fordun (p. 270) and sent 
a detachment to destroy Harold's castle of Thurso according to Hoveden 
(Chronica. iv, p. 10). 

It has been suggested that it was the grant of part of the earldom of 
Caithness to Harold's rival Harold Ungi before 1196 which was the cause 
of the trouble between Harold Maddadson and the king (Munch, NFH, iii, 

p. 42 footnote). The statement by Hoveden that King William gave half 

of*Caithness to Harold Ungi in 1197 is thus understood to be a reaffir- 
mation of a previous grant. This may have been so, but would Harold 
have ravaged Moray to express his disapproval? There is no evidence 
that he took such action when Earl Erlend was granted half Caithness 
in1151. 

Handlist of the Acts of William the Lion, p. 25. 
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bably after the defeat of the last native mormaer in 11301. They were most 

important in the king's plans for the north of the kingdom and the estab- 

lishment of an administrative system in the area. King David imposed the 

religious settlement, and he was probably also responsible for the division 

of the province into four or five districts dependent on the royal boroughs 

and castles of Elgin, Auldearn, Invernairn and Inverness, which were certainly 

well-established by William the Lion's reign2. That this policy was success- 

ful can be concluded from William's eventual victory over Donald Ban in Ross 

and Moray in 1187. No doubt the de Moravias were instrumental in helping 

the king in this situation so that they might keep or recover their lands 

in Moray. When in 1179 two castles on the borders of Ross, Dunscaith and 

Eddirdover, were built or strengthened3, and the king's authority could be 

seen to be creeping nearer Harold Maddadson's territory, it was probably the 

same family which was in the van as a symbol of this authority. With 

William's final victory of 1187 and the restoration of peace, consoli- 

dation measures must have been undertaken in the area, and these may in 

some way have touched Harold's position within his earldom which at this 

date stretched to the borders of Ross. That such measures would have been 

carried out by William son of Freskin is more than probable, and this 

supposition is strengthened by the'fact that early in the next century his 

son can be seen to be in possession of large tracts of Sutherland. When 

Harold carried the torch of revolt into Moray in 1196 therefore, he must 

have attacked William son of Freskin, the most important royal vassal in 

Moray and thus the symbol of royal authority which was menacing the earl's 

1. G. Barrow. 'The beginnings of feudalism in Scotland' (BIHR, xxix, 1956), 

p. I'.. 

2. RRS., i, p. 43. 

3. ES, ii, p. 301. 
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independent position. 

The first member of the de Moravia family who is known to have 

possessed lands in Sutherland, when this territory still lay under the 

jurisdiction of the earl of Caithness, was Hugh son of William, who granted 

Skelbo to Archdeacon Gilbert de Moravia (c. 1211)1. This grant included all 

the land westward of Fernbuchlin and Invershin to the borders of Ross, not 

valuable land agriculturally, but important strategically; so that this 

grant appears to have been one which was made for official defensive purposes 

(and made to the clerical member of the de Moravia family who was to prove 
2 

such a good servant of the crown). There is no evidence to show whether 

it was Hugh or his father William who first held these and other lands in 

Sutherland, although it has been suggested that they were granted to the 

latter on the occasion of Earl Harold's loss of half Caithness to Harold 

Ungi in 1197/83. But there is no evidence to show that these lands in Hugh 

Freskin's hands at the beginning of the thirteenth century were former earl- 

dom lands, or that they had been acquired from Harold Maddadson. Saga 

evidence suggests that in the mid twelfth century most of Sutherland had 

been in the hands of the family of Moddan in Dale, one of whom was Eric 

Stay-brails who married Ingirid, the only child of Earl Rognvald . Their 

son was Harold Ungi, who successfully claimed half the earldom from Harold 

Maddadson and was defeated by him at the battle of Wick in 1198. This 

evidence would suggest that it was more likely to be Harold Ungi's inheri- 

tance in Sutherland which King William took over and granted to the de 

1. Fraser, Sutherland, iii, p. 1. 

2. Gilbert de Moravia, archdeacon of Moray, 1207x1208-1222x122+; bishop 
of Caithness, 1222x122k-1245. 

3. Fraser, Sutherland, i, p. 9; see infra Section II, p. 99 n. 3. 

OS, p. 315. 
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Moravias after 1198. 

In 1196 the king's expedition was apparently successful in restoring 

the de Moravias' authority and extending his own. He is said by Fordun to 

have subdued both provinces of the Caithness men, and Hoveden tells how part 

of the king's army reached Thurso and destroyed Earl Harold's castle there1. 

A royal garrison was established2 and hostages were taken, in particular Earl 

Harold's son and heir Thorfinn. Hoveden relates how the earldom was first 

divided and then taken away from Harold altogether. Half of it was given to 

Harold Ungi, the grandson of Earl Rognvald, in 1196 or 1197; according to 

Hoveden, after the older Harold had been forced by bad weather to submit to 

King William during his expedition to the north. The earl was allowed to 

retain the other half of his earldom on condition that he brought certain 

enemies to the king at an arranged meeting. But when he failed to bring 

the required hostages, Hoveden states quite plainly that Harold forfeited 

1. Chronica., iv, p. 10. 

2. Chron. Fordun, p. 270, where the king is said to have led expeditions 
north in both 1196 and 1197. 
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1 the land which he held from the king , which must mean that he held neither 

half of the earldom of Caithness thereafter. Both Fordun and Hoveden tell 

of the battle between the two Harolds near Wick when the younger was killed, 

and according to the Icelandic Annals this took place in the year 11982. 

The sources conflict a little as to the events after this. King William, on 

hearing that Earl Harold had laid all Caithness under him again without 

asking his leave, is said by the saga to have sent to Rognvald Gudrodson, 

king of the Hebrides, apparently offering him the earldom of Caithness, which 

Rognvald thereupon conquered; according to Hoveden however, Harold of his 

own accord came to the king, conducted by the bishops of St. Andrews and 

Rosmarkie and offered much gold and silver to have Caithness back. But he 

did not like William's terms and so'Reginald son of Somerled king of Man' 

came and bought Caithness from the king3. At this point it is suggested 

that Hoveden has muddled two accounts. The incident when Harold-went and 

begged to be restored to his earldom, conducted by the bishops, is more 

1. Chronica, iv, p. 10, where it is related in detail how the earl-allowed 
the hostages to escape before meeting the king, and how he attempted 
to offer two of his grandsons instead'of his son Thorfinn, whom he 
had not brought with him "because in that land he had no other heir". 
There is an element of good story-telling here as in the following 
passage, where the earl again refused to hand over certain hostages. 
'Whether they should both refer to the same occasion is not clear, 
but the repetition of the story appears to show that on some 
occasion Harold did refuse to hand over some hostages, and that he 
was imprisoned himself instead -a fact which is also mentioned by 
Fordun - until his son Thorfinn took his place and eventually died 
in prison (see infra p. 85 )- 

The earl returned to Orkney on being freed and Hoveden implies that 
it was Harold Ungi who was determined to bring his reluctant uncle 
to battle after this. The saga however definitely gives the 
impression that it was the elder Harold who wanted a showdown with 
the younger, and the fact that it was he who invaded Caithness, where 
the final battle was fought, would seem to indicate that the former 

was attempting to win back his earldom which was at that time com- 
pletely in the hands of the younger Harold; see Chap. III infra 
p. 150. 

2. ES, ii. - P. 350. 

3. OS, p. 345; Hoveden (iv, p. 12) gets Rognvald's name wrong, but does 

call him king of Man. 
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likely to have been the same as the occasion in 1202 after the maiming of 

Bishop John which Fordun later describes, when Harold came to King William 

conducted by the bishop of St. Andrews, and was restored to his earldom on 

payment of £2,000 of silver1. In 1198 Harold Maddadson had defeated his 

rival and there would have been no reason for him to go and beg for his 

earldom back, although he was never averse to doing this when the odds were 

against him2. The statement in the saga "after the battle (of Wick) Earl 

Harold took all Caithness under him, and sailed immediately out to the 

Orkneys to boast of a great victory" seems much more in character3. It is 

also suggested that the 4ipg'S demands for hostages and for Harold to take 

pack his first wife are, as reported by Hovedep, most probably misplaced; 

it is a skilful piece of narrative, of Harold refusing the terms and the 

earldom being sold to Hognvald Gudrodson. In the first place however, it 

is most unlikely that if he had gone to beg for his earldom back Harold 

would then have refused the king's terms. Also Hoveden has just related 

the story of how Harold allowed the hostages which he was supposed to bring 

to the king in 1197 to escape, and how he had attempted to fob the king off 

with two of his grandsons. It seems more probable that the second lot of 

hostages were the same as those demanded in 1197 or at least on some other 

occasion when Harold had not been victoriousk. 

King William's policy was strictly traditional. He only granted the 

1. Chron. Fordun, p. 272. 

2. As in 1195-6 when he submitted to Sverre after the failure of the 
Eyskjeggiar expedition, and in 1202 when he brought the wrath of the 
Church on himself and submitted to William. 

3.0S, p. 3k5. 

4. See supra p. 77 n. 1. I am grateful to Mrs. M. 0. Anderson for telling 
me that Hoveden is guilty of misplacing events concerning the bishopric 
of St. Andrews in 1181, when he attempts to fit undated documents 
together. It is not improbable therefore that he might be guilty of 
the same offence in his account of Harold Maddadson. 
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earldom to other members of the 'jarlsaetten'; Harold Ungi, grandson of 

Earl Rognvald, and Rognvald Gudrodson, who was descended from Earl Hakon 

by a daughter (in the same way as Harold Maddadson was). This utilisation 

of the traditional methods of inheritance may however be merely a sign of 

his weakness and inability to do anything else. Neither of these rival earls 

is mentioned in the Scottish sources. and it is only the saga which says 

that William sent for Rognvald Gudrodson. Nevertheless, the attempts to 

bring the earldom more firmly under royal control probably saw payments 

being exacted and earldom lands escheating perhaps temporarily to the crown. 

The saga mentions that demands were made for one quarter of every man's 

possessions in Caithness on one occasion1; Hoveden says that Rognvald 

Gudrodson bought the earldom, "saving the king's annual rent", but this was 

more likely to be an annual payment by the earl rather than income from new 

royal estates2. The seizure of some estates evidently took place at some 

date as can be seen from the possessions of the de Moravia family in 

Sutherland early in the next century. Some of the six stewards who later 

fled to the king of Scots after Earl Harold's attack on Caithness in 1201 

may have been royal officials over confiscated estates3. Earl Rognvald 

Gudrodson had placed three stewards over Caithness, the other three may 

have been in Sutherland. 

In attempting to get his earldom back from Rognvald Gudrodson Harold 

committed the error of putting himself on the wrong side of the Church. He 

was evidently unable to prevent the possession of his earldom by the king 

1. OS. p. 3k7. probably after the successful campaign of 1196/7. see 
infra P. 83. 

2. Chronica, iv. p. 12; see infra p. 100. 

3- Os .p. 347. 

4. Ibid., p. 3k5. 
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of the Hebrides, and although the saga merely says that "he paid no heed to 

the king's movements", this would appear to have been due primarily to lack 

of support1. Harold Ungi must have had a large following in Caithness to 

enable him to get possession of his grant, and it appears that Rognvald 

Gudrodson also had support from the fact that Harold imposed large fines on 

the men of Caithness when he finally got the earldom back. He waited more- 

over, until Rognvald had returned to the Western Isles in 1201 before 

attempting to restore his authority in Caithness. In that year he engineered 

first the murder of one of Rognvald's stewards, and then set out from 

Orkney on an expedition to wreak vengeance on the bishop. Why his attack 

was directed against the bishop is not explained in the saga narrative which 

tells how "the Earl's army rushed from the ships up to the (bishop's) 

fortress"2. There had been trouble however between Earl Harold and Bishop 

John previously. Prior to 1198 the bishop had forbidden the collection of 

a tax which the earl had donated from Caithness to the papacy, and Earl 

Harold had been sufficiently inflamed about this to inform the pope and 

attempt to get him to remedy it3. During Earl Rognvald's period as earl 

the bishop appears to have been well ensconced in Scrabster, which implies 

complete assurance of his position in Caithness and no fear of the earl 

across the water. He may have been left with special authority on the earl's 

departure, in which case his continued presence in the area as the upholder 

of the authority of the king would have irked the former earl. But there 

may have been an even more specific reason why the earl's anger was directed 

against the bishop. In Fordun it is said that Earl Harold considered the 

Bishop to be "an informer, and the instigator of the misunderstanding between 

1. Ibid., and this was despite his victory at the battle of Wick. 

2. Ibid., p. 346. 

3. DN, vii. 2. 
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him and the lord king"1 . 

What could the bishop have informed King William about Earl Harold 

which was so detrimental to the earl's relationship with the King? There 

is evidence that during the year 1201 Earl Harold had been in contact with 

King John of England. In the Pipe Roll accounts for Northumberland in 

1201 ten marks were allowed on the account of Robert FitzRoger, paid to 

Adam chaplain of Orkney and his 'socii'. going to Orkney on the king's 

affairs2. On 6 January 1202 King John issued safe-conducts for his 'cog- 

natus' Harold earl of Orkney to come to him in England and confer; there 

was a safe-conduct also for Adam, Harold's chaplain3. It is doubtful if 

Harold did go, for it must have been only a few months afterwards, taking 

Fordun's date of spring 1202, that Harold submitted to King William at 

Perth. King John's relationship with William at this particular juncture 

is a little uncertain; the Scottish king had finally done homage to John 

on 22 November 1200, and thereafter John kept shelving any demands that 

William made. In the early part of 1201 John progressed through Northern 

England up to the Border but not with any noticeable intentions. He must 

however have known that Harold was on very bad terms with his Scottish 

overlod and had been deprived of his earldom, the safe-conduct is addressed 

quite rightly to Harold as earl of Orkney only. The english king no doubt 

had some plan to embarrass King William through his disaffected vassal. 

Four years later he built up an alliance with another of the Norse chief- 

tains round the coast of Scotland, Rognvald Gudrodson, who did homage to him 

1. p. 271, "tanquam incentorem discordiae, inter ilium et dominum regem 
et accusatorem": 

2. Pipe Roll Socy. (n. S. vol. xiv. 1936), p. 244. 

3. CDS, 1,324. 

4. ES, ii, p. 353-4. 
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for a fief in Ulster1. There is no evidence that the contact with Earl 

Harold was ever formalised to this extent. The initiative cn this occasion 

may in fact have come rather from the earl himself, who, as has been seen, 

was not able easily to get hold of his earldom again, and this may be a sign 

of his increasing desperation. 

There is no proof that Bishop John of Caithness informed King William 

of Earl Harold's subversive activities. But it seems likely that the earl's 

anger was directed against him because he had informed the king of some 

activity in which Harold had been engaged, which aroused the king's wrath 

against him. If the chief go-between in the communications with King John 

was the earl's chaplain, Adam, then it is not unlikely that the bishop came 

to hear of them through the ecclesiastical grapevine. It is clear that 

Harold's attack on Caithness was primarily a personal attack on the bishop 

and the intentional mutilation of the man's eyes and tongue appears to be 

a symbolic punishment, typical of the 

informing2. It was certainly vengean, 

all other occasions was a good son of 

leisure, for the disrepute which this 

pressure undoubtedly forced Harold to 

age, for a crime involving spying and 

ce taken in anger, for an earl who on 

the church, and it was repented at 

action brought him more than any other 

submit to King William. 

There is a great deal-of discrepancy between Fordun and the saga, the 

two authorities for the final'reconciliation between the earl and the king. 

According to the former, William sent one expedition north immediately 

before Christmas 1201 which is said quite candidly to have effected little. 

Another expedition against the Orkneys was planned for the spring, but before 

1. Ibid., p. 365, note i. Rognvald was also called 'cognatus' by King 
John. 

2. In the letter to the pope, the loss of the bishop's tongue only is 
mentioned; Fordun says that the sight of one eye remained to him and 
the use of his tongue. 
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it left Harold submitted to the king at Perth1. The latter describes how 

the king's expedition took place immediately after Yule, and the army camped 

at Eysteinsdale on the border of Caithness and Sutherland, from where nego- 

tiations took place between the king and Earl Harold2. The saga account has 

some unsatisfactory features about it. It is clear that support for Harold 

Maddadson in Caithness cannot have been whole-hearted for two rival earls to 

have established themselves there in five years. After his attack on Bishop 

John it is said that the earl had laid heavy fines on those who had acted 

treasonably against him, and had made every man in Caithness pay homage to 

him on oath whether they wanted to or not. He therefore had to restore his 

authority by force. But this is followed in the saga account by the story 

of the negotiations between Earl Harold and King William a few months after- 

wards when the earl is said to have called all the Caithness men together 

and asked their advice about the king's demands. This is not concomitant 

with the evidence that he has just forced his authority on them. Further, 

one of the king's demands was that the men of Caithness should hand over 

one quarter of their property as a fine. For what? The men of Caithness 

had played no part in the maiming of the bishop. There is another incon- 

sistency in the fact that King William is said by the saga-writer to be in 

Caithness at all. for Fordun specifically states that the king sent an army 

north in the autumn of 1201, not that he went north himself, and that he was 

only preparing to go against the Orkneys in the spring of 1202. These incon- 

sistencies suggest that the account in the saga of King William's expedition 

1. Chron. Fordun, p. 271-2. 

2. OS, pp. 347, k10, where it is suggested (following Munch, NFH, iii, 

P. 453 although this reference cannot be found) that the place was 
Ausdale in Latheron in Caithness, although this formed no sort of 
boundary between Caithness and Sutherland. But there is a place 
called Ousdale, which in the mid 15th cent. was written 'Hoistil 
daill' (RMS, iii, 2450), which lies in the middle of the Ord, the 
hill which divides Caithness and Sutherland. 
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and the fine he laid on the men of Caithness has become misplaced. It could 

be much more satisfactorily considered to be an account of the King's 

expedition of 1196/7, of which there is no previous mention in the saga. 

The heavy fine laid on the men of Caithness could thus be explained as a 

punishment for the disturbances in the area which had aroused the king to 

lead an army north to scour all the highland areas, as Fordun tells us that 

he did. The size of the Scottish army and the victorious nature of the 

1196 expedition which both Fordun and Hoveden emphasise would thus be 

mirrored in the saga which mentions that the Scottish army tents stretched 

up both sides of Eysteinsdale. 

This interpretation would also make the two sentences at the end of 

this section in the saga fit into context better. The first one summarises 

the situation; "Haraldr jarl for ut i Orkneyjar, ok skyldi hann hafa Katanes 

alit, sein hann hafdi acr haft, en Haraldr jarl ungi taeki of Skota-konungr"1. 

This is translated by Taylor (following Dasent), "Earl Harold went out to 

the Orkneys, and he was to have all Caithness, as he had had before Earl 

Harold the Younger got it from the King of Scots"2. The summary in Early 

Sources is however nearer the sense; "In the agreement, Harold was to retain 

as much of Caithness as he had had before; Earl Harold the Young was to hold 

(the remainder) of King William't3. Earl Harold Ungi is mentioned as somebody 

who was alive and active at that time, and this makes it clear that the 

sentence is describing and condensing events after the expedition and victory 

of King William in 1196, and not in 1201, as would appear from its position 

1. Rolls ed., I. p. 227. This and the following sentence come at the end 
of the section in the saga which appears to be telling of the 1202 

campaign. 

2. OS, p. 348; Rolls ed., I, p. 230, "Earl Harold fared out to the Orkneys 
and he was to have all Caithness as he had had it before that Earl 
Harold the Young took it from the Scot-king". 

3. ES, ii, p. 350. 
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in the saga narrative. In the 1196 situation the sentence could more accur- 

ately be translated; "Harold went out to the Orkneys and he should have 

(had) all Caithness as he had previously had, but, Earl Harold Ungi took it 

of the Scottish king"1. 'This sums up the situation after 1196 as given by 

Hoveden when he relates how Harold Ungi was first granted half of Caithness 

but Harold Maddadson finally forfeited all the earldom after failing to ful- 

fil King William's conditions. Something of the sympathy of the saga writer 

for Earl Harold Maddadson creeps into his summary of the turn taken by events. 

The second sentence gives the information that Thorfinn was blinded 

during these hostilities. As it stands this is 

the events of 1201, but would be logical coming 

Fordun tells of Thorfinn's death in prison "not 

in 11972. This event has no connection therefor 

after the attack on Bishop John and can also be 

saga narrative. 

quite out of context after 

after the events of 1196/7. 

long after" Harold made peace 

re with the later situation 

regarded as misplaced in the 

If therefore this whole passage should really apply to the events of 

six years previously, there would be nothing to contradict Fordun's account 

of the reconciliation of 1202. From this it appears that Harold submitted 

to William by his own volition and not because of any successful campaign 

led by the king. Fordun states quite clearly that the first expedition 

against the earl "met with little or no success"; Harold merely "retired to 

the most distant shores", which would be why the king was preparing an 

expedition against Orkney for the spring3. It was during this period that 

1. 'En' would seem to be the crucial word in this sentence which the 

previous translations have ignored. It means 'but', 'yet', 'still' 
(Vigfusson and Cleasby, Icelandic Dictionary), and therefore heralds 

a change of fact from the statement that Earl Harold should have held 

all Caithness. 

2. Chron. Fordun, p. 270- 

3. Ibid.. p. 272. 
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the earl had a safe-conduct to visit King John. But instead he chose to visit 

his own king and beg pardon. The reason would appear to be fear of ecclesias- 

tical castigation for the maiming of Bishop John. In fact, Harold managed to 

avoid the main share of the blame for the events of 1201; this was heaped on 

one 'Lombard' who had heavy penance laid on him by the pope for having 

stormed the bishop's castle and having helped to cut out the bishop's tongue1. 

No doubt the earl's close relationship with Bishop Bjarn of Orkney helped; 

and he also got the influential bishop of St. Andrews to conduct him to the 

king in the spring of 1202 and probably to intercede for him. Nevertheless 

an important part of the ensuing agreement was that the earl would in all 

things bide by the judgement of the church. But he managed to get himself 

restored to his Scottish earldom, which he had not held alone since 1196 - 

or even earlier than 1196 - on payment of the large sum of two thousand 

pounds of silver. And for the last four years of his life he held his 

earldom undisturbed by king or claimant. 

1. DN, vii, 3. 
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Section II. 1206-1266. 

It was seen in Chapter I that Earl Harold was succeeded by two sons 

John and David, and that after the death of the latter in 1214 Earl John 

ruled the joint earldoms alone. The first piece of information about John's 

relationship with the king of Scotland comes from that year. Fordun tells 

how in 1214, when King William went north to deal with a revolt in Moray, he 

took the earl of Caithness' daughter as a hostage, having made a treaty of 

peace with him1. The immediate 0onclusion is that the earl had been impli- 

cated in the revolt; but this is not in fact stated2. 

The circumstances of such a situation can be illuminated a little by 

comparison with the similar occasion in 1209 when King William himself had 

handed two daughters over to the king of England3. The two kings had con- 

eluded a treaty of peace at Norham (having met previously at Newcastle when 

nothing was concluded) 
4. 

But it was not a treaty imposed on a vanquished 

king of Scots, for there had not been any outright warfare between the two 

kings. Relations had not however, been good - William having pulled down 

the castle of Berwick twice - so that the treaty was rather an attempt to 

improve relations. The reason for handing over two daughters therefore was 

to keep the relations good by marriage ties, and not necessarily to compel 

1. Chron. Fordun, p. 274. The phrase used is "pacem reparavit". 

2. There is nothing to prove whether the earl of Caithness who made peace 
with William the Lion was John or David, who died sometime in 1214; but 
it is assumed that it was John. 

3. Es, ii, p. 375. 

k. Ibid., p. 372. 
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William's good behaviour by leaving hostages in the hands of his enemies1. 

In this respect it might be noted that they are called 'hostages' only by the 

editors 
2; 

the Chronicle of Melrose says that the daughters were given "to be 

married"3 after nine years to the princes Henry and Richard, who were still 

infants. and one of them in any case was to be married to the heir to the 

throne. This was sworn to by King John and was obviously very desirable in 

the eyes of King William. 

In 121k. the situation between the old king and the earl of Caithness 

may have been somewhat similar. That is, a peace treaty was made between the 

two after a period of antagonism and a daughter was handed over to be married 

in an attempt to make this peace completely binding. She may (as considered 

in Chapter I) have been married to Malcolm earl of Angus. The intention of 

retaining a daughter of the earl must have been to marry her to a member of 

the Scottish nobility and thus strengthen ties with Caithness. If the Angus 

earls in fact inherited the earldom through this marriage then the intention 

succeeded. But this reconciliation does not automatically mean that Earl 

John had taken part in the recent rising, although his relationship with King 

William cannot have been good, and John may not have visited his Scottish 

sovereign since the death of his father, just as he did not visit his Norwegian 

one until 1210. It was during this period that Hugh de Moravia made his grant 

1. William also had to hand over 15,000 marks which is usually understood 
to be a fine, although Dickinson. History of Scotland to the year 1603, 
p. 80, n. 1, suggests that this sum may rather have been a 'maritagium' 
for the girls. Chron. Fordun stated that it was paid "in order that all 
these conditions shall be adhered to .. 

"; Chron. Lanercost that it was 
paid for the liberty of the harbour of Berwick; and Chron. Melrose that 
the two daughters were given "to be married, with V. 3,000", which sounds 
more like a dowry (ES, ii, p. 375-6). 

2. CDS, i. p. li; ES, ii, p. 375 footnote. 

3. Ibid., p. 375; only later mentioning that hostages, sons of the nobility 
were handed over; Chron. Huntingdon says that the daughters were "given 
into the custody" of King John ibid., p. 375 footnote). 
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of Sutherland lands. to Archdeacon Gilbertl, and it is noticeable that they 

were not described as being in the earldom of Caithness, although technically 

it is most probable that they still were. The purpose of making this grant 

to a man who was later responsible for building royal castles in the area must 

have been defensive. In this unsettled situation Earl John went to meet King 

William v'hen he was in the north of the country in order to improve his 

relationship with him, as he had gone to Norway in 1210. But he was not 

necessarily submitting to him after defeat. or rebellion. 

It seems unlikely that the earl was deprived of any land or power in 

1214. The occasion which provided the Scottish king with the-opportunity to 

really extend his control over Caithness during John's period as earl was 

another clash with the Church. Just as this had proved to be the cause of 

Harold Maddadson's submission so it was to be his son's undoing. Whereas 

with Earl Harold it was personal animosity which caused him to attack the 

bishop - who appears to have been a strong supporter of the rival earl - in 

1222 it was the extension of ecclesiastical authority which aroused general 

antagonism against Bishop John's successor. All sources mention that the 

trouble was due to the question of tithes2, "et aliis Katanensis ecclesie 

juribus questione", according to the letter from Pope Honorius3. But there 

are discrepancies in the different accounts as to who was the chief antagonist 

1. Moray Reg.. 1; dated 1203x1211 in SP sub Sutherland. See , p. 75 
supra . 

2. Chron. Fordun, p. 284, Bishop Adam "claimed tithes and other church right: 
from his subjects". Chron. Melrose (ES, ii, p.. 450) says he died "for 

strict justice, namely for the exaction of tithes according to the custom 
of ecclesiastical taxation", and Chron. Lanercost (ibid., n. 5) "because 
he was exacting Christian and legal tithes from his diocese". Annals of 
Dunstable (SAEC, p. 336); he "sought from his subjects the tithes of 

hay", and Flateybook cont. of OS (Rolls ed., III, p. 232), gives details 
about the increase of the tithes of butter. 

3. Theiner, Vet. Monumenta, p. 21, no. 49. Caithness Rees., p. 23-4. 
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to the bishop in this matter, and who therefore took the leading part in the 

attack on him. The problem is to know how big a part was played by Earl 
WLIecks 

John. The papal letter mentions the bishop's dispute with his pe fshioners, 

and the saga likewise gives the 'freemen' of Caithness the largest part in 

the affair, only saying of Earl John that he was requested to reconcile the 

bishop and freemen, but "would come never near the spot"1. The bishop was 

attacked and burnt in his episcopal manor house at Halkirk2, and the earl 

was "dwelling close by", or "a little way off"3, which would imply that he 

was at Brawl, later known as the 'caput' of the earldom and near Halkirk. 

Fordun's account tallies with the saga in saying that the earl refused help, 

"whence, also, it was believed by many that he was privy to that crime. "k 

Blame was certainly attached to him; when recounting the murder of Earl John 

in the year 1231, the Chronicle of Melrose - which had not mentioned any 

part played by the earl in its account of the murder of Melrose's former 

abbot - says that with his own murder "he received deservedly from God ven- 

geance of the same kind as the torture that the venerable bishop Adam had 

suffered under him"5. One account in fact depicts the earl as being the prime 

mover in the whole affair, if not the actual murderer of the bishop. This 

is the'Annals of Dunstable which give many different details from the above- 

mentioned sources. Here it is said that the earl slew the bishop's chaplain 

1. OS (Rolls ed., III), p. 233. 

2. Chron. Melrose (ES, ii, p. 450); OS (Rolls ed., III), p. 232. 

3. Chron. Fordun, p. 284; OS (Rolls ed., III), p. 232. 

4. Chron. Fordun, p. 285. 

5. ES, ii, p. 1.79. 
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(a monk) in his presence, and wounded his nephew also1. He then ordered the 

bishop to be bound in the kitchen and the house to be set on fire, waiting 

outside "to see the end", and even causing the victim to be thrown back into 

the fire when he had loosened his bonds2. 

As none of the other accounts make any mention of the earl's actual 

presence and direct participation in the affair - Fordun expressly saying 

that he "proved by the witness of good men, that he was guiltless and had 

given no countenance or advice to those ruffians"3 - this lurid description 

of the earl's part in the Annals of Dunstable might be dismissed; except for 

further information which this chronicle adds to the cause of the quarrel. 

Here it is said that the bishop had been demanding teinds of hay "concerning 

which both he and the earl of Caithness had made promise to the king of 

Scotland "4. A decree which the bishop had issued as a result of this agree- 

ment had both the royal seal and the earl's seal appended to it. But Earl 

John apparently repented of this because he attempted to get hold of the 

charter, and as a result of the bishop's refusal to resign to him the "instru- 

ments of his church" he therefore attacked him. This information is to some 

extent verified by the papal letter which says that an agreement over the 

question of teinds had been reached through the mediation of certain ecclesi- 

1. SAEC, p. 337. Fordun mentions that a monk and a servant of the bishop 
were killed. Chron. Melrose gives his'name as Serlo, a deacon of 
Newbattle (which was a Cistercian house like Melrose, ES, ii, p. 449). 
OS lays the blame for the harshness of the bishop's exactions on this 
same monk, and when the latter was killed on opening the door. reports 
Bishop Adam as saying "That had not happened sooner than was likely, 
for he was always making our matters worse" (Rolls ed., III), p. 233. 

2. SAEC, p. 337. 

3. Chron. Fordun, p. 285. 

4+. SAEC, p. 337. 
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astical persons1 in the presence of the king, by which agreement the bishop 

was at last granted what was due to him. This verification makes further 

consideration of the details of the account in the Annals of Dunstable 

necessary. According to it the agreement reached "in the presence of the 

king", was a promise made by both earl and bishop concerning the teinds of 

hay. The saga account however says that the discontent aroused among the 

freemen of Caithness had been about the increase in the teinds of butter, 

and details are given as to how much more butter Bishop Adam had been 

demanding above the 'old custom' that he should have a spann for every thirty 

kine2. 

It therefore appears that the trouble was over two sorts of teinds. 

The freemen of Caithness (or the parishioners according to the papal letter) 

were complaining of increased butter teinds (the small tithes). The details 

of this addition to the Orkneyinga Saga show a close knowledge of events in 

Caithness, and the activities of the Caithness freemen. It was written by 

someone who had got his information first-hand, when he tells of the activity 

of Rafn the lawman and his communication with the bishop3. But there is no 

information about the earl's position or what his attitude was, except that 

he refused help. Yet from the Annals of Dunstable there is evidence that 

the earl was deeply involved in the question of teinds and highly incensed 

over the teinds of hay (the 'garbal' or great tithes). But this struggle had 

taken place at a much higher level; the two had taken their quarrel to the 

king who had mediated in favour of the bishop, so that when the latter issued 

a decree - undoubtedly concerning these teinds - the earl had perforce sealed 

1. "Quibusdam personis ecclesiasticis amicabili compositione sopita" 
(Caithness Recs., p. 2k). 

2. OS (Rolls ed., III), p. 232. 

3. Ibid. 
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it, although apparently regretting this action and attempting to revoke it, 

probably on his return to the north. 

The earl's resistance to payment of teinds of hay appears to be part 

of a much wider movement which is apparent at a high level at about the same 

period. There was general uncertainty over the payment of tithes of hay and 

mills in particular. and the Church was apparently enforcing payment in 

England and France at this time. In 1170 Pope Alexander III had directed 

the Archbishop of Canterbury to compel people to pay their tithes of the 

outcome of mills. fisheries. hay and wool1. In 1205 the barons of Normandy 

declared on oath that it was not customary to pay tithe on hay in the French 

possessions of the king of England2; and in 1227 King Henry III granted 

tithes of hay and mills from thenceforth in all his demesne which before 

then had not been paid3. The reason for resistance to payment of the hay 

tithe seems to have been that land was sometimes given to the church in 

order to escape it4; whether this had been so in Caithness is unknown. 

From Scotland there is other evidence at just this same time of compulsion 

being put on landowners in the matter of teinds. Three years after the 

murder of Bishop Adam, in 1225, Duncan, lord of Carrick promised the bishop 

of Glasgow and a large assembly of clergy at Ayr that he would pay his teinds 

in full and compel his tenants to do likewise. The following year the earl 

1. J. Dowden. The Medieval Church in Scotland, p. 173- 

2. Ibid. 

3. J. Selden, The History of Tythes (1618), p. 284. 

4. Bishop Cantilupe's 'Constitutions' of 1240 (Dowden, Church in Scotland, 

p. 173). Although the church in Caithness was not fully organised into 

a parochial system until the time of Bishop Adam's successor, Gilbert 
(who probably prevailed upon his kinsman the earl of Sutherland to 

endow it, Innes, Bannatyne Misc.. iii. p. 11). yet it possessed lands 
in Caithness before 1222, and these had most probably been given by 
the earls of Caithness although there is no evidence of when or by whom. 
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of Lennox promised the same1. The existing documents - which these two sealed - 

may well have been of a similar nature to that which Earl John sealed and then 

attempted to revoke. In these two instances the teinds are not specified, but 

that hay in particular was a problem in Scotland can be seen from a mandate 

of Innocent IV's twenty-five years later which complained of evil practices 

in the church of Scotland and mentions that magnates had been preventing the 

2 
payment of teinds of hay, pasture and mills. 

These instances show that Earl John's protest was part of a wider 

antagonism to these particular teinds. There had of course been antagonism 

to the payment of teinds and attempts to enforce payment for a long time. 

Many writs were addressed by William the Lion, particularly to the diocese 

of Moray, attempting to enforce their payment3. After the establishment of 

many of Scotland's dioceses in the twelfth century, the process of formation 

of the parochial system, of persuasion of lords superior to grant teinds, 

and of pressure for their payment, was still under way. However, this may 

not have been so as far as Caithness is concerned, for it appears that the 

area had lain within the ancient bishopric of Orkney before being erected 

into a Scottish diocese by David I. A diocesan system was in existence in 

Orkney in the first half of the ten kr century, in which case it might be 

expected that Caithness had early on been accustomed to paying tithes of a 

1. Glas. Reg., i. pp. 117,119. 

2. Moray Reg., p. 336. 

3. Ibid.. 3, k. 5.7.8. 

Watt, Fasti, sub Caithness. The fact that the most important church in 
Caithness before 1222 was Halkirk (the High Church) in Thurso dale, in 
the northern part of the diocese, points to links with Orkney. After 
1222 a new cathedral was established at Dornoch on the southern border. 
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kind . That they had been in existence in Caithness for some while is hinted 

in the saga account, which says that it was an 'old custom' that a span of 

butter was paid to the bishop for every thirty cows; and the fact that the 

payment was reckoned in the Norwegian measure of weight strengthens the 

conclusion that this was a payment which had been established when the 

2 
Caithness church lay under Orkney. In increasing it from a span for thirty 

to a span for every ten cows, Bishop Adam was apparently bringing the payments 

in Caithness into line with the payment of teinds elsewhere in the Church3. 

There was similar trouble at just the same date over the payment of butter 

teinds in the diocese of the Hebrides. Honorius III wrote to the nobles 

and people of the Hebrides in January 1223 saying that tithes ought not to 

be perversely with-held from the clergy, and ordering them to pay all their 

teinds of butter and cheese . It is clear that there must have been refusal 

to pay the full amount as in Caithness. The struggle over the butter teinds 

by the freemen of Caithness was not therefore an isolated incident. The 

earl's resistance to the payment of hay teinds was also part of a general 

antagonism which seems to have been connected with the granting of land to 

the church and therefore concerned those who had made large benefactions. 

1. Tithes were established in the whole of Norway by Magnus Erlingsson's 
law revision of 1164, which was after the separation of the Caithness 
diocese. However these replaced "de eldre avgifter (reide) til biskoper 
og prester" (Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 41), which may well have 
been what the people of Caithness were accustomed to paying. 

2. It might be noted that butter was probably an important tithe in, this 
predominantly pastoral area, although it was usually counted among the 
small tithes. 

3. Wyntoun however implies that he was preventing the teinds from going 
to others; "Adame the byschope of Catenes 

That abbot of Melros before wes, 
For he denyit his teyndis then 
For til set, til hys awyn men" 

(Scottish Text Society, lvi, 1907, p. 83). 

DN, vii, 10. 
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It must have caused him to be regarded with great suspicion over the murder 

of the bishop and was no doubt the reason for the version of events which 

appears in the Annals of Dunstable, which gives the earl a primary part in 

the affair. 

As in 1202. this outrage against the Church gave the Scottish king the 

opportunity for a showdown with the earl. King Alexander stopped on his 

journey south, even though at the border of his kingdom, in order to gather 

an army together to avenge the murder. Both Fordun and the Annals of Dunstable 

say that he went with his army to Caithness. the latter telling how the earl 

fled. "and in exile roamed about among the isles of the sea"1, which implies 

that he retired to his island earldom; the former tells of the great sus- 

picion which fell upon the earl because he had not immediately avenged the 

crime2. 

Earl John finally came to Alexander of his own accord, and the con- 

ditions which were then laid for winning back the king's favour were cer- 

tainly hard. The earl had to promise that he, his heirs and men would pay 

the teinds of hay3. and he was made responsible for bringing to justice those 

who had committed the crime. According to the Annals of Dunstable he had to 

bring their heads to the king within six months. Fordun says that he 

handed them over to the king for punishment, and that they were mangled in 

limb; the Icelandic Annals bear this out by telling of eighty who had been 

present at the burning having their hands and feet chopped off, from which 

1. SAEC, p. 337. 

2. Chron. Fordun. p. 285. 

3. SAEC, P. 337. 

4. Chron. Fordun. p. 285. 
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many of them died1. The earl himself had to give up half of his earldom into 

the king's hands as well as bestowing lands on the Church 
2* 

and the poor 

unfortunates who had suffered maiming also appear to have forfeited their 

lands. The papal letter orders the bishops to place these lands under 

interdict "usque ad satisfactionem congruam observarin3, and a reference to 

a document concerning the "quitclaiming of the lands of the bondi of 

Caithness for the slaughter of the bishop"4 proves that they had to pay 

either to the church or king to redeem their lands. As will be discussed 

later5 it is possible that this redemption took the form of an annual fine 

of a number of cattle which the men of Caithness appear to have been still 

paying in 1265 and later in the century. The earl. also was allowed'to redeem 

the half of his earldom after he had spent some time with the king at 

Forfar during the following year 
6. 

In twenty years the Scottish kings had had two opportunities offered 

1. ES, ii, p. 452. The OS tells too that "men have those miseries in 
mind which he wrought after the burning of the bishop in maiming of 
men and manslaying, and loss of goods and banishment of men out of 
the land" (Rolls ed., III), p. 233. 

2. SAFC, p. 337; Chron. Fordun, p. 285, "a great part of his lands and 
a large sum of money". 

3. Caithness Recs., p. 25. 

4. APS, i, p. 110. It is said of the next bishop. Gilbert de Moravia, 
memoratum inclitissimun Alexandrum principem Cathinensem gentem ob 
scelus in eorum episcopum perpetratum iusticie securitate penitus 
delere volentem sua caritate mitigavit" (Aberdeen Breviary, PSAS, 
ii, p. 263). 

5" See p. 109, infra. 

6. Chron. Fordun, p. 285. Wyntoun says that he spent Yule with the king. 
Fordun adds that many people thought the king to have acted unwisely 
in this matter; whether because he was too harsh or too greedy is 
not clear. Certainly Alexander must have made a great deal of money 
out of this retribution, including the original fine imposed on the 
earl, the redemption money paid by the earl for half of his earldom 
and by at least eighty men to redeem their estates. 
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to them of controlling their northernmost earldom and compelling the earls 

of Caithness to submit to demands for land, money and the imposition of royal 

officials. Evidence of the last is not easy to find. From the years just 

after 1222 there is a reference to Gilmakali 'iudexto &' Catanie, who is more 

likely to be a relic from the past than a newly-instituted royal official1. 

The 'iudex' was a native law officer normally attached to a province. He 

was in charge of the administration of law and justice, but his importance 

waned during the twelfth century, although lasting longer in the north of 

the country 
2. 

Gilmakali is more probably a witness to the underlying Celtic 

strata within the province of Catania which had survived the Norse settle- 

ment, at least in the south of the area (he is witnessing a charter of the 

earl of Ross). He was probably the Celtic equivalent of the Norse lawman, 

who is mentioned in the saga as being active in the north of Caithness; if 

the two co-existed they probably exercised their authority in the south and 

north of Caithness respectively. There is also a brieve of Alexander II 

addressed to "omnibus vicecomitibus ballivis et ceteris hominibus suss de 

Moravia et de Catannie", giving protection to the ship and abbot of the 

convent of Scone3. Sheriffs and baillifs had been in existence in Moray 

for some time, where "an impressively methodical ... administrative system" 

can be seen from the reign of David I and Malcolm. There were several 
k 

sheriffs in the large province of Moray, and Caithness came under the pur- 

view of Inverness; but whether any other royal officials were in existence 

1. Moray Reg., p. 333, dated 122kx31; G. Barrow, 'The Scottish 'iudex' 
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries' (SHR, xlv, 1966), p. 16. 

2. RRS, i, p. 51. The persistence of the provincial name of Caithness 
for this official, who may only have functioned in Sutherland is 
remarkable. 

3. Caithness Recs., p. 12; Scone Liber. 73. 

4. RRS, i, p. 47; cf. Moray Reg., 8,10. 
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in Caithness by the time of this writ is not proved by it, although it was 

evidently meant to run there1. 

Sheriffs were particularly involved in the collection of revenue from 

royal demesne; indeed north of the Forth it appears that sheriffdoms were 

confined to areas where there was a large quantity of royal demesne2. The 

primary means by which William or Alexander could have got hold of land for 

the crown in Caithness would have been by forfeiture of earldom or other 

land. Because Sutherland appears in the hands of the Freskyns soon after 

the beginning of the thirteenth century it has been presumed that Earl Harold 

must have forfeited it at some point during the troubled years 1196-12023. 

But as Sir William Fraser remarks, there is no evidence that Harold for- 

feited any land at all 
4. 

Both Harold and John are said by Fordun to have 

been restored to their earldoms after the attacks on the bishops5. As already 

mentioned, the lands of the 'bonds' of Caithness fell into the hands of the 

1. The first definite evidence for the activity of royal officials in 
Caithness comes from later in the century. In the year 1263 the 
justiciar had been on Byre in Caithness (ER, i, p. 13), although this 
was during a period of military control and is not therefore approp- 
riate to the peace-time situation. There is however evidence that 
Caithness was called a 'balliva' during the period of English 
domination (see infra p. '110. n. 1). This document is probably 
referring to the situation as the English found it in 1296. Cer- 
tainly there was a royal bailiff in Caithness in 1312 (DN, ii, 114) 
although this may have been only for the period of minority of the 
heir to the earldom. 

2. RRS, i, p. 47. 

3. Fraser, Sutherland, i, p. 9, quoting Hailes. Also see ER, i, p. lxi. 

4. Fraser, Sutherland, i, p. 9. As was mentioned on p. 75 supra it seems 
likely that Earl Harold had possessed very little land in Sutherland 
and the estates granted to the de Moravias were probably Earl Rognvald's 
inheritance which perhaps escheated to the crown after the death and 
defeat of Harold Ungi. The 'stewards' who are mentiorn d in the OS (see 

supra p. 79) during that period may have been royal officials temporarily 

placed over the escheated earldom estates. There is no evidence however 
that the crown retained any of these as permanent possessions. 

5. Although the older peerage writers thought that the Angus line received 
half of the earldom in 1222 (ER, i, p. lxii, n. i). 
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crown or church, but, from the reference to the quit-claiming of these lands, 

it appears that they were able to commute this escheat into an annual fine. 

The kings obviously preferred to levy large fines than to have crown land in 

this remote earldom. 

There is further evidence of the financial means by which William and 

Alexander attempted to retain control over the earl, or to impose a perennial 

reminder of their overlordship. In 1198 Rognvald Gudrodson was said to have 

bought the earldom of Caithness "saving the king's annual rent"1. This is 

much more likely to have been a due paid by the earl rather than income from 

royal estates. and is perhaps to be identified with the tribute called 'vain', 

which was "payable in respect of the king's mere lordship"2. It seems certain 

that it was not merely returned by districts where there were royal estates, 

as there are references to it coming from Argyll and Kintyre in the twelfth 

century, so that it might be paid by the earl of Caithness even though the 

king had not reserved any estates for himself in the area. But for how long 

the king had been able to impose this tribute there is no evidence, and in 

1198 he might have been able to do so only because Rognvald Gudrodson was 

eager to obtain the earldom. 

After 1231 when the earldom line changed to the house of Angus, there 

is evidence that the earls paid a permanent yearly due. From secondary 

sources this is said to have amounted to £10 per annum for the earldom of 

North Caithness3. That the other half of the earldom also had to pay £10 

seems likely because in the next century £20 was received in the Exchequer 

1. Hoveden, Chronica, iv. p. 12 

2. RES, i, p. 53. There is other evidence of the existence in Caithness 
of the Celtic due payable to king or earl, known as 'conveth'; in OS, 
p. 307, Earl Harold is said to have boarded out his men, and "the men 
of Caithness said that the earl was on 'commaid "'; see ibid., p. 397, 
n. 4. 

3. Dalrymple, Collections, p. lxxiii. 
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from the earldom of Caithness from the rent of assize 'de Lawyeld'1, which 

was returned at Martinmas only. This was also an annual payment therefore 

and can perhaps be identified with the £10 due from North Caithness by Earl 

Magnus. Later, in 1367, the sum of £10, called the rent of assize of the 

earldom of Caithness, was in the hands of William Keith who held the ward of 

the heir of William Sinclair, one of the heirs to the earldom2. It is not 

said that this sum was for half of the earldom only, but as the earldom line 

definitely only held half of the earldom at this date - the other half being 

in the hands of the Cheyne family - it is probable that the guardian of the 

earldom heir would be holding the rent due from that half of the earldom 

only. 

There is a reference to this same payment in a charter of Earl John 

at the end of the thirteenth century, where it is described as "servitium 

domini Regis quod vocatur Layyeld"3. It was due from the land of Nothegane 

(Nottingham) and the harbour of Forse which were being granted by the earl 

to Reginald Cheyne the father, and was therefore levied on earldom lands or 

on those who held earldom lands. This payment is the same as the charge of 

£20 on the whole earldom in 1359 and it can perhaps be identified with the 

£10 which Earl Magnus had to pay annually when granted half of Caithness 

between 1231 and 1239. If it was the same payment the problem is to know 

when it was first imposed. The Norse name 'Lawyeld' indicates that it was 

when the earldom was under Norse rule - and older therefore than Earl Magnus' 

grant of half Caithness. It also indicates that the payment was instituted 

as a result of a legal judgement; the second element (_ 'gjaldr'), meaning 

1. ER, i, P. 570. 

2. APS, i, p. 528-9. 

3. Dupplin Chrs. (SRO); see Frontis piece. 
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tribute or payment, does not necessarily carry the connotation of a fine, but 

the suffix having been anglicised as 'law', would appear to stem from the 

Norse 'logr', in which case the implication is that it was imposed because 

1 
of some crime. The obvious occasions are either 1202 or 1222. Earl Harold 

had to pay £2,000 silver in the former year, and although no sums of money 

are mentioned in connection with 1222, a fine was imposed on Earl John in 

that year and redemption money imposed in the following. On one of these 

occasions therefore the fine may have been converted into a permanent annual 

tax raised from either earldom estates or all the earldom. There is evidence 

from the years 1263-1266 that the earls of Caithness Sutherland and Ross, as 

well as the bishop of Ross, were liable for annual finest. From what 

occasion these arose is not clear, but they confirm the suggestion that the 

kings imposed fines in the north in preference to confiscating land which they 

had to administer. 

Despite the submission of the earls in 1196/7,1202 and 1222, the 

regrants of the earldom, the installation of the de Moravia family in 

Sutherland and the imposition of fines on the men of Caithness and the earl 

alike, it was not until a Scottish line succeeded the Norse earls in 1231 

that the kings could really tie the earldom of Caithness firmly into their 

kingdom. The stronger pull of Norway is evident from the events of that year, 

when, after the murder of Earl John in Thurso - within the Scottish kingdom 

1. In the earl's chr. the name appears as 'layyeld'; if this suggests that 
the first element was not 'logr', then an alternative is 'lila-gjalld', 
the tax levied in Norway for the provision of the navy. This however 
would suggest that the Norwegian administrative arrangement for doing 
service to the king, and later for paying taxes, had been imposed on 
Caithness. There is no other evidence to show that this was so. 

2. ER, i, pp. 13,19; the preface to ER, 1, p. lxi suggests that these 
'wines' might be linked with the occasions of 1202 and 1222 when the 

earls had to buy the king's favour, and that this had been converted 
into an annual rent, with which the earldom of Sutherland had also 
been burdened. However see p. 107 infra. 
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and the area of the Scottish king's jurisdiction - the succeeding law suit 

between the earl's relatives and his murderers was held in Bergen, before 

the Norwegian king and according to Norse law and custom1. However, with 

the succession of Earl Magnus of the Angus line, King Alexander was able to 

grant him his earldom by charter, and probably on customary feudal terms. 

The evidence for him doing so is secondary and gives no information as to 

the conditions of the grant; nevertheless this is the first evidence of the 

earldom being granted by feudal. charter. There are two pieces of secondary 

evidence; first, of a grant of North Caithness to Earl Magnus and secondly, 

of his grant of the earldom of South Caithness2. One or both of them is 

certainly mistaken over Magnus' parentage, as he is called both son of 

Gilbride and son of Gilchrist3. However it would appear to be correct that 

he was granted both North and South Caithness. for it was concluded in 

Chapter I that the earldom was not divided between rival claimants until 

after his death in 1239. According to these secondary sources he was 

granted the earldom in two halves, for the northern half of which it is 

stated he had to pay L10 per annum 
4. 

It is striking that both sources refer 

to the earldom of North Caithness and the earldom of South Caithness, 

implying that they were two separate earldoms. This division may have 

1. ES, ii, p. 483-4. 

2. See Chap. I supra, p. 10. n. 3; p. 100 supra, n. 3. 

3. See Chap. I supra p. 10. 

4. It was assumed by Hailes (Annals, i, p. 164n. ), that South Caithness 
really meant Sutherland, but this seems unlikely as the Genealogy says 
that King Alexander took Sutherland away from Magnus. Also he is 
said to have the earldom of North Caithness for £10 annual rent, and 
in the next century the whole earldom owed £20 rent which would appear 
to show that South Caithness must also have owed £10 rent, and have 
been quite distinct from Sutherland which was a completely separate 
entity by the thirteenth century. North and South Caithness must 
therefore be a division which did not take Sutherland into account. 
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similarities to the twelfth century division of the earldom. It is certainly 

quite different from the division into halves and quarters seen in the time 

of Joanna's descendants. 

When the Genealogy says that Alexander took[the earldom ofJ Sutherland 

away from Magnus1 the impression given is mis-leading. It has been seen 

that Hugh Freskin possessed large stretches of Sutherland, if not the whole 

of Sutherland, prior to 1203x1211 when he granted Skelbo and most of Creich 

parish to Archdeacon Gilbert2. That his son William inherited all 

Sutherland seems very probable from the fact that he is called 'dominus de 

Sutherland' in the confirmation of his father's grant to Archdeacon Gilbert'. 

The lands of Sutherland had been in the hands of the de Moravia family since 

the turn of the century at least. Whether the earls of Caithness had 

retained any earldom rights over the area is unknown, but it seems probable 

that they may have done from the evidence that it was not until after 1231 that 

Alexander took /the earldom of Sutherland away from the earl. What the king 

really did was to erect an earldom out of the lands of Sutherland for the 

family of de Moravia, in the process of which the earl of Caithness may have 

lost some rights over the area, although it is'unlikely that he lost much 

land as well. The date of the creation of the earldom of Sutherland is not 

known, but in 1275 there is a reference to "Willelmum Clare memorie et 

Willelmum eius filium, comites Sutherlandiae"4, so that William 'dominus 

Sutherlandiae' was created earl after 1222. Fraser suggests it was in the 

1. Bannatyne Misc.. iii, p. 77. 

2. Moray Reg., 1; see p. 75 supra. 

3. Dated before 1222 as Gilbert was still archdeacon of Moray; Hugh's 

eldest son had succeeded to Sutherland, and the second son to Duffus 
which indicates that by this date the northern estates of the family 

were the more important, perhaps implying that Hugh Freskyn had held 
the whole of Sutherland by his death. 

Fraser. Sutherland, iii, no. 7. 
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year 12351. although a secondary source says that William witnessed as 'de 

2 
Sutherland' only, on 10 October 1237. However it was organised, it is 

quite clear that King Alexander seized the opportunity offered by the 

succession of the house of Angus to the earldom of Caithness to reorganise 

the northern part of his kingdom. He carved another earldom out of it for 

the defenders of royal authority in the area, the de Moravias, and he granted 

both earldoms of North and South Caithness to Earl Magnus by feudal charter, 

which must have included the usual feudal promises and conditions. An indi- 

cation of the effectiveness of this policy can be seen from the presence of 

Earl Magnus in the royal retinue when King Alexander was at Inverness in 

12363. This provides the first known occasion when an earl of Caithness 

witnessed a Scottish king's charter, which is symbolic of the changed 

position; he witnessed it moreover at Inverness, the nearest important 

administrative centre to his earldom. It can be concluded that Alexander 

had by then granted Magnus his earldom and had completed his reorganisation 

of the territory north of Inverness, perhaps during this very visit. 

It was not until the reign of the next Scottish king that an occasion 

arose which tested the bonds of the relationship with the earl of Caithness, 

and also showed how effective royal policy had been. In this respect the 

events of the years 1263-1266 can be regarded as the culmination of the 

struggle between kings and earls since the year 1196, and a vindication of 

royal policy. These events centred round the expedition of King Hakon 

Hakonsson, when he made his and the Norwegian kingdom's last effort to pre- 

serve their nominal sovereignty over the Western Isles. In this campaign the 

loyalty of the northern part of the Scottish kingdom was vital, and Alexander 

1. Ibid. 

2. Gray, Sutherland, and Caithness, p. 80 (no ref. given). 

3. MacIntosh, Invernessiana, p. 29. 
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III's efforts to preserve its loyalty by a campaign of monetary exactions 

and reprisals were very effective. His success is witness not only to his 

own energy but also to the policy of his predecessors of imposing heavy fines 

and exacting fierce vengeance at any evidence of intransigence or independence. 

It was Alexander III's avowed intention to unite the whole of the 

Scottish mainland and the isles off the western seaboard under his rule. The 

events leading up to the Norwegian campaign show that it was he who took the 

initiative; in 1261 two envoys were sent by him to Norway to discuss the 

question of the Western Isles1, and straightway after he came of age in the 

following year the earl of Ross led an attack on Skye. A letter to King 

Hakon from King Dougal of the Isles said that Alexander meant to conquer all 

the isles2. In 1263 therefore King Hakon summoned his fleet to meet at 

Bergen, and Earl Magnus Gilbertson of the Orkneys was summoned too, for he 

sailed westwards with them3. While the expedition rested in Orkney, King 

Hakon sent men across to Caithness and laid a fine on the area, in return 

for which peace was promised if they submitted if not, they would have to 

undergo hard terms (which probably meant a harrying raid). It may be from 

this occasion that the "littera regis Norwagie missa Cataniensibus" came to 

be in the Scottish Treasury5. In the same year Alexander took hostages from 

Caithness; whether before or after Hakon had arrived in Orkney and levied 

the fine on Caithness it is impossible to say, but if Alexander had started 

hostilities and was as well-prepared as he seems to have been, he may well 

1. ES, ii, p. 602. 

2. Ibid., p. 605. 

3. Ibid., p. 614. 

4. Ibid., p. 615. 

5. APS, i. p. 109. The Scottish king must therefore have been informed 
of this or have got hold of the letter by some means. 
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have taken the hostages before August 1263 when the Norwegian fleet was in 

the Orkneys. There were twenty-one hostages from Caithness and two from Skye 

whose expenses were charged to the account of the sheriff of Inverness at 1d. 

per day and lid. per day respectively1. These hostages were probably taken 

as a surety for the loyalty of the men of Caithness rather than as punishment 

for the breach of loyalty, which would have taken the form of a fine. 

The Exchequer Rolls also give details from the year 1263 and 1266 of a 

series of fines laid on the bishop of Ross (ten marks), of part of the fine 

of the earl of Sutherland in both years (£20), and part of the fine of the 

earl of Caithness in both years (fifty marks). In 1266 there is also 

reference to a fine of the earl of Ross which had been remitted 
2. It is 

tempting to connect all these fines with the actual events of 1263-5; but as 

the Exchequer account for these years is the only account from Inverness for 

the whole of the thirteenth century this cannot be assumed without proof. 

The fine on the earl of Sutherland. appears to be a personal one and must 

date from the previous thirty years, since the creation of the earldom; but 

from what incident is unknown3. It has been suggested that these fines are 

to be connected with the events of 1202 or 12224. But this seems unlikely 

in the case of the bishop of Ross or the earl of Ross who had nothing to do 

with either occasion, and as was discussed earlier such a fine on the earl 

of Caithness was more probably the 'lawgeld' which was an annual return of 

1. ER, i, pp. 13,19. The hostages from Skye may have been taken after 
Alexander's attack on the island in 1262, which perhaps indicates that 
those from Caithness had been taken at the same time. 

2. ER, i, p. 19. This remission to the earl of Ross may have been due to 
his action in 1262, when he burnt Skye on Alexander's orders (see p. 
106 supra). and if so it suggests that his fine dated from some time 

prior to 1263. 

3. Ibid., p. 1xii, footnote; where this due is mistakenly referred to as 
a sum of £10 every seven years instead of £15. 

Ibid., p. 1xi; see p. 102 n. 2 supra. 
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£20. The partial fine of fifty marks on the earl in 1263 and 1266 is a quite 

different amount and much heavier. As his fine does not appear to stem from 

previous disttbances in the area it can perhaps be concluded tentatively 

that it at any rate may be connected with the events of the years 1263-1266. 

Even if these fines cannot be linked definitely with the events of 

1263, the number of hostages taken from Caithness is a direct indication of 

Alexander's fear of the reaction of that earldom. That he had cause for fear 

is proved by the evidence that the earl joined the Norwegian fleet in Bergen 

and sailed west with it to Orkney, and by the submission of Caithness to King 

Hakon. Earl Magnus had been given a gopd long-ship and trusted sufficiently 

to be left behind in Orkney when the Norse fleet sailed on to the Hebrides, 

with instructions to follow as soon as he and his men were ready1. There- 

after nothing more is heard of the earl of Caithness and Orkney during the 

events of the years 1263-6. But this is no evidence that he then went and 

joined his Scottish sovereign. A great deal of Alexander's activity was 
2 

concentrated in the north, and the seizing of hostages was part of his 

campaign to keep the area loyal to him. Either by this means or perhaps by 

fines or imprisonment he effectively prevented the earl of Caithness from 

assisting King Hakon any further3. The earl's authority in the north appears 

to have been superseded by a special commission to the earl of Buchan and 

1. ES, ii, p. 616. The problems of the petty kings of the Western Isles 
were well understood by the saga writer who tells how one of them 
came to King Hakon off Gigha and requested to be released from his 

allegiance saying he had sworn an oath to the king of Scots and "held 
larger dominion of him than of the king of Norway" (ibid., p. 617). 

But the saga-writer gives no indication that he understood Earl 
Magnus' similar dilemma, or feared that this might cause him to with- 
hold his support. 

2. He was in Inverness in 1263 (ER, i, p. 14), and the castle of Inverness 

was refortified (ibid., expenses for the construction of a 'domus 

Scoticana'). 

3. In 1265 (ER, i, p. 20). the sheriff of Inverness charged 100s, "pro 

capcionibus suis in burgo de Inverness". 
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Alan Dorward1. 

The destruoti©n of the Norse fleet at Largs in September 1263 may have 

removed the threat which it had posed to Alexander's plans in the west, but 

it was by no means the end of the danger, and even after the death of Hakon 

in Orkney in December the tension between the two countries continued. The 

events of the next few years were vital for the final success of either side, 

and in this situation Caithness and Orkney remained front-line areas. After 

the death of Hakon, his successor sent Ogmund Krakadanz to the Orkneys, and 

"gave him authority over them, for the defence of the land"2, which indicates 

that Earl Magnus was not in Orkney. If he had been, his presence at the 

death of the Norwegian king would surely have been mentioned. In the autumn 

of 1264 an army was sent by Alexander to Caithness "and they took much goods 

from the men of Caithness because King Hakon had laid a fine on the men of 

Caithness"3; it would be convenient to see the fruits of this raid in the 

Exchequer Rolls for the year 1265 when two hundred cows of the fine of the 

men of Caithness are mentioned, of which the bishop took his tithe4. How- 

ever the story is told in Magnus' saga of how Lord Dougal of the Isles 

attacked the Scottish force which had laid the fine on the men of Caithness 

as it was returning and "seized the great sum which they were carrying off"'. 

There is also evidence to show that the two hundred cows mentioned in the 

Exchequer Rolls were a permanent fine on the men of Caithness and not just 

the fruits of one year's raid. In a list of returns from'the northern 

1. Ibid., where there is reference to these two "häbentes potestatem 
domini regis per literas suas patentes tempore advertus regis Norwegie" 
concerning action over the earl of Ross' fine in the north. 

2. ES, ii, p. 617. 

3. Dasent's trans. (Rolls edn., IV, p. 375) is preferred to that in 
ES, ii, p. 648. 

4. ER, i, p. 19-20. 

5. Magnus saga (Rolls edn., IV), p. 377. 
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sheriffdoms which dates from later in the century Caithness is still returning 

two hundred cows . This render in kind, which appears as a fine in the 

exchequer returns from 1265, is perhaps to be connected with the events of 

1222 (or even 1196-7) rather than those of 1265. 

During these years an attack on the Orkneys was feared2, although 

Alexander seems to have deployed his resources rather on winning over the 

allegiance of the petty kings of the west3. The twenty-one hostages from 

Caithness and those from Skye were still in custody in 1264 or 1265. But 
k 

by this date negotiations between the two countries were under way. The 

saga account mentions those embassies which were sent by the king of Norway, 

two in 1264 which were not very well received by Alexander and one in 12655; 

6 
the Exchequer Rolls show that Alexander himself sent envoys in 1264 and 1265. 

The treaty of Perth which was drawn up in the year 1266 handed the Western 

Isles and Man to Alexander, but on financial terms which were not unfavourable 

to Norway7. In contrast with his successor in the year 1312, Earl Magnus 

did not play a part in the treaty negotiations. In the very next year he 

visited his new sovereign in Norway, King Magnus Hakonsson, and reached an 

agreement with him8. This is the first information about him since he had 

remained behind in the Orkneys in August 1263. 

1. Stevenson, Documents, -ii, p. 18, n. 1. 

2. ES, ii, p. 648. 

3. Chron. Fordun, p. 296; although it has been doubted whether in fact 
the island of Man was in Alexander's hands at the time of the treaty 

of Perth (ES, ii, p. 653, n. 2). 

ER, i, p. 20. 

5. Magnus saga (Rolls edn., IV), pp. 371E-5,377- 

6. ER, i, pp . 5,19. 

7. DN. viii, 9;. APS, i, p. 420. 

8. 'Hiräskraa'; see Chap. III infra p. 180. 
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In the exceedingly difficult situation in which Earl Magnus had found 

himself at this time, it appears therefore that he adhered to his Norwegian 

sovereign by inclination, but was compelled to support his Scottish sovereign 

passively by the taking of hostages, perhaps by heavy fines also, if not 

detention. This was not the first occasion on which the earl's two 

sovereigns were on bad relations and it was not going to be the last, but 

it was the only one which resolved into open war when the earl was forced 

to choose sides. The indecision of Earl Magnus well illustrates the position 

of the Scoto-Norwegian earldom in the mid thirteenth century. Any of his 

predecessors would undoubtedly have backed his Norwegian sovereign; those 

of his successors who were faced with the same predicament were going to 

back their Scottish one. Earl Magnus was torn between the two. This may 

have been partly due to the Scottish inclinations of the Angus line of earls; 

but they had no more reason for being so inclined than Harold Maddadson had, 

and Magnus moreover was fourth in the line and had therefore been brought 

up in the Scoto-Norwegian traditions of his joint earldom. Primarily it 

was due to the harsh and successful policy of the Scottish kings, who had 

never let an opportunity slip to enforce their authority over their northern- 

most earldom. They may not have been able to maintain any permanent evi- 

dence of their royal authority, in the shape of royal demesne or bailiffs 

or justiciars for most of the thirteenth century but by cracking down with 

large fines when the opportunity gave them the moral justification, they 

accustomed the earls - and the men of Caithness who are so frequently 

referred to - to the heavy hand of authority, so that when a real crisis 

arose, as in 1263. there does not seem to have been very much will or inten- 

tion to do any other than submit. 
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Section III. 1273-1375. 

Earl Magnus III died in 12731 and was succeeded in turn by two sons. 

The eldest, Magnus IV, was earl for eleven years but during that period was 

in evidence only once in connection with Scotland; this was when he attended 

the parliament of February 1284 and sealed the declaration that Margaret of 
2 

Norway was the nearest heir to the Scottish throne . This was an occasion 

which was very important to Earl Magnus' other sovereign, King Eric of Norway, 

which probably explains the earl's participation in this assembly, as it will 

explain his brother's spasmodic participation in Scottish events. 

Earl John Magnusson lived at a time (128k-c1303) when the destinies 

of Scotland. Norway and England were all linked. The earl, whose territory 

bridged the gap between Scotland and Norway, should therefore have had a 

valuable role to play. Earl John was not however so much in evidence as 

might be assumed. The earl of Caithness' position in Scottish events was 

unique and Earl John appears to have been anything but typical of the 

Scottish baronage in the events of this period. There is a great deal of 

information about the Scottish baronage during these years, and the part 

they played in settling the country's affairs on the death of Alexander, in 

the decisions of the Great Cause, and in the events of the War of Indepen- 

dence; but Earl John rarely appears to act in concert with his Scottish 

peers, although he was most probably of age during the whole period, 

1. ES, ii, p. 669. 

2. In this document he is called 'Magnus, comes de ... aclin' (Rymer, 
Foedera. ii, p. 266),. which Hailes (Sutherland Case, Chap. V. p. 3 
note dsays is a misreading for Oreaden. The omission of the title 
of Caithness may have beenadue to tie act that Magnus was present at 
this parliament because of its concern with the recognition of the 
claim of his Norwegian sovereign's daughter thus explaining why he 
witnessed a Scottish document as earl of Orkney only. On the other 
hand 'Caithness' may have been obliterated. 
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succeeding his brother in 1284. The only occasion when he participated in 

any of the many parliaments and assemblies of these years - which is also 

the first evidence that there is of him - was at the parliament at Brigham 

in March 1290, when he was the last of the earls to witness letters issued 

by the parliament on 14 and 17 March ratifying the Treaty of Salisbury1. 

Both of these were concerned with the marriage of the heiress to the Scottish 

throne, Margaret of Norway, to the young son of Edward I. The earl's pre- 

sence at this parliament could therefore have proved useful to King Eric of 

Norway. On this occasion, as in 1284, the earl of Orkney most probably sent 

a report of the outcome of the deliberations at the Scottish parliament con- 

cerning the princess Margaret back to her father. 

After attending the parliament in March 1290, Earl John must have been 

busy in his earldom preparing for the arrival of the Maid of Norway in the 

late summer of 1290. and the plenipotentiaries of King Edward who were 

accredited to the Norwegian envoys in Orkney on 1 September2. Towards the 

end of August, the earl's messenger William Playfayre carried letters from 

John Comyn to King Edward about the reported arrival of the Maid 
in 

Orkney3. 

When exactly the princess and her entourage had left Norway is rather 

1. APS, i. p. 441. 

2. CDS, ii, 454. 

3. Stevenson, Documents, i, pp. 146.175. William Playfair is the first of 
the name to be recorded in Scotland (Black, Surnames, where it is said 
that the older coats of arms of this family are similar to those of the 
Norfolk Playfords. This connection makes it unlikely that the family 

were of Norse origin, which is presumed from the fact that William was 
a messenger of the earl of Orkney in Notes on the Scottish Family of 
Playfair, 1913, p. 1). 
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uncertain1. Among the entourage were Bishop Narfi of Bergen, Sir Thore 

Haakonsson, the Chancellor, who owned land in Orkney, and his wife Ingebjorg 

Erlingsdatter2. Fordun adds that the Guardians of Scotland sent two knights, 

Michael of Wemyss and Michael Scot, to accompany her3. It cannot have been 

long after the entourage arrived in Orkney that the princess died, about 26 

September, as there seems to have been some doubt about whether she died at 

sea or notf. King Edward's messengers, Thomas de Braytoft and Henry de Ry5, 

who left Newcastle on 15 September to go to Orkney, delayed one day (30 

September -1 October), when they were at Skelbo in Sutherland "to speak 

with messengers from Scotland", which suggests that news or rumour of 

1. Edward appears to have intended to bring the princess straight to 
England. There are accounts of the victualling of a great ship at 
Yarmouth "to bring Margaret the damsel of Scotland to England", as 
well as accounts of its journey to Norway (GDS, ii, 464; ES, ii, 
p. 694). 

2. Ibid., ii, p. 695; DN, vi, p. 104-5. J. Anderson, 'Notes of some 
entries in the Iceland Annals regarding the death of the Princess 
Margaret: etc. (PSAS, x, p. 403), collates all the evidence. 

3" P. 306. Scala cronica, p. 110 reports that one Master Weland, a 
clerk of Scotland, died with the princess by tempest on the sea off 
Buchan. This does not accord with other known facts, and it is 
doubtful whether Master Weland did die in 1290 (see Appendix II, 
Chap. III, p. 211). 

4. Dunbar, Scot. Kings, pp. 106-7; ES, ii, p. 69k-5. 

5. The former was castellan of Nairn and Cromarty in the following year 
(CDS, ii. 543). The latter was a clerk of. the Bishop of Durham (who 

was one of Edward's envoys accredited to the Norwegian embassy in 
Orkney), the keeper of Elgin and Forres castles, and in 1296 escheator 
north of the Forth (CDS, ii, 439,464.546, p. 225). He had been an 
envoy of Edward to Norway earlier in 1290 (DN, xix, 345.349). 
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Margaret's death was then imparted to them1. On 7 October, the bishop of 

St. Andrews wrote to Edward about the commotion caused by the strong rumour of 

2 
her death, although apparently still unsure of the facts 

The disaster of Margaret's death started a course of events unique in 

the history of Scotland if not of any country. Earl John appears to have had 

little to do with these events. He was not present at the meeting at Norham 

between Edward and the Scottish baronage in May 1291, because he received 

letters of safe-conduct on 13 May to go to the king at Norham by 24 June3. 

There is no evidence that he went even then (the safe-conducts are cancelled), 

and he is not mentioned as having done homage to Edward at that time. On 13 

June the earl of Sutherland was deputed to receive homages in the northk. In 

the documents of the Great Cause, the earl of Caithness is not mentioned as 

being a sponsor of either Bruce or Balliol, and there are not many earls 

absent from the two lists. It appears therefore that he probably played 

1. DN, xix, 366. The route taken by the messengers from Duffus was via 
Innernairn, Cromarty, Dornoch, Skelbo, Helmsdale, Hospital and Wick. 
They probably stayed with the Cheyne family at Duffus (particularly 

as they stayed at Strabrock, another Cheyne estate, on their return), 
and with a branch of the de Moravia family at Skelbo. The bishop had 
a palace at Dornoch, and the Hospital of St. Magnus near Halkirk was 
most probably an ecclesiastical foundation with accommodation (in the 
15th cent. the earls of Caithness had the patronage of the hospital; 
this is the first known reference to the foundation). At Wick the 
messengers may again have stayed with the Cheynes for it was certainly 
in the hands of this line in the 16th cent. The fact that they went 
to Wick via Spittal, and not straight up the coast or by sea implies 
that there was a change of destination from Thurso to Wick; if they 
had originally intended to go to Orkney they would almost certainly 
have crossed from Thurso. The reason for the change of destination is 

unknown but if their purpose in going north was finally to view 
Margaret's corpse (ES, ii, p. 695) instead of welcoming her, they 

would be more likely to have done this at Wick, where the Norwegian 

entourage could have stopped off on its way back to Norway. 

2. cDS, 11, k59. 

3. CDS, ii, P. 129. 

4. Ibid., ii, p. 124. 
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little part in the events of the years 1290-2; although scraps of information 

show that he was active, if not in concert with the rest of the baronage. 

The letters of safe-conduct of May 1291 are two in number, one for 

John earl of Caithness and Orkney to go to Edward with his 'familia' before 

24 June, and the second for his 'valettus' William de Grumbaig, "ad regem in 

nuncium nuper missus", to return to his lord by 31 May1, The fact that the 

earl required letters of conduct for travelling within the country of which 

he was an earl implies that he was not acting in his capacity as a Scottish 

baron, but as a Norwegian one. Also, the second letter shows that he was 

being summoned as a consequence of some information that his servant has 

already transmitted to Edward. A message back via William de Grumbaig not 

being enough a personal interview was necessary� which implies that the earl 

wanted discussions with Edward on an important matter. As he was given a 

royal conduct to travel to Norham it most probably means that he was acting 

as a messenger for his other sovereign, King Eric. It is unlikely that the 

earl merely wanted to explain the death of the Maid of Norway. But the 
2 

purpose of his visit may have concerned Eric's claim to the throne of 

Scotland, which was presented by procurators at this very parliament at 

Norham3. 

In such a situation Earl John would appear to be ideally situated as 

vassal of two kings, and therefore a most suitable person to function as 

envoy for one or the other. But he never appears as a member of the numerous 

official embassies named by Norway or Scotland during these years. One member 

1. CDS, ii, p. 129. 

2. Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. 1, n. 2. The death had occurred the 

previous Sept. and Edward had had plenty of opportunities to receive 
all details from his messengers and envoys to Scotland since then. 

3. DN, xix, p. 361. 
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of such an embassy would need to have an understanding of both languages, which 

the earl of Caithness and Orkney must surely have had. The Norwegian embassies 

of these years usually included one member who had some connection with the 

Norwegian islands in the west. In 1289 there was a Shetlander. Torvald Toreson, 

in addition to Tore Haakonson who possessed estates in Orkney1, and who was 

also a member of the 1290 embassy2. In 1297 Gilbert 'de Orkney' knight, Thore 

Haakonson and Weland de Stiklawe were included3. Weland's brother Henry de 

Stiklawe was also used as an emissary in the same year . But Earl John was 

never included despite his usefulness as a bi-lingual vassal of both kings. 

This may have been due to a reluctance on his part to become too much identi- 

fied with one of his sovereigns, particularly when most of these embassies 

were concerned, even though accredited to the English court, with the internal 

affairs of Scotland. 

This factor would be particularly relevant when King Eric put his claim 

forward to the throne of Scotland as one of the candidates in the Great Cause. 

No doubt it would have solved a lot of problems for the earl if his Norwegian 

king had been elected to the throne of Scotland, but it was most unlikely that 

this would happen. This made the earl's position very difficult. As vassal of 

Eric it was incumbent on him to support his claim, which fully explains why 

he was not therefore a sponsor for either Bruce or Balliol. But there is 

little doubt that the king of Norway's claim would be most unpopular in 

Scotland, which did not want to become thereby a dependency of Norway, and 

1. Ibid.. 328.331. Later Torvald was Duke Hakon's sysselman in Shetland 
(DN. 1,89,109); his daughter Herdis, married Bjarn Erlingson (the 
'Bernerus de Borkereye' of 1290 and 1292 embassies) and his son Thorvald 

married the grand-daughter of Thore Haakonson (DN, vii, 134). 

2. DN, xix. 353. 

3. CDS, ii, 961. See Chap. III. Appendix II for Weland de Stiklawe. 

DN, xix, 410. 
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the Scottish. magnates appear to have shown little friendliness towards Norway1. 

There was therefore not the slightest chance that he would be awarded the 

throne, and the combination of these factors would be enough to put off the 

earl from appearing as Eric's procurator at Berwick. He appears prudently to 

have remained aloof from the whole process. The one occasion when he may have 

been acting on behalf of his Norwegian sovereign was in May 1291, when he 

received the safe-conduct to go to Norham. But this was as a private messenger, 

which by his oath of fealty would probably be regarded as a duty incumbent on 

him. 

Earl John continued to remain aloof from Scottish affairs, and did not 

even attend Balliol's first parliament of February 1293, when he was declared 

a defaulter along with the earl of Carrick. Angus son of Donald, and William 
2 

Douglas for having been summoned and not appearing. All were ordered to do 

homage to King John and to receive sentence for their absence. If this was 

a deliberate refusal on the part of Bruce to do homage to Balliol3, then the 

earl of Caithness' failure to be present might also appear to be due to intran- 

sigence. Certainly the linking of his name in connection with Bruce and his 

1. A. 0. Johnsen, 'Kong Erik Magnussons Krav pä Skottland, 1292', 
1Historisk Tiddskrift (Norsk), xxxvii, 1954-6, p. 

2. APS, I. p. 447. It is not even certain that he had done homage to 
Edward previously. There is no mention of him at the parliament at 
Norham. although the earl of Sutherland was deputed to receive homages 
in the north. This was supposed to have been fulfilled by 28 July 
1291 (CDS, ii, 508). 
The defaulters at the Feb. parliament were summoned to the next parli- 
ament, to be held the second Monday after Easter. The next recorded 
parliament was on 3 August, at which both William Douglas and Robert 
Bruce, son of the earl of Carrick were present. There is no evidence 
that Earl John ever turned up to do homage to King John. 

3. Barrow, Bruce. p. 92. Angus son of Donald was a Bruce adherent. He 
joined the Turnberry band of 1286 and was bitterly opposed to the lord 
of Argyll. a loyal adherent of Balliol and the Comyns (ibid., p. 79). 
William Douglas had been troublesome to Edward and was deprived of his 
Lanarkshire estates in 1291-2 (Fraser, Douglas, i, p. 86). 
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supporter, and the trouble-maker William Douglas, is significant. There may 

have been a particular reason for it. On 28 September 1292 Robert Bruce earl 

of Carrick and Isabella his daughter received a safe-conduct from Edward to 

go to Norway, stay there and return, to last until Christmast. This must, 

have been for Isabella's marriage to King Eric. The bride and her father 

cannot have sailed until after 9 November, as on that day he resigned the 

earldom of Carrick (which he held in right of his wife), to his son and heir 

Robert Bruce2. They probably also waited until the award of the crown had 

been made to Balliol on 17 November. Whether they left immediately after is 

not clear, but the marriage took place in 12933. The earl of Carrick was 

certainly in Scotland in July 1293 when he was in possession of another safe- 

conduct to go to Norway, but he may well have been in Norway during Balliol's 

parliament in February. More immediately, this may also account for the 

absence of the earl of Caithness, whose duty it probably was to accompany 

1. DN, xix, 379. 

2. APS, i, p. 449. 

3. The Icelandic Annals give the date 1293. Chron. Lanercost says the 
marriage took place on the 15 November of that year but it seems to 
have taken place before 25 Sept; Johnsen (HT(N), xxxvii, p. ) and 
Munch (NFH, iv, pt. ii, p. 202) both give the year 1293, although Helle 
says the marriage "ble ingätt" (ººgot contracted") in 1292 (Norge blir 
en stat, p. 184). 
Barrow (Bruce, p. 92), says that the safe-conduct for Isabella and her 
father (see supra n. 1) should be dated 28 Sept. 1293. But the 
document to which one is referred in his footnote seems rather to prove 
that Isabella was already married and queen of Norway by 25 Sept. 1293 
(CAS, ii, 675; it is an inventory of clothes delivered to "the most 
serene lady, Lady Isabella de Bruce, Queen of Norway" in Bergen from 
her father). Certainly the earl of Carrick had a licence for 
travelling to Norway on 27 July, 1293 (DN, xix, 389); and in Sept. 
Robert Bruce senior and Christian his wife appointed attorneys for 
two years (CDS, 11,676), which could have been for a long absence 
abroad. These arrangements could however have been made in preparation 
for Isabella's coronation (the inventory of goods delivered in Sept. 
1293 included two crowns). 

4. DN, xix, 389; Robert Bruce appears to have continued to use the title 
of earl of Carrick after he resigned the earldom to his son on 9 
November 1292. 
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the Scottish bride to her wedding with his Norwegian sovereign. 

With the year 1295 a new phase started which was to lead to the War 

of Independence, in which every Scottish magnate could hardly escape being 

involved, or even attempt to remain neutral. This was preceded by a build- 

up of international alliances which once again involved both countries to 

which Earl John was bound to be loyal. These alliances involved the recon- 

ciliation of Norway and Scotland, whose relationship had been steadily 

worsening. But Earl John was a member of neither the Norwegian1 nor the 

Scottish embassies2 to Philip IV of France in 1295. The Norwegians had been 

making persistent demands for the arrears of both the annual 100 marks and of 

the late queen's dowry, with the Scots making no effort to pay up, despite 

various attempts by Edward as lord superior to make them do so3. The 

Norwegians therefore entered readily into an alliance with the French in 

October 1295 which was in effect an agreement to supply the French with 

naval assistance against the English . They also guaranteed, by letters 

patent issued on the same day as the above treaty, not to make war upon the 

Scots by reason of any past disputes with them during hostilities between 

France and England 
5. 

In this treaty it was arranged that the French king 

would pay £30.000 sterling for the naval help that he was to receive. The 

Norwegians were to hand over sufficient hostages "as a pledge for their ful- 

filment of the contract"6. The French did indeed pay 6,000 marks to the 

1. This was undertaken only by Audun Hugleikson (DN, xi, 4). 

2. This included the bishops of St. Andrews and Dunkeld, John de Soules 
and Ingelram d' Umfraville (Stevenson, Documents, ii, p. 12). 

3. R. Nicholson, 'The Franco-Scottish and Franco-Norwegian Treaties of 
1295' (SHR, xxxviii, 1959), p. 123. 

4. DN, xix, 399. 

5. Ibid., xi. 5. 

6. Nicholson, 'The treaties of 1295', p. 118. 
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Norwegian envoy in advance of any aid received from Norway1. It has been 

questioned whether the Norwegians in return did anything to provide naval 

forces or hostages. King Eric ratified the treaty in the presence of French 
2 

envoys on the last day of March 12963" Thereafter nothing more is heard of 

naval equipment or French payment. On 28 August 1296 at the parliament at 

Berwick, King Edward issued letters of protection to John earl of Caithness 

to last until Michaelmas and the year following4. This indicates that the 

earl planned a long absence but it seems unlikely that it was for the purpose 

of travelling to Flanders in order to present himself as one of the Norwegian 

hostages promised as pledges for the fulfilment of the contract. Edward would 

never have granted letters of protection if this had been his purpose. More 

probably he was going to be absent in Norway for a while and was ensuring the 

security of his Scottish estates while he was away. It has been suggested 

that Edward was soon active enticing the Norwegians into a fresh alliance with 

himself5. The first direct evidence of a renewal of diplomatic activity 

comes from June 12976. But there had in fact been contact between Norwegians 

1. On the same day as the treaty was drawn up (DN, xix, 402,403). 

2. "Did the Norwegians, having received this money (without apparently 
giving hostages), ignore their obligations? " (Nicholson, 'The treaties 
of 1295', p. 130). 

3. DN, xix, 406. 

4. CDS, ii, 839. The only letters of protection issued at this parliament. 

5. Nicholson, 'The treaties of 1295', p. 130. 

6. Ibid., p. 130, n. 6, where the safe-conducts issued on 23 June 1297 for 
eight Norwegian envoys are referred to. 
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and English officials since April1. Whether or not Earl John's travels had 

anything to do with the diplomatic situation, he would appear to have been 

absent in May 1297, for he was not among those summoned to serve Edward in 

the war in Flanders, nor was he included in the list of nobles from north of 

the Forth who were named in a list of the same month, to whom the Treasurer 

would transmit information 

The earl of Caithness had done homage along with the rest of the Scottish 

baronage in 1296, but not during the king's tour of Scotland in July, nor at 

Berwick in August. This indicates the extent of his detachment from the rest 

of the Scottish baronage, for he was one of the few not to do homage to Edward 

in person or by proxy during this tour or at Berwick3. The document con- 

taining his oath of fealty is the very last of all the hundreds in the Ragman 

Rolls. Edward had been at Elgin, his furthest point north on 26 July, and 

Earl John did homage at Murkle in Caithness on 5 August. This implies that 

some royal official had been sent on from Elgin to receive the earl's homage, 

and he had to go to the most northerly point of Earl John's Scottish earldom, 

near Thurso, which may indicate that the earl came over from Orkney 

1. A safe-conduct was also issued on 23 June 1297 for Henry Stiklawe and 
'Thorias' (Thore Haakonson not 'Thomas' as in Patent Roll, 25 Edw. I, 
p. 255), also nuncios of Eric, to return to Norway DN, xix, 410). 
On 1 April 1297 Weland de Stiklaw. who was a member of the Norwegian 
embassy in June, had a safe-conduct to come to Scotland and talk with 
the Treasurer, which may have been for the purpose of discussing the 
renewal of negotiations (Patent Roll, 25 Edw. I, p. 215). 

2. CDs, ii, 88k. 

3. It is doubted whether all those named were actually present at Berwick 
(Barrow, Bruce, p. 108). But if the list of 28 August was only a legal 

compilation it is even more surprising that Earl John's fealty of 5 
Aug. was not included. 

CDS, ii, 803. 
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specially to do homage1. 

With the events of the next year, and the development of the War of 

Independence, Scottish and English parties formed themselves among the 

nobility. The earl's position however, becomes no clearer, and it is said 

that of all the Scottish earls only the attitudes of Caithness and Fife 

towards Bruce remain uncertain2. But even if Earl John's sympathies lay with 

Bruce, which seems likely , he was unable to do much in his Scottish earldom 

to help his cause, because he was surrounded in the north of Scotland by 

feudal magnates whose sympathies were all with the English. The Cheyne 

family in particular are said to stand out as being "among Edward's most 
k 

consistent Scottish supporters". Both Reginald 'le Pere' and Ile fils' had 

been assessors for Balliol, and they were connected by marriage with the 

Comyns. Reginald 'le fils' was sheriff of Elgin in 12915, and later was joint 
6 

justice beyond the Mount. He had married Mary de Moravia sometime prior to 

1269 and thus inherited one quarter of the old earldom lands of Caithness, 

also acquiring the lands in Strathnaver which his mother-in-law had given to 

1. The earl probably had a castle at Murkle. The name 'Murkle Bordland' 
which occurs in 16th cent. chrs. indicates that it was certainly earl- 
dom property. 

2. Barrow, Bruce, p. 219. This is with reference to the period after 
Bruce had raised the standard of revolt in 1306, when in fact the earls 
of Caithness and Fife were minors, but it holds good for Caithness in 
the preceding period. 

3. See Chap. I supra, p. 22, for tenuous evidence that Earl John was con- 
nected with the Bruces by marriage. The record in IA of his betrothal 
in 1299 to the daughter of Eric and Isabella also indicates a close 
relationship with the queen which may have come from his connections 
with her family. 

4. G. Barrow. 'The Scottish Clergy in the War of Independence' (SHR, xli, 
1962), p. 7. Sir Reginald Cheyne III however fought Edward at the 
battle of Dunbar and was imprisoned in England until 3 Aug. 1299. 

5. CDs, ii, 546. 

6. Ibid., p. 457. 
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the church of Elgin1. In 1292 either he or his father wrote to Edward 

informing him that the bishop of Caithness had just died, and begging that 

2 
he be granted the custody of the bishopric. If he was granted the custody 

he probably held it for a while as there was a dispute over the election of 

the next bishop which was not settled until 12963. 

Immediately to the south the earls of Caithness had for neighbours the 

earls of Sutherland, who had been establishing their territorial position 

over the last hundred years. Although Earl William had sworn to assist $ruce 

in the prosecution of his claim to the throne, he did not follow the younger 

Bruce into rebellion. In September 1297 and in 1304 he received personal 

thanks for his assistance to King Edward which shows that he did not only 

remain neutral in the contests. The other northern magnate, the earl of Ross, 
6 

although having helped to seize Dunbar Castle in 1296, for which he was 

imprisoned in the Tower, was hostile to Bruce after he returned north in 

1304. His countess had assisted the Constable of Urquhart castle in an 

attack in July 1297 for which she was commended in a letter to Edward7. In 

1305 the earl was warden beyond the Spey8 and he remained loyal to the 

English king until 13089. Another landowner in Caithness, Alexander Fraser, 

1. See Chap. I. App. II, supra p. 58. 

2. CDS, ii, 566. 

3. Alan bishop of Caithness died 5 Nov. x 12 Dec. 1291. The next election 
was quashed and Adam de Darlington was provided and consecrated 29 
April 1296 (1ýtt, ; Easti). 

4. CDs. ii, 643. 

5. CDS, ii, 1494. 

6. Barrow, Bruce, p. 104. 

7. CDS, ii, 922. 

8. Ibid., 1669. 

9. Barrow, Bruce, p. 250. 
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was in King Edward's favour, for in 1296 the earl of Surrey was commanded to 

uplift 100 marks from the lands and tenements which formed Alexander's wife's 

dowry in Caithness, and to make up the sum if it were not realized1. 

The bishops of Caithness also appear to have been pro-English at this 

time: Alan de St. Edmund was acceptable to Edward as a chancellor of Scotland 

(1290-1291)2" Although nothing is known about the next consecrated bishop, 

Adam de Darlington, the fact that he was elected after the previous election 

had been quashed implies that he was an English candidate3. Ferquhard de 

Belegaumbe was appointed to the archdeaconry by Edward in 12974 being elected 

to the see in 13045. Moreover during two vacancies, in 1292 and 1304, it 

was Reginald Cheyne and the earl of Ross who appear to have had charge of 

the bishopric, not the earl of Caithness. In 1292 Reginald Cheyne informed 

Edward of the death of Bishop Alan, and requested that he be given 

possession of the bishopric. In 1306 the earl of Ross was 'custos' of the 
6 

vacant see7, and in 1305 he handed over 940 of the issues of the bishopric 

of Caithness and Sutherland8 (the earl of Caithness was a minor at this date). 

Therefore it can be seen that if the earl of Caithness had been an 

adherent of $ruce, he would have been unable to do anything about it in his 

1. Caithness Recs., p. 66. See Chapter I supra p. 27. 

2. He was bishop of Caithness from 1282 to 1291. 

3. Watt, Fasti; see p. 124 supra. He died in Italy after his election. 
His name also suggests that he was an English candidate. 

4. CDS. ii, 927. 

5. Watt, Fasti. 

6. CDS, ii, 566. 

7. Ibid., 1752. 

8. Ibid., p. 438. The addition of Sutherland may indicate that the earl of 
Ross already held the wardship of Sutherland. He certainly did so in 
1307-8, but it is not known when he was granted the wardship or when 
the earl of Sutherland had died. 
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Scottish earldom. The fact that there is a complete lack of any evidence 

concerning the part played by Earl John in the early part of the War of 

Independence tends to confirm that he was not a strong adherent of the 

English king, for if so, his name would surely have appeared in the English 

records at some stage, when every other landholder in the north is in evidence. 

He must therefore have retired to his Orkney earldom and again kept himself 

aloof from the events going on in Scotland, showing how little the earls of 

Caithness entered into the Scottish political scene. 

Earl John is the first earl of whose position and role in the social 

scene there is any evidence. This evidence comes from a charter issued by 

him to Reginald Cheyne 'le pere', lord of Inverugy, of land at Nothegane 

(Nottingham) in Caithness, with the harbour of Forse1. This is the first 

and only known grant of land made by an earl before the Stewarts acquired 

the earldom in 1375, and it shows the earl granting out earldom land in an 

entirely feudal fashion. It is dated by Earl John's accession and Reginald 

Cheynefs death to between 1284 and 1293, and comes therefore from a period 

before the earl and the Cheynes perhaps differed in their political 

allegiances. It is in fact the only evidence of any contact between the 

earl and the possessors of the other half of the earldom lands; although as 

a result of the marriage of Reginald Cheyne 'le fjls' to Mary de Moravia 

before 1269, the Cheynes had been in Caithness for some years. 

Although the charter is indistinguishable from other Scottish charters 

of the period, it has some individual features in the content. Firstly, the 

amount of land at Nothegane which was granted was an 'orata', the latinised 

form of ounceland, or 'uris terre', which was an areal measurement of land 

1. Dupplin charters (SRO). "Nothegane' must be the original form of the 

place-name which later occurs as 'Notingham', parish of Latheron. 

There was a Henry de Nothingham in 1273 (Caithness Recs., p. 37; the 

editor, p. 260, says the name sometimes appears as Nottigan', 

giving no reference however). 
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in Orkney1. The link-up in land divisions between the two earldoms is there- 

fore still in evidence, and the earldom estates in Caithness were apparently 

divided up in the same way as the earldom estates in Orkney. Secondly, the 

land carried with it an obligation to pay "servitium domini regis quod 

vocatur Layyeld". This due has already been mentioned and probably dated from 

the early thirteenth century, but still retained its Norse name2. The wit- 

nesses are of interest as providing information about the entourage of the 

earl in Caithness at this date; "Our uncle Harold. Ivor MacEoth, Swain called 

'of the Liverance'. William clerk, Walter called Seneschal"3. 'Uncle Harold' 

was discussed in the last chapter whoever he was, his position in the witness 

list shows his importance. Ivor MacEoth appears to be an early member of the 

MacKay clan5. He is probably to be equated with the Ymar MacAy or Iye Mor 

who married a daughter of Walter Baltrodi (consecrated bishop of Caithness in 

1263), was the bishop's chamberlain and held twelve davachs of church land in 

Durness . This charter appears to show that the MacKays were also on friendly 
6 

terms with the earl, which must have been of assistance to them in their 

struggle to establish themselves in Strathnaver. Swain called 'de Liverarius' 

must have been of Norse extraction, but whether from Caithness or Orkney is 

not known. 

1. There were eighteen pennylands in an ounceland (see Peterkin, Rentals 
of Orkney, also Chapter III infra. Appendix I, pp. 190-1). The place] 
name ennyland' appears in 16th cent. Caithness charters. 

2. See pp. 101-2 supra. 

3. "Haraldo avunculo nostro Ivero MacEoth Swaing' dicto de Liverarii Willo 

clerico Waltero dicto Senescallo". The latin for Livery Office was 
usually spelled 'liveratio' or 'liberaturat (Med. Latin Word List). 

See Chapter I supra pp. 21-2. 

5. Ibid., Appendix II, p. 62. 

6. Revd. A. MacKay. The Book of MacKay. P. 37. This documentary evidence 
of the name 'Ivor MacEoth' would appear to support the statement made 
by Revd. E. MacKay (ibid., p. 18) that 'Ymar' was a mode of spelling 
Ivor and not the same as 'Ay'. 
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Earl John had died by 1303 when Weland de Stiklaw was granted 'la garde 

du corps Munes fuiz et heir le Counte de Cateneys'1. For how long the young 

heir to the earldoms, Magnus, remained a ward of Weland de Stiklaw is 

uncertain. The latter may have had his possession of the wardship of 

Caithness curtailed after harbouring the bishop of Moray in the winter of 

1306-7 2. In 1308 the earl of Ross wrote to Edward II saying that he had 

stationed three thousand men in Ross. Caithness and Sutherland against Bruce's 

attack3. He obviously had control in the area therefore, and he certainly 

held the wardship of Sutherland at this time. The heir of Caithness was said 

to be still in ward in 1309. but came of age between then and 1312. He appears 
k 

in that year acting on behalf of both his sovereigns, for in the renewal of 

the 1266 treaty between Norway and Scotland he appends his seal as earl of 

Orkney for the King of Norway, although, along with others who appended their 

seals he was not an official envoy5 . In the agreement regarding injuries and 

the harbouring of traitors drawn up on the same day. Magnus earl of Caithness 

gave his oath on behalf of the king of Soots, while Magnus earl of Caithness 

and Orkney hung his seal on the indenture on behalf of the king of Norway, 

along with the bishop of Orkney, although again, neither of them were offi- 

cial envoys of the Norwegian king 
6. 

For the first time the earl is here playing a full part in the negoti- 

ations between his two sovereigns, as a Norwegian earl in the formal treaty, 

1. Palgrave, Antient Kalendars, i, p. 128. 

2. See Chapter III infra, Appendix II. 

3. CDS, iv. 1837; Barrow, Bruce, p. 250. 

4. See Chap. I supra p. 23. 

5. APS, i. p. 463. 

6. Ibid., p. 46k. 
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and even more surprisingly, on behalf of both his sovereigns in the attached 

agreement. This is in complete contrast to the absence of the earl from the 

previous negotiations and treaties between the two kingdoms during the 

thirteenth century. However the background situation was different; in 

1266 the earl's loyalty had been severely strained, while the problems of 

the period of the Great Cause and the War of Independence have been pointed 

out. In 1312 there was obviously good will on both sides and relations had 

not been disrupted previously, so the earl could afford to act on behalf of 

both his overlords. In the March following the renewal of the treaty Earl 

Magnus, the bishop of Caithness and Master Roger of Inverness, chancellor 

of the church of Moray, "procurators and nuncios of King Robert specially 

appointed", handed over one hundred marks to the king of Norway's represen- 

tative in the Cathedral of St. Magnus, according to the terms of the 

renewed treaty, as well as one hundred marks for each of the preceding four 

years1. So far, in his short time as earl. Magnus had taken more of a part 

in Scottish affairs than his father had ever done; but the last evidence of 

his participation is of his name which appears in the Declaration of 

Arbroath of April 13202. 

The early death of Earl Magnus was something of a tragedy for the 

1. DN, ii. 111, where it is dated 23 March 1312. But it seems most pro- 
bable that the renewed payment would have been made after the treaty 
at Inverness. in which case the document should be dated after the 
Scottish form and was really drawn up on 23 March 1313. This shows 
that by this date the clerks of St. Magnus were using the Scottish 
calendar. 

2. APS, i. p. 474. Earl Magnus' seal does not appear to have been appended 
to the document and it is suggested by Professor A. A. M. Duncan. 'The 
Nation of Scots and the Declaration of Arbroath' (Hist. Ass. Pamphlet, 
no. 75), p. 29, that his and the earl of Sutherland's names were added 
only to camouflage the absence of the more important Scottish earls. 
The evidence of Earl Magnus' participation in the treaty of 1312 
suggests that this may not necessarily have been so however, as it also 
discounts the statement that this earl was "almost unknown in life and 
death" (ibid. ) 
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earldoms as a conjoint independent unit'. By 1330 they had devolved on to 

the earl of Strathearn. one of the foremost Scottish earls, and for the first 

time the earl of Caithness and Orkney was a major Scottish magnate by virtue 

of his other possessions2. In fact, Malise forfeited his earldom of 

Strathearn at just about the time that he appears to have inherited Orkney 

and Caithness, so that the northern earldoms provided a useful retreat for 

him in the circumstances. Because of this, Malise was more active as earl 

of Caithness and Orkney than he might otherwise have been3. His second 

marriage to Marjory of Ross symbolises his establishment in the north. In 

particular it opened the way to control of his earldom by the earl of Ross, 

which. as will be seen. was disastrous for the existence of Caithness as an 

independent earldom. The period of Earl Malise's earldom more than that of 

any preceding earl involved Caithness in Scottish affairs and made it subject 

to Scottish influence. Firstly. this would come from the retinue of 

relations and dependents that such a baronial magnate had around him who would 

expect to be granted land and office 
4; 

secondly because Earl Malise left five 

1. See Chapter I supra p. 23 for assumption that Earl Magnus died in 1320/1. 

2. The Angus line does not appear to have brought very much land to the earls 
of Caithness and Orkney. 

3. See Chapter III infra p. 171 for Earl Malise in Orkney. 

4. Earl Malise enfeoffed Reginald More the Chamberlain of Scotland with 
the lands of Berridale sometime prior to 1337, which were later handed 
over to William Crichton at royal command (ER, i. pp. 453,468). It was 
during this period - both before and after the death of Earl Malise his 
brother-in-law - that the earl of Ross came to possess the lands in 
Caithness which can be seen in the hands of his successors in the next 
century, The earliest evidence of this family's possessions in Caithness 
(apart from Earl William's seizure of Malise's lands before 1358) is of 
a purchase of the rent of 'Fraswiln, Okyngil and Harpsdol' by Hugh of 
Ross lord of Philorth in 1 61 (OPS. ii. part ii, p, 759). The purchase 
money was to be paid only on recovery of these lands. Dunbeth and Reay 

were also possessed by William earl of Ross before his death (HMC, iii, 

p. 411: see infra Chapter V'p. 286). In 1382 Eufamia Countess of 
Ross had lands in Caithness among her hereditary possessions (Caithness 
Recs.. p. 170). 
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daughters as his joint heiresses, at least two of whom were married to power- 

ful Scottish magnates. 

In the period after Malise's death (c. 1350), his earldoms were 

immersed in the struggle between the two Scottish factions controlling his 

main heiresses. It coincided partly with the period of David II's exile 

(1346-1357) when "there was much envy emong them (the Scots) who might be 

hyest; for every one rulid yn his owne cuntery"1. It was certainly a period 

of lawlessness in the north, and in 1358 the value of the deanery of Caithness 

was said to be no more than fifteen marks "on account of wars"2. This was 

the year after Duncan Anderson, guardian of Alexander of Ard, had written to 

the people of Orkney threatening action3. The claim he put forward for his 

ward, based on primogeniture, was very obviously challenged by the earl of 

Ross as designated guardian of Isabella, to whom Earl Malise had tried to 

ensure that his earldom of Caithness would passk. The success of the earl 

of Ross in this struggle can be seen from an entry in the Exchequer Rolls 

for the following year (1359) that there was no income from the lands of the 

former Malise of Strathearn within the earldom of Caithness because the earl 

of Ross had intromitted with the same5. This implies that he had taken upon 

himself the guardianship of all Malise's heiresses, not only Isabella. Con- 

trol of the earldom of Caithness contributed towards the powerful political 

position which the earl of Ross was winning for himself. During the 1360's 

he and his brother Hugh made an independent stand in the north, when they 

virtually threw off their allegiance and refused to contribute towards the 

1. Scalacronica. P. 303- 

2. CPP, i, p. 326. 

3. See Chapter I supra p. 31. n. 1. 

Ibid., 

5. ER, i, p. 570 
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ransom of King David. In 1362 the 1344 grant of Isabella's marriage which 

made the earl of Ross the defender of the earldom of Caithness was confirmed1; 

this indicates that Earl William's control of Caithness was acknowledged by 

the crown. He used this position to set up a private empire which rivalled 

the independence of the old Norse earls. In 1368 salt was sent to Caithness 

in vain because of interference by the earl of Ross2. His control extended 

moreover to'the earldom of Orkney. In 1364 a resignation of land in 

Aberdeenshire to Hugh of Ross brother of the earl was made in Kirkwall, and 

it was witnessed by Euphamia, another of the daughters of Earl Malise3, 

showing that Ross contacts extended to other members of the Strathearn family. 

In 1367 an edict was issued by David II "to his sheriff and baillifs of 

Inverness and their deputies or to the tenant and crowner of Caithness", 

saying that no-one was to enter the lands or harbours of Orkney unless for 

travel, merchandise or other peaceful business. This would appear to have 

been issued in response to a request from the king of Norway or his official 

in Orkney, as the document survives in copy in the Norwegian archives only. 

1. EMS, 1, App. 1,150. 

2. ER, ii, p. 308. 

3. Abdn. Reg.. i, p. 106. This document was witnessed by Thomas Sinclair, 
'bailiff of the king of Norway'. He was closely connected with the earl 
of Ross (see Chap. IV infra p. 220) who thus appears to have controlled 
royal offices in Orkney at this time. 

4. DN, iii, 358. By the 'tenant' of Caithness must be meant the guardian 
appointed by the crown after the death of Malise. As the earl of Ross 
had been appointed guardian of his designated heiress by the last earl, 
and as the charter appointing him had been confirmed by the crown in 
1362 it is probable that the 'tenant' in 1367 was the earl of Ross. 
It is the first time that the office of 'crowner' is mentioned in con- 

nection with the earldom of Caithness; he was an official subordinate 
to the justiciar and appointed by him (M. Bateson, 'The Scottish King's 
Household', SHS Misc., ii, p. 19). At a later period this office was 
held hereditarily by the family of Gunn. Evidence of its existence in 
Caithness marks the complete extension of Scottish institutions to the 
far north. In 1380, the charter concerning the earl of Ross' possession 
of Dunbeth and Reay calls Caithness a shire (see p. 130n. k supra). 
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The request must have been a result of interference in Orcadian affairs from 

unwelcome Scots who, it would appear, were members of the Ross family and 

following. It is significant that only two years later the agreement between 

Hakon Jonson and the bishop of Orkney had clauses which concerned a clash 

between native Orcadians and incomers1. 

However, after 1368 Ross influence waned and finally collapsed alto- 

gether with the death of Earl William in 1372. Immediately the crown appears 

to have started to make a move towards getting the title to the earldom into 

its own hands2. Apart from the intention to remove any doubts about any 

rights which Earl Malise's heirs may still have held, the crown must also 

have wished to prevent a repetition of the lawlessness which had prevailed 

in the north since the death of the last earl of Caithness. For this lawless- 

ness had threatened the political situation in Scotland, and the independent 

position of the earl of Caithness and Orkney had, in the hands of the earl 

of Ross, menaced the power and authority of the Scottish kings. This had 

not happened since the end of the twelfth century, not even during the crisis 

of 1263. In the changed situation of the fourteenth century the crown was 

able to take the authority of the earl of Caithness into its own hands. 

This completed the struggle for control of the turbulent northern earldom 

which the Scottish kings had first embarked on in the mid twelfth century. 

1. See Chapter III infra p. 173. 

2. See Chap. I supra p. 32. 
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CHAPTER II 

Appendix 

Peter's Pence in Scotland 0 

The grant made by Earl Harold to the Papacy during the pontificate 

of Alexander III (1159-1181), of "one annual penny from every inhabited 

house in the earldom of Caithness" sounds like the customary payment of 

Peter's pence1. Innocent III, in his letter to the bishops of Orkney 

and Rosmarkie in 1198, ordered them to restrain Bishop John from preventing 

the payment which, he said, was made out of reverence for the blessed Peter 

and Paul and was collected specifically for the needs of the Roman church. 

The 'denarius Sancti Petri', or 'Romescot' as it was called in the 

Anglo-Saxon period, was an annual payment made by the English kingdom to 

the papacy. It was instituted by the Old English kings, although the 

exact nature of the original grant and by which king it was made, are both 

very uncertain questions2. A similar payment was also made by some other 

northern countries, in particular Sweden. Denmark, Norway, Poland, Hungary 

and parts of Russia3. It seems fairly certain that the payment in , 

Scandinavia was made following the example of England, and it may well be 

that King Cnut established the payment in Denmark, after having been king 

of England, for it certainly existed in 1104. In Norway and Sweden it 

may have been the English Cardinal Nicholas Breakspear who introduced it 

when he was legate to the northern kingdoms in the years 1152-6. By the 

1. CPL, i, p. 1; DN, vii, 2; "denarium unum de qualibet domo in Comitatu 
Catenensi habitata annuatim statuit pro elemosina colligendum et ob 
reverentiam beatorum apostolorum Petri et Pauli ad sedem apostolicam 
dirigere consuevit, quarr visitationem nomine elemosine annuatim ad 
opus Romane ecclesie colligende". C. Innes, 'Two Ancient Records of 
the Bishopric of Caithness' (Bannatyne Misc. iii), p. 5, n. 2, called 
it "an imitation of the hearth-tax, called Peter's pence or 'Romfeoh', 
in Saxon England". 

2. W. E. Lunt, Financial Relations of the Papacy with England, i, p. 4. 

3. W. Ullman. The Growth of Papal Government in the Middle Altes, p. 335n. 

4. W. E. Lunt. Papal Revenues in the Middle Ages, i, p. 67. 
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second half of the twelfth century it was as well established in all three 

Scandinavian kingdoms as in England. 

There is no evidence that Scotland made this payment to the papacy 

at this period. Dowden however, refers to it as a customary payment from 

Scotland, saying, "there are many notices of the appointment of agents, 

1 
frequently foreigners, commissioned to collect Peter's pence in Scotland". 

But the first definite notice dates only from the year 1329 when two papal 

nuncios were granted faculty to exact Peter's pence from ecclesiastics and 

seculars in Scotland2. All the earlier notices on this matter addressed to 

papal nuncios only include the payment of Peter's pence along with dues 

such as cess, debts, tens, twentieths etc., and as the area to be covered 

is England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales this is no proof that Peter's pence 

itself was exacted from Scotland at any date before 1329 
3. 

There is a 

papal letter from 1317 in which it is said that no hindrance is to be 

offered to the papal nuncio in the collection of Peter's pence, about which 

the pope has written to the Archbishop of Canterbury and other prelates of 
k 

England and Scotland. These notices appear at a time when the papacy was 

doing all it could to increase its revenues and to ensure that it was getting 

in all the amounts of papal taxes that were collected5. At the same time it 

may have been attempting to impose the payment of Peter's pence in Scotland. 

1. Dowden, Church in Scotland, p. 321. 

2. CPL, ii. 49o. 

3. Ibid., i, p. 423 (1266), p. 564 (1296). 

4. Ibid., ii, p. 430. 

5. In particular there was a strenuous attempt to collect the whole sum 
of Peter's pence instead of the fixed traditional amount which left 
a surplus in the hands of the bishops (Lunt, Papal Revenues, i, p. 69). 
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Ole" The complete lack of any mention of it prior to these dates makes it a. aeer 

that the due was not so deeply instituted in Scotland as in England or 

Scandinavia. In the Liber Censuum (dated c. 1188-89), there are references 

to the payment of Peter's pence from England and from Denmark, with a list 

of amounts due from the English bishoprics1; there is also the mention of 

an annual payment of one penny from every house in Norway and Sweden which 
2 

is apparently the same payment. But on any such payment from Wales, 

Scotland or Ireland the document is silent. This presumably is the reason 

why there is not a single reference to Peter's pence in Scotland in either 

of Lunt's books on papal revenue3. Ullman lists the important countries 

which paid this due, which includes the Orkney islands, but omits Scotland, 

Wales or Ireland 

Peter's pence was never paid in Wales and there is also information 

that the papacy attempted to institute the payment there in the fourteenth 

century. Giraldus Cambrensis tells how at the close of the twelfth century 

there was a move to put the Welsh dioceses directly'under the pope5. If he 

was to grant this favour the Welsh were prepared to pay a penny to St. Peter 

from each house. as was done in England. But nothing came of this suggestion, 

and in 1316 the archbishop of Canterbury told the pope in response to an 

enquiry about Peter's pence that "in the dioceses of (Wales) nothing whatever 

is collected now. nor was anything in the past by .... anyone so far as known. "6 

1. Liber Censuum, ed. Fabre and Duchesne. i. p. 226-7. 

2. Ibid.. P. 229. 

3. See supra p. 134, nn. 2,. 

4. Ullman. Papal Government, p. 335n. 

5. Opera, iii, pp. 55,78,175 (Lunt, Financial Relations, i, p. 60). 

6. Lunt, Papal Revenues, ii, p. 67; although G. Williams, The Welsh Church 
from Conquest to Reformation, p. 370, says that some monasteries appear 
to have made a small contribution. 
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This is just at the time when the papacy was making a drive to get the whole 

sum collected by the bishops, as well as the first occasion for any evidence 

for its collection in Scotland, which increases the possibility that it was 

a recent innovation in Scotland at that date. Nor does it appear that 

Peter's pence was collected in Ireland, for in Adrian IV's Bull of 1172 a 

condition of his suggested concession of Ireland to Henry II was that Peter's 

pence would be imposed1. Nor was it collected from the northernmost 

2 
English dioceses that abutted on the Scottish border. Durham and Carlisle. 

One fact stands out from this comparison with the othqr Celtic countries, 

that suggestions for the imposition of the due in both Wales and Ireland 

come from the end of the twelfth century, and in Wales this was connected 

with the request that the dioceses be put directly under the pope. That is 

precisely what did happen to the Scottish dioceses, on 13 March 1188, and 

in the Liber Censuum every Scottish. diocese is described as 'qui est domini 

Pape'3. But there is absolutely no evidence that this move was accompanied 

by an imposition of Peter's pence, which would probably have been mentioned 

by the same Liber Censuum if it had been so. 

It therefore appears that in company with Wales and Ireland Scotland 

did not pay Peter's pence at the end of the twelfth century. But even if 

1188 had been the year when the papacy seized the chance to impose Peter's 

pence on Scotland, this was after the grant of one penny from every house 

in his earldom was made by Earl Harold to the papacy, which must have been 

before 1181.; Earl Harold was therefore deliberately copying a customary 

1. R. Foreville, L'Eglise et la royaute en Angleterre sous Henri II, 

p. 85. 

2. Cambridge Medieval History, vi, p. 554. Bo thesa.. di, ac. eses-wege 
la-ýe-f r dc dams: 

3. Liber Censuum, i, pp. 230-2. This implies that the Liber Censuum 

must post-date the Papal Bull of 13 March 1T88. 
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payment which was already in existence in his Orkney earldom1 and imposing 

it on his Scottish earldom, which all the evidence shows would not be 

paying Peter's pence at this date. There would appear to be no other known 

example of a lay magnate taking it upon himself to make this grant directly 

to the pope. But there is evidence that a similar grant was made to the 

monks of Paisley by Reginald son of Somerled when he granted them "singulis 

annis unum denarium ex qualibet domo totius terre sue unde fumus exit"2. 

This charter probably dates from 1180, which is exactly the same period 

as Earl Harold's grant3. It is significant that this grant and Pope 

Innocent's letter both say that the payment was to be made "by every house". 

This is the phrase used of the payments from Norway and Sweden in the Liber 

Censuum4; whereas in England it was always called 'denarius beati Petri'5. 

Both Earl Harold and Reginald would appear to have been inspired by this 

payment as they knew it in the bishoprics over which they had temporal rule, 

both of which were subject to the metropolitan authority of Trondheim6. 

Earl Harold imposed on his Scottish earldom what he knew from his Norwegian 

earldom, which in this respect was more in touch with developments in the 

1. The earliest evidence for Peter's pence from Orkney comes from 1320-7 
when Bishop William had been preventing its payment (CPL, ii, p. 484; 
DN, ix, 87). It is almost certain that the payment had been made from 
Orkney for a long time before that, as the bishopric lay within the 
archdiocese of Trondheim. and in 1206 the archbishop was ordered to 
collect Peter's pence throughout his province (DN, vii, 6). 

2. Pais. Reg., p. 125. 

3. The date given in SP sub Lords of the Isles. 

4. Liber Censuum, i, p. 229. 

5. Ibid., p. 226, where there is also an extract from a letter of Pope 
Paschal II to the bishops of Denmark "de censu etiam quem beato 
Petro predecessores vestri singulis annis instituterunt". 

6. Watt, Fasti, sub diocese of the Isles. 
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rest of Northern Europe. 

In conclusion it must be asked why Earl Harold's grant was not 

pleasing to the Scottish church. Bishop John of Caithness had made 

vigorous attempts to prevent its payment, although the impression given 

is that his predecessor Bishop Andrew had made no objection1. This oppo- 

sition must have taken place after the bishop's election (1184x7) and 

before 1198. It cannot be seen therefore as part of the Scottish Church's 

struggle with the papacy which was settled in 1188 with the election of 

Roger to the see of St. Andrews, and with the Bull Cum Universi of 1192. 

There must have been a real reason for the antagonism to this payment which 

brought the threat of papal censure on the bishop. If, as appears. he had 

put a complete ban on all payments of the penny from Caithness2, it could 

be evidence of a concern that the Scottish Church should not get involved 

in the payment of Peter's pence from which it had perhaps deliberately 

kept itself free. The reason may however, have been rather more closely 

connected with the particular situation in the diocese of Caithness, which 

seems to have been a difficult one. The subsequent clash between the 

successors of the present earl and bishop has already been examined in 

detail3. It also was entirely concerned with payments to the church, which 

in part sprang specifically from attempts to change old custom. This old 

custom was probably what had existed when Caithness lay within the bishopric 

1. In 1198 the papal letter refers to what appears to have been the 
original grant, which was confirmed by Bishop Andrew and "other nobles 
of those parts" (DN. vii, 2). 

2. Bishop John had not allowed the payment to be made "ab his qui sunt in 
sua diocesi constituti auctoritate propria" (ibid., ); this appears to 
mean that the interdict was sent out on his authority to the people of 
his diocese. and not that he forbade payment by those who were 
appointed in his diocese, i. e. members of the clergy ('constituti' 
does not possess any particular connotation of appointment in such a 
context). 

3. See pp. 89-96 supra. 
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of Orkney. it is suggested that the clash between Earl Harold and Bishop 

John also sprang from a determination on the part of this bishop to resist 

any influence from Orkney which he saw as a threat to his position as a 

bishop of the Scottish Church1. 

1. Earl Harold was probably particularly influenced at this time by 
the Church in Orkney because of his friendship with Bishop Bjarne 
(OS, P. 342). 
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CHAPTER III 

Relations of the Earls of Orkney 
with the Kings of Norway 
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Section I. Earl Harold Maddadson and his sons. 

It has already been seen that the saga-writer had no doubts about the 

submission of the twelfth century earls of Caithness to the kings of Scotland 

likewise he had no doubts about their submission as earls of Orkney to the 

kings of Norway. In practice such submission would not have been very formal. 

Certainly homage is said to have been done and tribute paid by the earls, but 

only occasionally. There is the incident of 1152 when King Eystein found 

Harold Maddadson at Thurso. and received from him his homage and three marks 

of gold2. The problem is to know whether this payment was customary and what 

kind of payment it was. It has recently been compared with the ten marks paid 

to the Norwegian crown by the kings of Man, which was said by Robert of 

Toriagni to be made to every new king of Norway, and to be the only payment 

made by the kings of Man3. It has been labelled therefore a 'lensavgift' or 

feudal relief, but to call the sum a feudal relief implies that the relation- 

ship also entailed all the other feudal dues and services familiar to the 

highly feudalised countries of Western Europe. Robert of Toriagni specifi- 

cally states however that the king of Man never paid anything else, as if 

this was an unusual fact and one worth noting. Certainly this kind of pay- 

ment was not familiar on the mainland of Norway in the twelfth century5, but 

then the kingdom of Man and the earldom of Orkney were themselves quite 

1. See Chap. II supra, p. 64. 

2. OS, p. 304, "... he gave his realm into the hands of King Eystein, so 
that he would hold it from him for ever afterwards". 

3. A. 0. Johnsen, 'The payments from the Hebrides' etc. (SHR, xlviii, April 
1969), p. 20. 

Ibid. One problem about this payment is that the king of Man is said 
to pay ten marks, and Earl Harold in 1152 paid only three marks. Even 
if this sum had been for half of the earldom, the discrepancy between 
the two amounts is puzzling as the earldom of Orkney would appear to 
have been as fertile as = if not more so than - the Hebridean kingdom. 

5. Ibid., p. 23. 
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distinct from other lordships in Norway, and moreover they were hereditary, 

so that it is not surprising that a relief-type payment was demanded from 

them. In contrast with the situation in Norway therefore the payment might 

appear to be a relief, but 'tribute' would be a more meaningful term in the 

context of the freer relationship which distinguished the kingdom of Man and 

the earldom of Orkney from the lordships of the more highly feudalised 

countries of Western Europe1. 

The kings established their authority in the Orkneys from time to 

timet. The most famous occasion was in 1098, when the Joint earls Magnus 

and Erlend were sent to Norway and Magnus Barelegs' son Sigurd was placed 

over the islands with councillors instead3. King Eystein's expedition of 

1152 was another. But as in Caithness, the kings' most potent weapon at 

this date was the system of inheritance by which any of the 'jarlsaetten' 

could lay claim to the title, and the earldom was frequently divided between 

two or three members of the earldom family. The necessity of gaining 

support from the overlord, which might mean physical assistance4 as well as 

moral approbation, is obvious. But the colonies in the west, Orkney and 

the kingdom of Man, would naturally be the last areas to be incorporated 

into the administrative system which the kings were imposing over Norway at 

this time5. Any pretence of feudal superiority over the earls did not mean 

1. The 12th century Ystoria Norwegie links the kingdom of Man and the 
earldom of Orkney as both being tributary to the kings of Norway 
(Munch, Symbolae, p. 5-6). 

2. The saga mentions six occasions between c. 894 and 1151 when the kings 
of Norway were in Orkney, at intervals of 40,60,30 and 60 years. 

3. OS, p. 198-9. 

4. In 1036 King Magnus gave Rognvald the title of earl "and three long- 
ships all well-equipped" (OS, p. 171). It is interesting to note that 
as late as 1198 Roger of Hoveden says Harold Ungi received from King 
Sverre "licentia calumniandi" the earldom from Earl Harold (Chronica, 
iv, p. 11; see p. 146 infra). 

5. K. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 50. 
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that they were in any way 'officialised' before 11951. The kings of Man never 

were incorporated into the administrative system of Norway, and although the 

events of 1195 went far towards incorporating the earldom of Orkney, it 

always remained an anomaly. It was hereditary2, which is considered to be 

because of the crown's weakness and the difficulty of extending royal authority 

to the islands3. although it seems just as probable that it could have been 

because of influence from Scotland and developing feudal custom which the 

earls would know from their Scottish contacts. 

At this date the earls probably kept all the income from their earldom 

for themselves. The conclusion has been reached that the Western Isles did 

not pay any skatt to the crown of Norway, and as the kingdom of Man and 

the earldom of Orkney are referred to in similar terms in the late twelfth 

century Ystoria Norwegie5 the same might be argued for Orkney. In 1195 it 

was said that King Sverre took Shetland under himself for tax and land dues6, 

which must mean that these had previously gone to the earl; and in 1204 

after Sverre's death, Earl Harold murdered the royal official "and laid 

Orkney and Shetland under himself again, with all its taxes and dues as he 

1. The problem is to know whether this pretence of feudal superiority 
meant that the estates of the earls were thereby considered to be 
'veizla'. royal lands which they held for the express purpose of 
providing a means of defence and service, or whether they were family 
estates held on odal tenure. 

2. William of Malmesbury in the early 12th cent. said that Earl Paul was 
"Noricorum regi hereditario jure subjectus" (OS, p. 414). The saga 
tells of Paul and Erlend taking the rule in the Orkneys on Thorfinn's 
death (OS, p. 190). In 1139 Harold Maddadson "sailed out to the 
Orkneys with Earl Rognvald, and was then given the title of 'Earl "t 
(OS, p. 262), either by Rognvald or by common assent. 

3. Kultur Historisk Leksikon for Nordisk Middelalder, vol. vii under Jarl. 
K. Maurer, Vorlesungen über altnordische Rechtsgeschichte, i, pt. i, 
p. 164. 

4. Johnsen, 'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 33. 

5. See p-143 n. 1 supra. 

6. ES, ii, p. 346; OS, p. 348. 
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had had it before" . This makes it clear that what happened in 1195 changed 

the position of the earl completely. The old free possession with acknowledge- 

ment of superior authority when enforced or when required received its first 

blow in that year, when the king seized the opportunity to fit the earls into 

the new administration an which he had been busy establishing throughout 

Norway, and to crack down hard on their independent position. 

Harold Maddadson's clash with his Norwegian sovereign came dust before 

his struggle with King William of Scotland2. As he is said to have been 

loyal to the Scottish kings before 1196, so he is said to have been on good 

terms with Magnus Erlingsson3. However the Orkneyinga saga also relates 

that King Magnus gave a grant of half Orkney to Earl Harold's rival Harold 

Ungi. This must have been before 118k. The probability that the latter 1 

did receive a grant as early as this is strengthened by the additional infor- 

mation that his brother remained with King Magnus and fell with him at the 

battle of Sogn, a fact which is also recorded in Fagrskinna5. Harold 

Maddadson also doubtless supported Magnus in the civil war with Sverre's 

party. But with Magnus' death and Sverre's victory in 1184 a new era opened. 

There was much aristocratic reaction to Sverre and his new policies and Earl 

Harold was one of these opposed to him. It would not therefore be surprising 

if Harold Ungi had had his grant renewed by Sverre. Hoveden indeed supplies 

1. ES, ii, p. 380 "Oc lagde Orkenoi oc Hetland under sig igien med'alt 
skad oc skyld, ligesom hand til forn hafde det" (Boglunga Sogur, Rolls 

edn. I, p. 232). The name Boglunga Sogur will be used here for the saga 
which appears under the name Inga Saga (Rolls edn. I, p. 231), and Ingi 
Bard's son's Saga (ES, ii, p. 380). It is known from a late copy only 
(Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 3)- 

2. See Chapter II supra, p. 72. 

3. Es, ii, p. 333. 

4. os. p. 34.3. 

5. Fagrskinna, Noregs Kononga tat, ed. F. Jinsson, p. 391. 
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the information that Harold Ungi received "licentia ealumniandi medietatem 

Orchadie" from King Sverre1, although he does not say when; it could presum- 

ably have been at any time after 1184 and before 1197/8, when there is infor- 

mation about the clash between the two earls. There is no evidence however 

that this grant was made to Harold Ungi in the reorganisation of the earldom 

of Orkney in 1195. as Harold Ungi is mentioned neither in Sverris saga nor 

in Orkneyinga saga as being involved in that event2. In that year Sverre 

seized the opportunity to impose his new methods of administration to keep 

the earl in check, rather than relying on the traditional weakness of the 

earldom of Orkney. Any grant of half Orkney to Harold Ungi would more pro- 

bably have been made by Sverre during the period before he was able to instal 

permanent royal officials in the earldom. The conclusion reached therefore 

is that it was made very early in the reign, continuing the grant made to 

Harold Ungi by Sverre's predecessor. This would show that Harold Ungi had 

been a threat to Harold Maddadson's position in Orkney for a long time. 

But he appears to have made no attempt, and cannot have had the strength, 

to implement his grant of half Orkney until after Harold Maddadson had had 

his independence reduced. This was also the time when Harold Ungi estab- 

lished himself over the whole of Caithness3. 

The traditional method of using a rival earl was not sufficient to 

curb Harold Maddadson; a political opportunity was needed. This opportunity 

offered itself when Harold lent his support to an attempt to depose Sverre 

by a band known as the 'eyiaskeggiar' who gave an illegitimate son of the 

1. Chronica. iv. p. 11. 

2. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 92 suggests that Earl Harold's submission 
in 1195 was prompted as much by the threat from a rival who was upheld 
by his Scottish position as by Sverre's power. But there is no evidence 
that Harold Ungi possessed power in Caithness before 1196/7. 

3. See Chapter II supra, p. 76. 
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late king the name of king and attempted to put him on the throne instead of 

Sverre. This attempt received all its inspiration and strength from the 

Orkney earldom. One of the prime movers in the plot was Olaf Earl's-Kins- 

man1, a son-in-law of Earl Harold2 into whose charge the pretender Sigurd was 

put. In the spring of 1194 the two of them went to Earl Harold in Orkney 

"and they received a good welcome there"3. When they requested help from 

the earl, he is said to have "taken the affair up well", giving Sigurd a 

good long-ship, always a mark of favourk. He also permitted any from his 

earldom to join the expedition, which was mostly composed of Orkneyingers 

and Shetlanders5. 

The party were strong enough to winter in Bergen with impunity and 

appear to have controlled a large area of Norway6. They posed the gravest 

threat of his career to Sverre, and were only just defeated by him at the 

battle of Florevaag7. It is therefore little wonder that he "openly treated 

$ 
Earl Harold as an enemy" and blamed him for the expedition. The following 

summer he thought about sending a force to Orkney to "repay the Orkneymen 

for their treachery"9. When he heard about this the earl decided to go to 

Sverre himself with Bishop Bjarne and the chief men of the Orkneys. They 

went to Bergen where a meeting of all the Norwegian bishops with Sverre was 

1. ES, ii., p. 331-2. 

2. Os ,p. 348. 

3. ES, ii, p. 332. 

4. Ibid., p. 332-3. See p. 143 n. 4 supra and Chapter II supra p. 108. 

5. OS, p. 348; ES, ii, p. 333. 

6. Ibid., p. 333-4. 

7. Ibid., P. 340. 

8.0s, P. 348. 

9. ES, ii, P. 344. 
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in progress1. It sounds as if the Orkney men and the earl had their mis- 

demeanours dealt with separately, and there is a dramatic account of Harold's 

confrontation with Sverre2. The surprising thing about the agreement is not 

the hard conditions usually mentioned in connection with it3, but the fact 

that the earl was allowed to retain his earldom at all when some of his pre- 

decessors had been deposed and sent to Norway for offences which are not 

even mentioned in Orkneyinga saga 
4. 

Sverre was not however particularly 

anti-aristocratic, although some of his measures appear to have been so, and 

there. -were other occasions when he made attempts to reconcile members of the 

nobility5. In 1195 moreover the struggle with the Church was coming to a 

head. 

The conditions of peace laid on Earl Harold were written down 
6. 

Also 

put on a scroll were all the possessions and lands "that had fallen into the 

king's hands, and that those men had owned who had fallen in Floruvagar"7. 

A limit of three years was set within which their kinsmen could ransom their 

1. Ibid. 

2. Ibid., p. 345. 

3. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 91, "meget harde vilkär". 

4. As in 1098. see p. 113, supra. 

5. Helle, Norge blir en stat. p. 48. 

6. ES, ii. P. 346; in 'Hirdskraa'it was said that the conditions "vattar 

saettar skraa", (NGL, in. iii, p. 403). This emphasises the permanent 
basis to the relationship that the conditions were supposed to form. 

7. ES, ii, p. 346. It is unclear whether this refers to the lands of all 
those who had joined the rebellion or only the lands of those who had 
been killed. It seems unlikely that those Orkneyingers who had taken 

part would be allowed to retain their lands without any punishment. 
K. Gjerset, History of the Norwegian People, p. 396 says Sverre "con- 
fiscated the estates of those who had taken part in the uprising". 
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estates. Shetland was taken from the earl's control1 and Harold was set over 

the Orkneys2 again but with limitations put on his former power; the king 

was to have half of the judicial fines, sysselmen were installed, and the 

earl's appointment was governed by certain conditions or 'skilordi'3. The 

aim of the agreement was to alter the previous situation completely. Both 

Orkney and Shetland were now theoretically incorporated in the royal adminis- 

trative system of Norway. It should have meant a "revolutionary reorgani- 

sation"4 which has not always been recognised5. Yet the situation in the 

islands was still, as it was always to be, anomalous. For the earl existed 

alongside the sysselman, which does not appear to have been the situation 

on the mainland of Norway. How their spheres of authority fitted together 

1. "Sverrir kongr tok undir sigh Hialtland at skauttum ok skylldum" 
(Sverris Saga. p. 165); "Pa gj/rc&i Sverrir konungr Hjaltland alit of 
Haraldi jarli mect sk/ttum ok skyldum" (OS, Rolls edn., I, p. 228); 
"Ald landgilde oc sage#'ald" in Orkney and Shetland fell to Sverre, 
(Boglunga Sogur, Rolls edn., I, p. 232T 

2. "Hann (Sverre) setti Haralld jaril yfir Orkneyium" (Sverris saga, p. 165). 

3. ES, ii, p. 366. 'Hirclskraa' mentions the 'skilor&i' which were imposed 
on Harold at the settlement (NGL, 1R, iii, p. 403); see Section III infra 
for a further examination of what these conditions were. 'Sysselmen' 

were royal officials set over districts to which they did not belong 
for the purpose of collecting royal revenues and administering the area. 
They are first mentioned in Sverris saga in the 1170's (Helle, Norge 
blir en stat, p. 1k5). They will be referred to as sysselmen (sing. 

sysselman) in the present work, in preference to a translation which 
might not convey the exact meaning of the office. 

4. Johnsen, 'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 34. 

5. It "gave the King of Norway considerably more positive and direct 
interest in the Orkneys and Shetlands than before. It marked them out 
as lands tributary to the Crown of Norway" A. W. Br4gger, Ancient 
Emigrants. p. 163. Indeed, they had been tributary before as this is 
understood from the statement in the Ystoria Norwegie; see p. 143 supra. 
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after 1195 is not clear1, but this situation was inherently one of great 

friction. Immediately after Sverre's death the royal sysselman, Arne LfrJa, 

was murdered on Earl Harold's orderst. The division of power in the small 

island earldom could only last while a strong king sat on the throne of 

Norway, so that it was a matter of time before the sysselman's office was 

taken over by the earl. 

Nevertheless, in the years after 1195 the authority of Harold 

Maddadson in Orkney was much reduced, and not only his authority, but also 

his status. This situation offered an opportunity to Harold Ungi to make 

his grant of half of the earldom effective, and as in Caithness when Earl 

Harold had been in trouble with King William, so in Orkney Harold Ungi tried 

to make capital out of the old earl's political difficulties. 

Hoveden's account of the younger Harold's attempt to extend his 

authority to Orkney gives the impression moreover that he was successful. 

The saga writer gives a completely different interpretation of the events 

and final clash between the two earls3. He implies that the older Harold 

never lost control; the younger Harold sent and asked him for half of the 

Orkneys, but his envoy was roundly abused and sent back, and the old earl 

collected his army together in Orkney and sailed to Caithness to do battle 

1.1195. is said to have been the first occasion when the Norwegian kings 
acquired estates in the islands (J. S. Clouston, 'The Orkney Lands', 
POAS, ii, p. 62), but there had been plenty of opportunities for them 
to do so before then. It can only be assumed from a knowledge of a 
sysselman's sphere of authority in Norway that the sysselman in Orkney 
had control of the royal estates as well as the collection of half of 
the judicial fines. The problem of whether the earl's estates were 
regarded as his 'len' or as his 'odal' is still unclear, (see p. 144 
n. 1 supra). 

2. ES, ii, p. 380. 

3. See Chap. II supra p. 82. 
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with Harold Ungi1. The purpose of this addition to the Orkneyinga saga was 

however to tell of the deeds of Harold Maddadson (it could be called Harold 

Maddadson's saga), and it was the saga writer's intention therefore to put 

all his actions in the best light. For Hoveden tells how Harold Ungi 

actually invaded Orkney whereupon the old earl, not wishing to do battle, 

fled to the Isle of Man where he collected together forces and a navy 
2. 

He 

was chased by Harold Ungi who wanted to do battle with him3, but he doubled 

back to Orkney and killed all whom he found there. The two finally fought 

near Wick in 1198, when Harold Ungi was killed. The introduction of Man 

as a place of refuge has been dismissed4. But if Harold Ungi had been 

successful in Caithness, as was concluded in the last chapters, then Man 

may have been the nearest place of refuge for the old earl. Harold Ungi's 
6 

invasion of Orkney must in any case have been overwhelmingly successful if 

the former was forced to flee, and from the statement that Earl Harold 

killed all whom he found there when he returned it certainly appears that 

Harold Ungi's party was then in full possession of Orkney. If Hoveden's 

account is accepted, Harold Maddadson was more hard-pressed than the saga 

would allow. Indeed Harold Ungi must have been sole earl of both Caithness 

and Orkney for a short while. This would account for the knowledge of him 

in the rest of the Scandinavian world, for it is noted in Fagrskinna that he 

1. OS, p. 3k3. 

2. Chronica, iv. P. 11. 

3. Ibid., "volens congredi cum Haraldum". Although as seen in Chapter II 
supra p. 78, Hoveden was quite liable to attach elements from one 
incident on to another, in this instance there is no reason to believe 
that he has done so. 

4. J. S. Clouston, A History of Orkney, p. 135. 

5. See Chapter II supra p. 80. 

6. The earl's second cousin Rognvald Gudrodson was ruling in Man and he 
had not yet taken up the earldom of Caithness. 
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fell at the battle of Wick1, and his death was recorded in the Icelandic 

Annals2; in both of these sources he is called 'Earl Harold'. 

It can be concluded that during the years 1195-8 Earl Harold Maddadson's 

fortunes were at a very low ebb. Apart from having a successful family 

claimant to contend with -a semi-permanent source of strife in the earldom - 

he had also in quick succession to face the growing might of royal right in 

both Caithness and Orkney. Having been deprived of so much authority in 

Orkney in 1195 did not deter him from attacking in the following year the 

growing menace of royal authority in Scotland in the shape of royal vassals 

on his borders3. He must have felt himself surrounded at this point by the 

representatives of royal power, feudal representatives in Sutherland and 

official ones in Orkney and Shetland. With Shetland removed from his 

Scandinavian earldom and his authority in Orkney cut down, he also appears 

to have lost all control over Caithness in the years 1197-1202. The earl's 

campaign for the restoration of his old independence started in both his 

earldoms in the years 1201-2. The attack on Bishop John in 1201 can only 

be regarded as a mis-calculation, for King Williams ensuing wrath forced 

Harold to submit to him and receive judgement, though his earldom was 

restored to him on payment of the vast sum of £2,000 of silver. He managed 

however to restrain himself from doing anything about the presence of the 

royal sysselman in Orkney until after King Sverre's death. This implies 

that he feared the reaction of his Norwegian sovereign more than that of his 

Scottish. But once Sverre had died in 12024 then Earl Harold moved swiftly 

1. Fagrskinna, Noregs Kononga tal, ed. F. JJnsson, p. 391. 

2. IA (ES, ii, p. 350). A legend grew up about Harold Ungi after his 
death and miracles were said to have been performed at the place where 
he had fallen. OS, p. 3k5. 

3. See Chapter II supra p. 73- 

4. ES, it, p. 380, n. k. 
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to get rid of Arne LLrja, who was murdered, and to seize again all the rights 

and authority which he had not possessed since 1195. In this instance he 

had assessed the situation correctly for the struggle over the throne in 

Norway precluded any royal reaction for the remaining four years of his life 

and for two years after that. 

John and his brother David ruled jointly in Orkney after their father's 

death1 and continued to hold the earldom with undisputed authority so long 

as civil war lasted in Norway. According to the account in Boglunga Sogur, 

immediately after peace was reached in 1208 the two earls dispatched Bishop 

Bjarne to prepare their reconciliation with King Inge and Earl Hakon, and 

in the summer of 1210 they went with the bishop to hear the terms decided for 

them2. It is these terms as they are recorded in Boglunga Sogur which seem 

particularly hard, not those decided for Earl Harold in 1195. David and 

John had caused no threat to royal authority in Norway, they had not murdered 

a royal official and it was only two years after their accession that they 

sent the bishop to tell the king of their willingness to come to terms, on 

the first peaceful occasion in Norway. By contrast, the kings of Man and the 

Hebrides, who also visited Inge and Hakon at the same time, had not acknow- 

ledged the Norwegian king's authority since 1164 and only did so in 1210 

because they had been frightened into submission by a raiding expedition in 

the previous summer which had harried the Western Isles3. But the terms 

pronounced for the earls and for the kings are significantly different. The 

1. See Chapter I supra P. 6. 

2. ES, ii. P. 381. Once again Bishop Bjarne was the mediator between the 
earls and their overlord. By dispatching the bishop in this way the 
earls were considered to be reconciled and royal officers are said to 
have returned to Orkney with a viking expedition which went on to 
harry the Western Isles (ibid. ). 

3. Ibid.; Johnsen, 'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 23. 
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latter are said to have paid their overdue tribute and to have sworn fealty 

again, returning home with no apparent loss of income or authority1. The 

earls however had to pay a large fine2, for which pledges and hostages were 

given and oaths of faithfulness and obedience sworn. They were then created 

earls again by Inge but "with such conditions as were afterwards kept until 

their dying day"3. What these conditions were is not known but they imply 

a further loss of authority. 

The difference between these two reconciliations illustrates the 

changed position of the earl of Orkney compared with that of the kings of 

the Western Isles. Apart from getting off rather lightly for not having 

paid their tribute or having acknowledged royal authority for so long, the 

kings merely paid the arrears and swore fealty, for which they received a 

grant of their lands, which implies that they were given their kingdom as 

a fief 
4. 

There was no mention of appointment, conditions or fines. In con- 

trast the earls are not said to have paid any such 'skatt', whether tribute 

or feudal relief, which if customary would certainly have lapsed since 

1206; and they are not said to have received a grant of their earldom in 

any way. These differences pinpoint the changes which had taken place in 

the earl's status since 1195 from the old traditional position which the 

kings of Man still retained. That year had provided Sverre with the politi- 

cal opportunity to knit the nearer half of the islands in the west into his 

kingdom. In that year the earl lost his traditional independence as a 

1. ES, ii, p. 381. 

2. Ibid.; K. Gjerset, History of the Norwegian People, p. 410; 'on con- 
dition that a great part of their income. was granted the king of Norway'; 
see App. I, infra� p. 195. 

3. OS (Rolls edn., II, p. 236). where the word 'conditions' for 'vilkor' 
is preferred to 'terms' used in ES, ii, p. 381. 

"Suore dennem troskab oc lydighed, oc toge deris Land udi Laen of 
Norrigs Konning, oe droge saa hiem igien", OS (Rolls edn., I), p. 233. 
The word 'Laen' is trans. as 'fief' in ES, ii, p. 381, and by Johnsen, 
'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 23. 
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tributary vassal and appears instead to have received terms of appointment; 

whatever grant he did receive was conditional, and this grant was of a 

reduced earldom and of only part of the income from the earldom which 

remained to him. This change was strengthened in 1210 when earls David and 

John were reappointed on further conditions1. But the kingdom of Man was too 

remote for the same process to be successfully prosecuted against the kings, 

and they had never gone so far as to provide Sverre with the political 

opportunity to attempt it. This appears to explain the difference in their 

treatment in 1210 as it is stated in Boglunga Sogur. The standing of the earls 

and the kings and the basis of their relationship with their Norwegian over- 

lord was in that year quite different. 

The main problem about this changed situation is to know to what extent 

the earls were responsible for royal authority in the islands after 1195, 

and whether royal sysselmen were always appointed alongside them. This was 

certainly the case for Earl Harold, but how widely Arne 1, Srja's sphere of 

authority extended is not at all clear. From the statement in Sverri's saga 

in 1195 it would appear that the sysselman was specifically in charge of the 

judicial fines, half of which the king now received from the earldom, and it 

seems probable that he also had control of the royal estates2. There was a 

sysselman in Orkney towards the end of John Haroldson's earldom; in 1230 Hanef 

Ungi "then had the bailiffdom in the islands"3, and it seems probable that he 

1. Boglunga Sogur says that they were appointed over Orkney and Shetland. 
This is the only evidence that Shetland ever returned under the control 
of the earls after 1195. In that year OS commented that the earls never 
had Shetland again; this addition to the OS is dated to about twenty 
years after Rognvald Kali's saga; i. e. circa 1234 (OS, p. 91-2), so 
that it appears to disprove the statement in Boglunga Sogur. Also in 
1223 Gregory Kikr from Shetland attended a Council meeting at Bergen 
along with Earl John from Orkney. He is therefore understood to be the 
royal official in Shetland at that time (Munch, NFH, iii, p. 653 Jvýºý5(0ýý, 

2. ES, ii, p. 346. See p. 150 n. 1 supra. 

3. Ibid., p. 480; "on the king's behalf" added in some sources. 
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or his predecessor had been appointed at the time of the earls' reconcili- 

ation in 12101. 

When John Haroldson was sole earl after his brother's death he was not 

always a trustworthy vassal. There is a mysterious reference in Hakon 

Hakonsson's saga to an occasion in 1217 when Earl Skuli sent letters to Earl 

John which were sealed with the king's seal, but without the king's knowledge 

An attempt by the king's men to get hold of the letters was foiled by Skule. 

This occurred just before the latter claimed half of Norway and half of the 

skattlands as his sphere of authority, although he was actually granted only 

a third of each3. The Western Isles, Shetland, Faeroe and Orkney would be 

included in the skattlands at this date, and which third Skule was granted 

is uncertain, but Shetland and Faeroe would appear to form the most suitable 

portion, as having no tributary or feudal overlord4. Whether his possession 

of Shetland caused any trouble with the earl of Orkney is not known, but pre- 

sumably the reason for Skule's use of the royal seal was to give his letter 

to Earl John in 1217 more weight, which implies that it was some kind of 

order. about which he did not want the king to know. Skule held a third of 

the skattlands until 1223 in which year there was a Council Meeting at Bergen 

when Gregory Kikr from Shetland was present. He is named in the list of 

members of the Council along with Earl John, Bishop Bjarne and Archdeacon 

Nicholas of Shetland, which suggests that Gregory was either an official of 

1. Royal officials went to Orkney after Bjarne had visited King Inge. 
(In the trans. in ES, ii, p. 381, the officials are said to have gone 
with the party of vikings west, and in the trans. in OS, Rolls edn., 
II, p. 236, they are said to have returned with the bishop). 

2. ES, ii, p. 428. 

3. Ibid., p. 429, n. 7. This was in 1218, the same year as Earl John was 
present at the ordeal of the queen mother of Norway (ibid., p. 431). 

4. In the late 13th cent. Duke Hakon held Shetland and Faeroe as part of 
his ducal appanage (DN, i, 59.109; see General Appendix infra p. 354 ). 
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the king or of Earl Skule in Shetland1. In either case Earl John's sphere 

of authority did not then appear to include Shetland. 

After this Council Earl Skule's third of the skattlands returned to 

the king. Between the break-up of the Council and the following June (1224) 

Earl John did something which caused him to be in deep disfavour with King 

Hakon. It is said in the saga that he came "and made peace with the king, 

in the disputes that there were between them"2. But he still had to leave 

his son Harold in the king's charge as a surety for his good behaviour, 

which indicates the deep distrust which the king harboured for him. The 

obvious cause of such a dispute would be spheres of authority, but whether 

this had anything to do with the skattlands coming back into the king's 

hands is not clear. It was not the end of undefined trouble in the west; 

two years later Earl John was again in Bergen along with Simon bishop of 

the Hebrides and the abbot of Eynhallow, and the king "decided first the 

cases of those who had come from the West; and all with the advice of Earl 

Skule"3. However, thereafter relations appear to have improved, for in 

1228 Earl John sent many good gifts to Hakon who sent "a good long-ship 

and many other good treasures" to the earl in return. Two years after 

that the earl gave Olaf king of Man a ship called 'The Ox' when he was in 

Orkney on his way from Norway to the Hebrides to win back his kingdom from 

1. ES, ii, p. 455-6. The highest secular and clerical authorities 
were thus present. 

2. ES, ii, p. 455. At the same time Gilchrist and Ottar Snaekollsson and 
many Hebrideans came to see King Hakon "and they had many letters con- 
cerning the needs of their lands". 

3. Ibid., p. 461; it was the same year in which Earl John's son Harold 
was drowned (IA, ibid., p. 460). 

4. Ibid., p. 464. 
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Alan of Galloway1. Nevertheless Earl John had to suffer a royal sysselman 

alongside him which implies that he was not trusted by Hakon despite the im- 

proved relationship. 

Finally Earl John was overcome by the same threats which had haunted 

Earl Harold, the claim of a kinsman to earldom land and authority, and the 

presence of royal officials alongside him in the islands2. The first 

materialised in the form of Snaekoll Gunnison, great-grandson of Earl 

Rognvald, who appears to have taken on the claim of the Erlend line of 

earls. He in fact laid claim to some estates in the islands and the earl 

feared that he was going to claim the earldom from him. The second was 

Hanef Ung13 the royal sysselman in Orkney. who from his position automati- 

cally gathered a party round him in opposition to the earl. When Snaekoll 

joined this opposition party as a claimant with a very good claim the com- 

bination must have made the future look very black for Earl John. That he 

planned to do away with Hanef as his father had done away with Arne I. ýrja 

was feared4 but this time the sysselman got his blow in first and he and 

1. Ibid., p. 474. 

2. See Chapter I supra p. 8. 

3. He was 'cup-bearer' or 'skutilsvein' of King Hakon and appears to have 
been of the family of Kolbein Hruga who had married the great grand- 
daughter of Earl Paul and whose son was the famous Bishop Bjarne. 
Clouston (A History of Orkney, p. 219) says he was Kolbein's great- 
grandson, but there seems no reason why he should not have been his 
grandson (Kolbein himself was the same generation as Harold Maddadson, 
and Bishop Bjarne as Earls John and David). Hanef's brother was called 
Kolbein and after the murder of Earl John the two were besieged in 
Kolbein Hruga's castle on Wyre (ES. ii, p. 482). 
Hanef was obviously called 'Ungi' to distinguish him from an elder Hanef. 
The name does not appear in the Genealogical tables of the earls; but 
a 'Hanef son of Iggemund' was said by Hoveden to have been a close 
confederate of Earl Harold whom King William demanded as a hostage 
(Chronica, iv, p. 12). There is no evidence as to which family this 
Hanef or Iggemund belonged. 

4. ES, ii. p. 481, 
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Snaekoll murdered the earl at Thurso in the autumn of 12311. The next summer 

the earl's kinsmen and the companions of Snaekoll and Hanef Ungi took their 

dispute to the king in Norway. Their rivalry had continued after the death 

of the earl. through the winter. The earl's kinsmen represented the line of 

Earl Paul and an independent earldom; Hanef and Snaekoll represented the 

line of Earl Erlend and the power of royal authority. But any zeal for the 

royal cause which Hanef had shown did not stand him in good stead, and in 

Bergen the following summer he and Kolbein his brother were seized and 

imprisoned as soon as they arrived at the royal court, apparently without 

any trial. Five men were beheaded, and a kinsman-in-law of the earl, 

Sigvaldi Skjalgson appears to have accused the murderers and taken the 

initiative in retribution and execution2. 

Although the murder of the earl had taken place in Thurso in the 

earl's Scottish earldom, and within the jurisdiction of the Scottish king, 

yet the parties concerned did not go to King Alexander for judgement, but 

to King Hakon in Norway3. This would point to the conclusion that even in 

Caithness the king of Norway appeared to be the nearer authority and the 

more important of the earl's two suzerains. This confirms the impression 

that before 1231 there was no doubt about which earldom was the primary half 

of this joint lordship. In the period when the sagas provide most of the 

historical material the Orkney earldom naturally appears to predominate, 

because they were written for a Nordic audience and it was with the earl's 

position as a member of the Norwegian aristocracy that the saga-writer was 

c 

1. Ibid., p. 482. 

2. Ibid., p. 484. 

3. See Chapter II supra p. 103. This was not the first time that events 
in Thurso had by-passed the Scottish king's authority; in 1152 King 
Eystein had captured Harold Maddadson while he lay at Thurso, an 
apparent intrusion into Scottish sovereignty (OS, p. 304). 
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concerned. The threat to Earl John from Snaekoll Gunnison was seen from 

the Orkney angle; it was estates in Orkney that he laid claim to and it was 

the Orkney earldom which Earl John feared he was going to take from him. 

But Scottish sources for the period, few though they are, also point to the 

Orkney earldom as being the primary half of the dominion. King David's 

mandate was addressed to Rognvald as earl of Orkney with no definite 

evidence that it was addressed to an earl of Caithness as well1. Harold 

Maddadson called himself earl of Orkney Shetland and Caithness in a Scottish 

charter which must pre-date 11952 and he was addressed as earl of Orkney 

only in a missive of King John. which is also how Fordun refers to him3. 

A secondary reference to another of this earl's charters also calls him 

k 
only earl of Orkney. The Pope however called him earl of Caithness and 

Orkney in a letter which concerned matters within Caithness5. 

But with 1231. the death of Earl John, the loss of the Orkney ship 

and the break in the earldom line, the initiative in confirming the earl's 

right passed to the Scottish king because the right to claim the earldoms 

passed in that year to members of the Scottish house of Angus6. They called 

themselves earl of Caithness first7. Once they had got the Scottish earl- 

dom they proceeded to get a grant of the Orkney one also. This differs 

from previous occasions when inheritance of the Orkney earldom had taken 

1. Lawrie, Charters, no. 132; see Chapter II supra p. 66. 

2. DN, vii, 2. 

3. Chron. Fordun, p. 271; CDS, 1,324. This was however during the period 
when the earl had lost his authority in Caithness. 

4. APS, i, p. 116. 

5. Caithness Recs.. p. 2. 

6. See Chapter I supra p. $. 

7. Munch, NFH, iv. part ii, p. 203. n. 3. All Scottish refs. to Earl 
Magnus and Earl Malcolm are as earl of Caithness only. 
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precedence. In this respect 1231 therefore saw the end of an era. 

The period of Harold Maddadson and his sons had been a turbulent one. 

It coincided with the reigns of kings in both Scotland and Norway who were 

concerned with expanding their authority to the furthest boundaries of 

their nominal territory and who were both faced with serious revolts in 

these areas. Harold and John clashed with both their overlords, and in 

Caithness two serious attacks on the Church were involved. But despite the 

opportunities these occasions offered to the king of Scotland he was not so 

successful in curbing the independence of the earls and of bringing their 

territory within the royal administrative network as his Norwegian counter- 

part. It has been concluded that there is no evidence that these earls 

forfeited any earldom estates in Caithness permanently although part of 

their earldom was taken away from them for a while and the whole earldom 

from Harold Maddadson for about five years1. Sutherland however ceased to 

be part of the earldom. They were weakened rather by the imposition of 

heavy fines which may have been established as permanent dues on both 

themselves and the freemen of the earldom. There is no evidence that 

royal officials were yet established in Caithness so that it seems unlikely 

that they lost any authority. 

But in their Scandinavian earldom Shetland was confiscated by the 

crown, and this probably deprived the earls of more land and revenue than 

the loss of Sutherland. Permanent royal officials were established along- 

side the earl in Orkney, which meant the loss of half of the judicial fines 

and a certain loss of authority. There was finally the imposition of con- 

ditions on their tenure of the earldom in 1195 and 1210. What exactly these 

conditions were is unknown but presumably they included the threat of 

1. See Chap. II supra pp. 76-7. 
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forfeiture, as on both occasions the earls are said to have been restored 

to their earldoms as if they were considered to have forfeited them already1. 

The impression given by a knowledge of the Norwegian kings' reaction is 

that the earls suffered a more serious and permanent decline of authority 

and prestige in Orkney than they suffered in Caithness. 

1. In 1195 Earl Harold was "set over the Orkneys" (ES, ii, p. 346), 

and in 1210 "in the end, King Inge made (David and John) his earls 
over Orkney and Shetland" (ES, ii, p. 381). 
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Section II. The Angus and Strathearn earls of Orkney 1231-1375. 

The break in the earldom line after 1231 gave the Scottish king the 

opportunity to reorganise the north and there is no indication that the 

Angus earls offered any opposition1. The relationship that these earls had 

with their Norwegian kings will now be examined. It has been stated that 

they had "only a nominal and titular connection with the isles. It may be 

doubted whether at any time Orkney was more than their occasional residence 

and whether in any real sense they identified themselves with its affairs"2. 

The only evidence of the first two as earls of Orkney is the record of the 

death of Magnus II in 1239 and of Gilbert in 1256 in the Icelandic Annals 

where they are called 'earl in the Orkneys'3. This shows at least that 

they were acknowledged as earls and can probably be taken as meaning that 

they had received their title from the king of Norway. 

The problem facing the next earl, Magnus Gilbertsson, of a war between 

his two sovereigns has already been examined. The conclusion reached was 

that he was compelled by the taking of hostages and perhaps imprisonment to 

remain neutral in the contest. But, as mentioned, his inclinations may have 

been otherwise, for he did not start off by being neutral, joining Hakon's 

fleet in Bergen in 1263 probably after a summons, sailing with it to Orkney 

and enjoying the confidence of his Norwegian sovereign. Furthermore 

although he disappears completely from the story in the remaining years of 

tension between Scotland and Norway, in the year immediately following the 

conclusion of peace he went to Bergen and was reconciled with King Magnus 

Hakonsson. This information comes from 'Hirdskraa', a work concerned with 

1. See Chap. II supra p. 10k. ' 

2. Clouston. A History of Orkney, p. 228. 

3. IA (ES. ii, Pp. 513,587)- 

4. See Chapter II supra pp. 106-11. 
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the composition of the king's 'bird', dating from 12771. When discussing the 

Orkney earldom it refers first to the conditions which Sverre made with Earl 

Harold and then the "many special agreements about which terms were made 

between King Magnus Hakonsson and Earl Magnus Gilbertsson and which were 

settled at Bergen 1267. "2 These two events were equally fundamental to the 

status and dignity of this earldom. The 1267 reconciliation was considered 

to be along the lines of the earlier treaty between Harold and Sverre, and 

also probably in the same tradition as the reconciliation between King Inge 

and David and John. Earl Magnus was considered therefore to have failed 

in his duty as a vassal in precisely the same way as his Norse predecessors. 

He likewise went to visit his sovereign at Bergen in order to be reconciled 

with him. This information in 'Hirdskraa' makes it clear that Earl Magnus 

was restored to his position as earl. Whether he had to pay a fine or lost 

any further privileges is not stated, but seems probable. 

In the Treaty of Perth of 1266 the Scots agreed to the payment of one 

hundred marks annually for the cession of the Western Isles3. Although this 

was an important due4 its importance lies more in the fact that it provided 

a face-saving element in the transaction for the Norwegians. The payment 

was to be made by the Scottish king, to the bishop of Orkney or a sysselman 

specially appointed, in the Cathedral of St. Magnus. Perhaps a more vital 

part of the treaty was the preservation of his rights in Orkney and Shetland 

1. NGL, 1R, iii, p. 403. This information was not included by Clouston 
in A History of Orkney, p. 228, where Magnus' forfeiture of his 
Norwegian sovereigns confidence was said to have meant that the earls 
were entrusted with no power in the islands thereafter. 

2. NGL, p. 403; "mect&aeim flaeirum aeinka malum sem komu i saettar 
giaerd Magnus konongs Hakonar konungs sunar oc Magnus iarls Gillibaerzt 
sonar 1? a er ;;; weir saettuzt i Biorgwin". 

3. DN, viii, 9; APS, i, p. 420. 

4. Johnsen, 'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 32; "Norway secured extremely 
favourable and very honourable terms in the treaty of Perth". 
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by King Magnus. The political opportunity of 1195 had successfully bound 

these islands to the Norwegian crown whereas this had not proved possible 

in the Western Isles. The relationship of the two groups with the king 

of Norway was quite different thereafter and this difference was reflected 

in 1266 when King Magnus relinquished his hold on the Western Isles but 

retained Orkney and Shetland. In the Treaty of Perth King Magnus specially 

reserved both Orkney and Shetland "cum dominiis, homagiis, et redditibus, 

serviciis et omnibus juribus et pertinentiis suss infra easdem contiguis 

dominio suo". These terms are very general and are applied to both Orkney 12 

and Shetland as if there was little difference in status between them. 

After Earl Magnus' death in 1273 his son Magnus IV succeeded. Three 

years later he was given the title of earl at Tunsberg4. On his death in 

1284 he was succeeded by his brother John whose period as earl in Caithness 

has been examined in some detail5. The extent of this earl's detachment 

from the events in Scotland at the time was commented on and the conclusion 

reached that Earl John sat out the War of Independence in his island earl- 

dom. If so. then his contacts with Norway must certainly have been 

strengthened. The lack of direct evidence for his having acted on King 

Eric's behalf publicly, in contrast with the Scots Weland and Henry Stiklaw, 

is probably to be explained by the inherent difficulties of being a vassal 

1. DN, viii, p. 14. 

2. They are also expressed in very feudal terms. But exactly how specific 
this terminology can be taken to be is not certain; the treaty must 
have been drawn up by Scottish scribes who would use their own termino- 
logy. 

3. IA (ES, ii, p. 669). 

4. ES, ii', p. 675. In the agreement for the marriage of King Eric and 
Margaret of Scotland drawn up in 1281 (during the earldom of Magnus 
IV), the Orkneys are included as the security for the completion of 
the marriage (APS, i, p. 423). 

5. See Chapter II supra pp. 112-27. 
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of two kings. In May 1291 Earl John may however have communicated with Edward 

1 
I as a representative of the Norwegian king, and that he was in close con- 

tact with the Norwegian Court is proved by the entry in the Icelandic Annals 

that he was betrothed to the daughter of King Eric and Queen Isabella Bruce 

in 13002. King Eric had died by July 1299 so this nominal betrothal (Ingebjorg 

was only two) appears to have been a result of the widowed queen's desire to 

ensure the protection of her fatherless daughter and perhaps to see that she 

would return to the Scottish sphere. It is also significant that this 

betrothal occurs in the reign of Hakon V, who may have been aiming thereby 

to bind Earl John more firmly to the Norwegian Crown. Hakon, in contrast 

to his predecessor. was a strong king and made deliberate efforts to clamp 

down on the aristocracy's position of strength3. It nevertheless says much 

for the standing of the earl of Orkney that he was betrothed to the daughter 

of the late king. 

The death of Earl John occurred before 1303, and a long minority 

followed, his son Magnus V coming of age between 1309 and 1312k. This is 

the first minority of which there is historical evidence and it provided the 

occasion for the king of Norway to install an official of his own choosing 

over the whole earldom, who could strengthen and renew contacts with the 

mother country as well as increase royal revenue. The official chosen appears 

to have been Master Weland de Stiklaw, whose career had united service in 

the Scottish and Norwegian royal households5. He was a member of the Norwegian 

1. Ibid., p. 116. 

2. Munch, NFH, iv. pt. ii. P. 344. 

3. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 191. 

4. See Chapter I supra p. 23. 

5. See Appendix II infra. 
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Riksraad in 13051. which indicates that he was then royal official in Orkney. 

Later in the earl's minority Sir Bernard Peche was the royal sysselman. He 

appears in the agreement between Hakon and Robert Bruce concerning injuries 

inflicted by Scots on Orkney and Shetland and reprisals taken against 

Scottish subjects, drawn up at the same time as the renewal of the Treaty 

of Perth in 1312. It was said that "nobilis viri Berners Peff' militis, 

dicti domini regis Norwagie senescalli in illis partibus deputati", was 

collecting royal farms in Orkney and Shetland and had to redeem his life 

with them when attacked by Scots2. This incident clearly took place a while 

before 1312; it does not prove that the royal'sysselman held office contem- 

poraneously with the earl, who was then of age and sealed the agreement3. 

The only other piece of known evidence about Sir Bernard Peche as 

a royal official comes from the year 1306. In that year he was among a 

number of Norwegians who were said in a complaint of a merchant of the earl 

of Gloucester to have seized and spoiled merchandise which was being taken 

from Russia to England. while the English boat was delayed in the port of 

Hesneshavn in Norway. Sir Bernard Peche was apparently the leader of the 

enterprise (he is the only one named in the second of Edward II's letters 

and the first on the list in the first letter). All those named as having 

1. DN. ii, 61; Munch, NFH, iv, part ii, p. 433- 

2. DN, ii, 114. 

3. As is assumed by Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 228. 

4. DN, xix, 456,474. In these documents the name is given as 'Sire 
Bernard Pech' and 'Bernerum Peth'; it seems certain that this is one 
and the same name as "domini Berneri Peff" (the double ff to be read 
as double ss). He may have been a member of the Peche family who 
appear in Scottish and English history at just about this date; 
Gilbert Peche was an adherent of Edward II in the Scottish war of 
independence who in 1306 petitioned for forfeited lands (Palgrave, 
Documents and Records. I. p. 315), and in 1308 was thanked for his 
services and loyalty by Edward II (CDS. iii, 43; Barrow and Barnes, 
'The Movements of Robert Bruce', SHR, April 1970, p. 52, n"4)" There 
is no other evidence of the name in Norwegian history. 
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taken part were powerful figures in Norway, including a member of the ecclesi- 

astical hierarchy and many royal officials. They were called collectively 
1 

'ministres le Roy de Norweye', which presumably included Sir Bernard Peche. 

There is no evidence of any other position held by him in the kingdom of 

Norway apart from being sysselman in Orkney sometime before 1312. When he 

superseded Weland de Stiklaw is not known, but the latter may have been 

deprived of his office after March 1307, when Edward II wrote to King Hakon 

complaining that the bishop of Moray (who had been active against him in 

Scotland) had been received in Orkney by King Hakon's subjects2. With 

Weland de Stiklaw in control Orkney must have provided a welcome haven for 

such members of Bruce's following. 

Earl Magnus made his mark as soon as he came of age. It has already 

been noted that he was more prominent in the diplomatic connections between 

his two countries than any of his predecessors had been3. His period as 

earl was brief but in that period he attended an assembly in Orkney during 

the visitation of a Norwegian commission of clerics who were investigating 

the reported scandalous behaviour of Bishop William. The bishop "promised 

before Lord Magnus earl of Orkney and Caithness and Katherine his wife, the 

k 
chapter and many other worthies" to amend his defects. The earl was pro- 

bably dead shortly after, and before 4 August 13215. He and his Countess 

certainly appear therefore to have had more than a "nominal and titular" 

1. They included Aslak Ragnvaldsson, sysselman in Skien; Bjarne Erlingsson 
of Bjarkey; Elge Bishop of Oslo: Snare Aslaksson and the Chancellor 
Baard Serksson. 

2. CDS, ii. 1904. 

3. See Chapter II supra. p. 129. 

4. DN. ix. 85; dated ? spring 1320, the visitation having taken place the 
previous autumn. 

5. See Chapter I supra, p. 23. 
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connection with the northern earldom, and this could also be concluded of 

the preceding earl, John1. Although evidence about the earlier members of 

the Angus family is so sparse, what evidence there is points to this con- 

clusion also, that they adapted themselves to the situation of their joint 

earldom, and skilfully survived as the vassal of two overlords who were not 

always on the best of terms. 

Apart from the outright war of the years 1263-1266 and the deteriorating 

relationship at the end of the century there is evidence from the agreement 

of 1312 and from King Robert's letter of 1321 of disturbances in Orkney and 
2 

Shetland between Scots and Norwegians . Such occasions might be taken as 

evidence of a deeper clash between Scottish and Norwegian culture in the 

islands and increasing Scottish influence. But they seem rather to be 

typical examples of a wider phenomenon of general tension between the mer- 

chants of the countries bordering the North Sea. As early as 1269 a treaty 

between Magnus Hakonson and Henry III had been concerned with the wrongs 

and insults done to the people of each country by the citizens of the other'. 

The 1306 incident involving Sir Bernard Peche is an example of a minor 

piece of irritation at this date. In 1312 an English fisherman killed a 

1. Apart from the evidence for Earl John which has been examined, there 
is also a reference to him in the letter of his daughter-in-law, 
Countess Katherine, when she was engaged in selling land (DN, ii, 
168). Some of this had been adjudged to her husband, Earl Magnus, 
"for that debt which Lord Hoskollr owed Earl John"; this is a small 
hint of the earl's involvement in island affairs. 

2. The Agreement of 1312 was a separate document drawn up at the same 
time as the Treaty between Scotland and Norway (DN, ii, 114; APS, i, 
p. 1463). In it King Robert agreed to pay 600 marks damages for an 
invasion of Orkney by Scots when the royal sysselman had had to hand 
over the royal farms. The Norwegians agreed to free the merchants 
of St. Andrews who had been imprisoned in Norway and Patrick Mowat who 
had been imprisoned in Orkney by a royal baillie. 
In 1321 King Robert demanded that a traitor, Alexander Brown, who had 
been harboured in Orkney be given up, and complained of annoyances 
caused to his subjects by exiled Scots living in Orkney (DN, v, 68). 

3. H. G. ýLeach. Angevin Britain and Scandinavia (Harvard Studies in Comp. 
Literature vol. vi , p. 57. 
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tax collector off the Norwegian coast, which resulted in the wholesale arrest 

of Englishmen in Norway who were all but excluded from Bergen1. In 1316 some 

merchants of Berwick invited the local Norwegian governor and nobles to 

dinner on their ship while they lay at Widahel; they then murdered them2. 

These surface troubles are symptomatic of changes in the pattern of North 

Sea trade. This was the period of growth of Hanseatic power; by 1350 there 

was a virtual cessation of direct trade between England and Norway, for the 

German free cities had complete control of Norway's trade3. This situation 

affected Scotland also and it was probably reflected in the political 

relations between Norway and Scotland in the latter half of the thirteenth 

century and the first part of the fourteenth. The clashes between Scottish 

merchants and Orcadians and Norwegians were part of this international 

situation. It was bound to be worse in the period of the minority of an 

earl, for it was in an earl's interest to keep peace between the peoples of 

his earldoms and when his hand was missing violence could more easily have 

flared up. This would support the conclusion that the agreement of 1312 is 

referring to events which took place in the minority of Magnus V, and the 

letter of 1321 to a situation which had arisen since his death. 

Malise, earl of Strathearn, who succeeded Magnus as earl of Orkney and 

Caithness after 1330, can be seen to have been in contact also with his 

1. Ibid.. p. 61. 

2. CDS, iii. 500. 

3. This changing pattern was reflected in the political sphere; Hakon V 
and Magnus VII both chose their queens from Germany and the Low 
Countries (Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 185). The first evidence of 
Hanseatic traders in Orkney and Shetland comes from the next century, 
but they must have been involved along with the rest of Norway in the 
14th cent. 

See Chapter II supra p. 120. 
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Norwegian overlord. It suited Malise's purpose to settle in the north at 

this date as he had recently forfeited his earldom of Strathearn1. There is 

circumstantial evidence that he was in Norway after 1333; his brother-in-law 

the earl of Ross did not succeed to his earldom for three years after 1333 

because of "lang banishment in Norroway112 . As the two are in close associ- 

ation later it is probable that they may have been in Norway together at 

this date, when Malise was receiving a grant of his earldom. That he was 

in contact with King Magnus is known from the Genealogy which relates 

that Earl William Sinclair in the fifteenth century reminded the bishop and 

chapter of how his ancestor Malise had got King Magnus to send the then 

bishop and chapter letters on Malise's behalf ordering them to deliver all 

documents concerning the earldom of Orkney into his hands3. It is doubtful 

if Earl Malise would have received such a letter without having first visited 

the king. That he did so is confirmed by the evidence that two of his 

k 
daughters married members of the Scandinavian nobility, marriages probably 

arranged by the king in an attempt to bind this Scottish earl of Orkney 

firmly to his Scandinavian connections. 

Malise's death, leaving only young heiresses, provided the kings of 

Norway with a great opportunity to appoint direct royal officials and to 

counteract the increased Scottish influence in the earldom which had resulted 

from Earl Malise's period as earl and the earl of Ross' control of events 

after his death. King Magnus first attempted to do this through one of 

Malise's sons-in-law, Erngisl Suneson, who called himself earl of Orkney in 

1. Ibid., p. 130. 

2. Breve Chronicle of the Earls of Ross (OPS, ii, pt. ii, p. 187). 

3. See Chapter I, App. I, supra p. 53. 

4. See Chapter I supra pp. 35-6. 
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1353 
1. 

But any powers that he was granted he appears to have lost by 1357. 

when the king of Norway was said to have sequestered the fruits of the earl- 

dom2. The extent to which the earl of Ross controlled Orkney as well as 

Caithness in the following years can be seen from the fact that one of his 

protL5g6s, Thomas Sinclair, described himself as a 'ballivus' of the king of 

Norway in 13643. The important sysselman at this time was most probably 

Hakon Johnson who, although without any official title attached to his name, 

drew up an agreement with Bishop William in 1369 to end the quarrels between 

them . In this document Hakon was made responsible to the king for royal 

rents which the bishop had seized and which he was then agreeing to repay,. 

which shows that Hakon was connected with the collection of rents. He was 

the son of Jon Hafthorson and therefore one of the heirs to the possessions 

in the islands of Herdis Thorvaldsdatter, a wealthy heiress who left her lands 

to the Hafthorsson brothers5. Hakon thus had great interests in the islands, 

which alone might have accounted for his quarrel with the bishop. However 

Bishop William was a particular enemy of the Norwegian king and therefore 

most probably in opposition to Hakon Johnson as a royal official. Also in 

1370 Hakon was a member of the Riksraad6 which, as noted in the case of Weland 

de Stiklaw7 was an honour which the sysselman of Orkney appears to have held. 

1. DN, ii. 319. 

2. DN, ii, 337. 

3. Aberdeen Reg. i, p. 106. See Chapter IV infra p. 219 for Thomas 
Sinclair. He must have been a lesser official; Clouston, A History of 
Orkney, p. 230, rightly distinguishes between important royal officials 

or sysselman and the lesser baillies. 

4. DN, 1,404. 

5. See Chapter IV infra p. 234. and General Appendix p. 357. 

6. Munch. NFH, v, part i, p. 823. 

7. See Appendix II infra. 
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The agreement of 1369 was made before twenty-four arbiters, twelve of 

whom were probably chosen by each party. The bishop promised first to repay 

money and goods belonging to the crown. Both the bishop and Hakon Johnson 

then agreed to restore property belonging to the other's following which 

had been seized1. The next provision shows a clash between 'native' and 

'foreign' interests. The bishop and the most powerful men of Orkney and 

Shetland were to be "first and foremost in all councils", while the bishop 

was to have "good native men of the Orkneys and Shetland in his service"2. 

But this was not the underlying cause of the clash, which was primarily 

between Church and royal authority. The agreement provides the first evi- 

dence of the trouble which Bishop William was going to cause to the crown, 

and which continued until he was murdered in 1382. In 1375 one of the con- 

ditions of Alexander of Ard's appointment as official in Orkney was that he 

had to inform the king and the Council of how his contest with the bishop 

turned out3. In 1379 Earl Henry Sinclair had to promise to have nothing to 

do with the bishop and to assist the king against him until he had performed 

those things which he ought to perform, and which the king had apparently 

been demanding of him. These three references show that the contest 

between bishop and royal authority was bitter; it was also a public contest 

to appear three times in official documents. This is the main factor to 

. emerge from the agreement with Hakon Johnson; the first clause was that the 

bishop had to repay to the king one hundred and twelve gold coins and twenty- 

1. Orkney Recs., p. 16-17. 

2. Ibid., p. 17. 

3. DN, ii, 438; see infra p. 176. Bishop William was specifically commanded 
to help Alexander; particularly if any foreigners or natives attempted 
to force him out of his rights or "will gera skadha a wart land Orknnia". 

DN, ii, p. 355. 
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one nobles and "as much butter as the aforesaid bishop had seized"'. This 

sum of money may have been connected with the 'annual' which the bishop 

received on behalf of the Norwegian King2. The butter would be skatt or 

rents due either to the crown or the earldom, which the crown was adminis- 

tering in 1369. This main point overshadows the factor which both Munch 

and Clouston concluded to be the important one, the struggle between the 

natives and incoming Scots. They disagree however as to which side the 

bishop was on. Munch saw him as having introduced Scots into influential 

positions in the islands; Clouston as the protagonist of the native mag- 

nates3. This is because of the clause in which the bishop and the 'rikest' 

men of the islands are promised that they will be first and foremost in all 

councils. But as Clouston acknowledges, Bishop William was himself a Scot 

and the evidence of another clause, in which he agrees to have native men 

of the Orkneys and Shetland in his service "as other bishops have had and 

have in the realm of ..... Norway" , shows that Munch is surely right in 

his conclusion that Bishop William had been introducing too many Scots into 

clerical offices in the islands. Hakon Johnson's promise that the bishop 

and the most powerful men of the islands would be to the fore in island 

affairs is evidence of too much direct control of administration in the 

earldom by royal officials rather than that the bishop was the protagonist 

of the native magnates' rights. One of these officials was certainly a Scot 

at this date, for as has been seen Thomas-Sinclair was 'ballivus' of the 

King of Norway in Orkney in 136+5. While the quarrel between Church and 

1. Orkney Recs., p. 16. 

2. See Chapter IV infra p. 230. 

3. Munch, NFH, v, part i, p. 916; Clouston, A History of Orkney, p. 232. 

4. Orkney Recs., p. 17- 

5. See supra p. 172. 
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State was being mended the people of Orkney seized the opportunity to prevail 

upon lay and spiritual authority, and ensure that they were not in future 

ousted by Scots in either the bishop's service or the sysselman's1. It is 

difficult to know which of the arbiters would have been chosen by the bishop 

and which by Hakon Johnson 
2. 

Apart from this evidence of the local popu- 

lation ensuring that they were not kept out of local offices the main point 

to emerge is of a clash between a troublesome bishop who was all out for his 

church and himself and the representative of royal authority who stood in 

his way3. The situation had probably been aggravated by the earl of Ross' 

power and influence at this date, although what his followers' relationship 

was with either the bishop or Hakon Johnson is not entirely clear. 

Nothing is heard of Malise's heirs to the earldom, his grandsons, 

being granted any-authority in the islands until after the death of King 

Magnus in 1374. The year following, Alexander of Ard was appointed royal 

official over the earldom of Orkney, but without the title of earl, by King 

Magnus' successor Hakon . King Magnus had resigned his kingdom to his sons 

1. There are however several Scottish names among the arbiters, including 
a John Sinclair. 

2. It might perhaps be assumed that the seven clergy were chosen by the 
bishop, particularly as some of them have Scottish names. Three years 
later the bishop appears to have deprived both William Wood and William 
de Buchan of the office of Archdeacon of Shetland, (Munch, NFH, v, 
part i, p. 916). The explanation for this may have something to do 
with an attempt to implement the clauses of this agreement and put 
native men into the offices of the Church instead of these Scots. 

3. The fact that Hakon Johnson was back in Norway next year does not mean 
that he had been too arbitrary or that his rule was considered a 
failure, as suggested by Clouston (A History of Orkney, p. 232). He 
was in Norway to attend a meeting of the Riksraad of which he was 
a member. There is no evidence that he was displaced by anyone until 
Alexander of Ard was appointed in 1375, when the struggle with the 
bishop was still in full swing. 

4. DN, ii, 438. The grant was said. to have been made with the permission 
of Sigurd Hafthorsson and other goodmen of the Council. This may have 
been because the former was the uncle of Hakon Johnson and one of the 
heirs to Herdis Thorvaldsdatter's possessions in the islands, who had 
therefore a great deal of power in Orkney. 
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in 1350, except for certain estates which he kept for his own use, among 

which were the skattlands, Faeroe and Shetland. It seems probable that he 

also kept the income from Orkney and it was therefore perhaps in his interest 

to exclude the last earl's claimant and keep his own officials in possession 

for as long as possible, for his income from Shetland, Faeroe, Iceland and 

Haalogoland cannot have amounted to very much. That the earldom income went 

to the crown during the abeyance of the earldom can be seen from Duncan 

Anderson's letter to the inhabitants of Orkney in 1357, when he writes that 

the king of Norway had sequestered the fruits and farms of the earldom1. 

There is moreover a reference to a document concerned with the income from 

the islands in a 1494 catalogue of deeds from Akershus; "Item a special 

decree that the king of Norway shall uplift all income from Orkney until the 

right heir comes and claims it from the king"2. There is no evidence for 

the date of this decree, but it is relevant to a period of minority and 

also to an occasion when the king's right to the earldom income had been 

challenged. It might therefore date from 1357. when Duncan Anderson had 

made strenuous efforts to get hold of the earldom income on behalf of his 

ward. . 

In 1375 Alexander of Ard, the eldest grandson, received a grant of 

royal and earldom rights in Orkney for twelve months only. He was given the 

islands on what must be presumed to be the normal terms for a royal official 

or sysselman. This is the first evidence of the form such a grant took, or of 

the rights and income of a sysselman appointed in the minority of an earl. 

Firstly Alexander could keep half of the "reddituum ac proventuum pensionum 

et obvencionum" which belonged and had always belonged to the earldom, while 

1. "Dominus rex Norwagie fecerat fructus et firmas dicti comitatus in 

media manu sequestrari", DN, ii, 337. 

2. DN, vi, 619. 
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the other half was to be returned to the king at Bergen1. This was apart from 

the income which was due to the king from the said land (Orkney) by royal 

right, and which had to be returned to the treasury entire. But he was 

allowed to keep half of the judicial fines, except for those due for man- 

slaughter, a condition which was the same as a sysselman's in Norway, who 

appears to have kept some or all of the lower fines but who returned large 

items to the king2. It may have been a continuation of the conditions laid 

down by Sverre in 1195, when he retained half of the 'sakcre' for himself. 

It is clear from this appointment that the royal official who was granted the 

'land of Orkney' during the minority of an earl had control of all earldom 

and royal rights, although he kept only a certain proportion of the income 

and returned the rest to Bergen. Whether Alexander's grant was renewed at 

the end of a year is uncertain, but in 1379 his cousin Henry Sinclair was 

created earl of Orkney3. The problem to be examined next is what he and 

his predecessors, earls of Orkney, received when they were created earl. 

1. DN, 11.137. He had to go to Bergen in a year's time to answer for 
the revenue; these conditions make Alexander's grant typical of the 
'regnskapslen' (= account 'lent) when the holder had to account for 
the income (Fladby, Fra Lensmannstiener til Kongelig Majestats Foged 
p. 21). 

2. Helle. Norge blir en stat, p. 135-6. 

3. DN, ii. k57. 
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Section III. The Position and Status of the earl of Orkney in the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries. 

It was King Sverre's intention in 1195 that a royal official should 

sit alongside the earls in Orkney, and both Harold Maddadson and his son 

John had to suffer this indignity. It is certain that they did not suffer 

it gladly; Harold murdered the sysselman as soon as a favourable opportunity 

arose and the next sysselman murdered Earl John in 1231. After 1231 however 

there is no further evidence of royal officials in the islands until the 

minorities of Earl Magnus V and his heir in the early fourteenth century. 

Master Weland de Stiklawe and Sir Bernard Peche were in authority during the 

years 1303-c. 1310. and it is suggested that the baillies of 1321 had been 

1 
appointed after the death of Magnus V. In this same period of abeyance Sir 

Sigurd Jodgeirsson, 'umbodzmanna' of Erling Vidkunsson, may have been a royal 

official2. There is however no evidence for a sysselman being in Orkney 

during the period of the Angus earls before these minorities. Ogmund 

Krakadanz certainly held military authority there in the years following the 

battle of Largs and in the absence of Earl Magnus3, but this was during a 

period of military occupation when the islands were vital to Norway's policy. 

This points to the conclusion that sometime after 1231 the kings ceased to 

appoint sysselmen alongside the Angus earls and restored to the latter all 

1. See Chapter I supra'p. 23. 

2. Munch, NFH, V. pt. i, p. 134, suggests that Sigurd Jodgeirsson was the 
sysselman. His description as Erling Vidkunnsson's 'umbodzmann' could 
certainly mean that he was acting as a legal representative in this 
particular land transaction. On the other hand lesser officials 
appointed in the islands are also described as 'umbodzmenn' in 1375 

and later (DN, ii, 438). If this were so in 1329 it could mean that 
Erling Vidkunnsson was himself the sysselman appointed during the 

abeyance of the earldom and Sigurd was one of his officials, who was also 
conducting this land transaction for him. Erling Vidkunnsson was a 
landowner in Orkney; later in the century Hakon Johnson, similarly a 
landowner in Orkney and a powerful member of the Norwegian aristocracy, 
was the sysselman. 

3. See Chapter II supra p. 109. 
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administrative authority in the earldom; or that these earls took over the 

sysselman's function and reduced him to a subordinate position, finally super- 

ceding him altogether1. 

The disastrous experiment of appointing a sysselman alongside the earl 

which Sverre introduced in 1195 had in thirty-six years resulted in the murder 

of a sysselman and the murder of an earl. The existence of the sysselmen 

Arne L/r, ja and Hanef Ungi is a direct indication of the kings' deep mistrust 

of Harold Maddadson and his sons. But the unrest shows that it was an experi- 

ment which could hardly be considered to have been a success. All the indi- 

cations are that the earls attempted to get their old right and authority 

restored to them, and it must have been very difficult for the kings to 

resist the earls' absorption of the sysselman's functions. For as members 

of the king's 'hirl' the earls must have regarded it as their privilege to 

have control over royal rights and lands2. It was never the case that a 

sysselman sat alongside an earl in Norway, replacing him and taking over his 

function; if there was a sysselman in an earldom then he was the earl's 

own official. During the thirteenth century the sysselman's office in 

Norway became much more aristocratic, and individual 'lendmenn' were also 

royal officials or sysselmen3. Once the Angus earls had become established 

and had won the confidence of their Norwegian overlord it can be assumed 

therefore that they would succeed in getting back full control over the 

administration of their earldom. As has been suggested4 these earls were 

1. Helle. Norge blir en stat, p. 92; "Pä /yene (Orkney) fikk visstnok 
den norske konges ombudsmenn /kende innflytelse mot slutten av 1200- 
tallet"; but no evidence is given for the presence of royal sysselmen 
in the islands, and although it may be true of Shetland, it does not 
appear to be true of Orkney until the following century. 

2. Ibid., p. 145. 

3. Ibid., p. 140-1. 

See supra p. 169. 
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apparently skilful in not antagonising their overlords and they were certainly 

less independent-minded than the old Norse earls. The lack of evidence 

about them, which has led to the conclusion that thy were absentee earls, 

may just as plausibly be taken to indicate that they were good vassals. 

Evidence about the earlier Norse earls always comes from periods of trouble 

when they had clashed with their Norwegian overlords. There was of course 

Magnus Gilbertsson's reconciliation of 1267 and the fresh arrangements made 

in that year, but if he was deprived of any authority then it was probably 

temporarily, and there is no evidence that he had to suffer the appointment 

of a royal sysselman again. Earl John was in particular regarded favour- 

ably 
1, 

and it is significant that only a few years after his death the Orkney 

earls were specifically allowed to keep their title, along with the sons of 

the Norwegian kings, in Hakon V's reorganization of the aristocracy in 13082 

This was during the period of minority of Magnus V, when the king - and par- 

ticularly Hakon V- could have abolished the title with ease if he had wished. 

That he did not do so is an indication of the favour which these earls must 

have enjoyed, and an indication that the administration of the earldom worked 

satisfactorily to the king's advantage. A tentative conclusion from this 

might therefore be that the crown had been receiving its dues from the Orkney 

earldom. 

The one piece of information about the earl of Orkney as a member of 

the Norwegian aristocracy in the thirteenth century comes from 'Hirl`skraa', 

written between 1273 and 12773. This compilation, when talking of Norwegian 

earldoms, makes an important distinction between the two kinds of earl's 

1. See supra p. 166. 

2. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 189. 

3. NGL, 1R, iii, p. 1103. 
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dignity. The first was given to the kings' sons and sometimes their brothers 

The second was given to those men whom the king set over his skattlands, that 

is the earls of Orkney and Iceland2. The two categories are therefore con- 

sidered to be quite distinct, and the rights and duties of a Norwegian earl 

cannot necessarily be taken to be the same as those for Orkney and Iceland. 

Far more information is given about the Norwegian earldoms than about the 

second group. The former are firmly stated to be non-hereditary, and although 

nothing is said of the hereditary nature of the skattland earldoms it would 

have been known that the Orkney one at any rate was hereditary. This is the 

main difference, but the Norwegian earls are also said to have nearly full 

royal authority in their 'len' and all the royal income3. How much the 

earls of Orkney had is not stated although it is known from the events of 

' 1195 that they were supposed to receive only half of the judicial fines. 

Norwegian earls might receive royal estates to uphold their dignity as earl 

in any part of the kingdom4 and these could be changed if the king wished. 

But nothing is said about whether the earls of Orkney received royal estates 

or not. 

The earls of Orkney and Iceland were included together in the same 

category; their geographical situation explains this and also the fact that 

they were both anomalous and undoubtedly differed from the Norwegian earl- 

dom in several respects. The earldom of Iceland was a recent creation, held 

only by Gizzur Thorvaldson from 1258 to 1268. It was non-hereditary and 

1. Ibid., chap. 14; "en fyrsti hattr er Noreghs konongr gefr sunum sinum 
skilgetnom jarls nofn, en stundom br drum sinum skilgetnom eda. 
namaghum". 

2. Ibid., chap. 15: "er annar hattr iarls nafns er Noreghs konongr gefr 
Paeim monnum er han skigar ifir skatlond sin". 

3. Helle, Norge blir en stat, p. 1k7. 

4. NGL, IR, iii, p. 402. 
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Munch regards it also as different in other ways from the Orkney earldom; 

he claims that it was an official appointment, that Gizzur was only acting 

in the kings name as a 'statholder' controlled from Norway and recallable 

at any time, like a sysselman1. The earl of Orkney on the other hand was 

a 'lensfyrster' and the king did not interfere in the administration of this 

'len'. Munch also states that the conditions under which Gizzur was 

appointed are noted in 'Hirc. tskraa' as being different from the conditions 

under which the earls of Orkney were appointed. In fact no particular dis- 

tinctions appear to be drawn between the two, the simple fact being that 

both earls were appointed on conditions, as indeed were the earls in Norway 

itself. These conditions were bound to differ in some way between Orkney 

and Iceland, having been imposed at different times and for different pur- 

poses. In general Munch emphasises the differences between Orkney and 

Iceland, although the writer of 'Hirctskraa' deliberately treats them together 

in a separate group as being of a similar kind2. The Orkney earldom was 

certainly hereditary, but the evidence shows that the kings had attempted to 

interfere in its administration, to appoint their own officials to look after 

their estates and exercise their rights. In 1195,1210 and 1267, different 

conditions had been imposed on the earls. Although it has been suggested 

above that the policy of having sysselmen in Orkney failed, it seems unlikely 

that even though the earls may have been permitted to exercise the functions 

of the erstwhile sysselmen, they were also allowed to keep all the royal 

revenues. They must have been responsible for returning some if not all of 

them to Bergen and were therefore answerable to the king in the same way as 

1. Munch, NFH, iv, pt. i, p. 597. 

2. There may have been a certain amount of official intention to regard 
them as being of the same character, for as Helle says (Norge blir en 
stat, p. 11+0) 'Hir&skraa' more often gives an ideal picture than the 
true one. 
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the earl of Iceland was. In this case the position of the earl of Orkney 

was not so different from that of the earl of Iceland, although no doubt 

much more of an honorable dignity because of its long traditions. 

There is no information at all from the thirteenth century on the 

extent of the earl's sphere of authority or on which revenues he returned 

to the crown and which he kept. The first statement about this comes from 

the following century with Alexander of Ard's conditions of appointment in 

13751 and Henry Sinclair's installation document of 13792. The latter is 

a 'forsikringsbrev' which incorporates the earl's own promises to his over- 

lord who "has appointed us of his grace to rule over his lands and islands 

of Orkney, and raised us to the state of earl over the foresaid lands and 

islands, with that dignity which is required therefore"3. The most impor- 

tant clauses in it are concerned with service in a typically feudal manner. 

The earl promised to serve with one hundred armed men for three months out- 

with Orkney and to offer help when the king invaded other lands or kingdoms. 

Other clauses are concerned with administering justice, providing the expenses 

of the king or his councillors if they went to Orkney, attending the king for 

the purpose of giving him counsel, and not breaking any of his truces or 

raising war*. It was not the purpose of the document to state what the new 

earl had actually received when given his earldom. But it cannot be assumed 

that he was granted any less than Alexander of Ard had been granted when put 

in charge of the earldom for a year; and with the dignity of earl he ought 

to have received a great deal more. In 1375, Alexander as 'procurator, 

capitaneus et custos' had been given control of all royal and earldom rights; 

1. DN, ii, 437. 

2. DN, ii, k57. 

3. Orkney Recs., p. 21. 
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"all those things and appurtenances which belong to the kingdom and to the 

earldom with smaller things and greater, nothing excepted", 
1 

it is said in 

the letter to the people of Orkney. In his own commission these were 

detailed as "all and sundry the lands and income, pensions and revenue what- 

soever, which belongs to the earldom of Orkney or has of old belonged there- 

to" and half of which he had to return to the crown at Bergen, but half of 

which he could keep. This document continues "saving however that all things 

which are due from the foresaid land by right to the king shall remain to 

us entire"3, which would appear to mean not only that Alexander and other 

sysselmen had the power of collecting the royal revenues, which however 

they had to return to the royal treasury, but that the earls also had control 

of them. One thing Alexander was allowed to keep was half of the judicial 

fines; this appears to be a continuation of the situation as it had been 

laid down in 1195. These specifications can be taken as a guide to the cus- 

tomary extent of a sysselman's grant of the earldom of Orkney, and, as said, 

it seems most unlikely that when raised to the dignity of earl four years 

later Henry Sinclair would be granted any less; he would in any case not 

have to return half of the earldom income to Bergen. 

There is one clause only in the 1379 installation document which con- 

cerns the royal lands and rights. It and one other clause are at the very 

end after the list of signatories; and in the 1434 installation document of 

Earl William Sinclair, similar in most respects of form to this one, these two 

1. DN, ii, 437: Orkney Recs., p. 19. 

2. Orkney Rees., p. 18; there is however no reference to 'lands' in the 
latin; "omnium et singulorum reddituum ac proventuum pensionum et 
obvencionum quarumcumque qui et que ad comitatum Orchadensem pertinent 
seu pertinerant ab antiquo", DN. 11- 437. 

3. Orkney Recs., p. 19; "insuper omnia que juri regio de predicta terra 
debentur remanebunt nobis integre salva". DN, 11,437. 
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clauses have been moved to the end of the list of promises and before the 

signatories1. This implies that in 1379 these two clauses were either an 

addition to a traditional form of document or a later addition to the docu- 

ment which had already been drawn up. In either case they appear to show 

that a clash had occurred over the question of the status of royal lands and 

rights and that King Hakon was attempting to preserve some rights which he 

was fearful of losing. The second of the two clauses actually makes the 

earl's possession of his earldom conditional upon his adherence to his 

promises. The first clause is a promise by the new earl not to assume to 

himself the royal lands and rights, or to intromit with these lands and rights 

within the earldom which the king and his predecessors have reserved 
2.. 

This 

is understood to mean that the earl promised not to take over possession of 

the royal lands and rights and keep the revenue from them; it is not taken 

to mean that he will have no control over them at all3. From the positioning 

of the clause it might appear, as has been suggested above, that this was a 

new development arising out of a rearguard action by the Norwegian king to 

keep a tighter check on what was due to him from the islands. But it does 

not seem that it could cut down in any way whatever powers the earl had just 

1. NGL, 2R, 1,74. 

2. "Quod terras ipsius domini nostri regis seu aliqua Jura sua alia quas 
et que progenitores sui et ipse dominus poster rex sibs reservasse 
dinoscuntur nobis nullatenus assumere debeamus nee nos de ipsis terris 
vel juribus intromittere quovismodo. quas quidem terras et que iura 
infra comitatem Orchadensem reservaverunt ut prefertur sed terre et 
Jura huiusmodi remanebunt in omnibus sibi salva", DN, ii, p. 357. The 
use of this last phrase is reminiscent of a phrase in Alexander-of Ard's 
letters: "omnia. que juri regio de predicta terra debentur remanebunt 
nobis integre salva", DN, ii, 437 

. As it has been specifically stated 
that Alexander had control of royal lands and rights-although he had to 

return the whole income to the treasury - this is a further indication 
that the situation was similar under the earl. 

3. 'Intromittere' = 'to interfere with (the property of) another' 
(Scottish National Dictionary, edd. W. Grant and D. Murison). 
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received (and the fact that the same clause was inserted unchanged in Earl 

William Sinclair's installation document of 1434 shows that it cannot have 

done so). By being appointed over the lands and islands of Orkney with the 

dignity of earl, Henry Sinclair's grant must surely have conveyed more than 

the previous grant-6f the land of Orkney to Alexander of Ard. The same 

clause continues by saying that if Henry in the future were to receive 

'special letters' about the royal lands and rights then he would be bound 

by a particular obligation to the king1. This confirms that the earl was 

certainly intended to have control of the lands and rights of the king if 

the latter was going to communicate with him about them. Moreover the fact 

that these lands and rights are said to be "infra comitatum Orchadensem" 

in itself implies that the earls must have been accustomed to having control 

over them. The conclusion to be reached therefore is that King Hakon was 

making a last-minute attempt to ensure that his own lands and rights in 

Orkney remained distinct and were not simply absorbed by the earls and 

regarded as their possession. in order that he received the dues which should 

come to him2. The evidence of this concern. and the strong statement of 

1. "Sed si super hoc'suas habuerimus literas speciales extunc eidem 
domino nostro regi debemus exinde esse speciaiiter obligati" (DN, ii, 

- p. 357). 
2. It is not clear whether the king was attempting to reserve his royal 

lands and rights until Henry Sinclair had fulfilled all the conditions, 
after which Henry would then receive 'special letters' empowering him 
to take over control. In 1435. one year after Earl William Sinclair 
received exactly the same grant as this, Thomas Sinclair appeared as 
'Warden of Orkney'. which. it is suggested in Chap. V infra p. 281. 

may indicate that the earl had not yet received full confirmation. 
If so, this would affect the interpretation of the phrase 'earldom 

and lordship' which I put forward in my article 'The earldom of Orkney 

and the Lordship of Shetland; a reinterpretation of their pledging to 
Scotland in 1468-70' (Saga Bk., vol. xvii, 1967-8), n. 13. This phrase 
appears in both Henry's own grant and the previous one to Alexander 
of Ard and it was suggested that it meant the right of administering 
the royal lands and rights. But if Henry had not actually received 
this grant along with his grant of the earldom dignity then 'lordship' 

must signify something else; see General Appendix p. 366. 
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proprietary right to their lands in this last clause, indicate that the kings 

considered that all their income should be returned to them, as was stated 

in Alexander's grant, and that the earl should retain none of it. 

Stringent measures were designed to ensure the fulfilment of various 

clauses of the earl's installation document. Letters had to be returned 

to King Hakon sealed by eight Scottish magnates and two Scottish bishops 

confirming that Earl Henry had fulfilled the conditions, before the three 

securities left behind in Norway would be released. What these conditions 

concerned was "more fully declared in our letters granted hereupon", 1 
pro- 

bably the actual earldom grant. One letter, concerning the alienation of 

lands and rights in the earldom, which also appears as a clause in the 

installation document, still exists, sealed by the named securities. It 

was issued by Earl Henry at St. Andrews on 1 September 1379 and announced 

that he was unable to alienate, wadset. or hand over as a pledge any of the 

lands or islands of the earldom away from the Norwegian king without his 

consent2. This alone was not enough, however, for in the following June 

King Hakon released the sureties to go to Scotland and ensure that the 

remaining conditions were fulfilled3. There is no further evidence of 

whether they were fulfilled satisfactorily. Munch commented that with 

1379 the earl was bound more strictly and the grant of the earldom was now 
k 

virtually a life fief. Certainly one of the clauses says that the earldom 

was to revert to the king on the earl's death and that one of his male heirs 

1. "In aliis nostris literis super hoc confectis plenius declaretur" 
(DN, ii. p. 357)" 

2. DN, ii, 460. For a closer examination of this document see Chap. VI 
infra, p. 342, n. 1. 

3. DN, ii. k65. 
4. Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii, p. 99. 
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who claimed the earldom ought to seek the consent of the king1, but there 

appears to be no intention that the king would do other than confirm the 

heir in his earldom. The last clause also makes the grant conditional; but 

it is conditional upon the earl's fulfilment of the above conditions and 

only if he failed to fulfil these would he and his heirs lose their right 

of claiming the earldom, which again acknowledges that it was a hereditary 

dignity. In general this document bears witness to the determination of the 

Norwegian crown to curb the independence of the earl. There had been no 

earl for thirty years (excluding the tenure of Erngisl Suneson), and during 

this period royal officials had been administering the earldom. But there 

had also been great disturbances from the heirs of the last earl and their 

followings so that the royal officials had probably been prevented from 

administering the earldom very effectively. King Hakon was attempting to 

improve on this situation by making a firm bid to tie the earl down with as 

many conditions as possible. 

Whether these conditions were new in 1379 or of a traditional kind 

it is impossible to say. But it is interesting to note that various aspects 

of the struggle between earldom claimants and their reconciliation with the 

Norwegian king are similar to what is known of some of the previous occasions 

when the earldom was granted out, particularly in the twelfth century. The 

struggle between the heirs of Earl Malise has already been outlined. At 

this date the earldom itself was not apparently divided between the rival 

claimants as the title of earl was given to only one of them. But there 2 

is something in the nature of an agreement and reconciliation about the 

document of 1379 which is in the tradition of 1195,1210 and 1267. In the 

1. "Ille de ipsis qui supradictum comitatum et dominium affeetaverit" 
(DN, ii. P. 356). 

2. See Chap. I supra pp. 34-5 for discussion of the problem of the earl- 
dom division between Malisp's heirs. 
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first place the articles in the document are called 'pacta' and the Genealogy 

refers to them as "certas ... pactiones. conditiones et appunctuamenta"1. In 

1380 the letter of the hostages mentioned "placitaciones huiusmodi secundum 

quod Marstrand placitate fuerant et concepte"2. The occasions in the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries when the earls were reconciled with their overlords 

took place after the failure of the earls to be faithful vassals, either 

from the breaking of their oath of homage (as in 1195 and 1267), or from 

assuming rights and powers in the islands without first having received con- 

firmation of their claim (as in 1210). There had very obviously been dis- 

turbances in Orkney during the years prior to 1379, which indicates that 

Henry Sinclair had prevented Alexander of Ard from enjoying his grant and 

that he himself had assumed control in the earldom before he actually 

received a grant. In 1379 three hostages had to be left behind in Norway 

until certain conditions had been fulfilled, just as in 1210 the earls had 

had to hand over hostages, although it is difficult to know how far the 1379 

document follows the lines of the earlier reconciliations. But it is argued 

that in 1379 there was no attempt to instal a royal official alongside the 

earl as had"been done in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. This method 

had failed. The fourteenth century in itself had provided plenty of oppor- 

tunities for the crown to appoint officials during the minority of an earl 

or on the failure of a male heir3. In 1379 and with the resurgence of a 

new male line the king attempted to tie the earl down with conditions, to 

ensure that the crown received all that was due to it and had been due to 

it since 1195. The difficulties of successfully achieving this under the 

Sinclair earls will be examined in Part II. 

1. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 81. 

2. DN, ii, k65. 

3. For more than half the period from the beginning of the century to 
1379 royal officials had been in control. 
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CHAPTER III 

Appendix I 

The Skatts of Orkney 

Section I. Types of skatt. 

The income of the king and earl from Orkney went under the general 

term of 'skatt'. This was a word of "very wide meaning"1, and it has already 

been seeng that it can be interpreted as 'feudal relief' as well as tribute. 

It will be used here to cover all the taxes paid within the earldom. These 

were primarily the butter and malt skatts paid by all odal farms throughout 

the earldom. although not by the earl's estate called 'bordland'3. But the 

butter and malt skatts were not the only slcatts paid in the earldom, and they 

came into existence only towards the end of the thirteenth century. There 

is evidence of a much older skatt, the 'wattle'; this name appears to be 

identical with Old Norse 'veizla', meaning food-rent or 'feorm', from the 

days when the earls and kings were peripatetic. Moreover, in the Rentals 

it is assessed in each parish at the rate of eighteen pence per ounceland, 

or one penny per pennyland4 (there were eighteen pennylands in the Orkney 

1. A. O. 'Johnsen, 'Payments from the Hebrides', p. 23. The ON 'Skattr' 

will be anglicised as skatt, as it is used in Orkney. 

2. See p. 143, supra. 

3. The 'bordlands' were the most important of the earldom estates. The 
word appears to derive from ON 'bord' = table, maintenance (the 'bord- 
leidangr' of the'12th+cent. was'a '-levy commuted fbr'victuals, Icelandic 
Dictionary): and 'land' = estate (Icelandic Dictionary). Because the 
bordlands were free of skatt they have been called the "earliest 

private estates of the earldom" (Orkney Farm Names, H. Marwick, p. 102). 
See Chap. VI infra p. 339. 
All evidence of the early economic situation comes from the earliest 
rentals of Orkney. Peterkin. Rentals, prints a rental of c. 1500 and 
there is also an unprinted rental of 1492 (SRO, GDI/235/1). 

4. H. Marwick. OFN. p. 198. In some places it appears that bordland paid 
wattle; the whole of Hoy (Rentals, p. 30-1) was all bordland but the 

sum of wattle was laid down "for the land of the Ile". In Sanday 
wattle was assessed on land which included bordland (ibid., p. 84). 
This does not appear to fit the concept that wattle was a skatt in 
acknowledgement of lordship and a payment for the upkeep of the lord, 
unless at some time it'had been paid'to'the King. 
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ounceland, and twenty in the Hebridean ounceland). Thus the wattle assess- 

ment was cognate with the whole land division system in Orkney which suggests 

very strongly that it and the assessment system were imposed at one and the 

same timet. There is evidence that 'wattle' was paid in Shetland too, where 

a due called 'wesel' was part of the royal income in 14122, and 'wattill' 

is referred to in 15753. This certainly indicates that the imposition of 

the 'veizla' tax took place before 1195 when Orkney and Shetland were part 

of the same earldom. Marwick suggests that the original assessment for the 

payment of wattle was imposed during Harold Fairhair's expedition to the 

West, because a unit equ. valent to the oünceland has been recognised in the 

Hebrides and Man. and he looks for a unifying force to have imposed such 

a system on all the Norse colonised areas round Britain5. However. it seems 

strange that a Norwegian king should impose a system based on a valuation 

unit. the ounceland. which Marwick himself was at pains to point out, did 

not exist in Norway. It seems far more likely that it was the result of 

adaptation by Norse colonists of a valuation unit which they found already 

1. Marwick, OFN, p. 211. 

2. " ')N, 11. -623. - G. Goudie, The Antiquities of Shetland (1904), p. 181, n. 

3. Balfour, Oppressions in the Islands of Orkney and Zetland, p. 63. 

4. Particularly as this archaic due did not survive in Norway. A Steinnes, 
Gamal Skatteskipnad i Noreg, ii. P. 76, n. k and p. 41ff. understands 
the bor eidangr to have replaced it (see p. 1,90 n. 3 supra), so that 
the continued co-existence of the 'wattle" payment and the butter and 
malt skatts is not paralleled in Norway. This emphasises that the 
development of institutions in Orkney and Norway was not necessarily 
the same (see infra). 'Wattle' and 'leanger' (_ 'leidangsskatt') co- 
exist in Shetland also from which it can perhaps be assumed that 'borcý= 

leidangr' had come into existence prior to 1195 when Shetland was taken 

out of the earldom. Moreover the payment of 'wattle' in Shetland is 

said in the . 16th cent. Oppressions (p. 63) to have been made each year 
"precedand the Lairdis entres from which it appears that it still 
retained its original purpose of being a payment for the upkeep of 
lordship. 

5. OFN, p. 211. 
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in use in the Celtic lands which they settled1, for as Capt. Thomas long 

ago suggested, the ounceland was probably merely the Norse name for the 

2 
Celtic davach. 

When the first attempt was made to curb the independence of the 

Orkney earls, in 1195. the wattle tax was therefore in existence. It 

would then be a payment to the earl, for as has been discussed3 there is 

no evidence that the kings received any regular income from Orkney, only 

an occasional tributary payment, as from the Hebrides. Nothing is said 

in the sources about Sverre attempting to get any taxes from Orkney in 

1195. only half of the judicial fines and escheated estates. It can pro- 

bably be assumed therefore that the earls continued to keep the wattle 

payments. Orkney remained under their lordship and the wattle due was in 

recognition of lordship, despite the presence of royal sysselmen who col- 

lected the judicial fines due to the king and rents from the newly-acquired 

1. A Steinnes, 'The 'Huseby' system in Orkney' (SHR, xxxviii, 1959), 
p. 45, points rather to Earl Rognvald of Mpre, who was given Orkney 
by King Harold, as being responsible for the imposition of the adminis- 
trative arrangements on Orkney. He was the same earl who is said to 
have brought the 'huseby' system into SW Norway from Sweden. 

2. F. W. Thomas, 'What is a Pennyland? ' (PSAS, xviii. _1883/4, p. 2581 xx. 
1885/6, p. 200). The ounceland also existed in Caithness (Clouston, 
History of Orkney, p. 214). where the earliest evidence comes from a 
charter of 12 x1293 by which the earl of Caithness granted 'totam meam 
oratam terre Nothegane' to Reginald Cheyne. See Chap. II supra p. 126 
(This contradicts the statement that the ounceland always appears in 
Latin chrs: as 'unciata', A. McKerral, 'Ancient Denominations of Agri- 
cultural Land in Scotland', PSAS, lxxviii. 1943/4. P. 55: 'orata' appears 
to have been in general use in the 12th and 13th cents. and 'unciata' 

not until later, Medieval Latin Word List). The evidence for ounce- 
lands in Caithness supports the argument on p. 191 supra against Marwick's 
statement that the administrative divisions of Orkney were imposed by 
Harold Fairhair, for the Norwegian kings never claimed sovereignty 
over the Scottish mainland. Again it seems more probable that they 
were imposed by the earl of Orkney. who held Caithness from the 

earliest period. The reason must have been for the assessment of 
'veizla' or 'wattle', for it is unlikely that it was concerned with a 
'leidang' system in Caithness. 

3. See p. 144 supra. 

f 
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royal estates. 

There is also a due in the Rentals called 'forcop', the original 

purpose of which is uncertain; the word appears to have derived from 

'fararkaup' in which case it is most probably the same as the 'Dingfarar- 

kaue' found in Iceland and the Faeroes which was a payment made to the 

representative who attended the 'Ding 11. It was however of most irregu- 

lar imposition. for not all farms paid it, and some parishes did not pay 

it at all2. The one constant factor is that none of the earl's 'bordlands' 

paid 'forcop'. In general its incidence was higher in the northern islands 

and lower in the southern; this can perhaps be seen as consistent with a 

due which was levied in accordance with the distance which the community 

was from the 'Lawtin ' If t; j ez-nc: evidenoe-of-where 
the 'Lawting' 

4ýl-ýi'Pv. ý'º, rot, ýl ýtý. ow'ýIý' NCx. tý- 
3 ý'ul'°-" met fry-ý9rlrie9 before 1468, although in the Scottish period it met in 1 kwaF1 . 

The main royal tax in Norway was the 'leidangsskatt', a commutation 

of the old personal duty to defend the kingdom. This had been converted 

into a personal tax (the 'borheidangr') in the twelfth century, but it 

did not become a land tax until the Landlaw of 1274. It is assumed that 

the main butter and malt skatts in Orkney were a corresponding payment; 

"the old Orkney skatt-apart from 'forcop' and 'wattle' - corresponds to 

1. Marwick's interpretation of the word 'forcop' varies. He originally 
thought it was a payment to the men going to the 'leidangr' ('Leidang 
in the West' POAS, xii-xiii, 1935. P. 19). But in OFN, pp. 210-1 he 

connects it with the Norwegian payments to representatives attending 
the 'fing', although adding (pp. 211-2) "like the Borgarting 'gres- 
leding' it may have been an additional skat imposed by King Sverre 
(after Floruvoe) but where our data is so scanty it is unsafe to 

speculate". 

2. "Na forcop in all this Ile" (Rentals, p. 19); "na forcop in all this 

parochin" (ibid., p. 1). 

3. Orkney Recs., p. lxxxiv. 

Helle, Norge blir en Stat, p. 136. 
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the Norwegian skatt called 'leidang', which was payable by a certain 

quantity of butter and grain from each urisland"1. It must however be 

emphasised that this Orkney payment is nowhere in the Rentals called 

'leidang' or anything like 'leidang' whereas the tax in Norway is never 
2 

called anything else. The distinction is further emphasised by the fact 

that the main tax in Shetland was known as 'leanger'3. This accords with 

the fact that the organisation of the due as a land-tax took place in the 

latter part of the thirteenth century when Shetland no longer formed part 

of the earldom of Orkney. It also suggests that the earldom defence system 

was not exactly the same as the 'leidang' system in Norwayk. Nevertheless 

the butter and malt skatts must have been an equivalent land-tax levied to 

help in the defence of the earldom. and the fact that the earl's own 'bord- 

lands' were exempt from the payment of any such taxes in the Rentals'is in 

accordance with the situation in Norway, where in-1277 the king's 'händgangne 

menn' were granted exemption from 'leidangsskatt' and other 'leidang' dues5. 

The problem of whether the butter and malt skatts from Orkney went to the 

king or to the earl will be examined later. 

In one important respect the butter and malt skatts in Orkney differed 

from the Norwegian 'leidangsskatt'; they were based on a higher assessment. 

Shetland however paid skatts at a lower rate which appears to have been 

assessed according to the Landlaw of 1274. Steinnes has suggested that the 

1. Steinnes, 'The -Huseby System in Orkney', p. 4+0. 

2. As mentioned in private correspondence between Dr. Steinnes and H. 
Marwick of which Dr. Steinnes kindly sent me a copy. 

3. As seen from an unprinted rental from Shetland dated c. 1500 (SRO). 

4. Marwick, in his article 'Leidang in the West' made a strenuous attempt 
to prove that a 'leidang' system of defence existed all round the' 
Scottish coast where the islands lay under Norse dominion. Steinnes 
also links Orkney with the 'Huseby' system as found in Scandinavia 
('The 'Husbby' system in Orkney', pp. 44-46). 

5. Helle, Norge blir en statt, p. 141. 
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high nature of the Orkney skatt means that it was of an older date than the 

Landlaw as it had not been regulated according to the assessment laid down 

there . There was one area of Norway however which paid skatt at a high 

rate similar to that in Orkney. This was the Borgartingslag and there is 

historical evidence that the reason for this was because of fines imposed 

on the area by King Sverre2. Marwick suggested that there must be a 

similar reason for the high Orkney skatt and that the fines imposed on 

the earls in 1195 and 1210 became incorporated in the annual skatts paid 

by the odallers3. In Sverri's saga the fines laid on Borgartingslag by 

King Sverre are called 'saceyrir'; Marwick therefore suggests that when 

Sverre is said in the same saga to have taken half of the 'saceyrir' from 

Orkney in 1195, this meant half of the fine imposed for rebellion, rather 

than half of the normal fines from the lawcourts . But if these were fines 

imposed in retribution for the rising of the 'eyiaskjeggar' Sverre would 

surely have taken them all rather than only half; the remaining half could 

not have gone to the earl for he was considered as guilty as the rest. 

It seems more likely that Sverre was bringing Orkney into line with the 

mainland of Norway as regards fines from judicial cases. One of the payments 

1. Quoted in 'Leidang in the West', p. 25. Marwick does not commit him- 
self to a date when commutation took place; the 'borct'leidang' "ceased 
to be a personal burden and became an annual charge on the farms", 
OFN, p. 206. 

2. 'Leidang in the West', p. 22. 

3. Ibid., p. 23-where, in order to explain the apparently high Orkney 
skatts Marwick suggested that the money payments of the butter and malt 
skatts were extra impositions while the payments in kind were the true 
leidang contribution. In OFN, p. 196,. however he appears to consider 
that both payments in kind and monetary payments were all part of the 
leidang skatt. But as the 'stent-butter' must have varied from one 
year to the next according to the number of cows owned it is impossible 
to see it as ä fixed original contribution, and as will be suggested 
(infra p. 199), it is possible that it was the extra imposition. 

'Leidang in the West', p. 22. 
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made by the farmers of the Borgartingslag was called 'gresleding', and 

it has been suggested by Steinnes that this word is derived from 'grihs- 

leidangr', a payment made to secure peace or 'griff', arising again out 

of the rebellion in the area in the reign of King Sverre. This led Marwick 

to suggest that the payment which occurs occasionally in the Rentals as 

'girse-male' was also derived from the same element 'gr14'1. In a later 

work however the possibility that the term 'girse-male' may rather be con- 

nected with a payment made for pasturage"or grass-land is acknowledged2. 

This seems far more likely. 'Girse' is a common alternative for grass in 

Scots and a 'grass-male' was a well-known payment for pasturage3. Nor 

would the word 'male', which again is Scots and always used for a rent, 

be suitable for a fine. 

Nevertheless the high nature of the malt'and butter skatts may well 

indicate an extra imposition on the estates of the odallers. But there is 

no valid explanation of when and why it was instituted. If the situation 

is compared with Caithness, it can be seen that the fine which the earl had 

to pay in 1202 or 1222 to the Scottish crown was probably converted into an 

annual royal due which was being paid by the earlts estates later in the 

century. There is no evidence however that this payment was imposed on 

the rest of Caithness. which had had its own financial burden to bear 

since the maiming of Bishop John. In Orkney there is no due paid by the 

earl's bordlands which could suggest a permanent payment stemming from a 

fine. Nor in fact is there any mention in the accounts of the events of 

1. Ibid. , 

2. OFN, p. 211. 

3. Scottish National Dictionary. 

4. See Chap. II. p. 101 supra. 

0 
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1195 that a fine of any kind was laid on Earl Harold in that year1. In the 

year 1210 and probably in the year 1267 the earls certainly had to pay 

finest, but there "seems no reason why these occasions should have provided 

the opportunity for an imposition on the odallers, for the reconciliations 

with the king concerned the earls only. This leaves only the events of 

the year 1193 to provide an explanation for the heavy skatt assessment on 

Orkney. But here again there is an objection, for the events of that year 

had concerned the Shetlanders as much as the men of Orkney. They are 

mentioned also in the acounts of the rising and can be presumed to be no 

less guilty. Yet the normal skatt assessment in Shetland appears to show 

that no such fines had been laid on it or become an annual burden3. It 

would appear therefore that there must be some other reason for the high 

skatt laid on Orkney which is not yet clear, but which may have had something 

to do with economic conditions rather than political. 

On further investigation the butter-skatt yields a little more 

information. That proportion of it which was paid in butter is called in 

the Rentals 'stent-butter', and there is no regularity about the amount 

paid in cash and the amount paid in kind. The reason given by Marwick 

for the fact that the butter-skatt was paid only partly in butter is that 

"it was evidently impracticable for Orkney farmers to produce the total 

quantity of butter charged "k. In fact from the 1492 Rental it appears that 

the 'stent-butter' had, prior to the time of Lord Henry Sinclair and the 

drawing-up of this rental, been assessed according to the number of cows 

owned. Marwick prints the relevant passage where Henry Sinclair asked the 

1. See p. 149 supra. 

2. See pp. 1ýk, 164 supra. 

3. See p. 191 supra. 

4+. oFrr, p. 196. 
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men of Pappay and Westray how they paid their 'stent-butter' "in auld 

tymes"l. They replied that every "new callit Cow" paid one half lispund 

butter yearly, which means that the 'stent-butter' was assessed anew every 

year according to the number of cows owned at the time. This was a much 

more primitive method of assessment and reminiscent of the teind which 

the bishop of Caithness demanded from his parishioners in the thirteenth 

century of a spann of butter from every thirty cows, which he raised to a 

spann for every ten cows and thus aroused the anger of the men of Caithness, 

2 
which resulted in his death. Lord Henry Sinclair changed the system to 

one of land assessment. requiring a lispund of butter for every threepenny 

land, and although it is said that he did this because he "understud there 

Poverty" yet it was in his own interests, as a land assessment did not 

require anannual adjustment which the former method must have necessi- 

tated. Provision was made for a larger portion to be paid in butter if 

God should send more than that for which the land was assessed. The entry 

adds that this arrangement for the 'stent-butter' was made throughout the 

northern isles. The name 'stent-butter' would appear to be purely Scots: 

'Stent' means 'a valuation or tax'3 so that the 'stent-butter' was the 

part of the butter skatt which was assessed anew every year according to 

the number of cows owned. However, there was a word 'stinnr' in Old 

Norse, which meant 'stiff. very large, of a measure, amount '4, and it was 

used in this period in the phrase 'stinn laup' meaning a large measure of 

butter. In the South-West area of Norway, Rogaland (the nearest part 

1. Ibid.. p. 197. 

2. See Chap. II supra p. 92. In fact the 2 lispund paid for every new 
calf in Pappay and Westray in 1492 was the exact equivalent of one 
spann demanded for every ten cows in 1222, as 1 span =5 lisp. 

3. Jamieson, Dictionary of the Scottish Language. 

Icelandic Dictionary. 
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of the Norwegian mainland to Orkney), 'stinn laup' was a butter due and 

an addition to the leidang skatt. If this in fact were the origin of the 

term 'stent-butter', which had later become Scotticised, it may indicate 

that it was an assessment of a half lispund yearly on a newly-calved cow 

which had at some time been an extra imposition on top of the main butter 

skatt. Marwick quotes some places in the south isles of Orkney which paid 

a large amount of their butter skatt as 'stent-butter'1. Whether this 

indicates that different farms had had different amounts of 'stent-butter' 

imposed on them at some time, or whether the irregularities are accounted 

for by the irregular nature of such an assessment, is not clear. The 

higher nature of the charges in the southern isles of Orkney at the date 

of the Rentals. may be significant only in contrast with the unhealthy 

state of the economy in the northern isles at that time. There are many 

references in the latter area to 'blawn' land, although the cause of this 

is not clear. The poverty of the men of Pappay and Westray must have been 
2 

very evident however for Lord Henry Sinclair to give them a lower assess- 

ment. 

1. OFN, p. 197. There were "inexplicable variations" in 'stent-butter' 

all over Orkney. 

2. This could have been due to natural causes (one of the meanings of 
'blawn' was that land had been over-manured with seaware, (Scottish 

National Dictionary), or to political ones after 1468. 
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Section II. Recipients of the Skatts. 

When instituted in Norway the 'leidangsskatt' was definitely paid to 

the crown, and the crown was able to grant exemption to its 'händgangne 

menu` in 1277. It does not appear that even the higher ranks of the 

aristocracy were able to retain this tax when they were granted an area 

of the country with royal rights. 'Hireskraa' does not say that dukes or 

earls were able to retain the 'leidangsskatt' although it is said that they 

could keep all the 'sakfre'1. If they had been able to keep the former, 

then it must be assumed that this would have been stated2. Skatt was 

important to the Norwegian kings, although its importance declined through 

the centuries; but of first importance in the appointment of the earl of 

Iceland in 1258 was the necessity for him to bring the Icelanders to 

acknowledge that they owed the king skatt3. The conjunction of Orkney and 

Iceland in 'Hirdskraa' has already been examined; they were both different 

from the Norwegian earldoms because it is said, these earls were over the 

king's skattlands, This would appear to make it quite clear that the 

kings considered themselves to have a theoretical right to skatt from all 

1. NGL, IR, iii, p. 405. 

2. Munch, NFH, iv, pt. i, p. 546, n. 2. 

3. Ibid., p. 357. 

4. See pp. 180-83 supra. 
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. the islands in the Western Sea remaining to the crown after 12661 

The problem for the kings must have been to put their theoretical 

right to the butter and malt skatts into practice. In Chapter III an 

attempt was made to analyse the authority which the earl of Orkney had 

within his earldom. and to see to what extent the kings attempted to 

ensure that revenues from the islands were returned to them. The con- 

clusion reached was that although attempts were made to place a royal 

official alongside the earl in the earlier part of the thirteenth century, 

who would be there primarily to collect royal rents and revenues, yet this 

policy did not persist, and the earls themselves during the second half of 

the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries were given all authority over all 

income in the islands. Whether this also meant that the earls retained 
2 

1. Opinion has varied among historians of Orkney as to who received 
these payments. Balfour said it was a "tax upon all land occupied 
by odal-red for the support of the Crown, and expense of government" 
(Oppressions, p. 128). Peterkin more definitely stated that it was 
"tribute, land tax payable to the kings of Norway, afterwards the 
kings of Scotland and their donatories from udallers of Orkney" 
(Rentals, p. 134). More recently J. Mooney has said that "with the 
exception of two or three years at most. Skatts in Orkney were 
paid to the Earls of Orkney from the 9th to near the end of the 
15th century" (Cathedral and Burgh of Kirkwall, p. 171). Marwick 
also seems to assume that it was the earl who received the skatt when 
he talks of "the lands which paid skatt to the earl and those which 
paid to the Bishop" ('Leidang in the West", p. 19). Scandinavian 
historians however regard the skatts as the king's; Munch (NFH, iv, 

pt. i, p. 467) svgs that after 1195 "derforuden erfarer Man, at han 
(the king) nu virkelig haevede Skat, hvilket synes at vaert skeet paa 
den Maade, at hver Gaard ansattes til at vist Skattebel&, som kongen 
lod opkraeve ved sin Sysselmand, uden Jarlens Mellemkonst". This is 

echoed by F. Scheel 'Orknperne og Hjaltland i pantsaettelsestiden' 
(HT(N), 1912. V. p. 402) "kongen hadde ret til det halve sagefald, og 
virkelig kraevet skatten der, gjennem sin sysselmand, uten jarlens 

mellemkonst". The same line has been taken by more modern historians; 
E. Arup, Danmarks Historie, ii, p. 159, "meget staerkt var og er ogsaa 
den dag i dag det keltiske indslag i befolkningen paa Orkney/erne, 
Shetland og Faer/erne; fra disse fik den norske konge en aarlig skat"; 
Helle. Norge blir en stat, p. 138, "Teoretisk hadde kongen rett til 

skatt fra Vesterhavs gene og oppebar ogsa i perioder da kongemakten 

formädde a sette seg i respekt eller nar h/vdingene trengte norske 
hjelp mot skotter eller engelskmenn". 

2. See p. 179 supra. 
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some of the skatts for their own use is uncertain. Some of the earls such 

as John Magnusson and Magnus V, who it has been seen appear to have been on 

good terms with their Norwegian overlordsl, may have been given a grant of 

some of the skatts which they collected. But even if this had been the'case, 

the situation in the fourteenth century provided frequent occasions for 

royal sysselmen to be established in the earldom who would be able to 

collect not only the royal revenues but also the earldom dues2. This must 

have given the kings' authority a boost, and their determination to retain 

this position is seen in the appointment of Alexander of Ard in 1375 and 

creation of Henry Sinclair as earl in 13793. In the former year the crown 

demanded half of the earldom revenues, and in the latter it specifically 

reserved for its own use all royal lands and rights. It cannot categori- 

cally be said that this meant any more than royal rents and half of the 

judicial fines; but it would seem highly likely that after a total of forty 

years in which royal sysselmen had had full royal and earldom authority in 

the islands any skatts which should have gone to the crown would be 

included. 

During the period of an earl's rule there was doubtless a difference 

between such a theoretical claim and what was in fact rendered to the 

royal treasury at Bergen every year. If the kings could manage to hold 

the earldom direct from time to time, the gap between theory and practice 

could be kept narrow. But with the Sinclair earls a strong vigorous line 

created a different situation and by the mid fifteenth century the gap can 

be seen to have grown appreciably wider. Nevertheless it is the evidence 

for this gap which helps to prove that the kings did claim and most probably 

1. Ibid., pp. 166,169. 

2. Ibid., pp. 166, -171. 

3. Ibid., , pp. 184-5. 
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always had claimed that their skatts be returned to them every year. This 

evidence comes from Arild Huitfeldt's Chronicle of the reign of Christian 

and concerns the situation just prior to the pledging of the islands to 

Scotland in 14681. The earl at the time. William Sinclair, was proving 

particularly intransigent towards his Danish overlord, and the situation 

appears to have been very difficult indeed for King Christian. Huitfeldt 

says that in the year 1466 the king wrote to the lawman of Orkney thanking 

him for his help in getting in the king's yearly income from Orkney, 

knowing that he had met some resistance2. Huitfeldt also makes a general 

statement that the kings had not been able to get their rents and taxes 

from Orkney in at the due time3. He makes it quite clear that the kings 

felt that they should have been getting their rents and taxes from the 

islands every year. Huitfeldt adds that Earl William presumed that he 

held Orkney free of all dues, from which arose the difficulties over the 
k 

kings income which he had previously related. In the fifteenth century 

therefore the earls were expected to return some kind of due, even though 

they had received a grant from the King, and as the situation had 

obviously worsened by then it can be accepted that they had had to 

return the skatts prior to that date. In 1468 Huitfeldt also reports 

that King Christian wrote a letter to the people of Orkney and Shetland 

in which he told them to pay their annual tax to the king of Scotland until 

1. See Chap. VI infra p. 316. 

2. Historiske Bescriffuelse om hvis sig haffuer tildraget under den 
stormectigste Forste oc Her Christiern den Forste, p. 15d. The 
phrase used for 'yearly income' is Aarlige Rente'; this would 
mean all forms of income, rents and taxes. 

3. Ibid., p. 159; the phrase used for taxes and rents is 'Landskyld 

eller Affgift'. See Chap. VI infra p. 315 for a closer examination 
of this passage in Huitfeldt. 

Ibid., p. 160. 
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the time when he would be able to redeem the islands1. 

Direct statements in the Rentals regarding the receipt of skatts 

have to be treated with caution, for these were compiled after 1468 when 

the islands were Scottish and the land-holding situation had changed. At 

this date both royal and earldom estates were held by the king. In prac- 

tice this was however very similar to the situation before 1468 when, as 

has been argued2 the earl was responsible for the royal estates. Moreover 

the type of land is always stated in the Rentals, whether royal, bordland 

or 'auld erledome' (and if no designation, odal), and this would appear to 

have remained unchanged since the Norwegian period. There is however, no 

specific statement about the recipient of the skatts, for this does not 

appear to have been linked with land ownership (except for the lands of 

the bishopric which paid their skatts to the bishop). There are a good 

number of occasions in both the 1492 and the 1500 Rentals when a certain 

piece of land is said to have been "evir bigane of auld tyme to the Kingis 

scattis"3. But this is usually stated when there is evidence that there 

has been episcopal 'gripping' of the skatts concerned. Bishop William 

of the Orkneys held the tack of the earldom from 11168 to 1478, and his 

successor in the see held it until 1489 when Lord Henry Sinclair was 

granted it. In those eighteen years there is evidence that the bishops 

had kept a good many of the skatts which should have gone to the crown. 

One of the main purposes of these compilations, particularly of the earlier 

rental, would appear to have been an attempt to get back for the crown some 

of these skatts. The use of this phrase is therefore relevant only to the 

situation arising since 1468/71, and the 'kingis scattis' in these instances 

1. Ibid., p. 190; the phrase used for annual tax being 'aarlige skat'. 

2. See pp. 185-6 supra. 

3. Rentals. P. 79. 
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cannot, without independent proof, be taken to refer to the period prior 

to that date. 

There are however a few instances in the Rentals where independent 

proof does appear to exist. The most conclusive Is an entry under House- 

garth in Sanday which is said to have "payit scat to the king in Erle 

Williamis tyme bayth forrow the said Nichollis tyme and eftir his deceise"1. 

Also under Calgarth, in Deirness "the king 't erle evir had the scattis of 

all the bischoppis land in this parrochin quhill of lait that bischop 

William stoppit the samint2. The use of the phrase 'ant. pro rege' can 

probably be taken as meaning that the skatts were the king's before 111683. 

It may in fact be an entry from an old rental copied out; there are 

references to the 'auld rentale', 'auld parchment rental', the 'kingis 

auld rentale', which would appear to come from the Norwegian period and 
' 

therefore to refer to a time when the skatts went to the Norwegian king. 

In 1492 an extra list of the episcopal skatts is given and the comment 

made "and the scatts hereof not in his auld rentale where they are the 

king's"5 which must refer to the period before the gripping of the skatts 

by the bishop, which had taken place when he held the tack. In general 

the skatts are referred to as the king's, although as has been said he 

may certainly not have got all of them (particularly in the 1160's) after 

they had passed through the hands of the earl who had the authority to 

1. Ibid., p. 91. 

2. Ibid., p. 9. 

3. 'Ant. ' - 'antiquitatus', formerly, which is usually contrasted with 
the payment 'jam', now (OFN, p. 198-9). 

4. "Suthirquoy was ay to the kingis skattis as his auld rentale bearis" 
(Rentals, p. 56). 

5. Land in Gorleis had been given to the Church ".. nevirtheless because 
it, was outhwel land and paid the king scatt therefore the scatts 
remains in the rentale", (1492 rental, p. 93). 
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collect them. Sometimes the earl's right to the skatts is also mentioned; 

the 1492 rental lists at the end of each parish "the skats that the bishop 

taks", adding in the case of Marwik parish "that was the Erllis and now 

they pertain to the king", and in the case of Ronaldsay "that was the kings 

and Erls of auld richt and use"1. He undoubtedly had control of the col- 

lection of them and on occasion granted exemption, as can be seen from the 

skatts of 'Halfyncoffis', which are said to be the king's skatts and which 

were "fre in the handis of Symoun Ramsayis airis becaus of the landmale 

that he coffit 't gaif to erle William in the bull of Karstan"2. This of 

course was during the period of Earl William's control when King Christian 

had great difficulty in getting in the skatts which were due to him. 

There is further evidence in the Rentals which can be taken as proof 

that the butter and malt skatts went to the king. The 'bordlands' or 

estates of the earls do not pay skatt, which is in accordance with the 

1277 exemption. But there is another class of earldom land in the Rentals 

which did pay butter and malt skatts. These are called 'auld erledome' 

and although some of them claim exemption from skatt this is usually 

queried by the taksman. These lands may have been estates which the earls 

acquired "at a somewhat later date" than the bordlands . The fact that 

they continued to pay butter and malt skatt even after they became part of 

the earldom estate appears to indicate that this payment was going to the 

crown, otherwise it would have lapsed immediately (the fact that it had 

lapsed in some cases thereby shows the extent of the last earl's control 

of the s}catts). 

The evidence from the Rentals therefore can be taken to bear out the 

1. Ibid., pp. 1.19. 

2. Rentals, p. 91. 

3. OFN. p, 192; see Chapter VI infra p. 340. 
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general conclusion that the main skatts were in theory the king's; but 

it shows that the earl's name was linked with them which probably means that 

he had control of their collection, and as Huitfeldt mentions retained more 

or less of them as the situation allowed. The king must certainly have 

known what the earl's annual income traditionally was, particularly after 

royal officials had had control of the earldom for long periods in the 

fourteenth century. In 1375 Alexander of Ard had to pay half of the earldom 

income into the royal treasury and it would be well-known what this should 

amount to. The other skatts from Orkney. 'wattle', and 'forcop' were how- 

ever different. It seems probable that the earl kept all the 'wattle' pay- 

ment, the most ancient of all the income due to him as lord of the island 

earldom. There is no evidence that the 'fararkaup' levied in Norway for 

the upkeep of representatives at the 'ping' was a royal tax. It seems pro- 

bable that as the earl took over responsibility for-the legal procedure in 

his earldom he would therefore take over the 'forcop' payment. It probably 

lost its original meaning as the earlier system of representative assemblies 

became anachronistic and there is evidence that it was used in the Rentals 

as a regulator. Certain farms were said to be exempted from it because they 

paid high malt skatt1. Also the phrase 'in forcop viz girse-male' which 

occurs in Sanday2 makes no sense, and this may indicate that the payment had 

completely lost its meaning. A tax which no longer served its original 

purpose would find its way into the pocket of the earl whether he originally 

collected it or not. But these two skatts had by the fifteenth century 

become very much reduced in value. The butter and malt skatts were the most 

important ones and as the equivalent of the 'leidangsskatt' in Norway they 

1.. This appears to be the meaning of "na forcop quia high malt-scat" 
which appears in some places in the rentals. 

2. Rentals, pp. 88-89. 
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must have been regarded as the king's skatts, although in practice an earl 

may have found it fairly simple to retain a proportion of them before 

returning the remainder to the royal treasury at Bergen, and he may even 

have been allowed officially to keep a proportion in order to fulfil his 

responsibility for the defence of the islands. 
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CHAPTER III 

Appendix II 

Weland de Stiklaw 

Master Weland de Stiklaw appears to have been deeply involved in the 

contacts between Scotland and Norway during the 'years 1270-1305, from which 

he gained great influence in the earldoms of Orkney and Caithness. His 

surname is most probably derived from the same place-name in the barony of 

Walton in Northumberland, and there was a family of Stiklaw in this period 

who possessed lands in Northumberland. These Stiklaws, along with the 

family of Trewick. were joint inheritors of the'lands of Adam of Jesmond 

who died in 12711. Adams widow, Christian de Ireby, married on 23 May 1273 

at Hoddam in Dumfriesshire Robert Bruce the Competitor as her third husband2, 

and it seems most probable that this link provided the means by which Weland 

and his brother Henry de Stiklaw found their way to Scotland. For they 

first appear in Scotland in the 1270's, and there is later evidence moreover 

of their close connection with the Bruce family. Christian Ireby is known 

to have provided a member of the Trewick family with a living, as well as 

an illegitimate son of her former husband3. It is more than probable there- 

fore that Weland and Henry de Stiklaw, members of the other branch of her 

husband's family who inherited his lands, went with her when she moved north 

for her marriage, and that the former was provided with a living by. -the Bruces. 

1. 'An account of Jesmond' by F. W. Dendy (Archaeologia Aeliana, 3rd ser. 
i), pp. 50,54.58, where it is said that the members of the Stiklaw 

and Trewick families who inherited Adam's lands were his cousins 
although no supporting evidence for this is given. 

2. 'Notes and Communications' (SHR, xxv, 1928), p. 386. 

3. Dendy, 'An account of Jesmond' (Arch. Aeliana), p. 56-7. In 1282 

Eustace de Trewick was rector of Addingham which was in Christian's 

gift. In 1293 she and Robert Bruce presented Simon de Jesmond, ille- 

gitimate son of her former husband to her living of Bolton in 

Cumberland. 
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Weland usually appears in the records with the degree title of 

Master, but which University he had gone to is not known. His first recorded 

position in the church was as a canon of Dunkeld, when in 1283 he was com- 

missioned along with the dean, chancellor, and two other canons to elect the 

next bishop1. It was probably by reason of his connection with the Cathedral 

of Dunkeld that he and his brother Henry witnessed a charter by Gilbert de 

2 
Ruthven to Walter de Edgar of the lands of Westir Cultmalindie, as a 

parallel charter of the lands of Estir Cultmalindie was witnessed by the 

bishop of Dunkeld3. These two charters are undated, but were confirmed in 

1279. If the Stiklaw brothers had come to Scotland with Christian Ireby for 

her marriage to Robert Bruce then the original grant can be dated between 

1273 and 1279. 

During the 1280's Alexander III had for Chamberlain a 'Master Weland'. 

There is no evidence to prove that he was Master Weland de Stiklaw, but the 

coincidence of name and date makes it highly likely, and shows that Master 

Weland rose quickly. If they were one and the same, then Weland appears to 

have been in the king's service before the date when he helped in the 

election of the bishop of Dunkeld, as in 1282 two rolls concerning the 

Wardrobe of the king were said to have been delivered to Master Weland by 

W. de Caremount at Scone4. On May 18 1284 Weland was a clerk of the king's 

Chamber 
5, 

and sometime between then and the death of Alexander was Chamber- 

1. CPL, i, p. 169-70. 

2. Maitland Thomson Notebook (SRO) no. 6, p. 13 (where a reference is given 
to Dupplin Chrs. no. 48). I am grateful to Dr. D. E. R. Watt for this 

reference. 

3" Ibid. 

4. APS, i, p. 115. 

5. CDS, ii, 252. It is said in HBC that Weland was Chamberlain at this 
date (although the ed. has bracketed his name). But this entry in CDS 
only calls him "clerk of the king's Chamber". 
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lain . But from 1287 to 1295 the Chamberlain was Alexander de Balliol, which 

is an indication of the strength of the Balliol party immediately after the 

death of the king, and a reason perhaps for the end of Weland's term of 

office, as a member of the Bruce entourage. During this period he may have 

had his first contact with Norway. The messenger sent to escort Margaret 

to Scotland from Norway in 1290 is said in Scalacronica to have been "un 

clerk Descoce meistre Weland, qi peryst od la dit pucel en revenaunt devers 

Escoce sure lez costres de Boghane" 
2 

If this statement is true then the 

assumption that Master Weland was the same as Master Weland de Stiklaw is 

disproved, for the latter did not die in 1290. As Scalacronica is however 

wrong in one other respect, that the Maid of Norway perished off the coast 

of Buchan - and indeed implies quite falsely that this was as a result of 

shipwreck, which is unlikely as other members of the entourage survived3 

this may cast doubt on the information that Master Weland died with her. 

However it is probable that he could have been a member of the Scottish 

embassy sent to meet her, because of what is knour of his later contacts 

across the north sea. 

The next information about Weland and Henry de Stiklaw comes in fact 

from Norway and shows them to have been in the service of Robert Bruce earl 

of Carrick about this time. With the triumph of Balliol the Stiklaws 

would be out of the royal administration and therefore appear to have given 

their services entirely to the Bruce family. At this period the Bruces were 

allying themselves with the other disappointed competitor King Eric of 

1" In 1288-90 he is called "Weland former Chamberlain" (ER, i, p. 38), 

and in 1294 "Weylaund the Chamberlain in the late kings time" 
(CDs, ii, 688). 

2. Maitland Club, vol. xl. P. 110. Chron. Fordun, p. 306 gives two other 

names. 

3" See Chapter II supra p. 1111. 

ýý 
t: 
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Norway, who married Isabella daughter of the earl of Carrick in 12931 . 

Master Weland appears to have been in charge of Isabella Bruce's entourage, 

while his brother remained in her father's service, for on 25 September 1293 

the former and Audun Hugleikson received a gift of clothing and other goods 

in Bergen on behalf of Isabella Bruce queen of Norway; these had been handed 

over by H(enry) de Stiklaw and other envoys of her father the earl of 
2 

Carrick . Weland however returned to Scotland after the marriage and 

coronation of Queen Isabella, for he was sufficiently active against Edward 

I to be banished in 1296 along with many others of the ecclesiastical 

hierarchy. On 1 April 1297 a safe-conduct was issued for Weland de Stiklaw 

at the instance of Hugh Cressingham, Treasurer of Scotland -"notwithstanding 

that he with others of that land, after being required several times to 

come to the king's peace has been banished for contumacy" - to go to Scotland 

3 
to talk with the said Treasurer . Weland and probably his brother also 

had obviously sought refuge in Norway in 1296 - for in the same year they 

were acting as ambassadors of the king of Norway - although other Scots 

who were in exile appear to have gone mostly to France . The Stiklaws 

however had a good opening at the Norwegian court because of their Bruce 

affiliation, and entered the royal service at a high level. On 23 June 

1297 Master Weland de Stiklaw was an ambassador of King Eric to Scotland, 

and Henry Stiklaw an envoy of the king of Norway also, having a safe-conduct 
5 

to return to Norway along with Thore Haakonsson . The safe-conduct for 

1. ibid., p. 119. 

2. CDs, ii, 675. 

3. Patent Roll'., 25 Edw. I. p. 2k5. 

4. Barrow, 'The Scottish Clergy in the War of Independence' (SHR, xli, 
1962), P. 8; Barrow, Bruce, p. 113. 

5. CDS, ii, 961; DN, xix, lt10. 
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Weland in April to talk with the Treasurer was probably also because of some 

-diplomatic business. The ease with which as envoys of another country they 

were able to transact business with the administrators of the English king, 

against whom they had rebelled, is surprising. 

As exiled Anglo-Scots in the kingdom of Norway Weland and Henry de 

Stiklaw were bound to come across John earl of Orkney, particularly as his 

sympathies probably lay with Bruce also1 . It was on the earl's death that 

Weland reached the high point of his career. He managed to be granted 

authority in both the Scottish and Norwegian earldoms during the minority 

of the earl's heir. This was an achievement which in the case of the 

Scottish earldom involved coming to King Edward's peace after having opposed 

him since 1296. This Weland did in 1303 and was granted the wardship of 

Magnus son and heir of the earl of Caithness 
2. 

It is highly probable that 

he was also granted authority in the earldom of Orkney, a much greater 

honour which involved membership of the Norwegian 'Riksraad'. This is 

shown in 1305, when 'Velent of Stikl(an)' was the fifth name of the list of 

secular witnesses to witness King Hakon's receipt of Queen Eufamia's dowry, 

promising to see that she would receive all that was due to her in the event 

of Hakon's death3 . All these witnesses must have been members of the 

'Riksraad', 
4 

and despite his previous appearance on embassies, Weland had 

not been important enough until this date to be a member of the ruling 

Council. But as the king's sysselman in Orkney he would automatically have 

been a member, and that his presence in the list was due to a secular position 

1 See Chapter I supra p. 22 and Chapter II supra p. 123. 

2. Palgrave, Antient Kalendars, i, p. 128. 

3. DN, iii, 61. 

4. Munch, NFH, iv, pt. ii, p. 433, " and p. 492 where he refers to Weland 

as one of the king's barons. See Chapter III supra p. 167. 
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which he held is seen from his inclusion among the secular members. It is 

assumed therefore that he was sysselman in Orkney at this date. 

If he was, the person in control in the earldoms of Caithness and 

Orkney during the winter of 1306-7 was highly favourable to the Bruce cause, 

and well-known to the Bruce family. This makes it all the more understand- 

able why Bruce's wife and her party should have fled north from Kildrummy, 

and been very nearly in Weland's area of jurisdiction when they were taken 

at Tain. It certainly explains why a fellow Scottish cleric, the bishop of 

Moray, should have sought refuge in Orkney before March 1307, when Edward 

wrote to King Hakon complaining that he had been 'resetted' there by Hakon's 

subjects1 . Although this fact does not prove that Bruce himself was in 

Orkney in the winter of 1306-7, it means that the authority there was par- 

ticularly favourable to the Bruce cause, providing a safe-retreat and a warm 

welcome'2 . Whether Weland was deprived of his authority in Orkney after 

Edward's complaint is possible; but nothing more is known of him or his 

brother Henry. 

The family name lived on, however, which points to the fact that Henry 

married, there being no evidence that he was a cleric. The eldest daughter 

of Earl Malise of Orkney and Caithness, Matilda, married Weland de Ard3 

He was a member of the family important in Inverness-shire as one of the 

inheritors of the Bisset estate, and there is no clear reason how he came 

to possess the singular name of Weland. There was however a Weland de Stiklaw 

1. CDs, ii, 1907. 

2. The arguments for and against Bruce having spent part of his exile in 
Orkney are summarised by Barrow (Bruce, p. 237740). The problem is 

still unresolved, but the information that the royal officer in 
Orkney at the time was a former member of the family entourage is 
further support for the theory that he did go to Orkney. 

3. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 78. See Chapter I supra p. 30. 
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living some years later and witnessing charters as a burgess of Inverness in 

1361-2 
1, 

who would appear to be a son or grandson of Henry Stiklaw, named 

after his famous relative. It is therefore possible that a daughter of 

Henry married a member of the del Ard family and gave the name Weland also 

to a son 
2. 

The name has persisted to the present day in the Chisholm 

family 
3. 

They inherited the del Ard estates by marrying the daughter of 

Matilda of Strathearn and Weland de Ard, who succeeded her brother Alexander 

de Ard in their father's lands. (See Genealogical Table D. ) 

1.1362 Chr. by Sir Robert Chisholm in Inverness Public Library, witnessed 
by 'Welando de Styklaw'. The same chr. is printed by MacIntosh, 
Invernessiana, p. 63 where the name is given as 'Weland Shislach'. 
It is quite clearly 'Stiklaw' in the original however and several 
other names are transcribed incorrectly. MacIntosh prints another 
chr. (ibid., p. 65) of the date 1361 which is witnessed by 'Weland 
de Scykklaw (Chisholm)'. This is no longer extant but it seems certain 
that the name should be Stiklaw, with Chisholm erroneously added by 
MacIntosh. His earlier misidentification of the name Stiklaw as 
'Shislach' - the Gaelic form of Chisholm - has given rise to the theory 
that 'Scyyklaw' is the oldest form of the name Chisholm (Black, 
Surnames). The above witness is in fact called 'Welland de Chisholm' 
by Fraser (Grant, I. p. 46). The name Stiklaw recurs in the following 
century in St. Andrews (Laing Charters, 15). 

2. This marriage might have been with Christen del Ard who lived c. 1297- 
1329 (CDS, ii, 923; RMS, i, App. ii, 502; Arbroath Reg. ii, p. 4), or 
with Godrey del Ard TCDS, iii, p. 387). The latter s wife was called 
Isabella (ER. i. P. 50T+, various interpretations of this entry are 
given, in the index to ER vol. i, and Black, Surnames, but it would 
appear that 'Isabelle sponse sue' was Godfrey safe and not his son's). 

3. The first known occurrence of the name Weland in the Chisholm family 
is 'Welland Chesholme of Comer' in 1500 (OPS, ii, pt. ii, p. 517). 

4. Margaret, Lady de la Ard is presumed to have married Alexander de 
Chisholm as her son is called Thomas Chisholm in 1403 (1MS 1,942). 
She is also presumed to have succeeded Alexander de Ard in the Ard 

estates which she held in 1k03 (ibid. ). She laid claim to some 
Caithness estates, which claim she must have got from her mother 
Matilda de Strathearn(Inchaff. Lib. p. li). 
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PART II 

CHAPTER IV 

The Sinclairs and the Earldom of Orkney to 1420 
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Section I. Early Sinclair connections with the North. 

The marriage of Isabella of Strathearn and William Sinclair was pro- 

bably arranged by William earl of Ross, who had been granted control of 

Isabella's marriage in 13441. To be married to Earl Malise's heiress, who 

had been designated by her father to succeed him in the earldom of Caithness, 

implies that William Sinclair was closely allied with the earl of Ross. If 

so, when and how did this connection arise? 

The earliest evidence of the Sinclair family in the north dates from 

1321 when Henry Sinclair was King Robert's baillie in Caithness2. He may 

have consolidated this position by marrying a member of a powerful northern 

family, Alicia de Fenton. Certainly his wife was called Alicia, who in 

1335 forfeited her dower, one third of the barony of Roslyn because of 

her enmity to Edward 111 
3. 

One Alicia de Fenton forfeited at the same 

date one third of Westir Fenton, a rent in Lanyn and a rent in Drymk, so 

it has been assumed5 that it was the same Alicia who forfeited all these 

lands in 1335/6 and that Sir Henry was therefore married to Alice de 

Fenton 
6. 

The Fenton family was one of the three co-portioners of the 

extensive lands of the Bisset family in Inverness-shire7. There is no 

1. See Chapter I supra p. 30. 

2. DN, v, 68. This is the only evidence of Sir Henry's position as 
baillie in Caithness. 

3. CDS, iii, pp. 335.382. 

4+. Ibid.. pp. 335,339,382,386. 

5. SP sub Sinclair earls of Orkney. 

6. Ingelram de Wynton, Alice de Fenton "et duarum filiarum suarum" are 
said to have forfeited the rent of Drym (CDS, iii, pp. 339,386). 
This implies that these were the daughters of both Alice and Ingelram 
(the index to CDS takes this to be the case). However, as they have 

each of Wester Fenton they appear rather to be co-inheritors. 
See Genealogical Table D. 

7. Beauly Chrs., p. 75; A. Fraser, 'The Fentons of the Aird', Celtic 
Magazine, ii, p. 84; Highland Papers I, SHS, 2nd ser., vol. v, p. 201, 
n. 
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direct evidence that Sir William Fenton who married Cecilia Bisset bad a 

daughter called Alice. But as the rent in Drym which Alice de Fenton for- 

feited in 1335/6 is said to have been given to the lord of Fenton by gift 

of the king of Scots1, she certainly seems to have been a member of that 

family. Her holding in Wester Fenton is clearly hereditary from the family 

name which she possessed. There is also indirect evidence that Alice Fenton 

had connections with the north2. There is however no evidence that the 

Sinclairs inherited any northern territory through Alice de Fenton. This 

may have been because the male line of the Fentons continued, who probably 

kept most of the Bisset territory. The only evidence that the Sir Henry 

Sinclair who was King Robert's baillie in Caithness held any territory in 

the north comes from the record that he had a charter of the land of 

'Thanachkegis' some time before 1329,.. which appears to have been in Inverness. 

shire3. This may be the same place as 'Tanach' which was held by Mariot 

Sutherland in 1472 and was within the earldom of Caithness . In which case 

Henry Sinclair had probably been given the estate in connection with his 

position as baillie in Caithness. rather than from his marriage for there 

1. CDS. iii, p. 336, It is interesting to note that Lord William Fenton 
presented a complaint in parliament at the same date as Simon Fraser 
and his wife Margaret (RMS. i, App. ii, 704; see Chap. I supra p. 26). 

2. In 1335/6 Alice Fenton. Godfrey del Ard and Ingelram de Wynton all 
for feited one third of Westir Fenton (CDS, iii, p. 339). The former 
was a member of the powerful family of Ard who also inherited some 
portion of the Bisset estates. From the above evidence that Godfrey 
and Alice were co-inheritors it appears that their two families shared 
Cecilia Bissetts third, and not that the del Ards had married into the 
de Bosco family who held another third of the Bisset lands (which has 
been assumed in Beauly Chrs., p. 67). This is perhaps confirmed by 
the evidence that in 1368 Alexander Chisholm (who inherited the lands 

of the del Ard family) was described as 'comportioner' of William de 
Fenton when he did homage to the bishop of Moray for his share in the 
davach of Kiltarlity (Moray Reg., p. 369). This also suggests that 
the del Ard family held some of the Bisset inheritance from a later 
division with the Fentons, and not from the original division between 
the three sisters. 

3. RMS., App. ii, 348. 
4. Cawdor Bk., p. 54. Mariot was the widow of Sir Alexander Sutherland 

of Dunbeth (see Chapter V infra, p. 290, n. 2). 
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is no evidence that the Bisset inheritance extended into Caithness. 

Any direct connection in the north between Henry Sinclair and the 

later members of his family who held land there is difficult to find. 

Sir Henry had two known sons. William and John. The former was killed in 

Spain with Douglas. having been chosen to take Bruce's heart-to Jeruslaem1. 

He received a pension of forty pounds in the years 1329 and 1330 which 

was given to his heir in the year 13312. Sir Henry survived the death of 

his son, receiving his own pension in 13313. In 1335/6 it was recorded 

that the baronies of Cousland, Rosslyn and Pentland which had been John 

Sinclair's were to remain in the hands of the king until he freed them into 

the custody of Geoffrey de Moubray . This was probably because of the 

minority of the heir of William Sinclair. This heir, William,. later married 

Isabella de Strathearn. Although neither of these two sons of Earl Henry 

appear to have had any connection with the north, there was at this time a 

certain Thomas Sinclair who did carve out a position for himself in the 

area. Sometime prior to 1350 John de Hay, Lord of Tulybothil, granted to 

Thomas Sinclair. son of Thomas Sinclair, and Eufamia his wife, elder sister 

of the grantor. half Urchany in the barony of Nairn and the davach of 

1. Hay. Sainteclaires, p. 15. 

2. ER, 1, pp. 209,286,399. 

3. Ibid., p. 399. 

4. CDS, iii. P. 332; the heading of this section is 'novo eschaete', and 
the lands named were to remain in the king's hands from 15 Oct. - 28 
Jan. 1337. John Sinclair is believed to have been killed with his 
brother in Spain (SP; ER, i. p. lxxviii)although he is mentioned in 

this reference as though he were still alive. His pension certainly 
ceased at the same time as his brother's; but in 1331 William's pen- 
sion was granted to his son and heir "succedenti J. de Sancto Claro 

avunculo suo" (ER, i, p. 399 ). 
. 

This and the above reference 
suggest that John may have survived his brother for a short while 

and perhaps held his father's inheritance. 
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Petcarsky in the tenement of Erwyde in Sutherland1. A second grant of land 

by John de Hay to Thomas Sinclair also exists. It can be seen from these 
2 

that Thomas Sinclair was closely connected with the entourage of the earl 

of Ross; the lands given in the first charter were held of the earl of Ross, 

whose brother Hugh witnessed it, while both of them witnessed the second 

one. A few years later John de Hay and Thomas Sinclair themselves witnessed 

a charter of the earl of Ross along with Hugh of Ross and John of Ross3. 

It has been seen that the Ross family dominated the situation in Caithness 

and Orkney in the 1350's and 1360's, and in 1364 this same Thomas Sinclair 

described himself as the baillie of the king of Norway in Orkney4. He 

would only have reached this position because of his connection with the 

Rosses; the charter in which he is thus styled was a resignation of land 

to Hugh de Ross drawn up in Kirkwall5. 

Another of the witnesses of this charter was Alexander Sinclair who 

was Thomas' son. If he was old enough to witness in 1364 then Thomas and ' 

Eufamia de Hay must have been married by 1347/8 at the latest. It was about 

1. Familie of Innes (Spalding Club, 1864), p. 60; this chr. is undated. 

2. A grant by John de Hay to 'dilecto armigero suo' Thomas Sinclair, 
of his land of 'Pollam and Kilmalowok' in Strathpeffir is dated 4 
Dec. 1350 (ibid., p. 61). This grant post-dates the previous one 
(which may have been made to Thomas on the occasion of his marriage 
to John de Hay's elder sister). There is a reference to heirs in 
existence in the latter and only to possible future heirs in the 
former. One of the witnesses of the former, Roger bishop of Ross, 

resigned his see on 30 Nov. 1350 (Watt, Fasti), which gives a ter- 

minal date. 

3. Aberdeen-Banff Ill., ii, p. 384, n. 1. John de Hay is called 'con- 

sanguineo nostro' by the earl of Ross in 13 6( (ibid., iii, p. 532). 

4+. Abdn. Reg., i, p. 106; see Chapter III supra p. 172. 

5. A John Sinclair was an arbiter in the 1369 Agreement between Bishop 
William and Hakon Johnson (DN, i, 4+04). He was presumably a man of 
standing in Orkney at the time, and would appear to have got this 

position because of his relationship with Thomas Sinclair. He 

could not have been a son of William and Isabella, as their heir 

was still in ward in 1368 (APS, i. p. 528-9). 
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this date that William de Sinclair was married to Isabella de Strathearn. 

Earl Malise had granted her marriage to her uncle the earl of Ross in 1344 

and she was most probably of marriageable age by 1350, as the first-born 

of Malise's union with Marjorie of Ross, which is said to have taken place 

before 1334v. William and Thomas Sinclair were both therefore married to 

protegees of the earl of Ross at about the same timet. The coincidence 

appears too great for them not to have been closely related and of the 

same generation3. As Thomas is stated to have been the son of Thomas 

Sinclair it is possible that the latter was a brother of William Sinclair 

who had been killed in Spain in 1330, and a son also of Sir Henry Sinclair 

of Roslyn. The evidence that two members of the Sinclair family were 

closely involved in affairs in the north at this date and both married to 

members of families who were also closely involved there certainly implies 

that they must have possessed some standing in the area in their own right. 

Malise's daughter by his first marriage, Matilda, married a northern land- 

owner, Weland de Ard. who was also a co-portioner of the Fentons. It is 

interesting to note that Malise's designated heiress, Isabella, also married 

a member of a family who had Fenton connections. As rivals to their father's 

earldom of Caithness they were married to members of the families of Ard and 

Sinclair who also shared an inheritance (if Sir Henry had indeed married 

-Alicia de Fenton) and who were probably also rivals. This further suggests 

that the Sinclairs were closely involved in Caithness politics before 

1. CP sub Caithness. 

2. The only other evidence for close contact between William Sinclair 
and the earl of Ross is the record of a grant to William Sinclair 
of land in Fife which had been resigned by the earl of Ross (RMS, 
i. App. ii. 1382). 

3. There is no evidence. of any contact between William and Thomas but 
there-must certainly have been some whei3 Thomas was the royal baillie 
in Orkney. for William was a landholder therein right of his wife. 
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William married the earl's. heiress. This involvement was due to the inheri- 

tance of lands from Henry Sinclair's marriage as well as his official 

position in Caithness. But the family's standing in the north was very 

much enhanced by the patronage of the earl of Ross and marriage with the 

heiress of the earl of Caithness. 

This marriage made the Sinclairs primarily a northern family. It is 

unclear whether Thomas established a separate branch or not. His son 

Alexander continued the close connection with the Rosses after his father's 

death, which occurred between 1364 and 1370. In 1370/1 Alexander received 

confirmation of a grant of Eistir Tyry in Aberdeenshire from Hugh Ross and 

confirmation of a grant of Bray in Inverness-shire from William earl of 

Ross1. But by this date the earl of Ross' fortunes were waning fast and 

on his death in 1372 his son-in-law succeeded to the earldom despite efforts 

made by the old earl for it to devolve on his brother Hugh. With this 

change there is evidence that Alexander Sinclair's fortunes also faltered, 

although his uncle John de Hay evidently remained in close contact with 

the new lord of Ross. Evidence for this comes from a charter which must 

date from after 1372 as it is a grant by Walter de Lesley who calls himself 

lord of Ross2. The lands which had only been confirmed to Alexander 

Sinclair in 1370/1 were by this granted to Eufamia Sinclair, having been 

resigned by Alexander. She also received half Drem and a third of Bron in 

Inverness-shire which Elena Sinclair had resigned. The possibility that 

Eufamia Sinclair was in fact Thomas' widow, the elder sister of John de 

1. RMS. i, 369.370. 

2. This was the title he assumed on the death of his father-in-law. 
The charter appears however to be dated 1367 (Familie of Innes, 
p. 62; A. B. Ill., ii, p. 383). 
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Hay, is strengthened by the appearance of John de Hay as a witness1. In 

this case her son Alexander and probably her daughter Elena must have 

been prevailed upon to resign lands which, in the case of Alexander at 

any rate, had been granted to him by Walter de Lesley's predecessor William 

earl of Ross. The fact that they are then granted to their mother Eufamia 

indicates that she and her brother John de Hay were in rather better favour 

with Walter de Lesley than her children were. 

1. Widows sometimes called themselves by their husband's name. In 
1391 Isabella de Strathearn, widow of William Sinclair, is called 
'Isabella de Sancto Claro' (DN, ii, 525). 
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Section II. Earl Henry I. 

Although remarkably little is known about the William Sinclair who 

by marrying Isabella de Strathearn made his family's fortune, his son 

Henry certainly grasped the opportunities offered by this marriage to 

become a powerful earl of Orkney very much in the old tradition. The 

existing evidence about this first earl of the Sinclair line shows him to 

have been active in his northern earldom and integrated with the people of 

the earldom and their customs. There is as much, if not more, evidence 

of his contact with the king of Norway as exists for the earls of previous 

lines. There is no evidence that he was closely involved in the politics 

of the Scottish kingdom, as both his son and grandson were to be, although 

he did marry Janet, daughter of Walter Haliburton, lord of Dirleton1. the 

first known marriage of an earl with a member of a Scottish lowland family. 

The Scottish estates of the Sinclair earls of Orkney were also primarily 

centred on the totally different world of East Lothian. It-is noticeable 

that Roslyn became the caput of these estates and increased in importance. 

Cousland, Roslyn and Pentland had been named together as the baronies of 

the Sinclair family in 13352; William Sinclair is apparently known both 

as lord of Dysart and lord of Pentland3. It was only his son Earl Henry 

who called himself lord of Roslyn, along with his title of earl of Orkney. 

The struggle for power in Caithness and Orkney during the minorities 

of Earl Malise's grandsons has already been fully discussed5. How Earl 

1. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 80. 

2. CDS, iii. p. 332. 

3. RMS, 1,186; St. Giles Reg., p. 10. 

4. Even in Norwegian documents. such as his installation document of 
1379 (DN, ii. 459). In a charter issued by him at St. Andrews he 
described himself as "dominus de Roslyne in Scocia" (DN, ii, 1+60). 

5. See Chapter II supra p. 131- 
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Henry managed to overcome and outwit his cousins in the struggle is unknown 

but by some means he won the confidence of King Hakon Magnusson to the 

extent that he was granted the title of earl of Orkney in the summer of 1379. 

The document containing his feudal obligation on this occasion, dated 2 

August 1379, has been examined for evidence which it provides about the 

position of the earl at this date1. There are other interesting aspects 

about it, primarily the attempt made by the king of Norway to ensure that 

his promises would be binding on the new earl. As well as the nine "friends 

and kinsmen" who sealed the document and who particularly promised to keep 

all its clauses along with the earl, there was a list of sureties given who 

had to provide letters of surety, and four hostages, who were detailed to 

be left behind until all the clauses had been fulfilled. The extent of 

the earl's connections in Scotland is well illustrated by these lists. 

The four who stayed behind as hostages were Sir William 'Daniel'2, Malise 

Sperraa, David Crichton and the son of Sir Simon Rodde, Alexander. The 

rest of his "friends and kinsmen" were William Crichton, Simon Rodde, 

William of Bykerton5, Adam of Bybertone6, Thomas of Bennyne7 and Andrew 

1. DN, ii, . 59; see Chapter III supra pp. 18. -7. 

2. In a letter of the following year this name appears as William of 
Dalyel (DN, ii, 165). 

3. His cousin. son of Guttorm Sperra. 

4. Alexander did not seal the installation document although his father 
Simon did. R. St. Clair, 'Orcadiana' (Old Lore Misc., ii), p. 176, says 
that the seal is Simon Preston of Craigmillar's and that Alexander 
Rodde was Alexander Preston son of Simon Preston; the documents con- 
cerned are however copies with no seals attached. 

5. The Bykertons were a lowland family and probably connected with the 
earls of Douglas (Black, Surnames). 

6. This name is recorded once by Black as 'Bibberton' (Surnames). 

7. In 1434 a Robert Benyn, baillie and burgess of Kirkwall (Orkney Rees., 
PP. 329.330). appended his seal to the installation document of Earl 
Henry's grandson (NGL, 2R, i, p. 141); he appears to be a descendant 

of Thomas of Bennyne (see Chapter V infra p. 281). The name, usually 
Binning, originates from W. Lothian. 
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Haldanystone who had all accompanied Earl Henry to Marstrand. The sureties, 

whose "open letters with true seals" Henry had to gather together in Scotland 

and return to King Hakon, were the bishops of St. Andrews and Glasgow, the 

earls of Douglas and March, Sir Walter and Sir Alexander of Halyburton1. Sir 

Patrick of Hepburn, Sir John of Edmondstone, Sir George of Abernethy and 

Sir William of Ramsay. Everyone of these individuals - except Malise Sperry 

- was a lowland Scot. 

One of the open letters still exists, in which Earl Henry promised not 

to alienate, pawn, or pledge the lands and islands of his earldom away from 

the king of Norway without consent. It was issued on 1 September 1379 - 

exactly one month after the new earl's installation - at St. Andrews, pro- 

bably because the leading surety was the bishop of St. Andrews2. It 

includes all the named sureties as well as two un-named ones, John 'de 

Turribus13 and Robert of Dalyell (probably a relation of the William 'of 

Daniel' who had stayed behind as a hostage). Which of the other pledges 

made by the new earl had to be ratified in this way is not said, but it is 

likely that there were more than one as the phrase used in the installation 

document ("specially and particularly the conditions and articles") is in 

the plural. It is uncertain which these would have been as most of the 

clauses are too unspecific and concerned with the defence of the islands 

1. Sir Walter of Halyburton was Earl Henry's brother-in-law; his 
relationship with Alexander Halyburton is unknown. 

2. DN, ii, 160. 

3. The Towers family were sometimes called 'of Cramond' (Black, Surnames). 

Henry and his signatories promised Hakon and his Councillors that they 
would see to the performance of the above articles before the feast 

of St. Martin, "prout unumquodque negocium superius per se declaratum 

est" (DN, ii, p. 356). which implies that every single clause was 
meant, although the sureties would have had to seal letters con- 
cerning only some of the articles (Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii, p. 101). 
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and other local matters for Scottish clerics and knights to be able to 

guarantee that they would be fulfilled. The payment of one thousand 

nobles which had to be made at Tunsberg before the following feast of 

St. Martin would probably have been one1. But Earl Henry must certainly 

have failed to return all that was necessary, for in June of the following 

year three of the four hostages received permission from King Hakon to 

return to Scotland in order to ensure that the articles were properly 

fulfilled2. The letter which they issued announcing the king's permission 

to return to Scotland mentioned that certain letters sealed by some Scottish 

lords had just been brought to Tunsberg by a cleric, John de Swecia; this 

was most probably the letter issued at St. Andrews already mentioned, as 

it is known from a copy in the Danish archives. This alone did not ful- 

fill the conditions imposed at Marstrand3, and the hostages were to ensure 

that the letters of surety were all returned as well as one hundred and 

eighty nobles of the sum that was due, which must mean that eight hundred 

and twenty nobles had been paid, perhaps brought by John de Swecia. 

Stringent arrangements were made for replacing any of the sureties who had 

died and the hostages themselves promised to return if they did not get 

all the conditions fulfilled. What finally happened is unknown, but as 

King Hakon died soon after it is most probable that the situation rested 

at that. 

The sum of one thousand nobles which Earl Henry was to pay before 

Martinmas 1379 has been mentioned several times. It was acknowledged by 

1. DN, ii. P. 356. 

2. "... in omnibus suis articulis perfecte" (DN, 11,465). 

3. "dominus rex Haquinis se non censerat conservatum tenorem placitacionum 
predictarum in se minime continebant". ibid. 
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the earl in his installation document that he was obliged to pay this sum as 

a "just debt"1. Yet there is no evidence that Henry Sinclair had had any 

relationship with King Hakon prior to 1379 when he could have accumulated 

such a debt. There is however evidence that from 1379 onwards Earl Henry 

was several times indebted to Hakon Johnson, a councillor of the king of 

Norway who had had authority in Orkney and Shetland, for a recurring sum 

of money. On the same day that he issued his installation document he 

acknowledged that he owed Hakon Johnson two hundred nobles which would be 

paid in two terms, next Pentecost and the following Martinmas, in Kirkwall2. 

On 9 September 1380, (the feast of St. Martin) this document was transcribed 

and witnessed by the Canons of Bergen-3, as it was again on 2 June 1384 . 

Some years later, in 1389, Henry promised Hakon Johnson £1k0 Scotch stCrling 

in four yearly payments. and in the event of default Hakon Johnson was 

entitled to uplift his farms and rent with escheats in the islands of Sanday 

and Ronaldsay5. These payments are explained by Munch as repayments to 

Hakon Johnson who had loaned Earl Henry the one thousand nobles which he 

owed King Hakon in 13796. But there would appear to be a more interesting 

explanation for them. 

On 29 July 1426, the treaties of 1266 and 1312 which had been made 

between Scotland and Norway, were renewed by James I of Scotland and Eric 

of Pomerania, King of Norway, and Denmark7. This affirmed again that 

1. "... in quibus sibi ex justo de6ito recognoscimus nos teneri" 
(DN, ii. P. 356). 

2. Ibid., i, 458. 

3. Ibid., 165. 

Ibid., iii, 455. 

5" Ibid., ii, 515. 

6. Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii, p. 99-100. 

7. DN, vii, 276. 
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Scotland owed annually one hundred marks to Norway in acknowledgement of the 

cession of the Western Isles and Man to Scotland in 1266. This payment was 

to be made - as it had always been - in St. Magnus' Cathedral to the bishop 

of Orkney or a sysselman specially appointed. In October of the same year, 

the bishop of Orkney, the'archdeacon of Shetland and a canon of Scone pro- 

mised King Eric to receive on his behalf two hundred nobles yearly which the 

king of Scotland had pledged himself afresh to pay the Norwegian king1. It 

was specifically stated that this was the annual payment due because of 

renewed friendship between the two countries. This shows that the currency 

unit had changed and the annual payment was then being made in nobles and 

not in marks. If so, then the recurrent debt of two hundred nobles owed 
t 

by Earl Henry to Hakon Johnson was exactly the same sum as the annual pay- 

ment. 

There is very little evidence that the 'annual' had been paid at all 

in the fourteenth century. Previously payment is recorded from the years 

1267-1270,1281-1289 and from 12913. From then until 1312 it is clear that 

no payment was made because of the worsening relationship between Scotland 

and Norway. It formed one of King Eric's many complaints against Scotland 

at that timek. The treaty of 1312 restored good relations and payment 

was once again made for that year and the five preceding years5. It was 

still one hundred marks per annum. Then there is a gap in the sources of 

any information, which may well have something to do with the disturbed 

1. DN, ii, 689. 

2. One noble = 6s. 8d. or 2 mark. When referring to the terms of the 
1266 treaty Huitfeldt says that the Scots had to pay 100 marks or 
200 nobles (Christiern I. p. 171). 

3. APS, i, p. 109; DN, xix, pp. 210-212. 

4. R. Nicholson, 'The Franco-Scottish and Franco-Norwegian treaties' 

p. 122; See Chapter II supra p. 120. 

5. DN, ii, 111. 
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state of the earldoms of Caithness and Orkney after the deaths of Earls 

Magnus V and Malise, for the payment was traditionally handed over in their 

domains. The next piece of evidence comes from the year 1369; in that 

year Hakon Johnson and Bishop William patched up their differences and 

the document which contained their agreement is endorsed with a note to 

the effect that two hundred nobles were owed to Hakon Johnson by the 

Cathedral1. If indeed the annual had changed from being paid in marks to 

being paid in nobles, for which there is evidence from the fifteenth 

century, then this sum of money appears to have been the annual payment. 

In fact, the sum of money which Bishop William promised in the agreement 

to pay the Norwegian king was "a hundred and twelve true golden coins and 

twenty-one what are called nobles"2. It is not clear if this is the same 

sum as the two hundred nobles which the Cathedral owed to Hakon, but as 

the bishop agreed to hand over the golden coins to Hakon, then this may 

have been the case3. If-so, it shows that Bishop William had received 

the annual payment in accordance with the treaties of 1266 and 1312, but 

that he had withheld the money from King Hakon. Similar rivalry between 

the bishop and royal representative over the annual is going to occur in 

the fifteenth century. What is however suprising at this date is that 

1. DN, i, 404; "11c nobele er Domkyrkin schyldugh Hakon Jonsson". 

2. Orkney Recs., p. 16; DN, i, k04, "hundra tolfuo ret gull penninga 
ok aein ok tuttr aer nobilis eaita". 

3. Editor's note (ibid., ) says that the endorsement was written in a 
hand of the 15th cent., but if the sum of money concerned was the 

same as that owed by the bishop. then it probably dates from soon 
after the agreement was drawn up. Hakon Johnson was in any case 
dead soon after 1392. 
The English noble was first minted in 134+4 (C. Oman, The Coinage of 
England. p. 173) and had therefore within twenty years became the 

usual currency for transactions in the North Sea area. 

See Chapter V infra p. 272. 
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Hakon Johnson continued to receive this sum of money after the earldom had 

been granted to Henry Sinclair. This points to a situation in which the 

annual became feudalised; on ceasing to be syssleman Hakon Johnson must 

have been given a grant of the annual two hundred nobles, no doubt as a 

reward for his work in preserving royal authority in Orkney. This sum 

of money was owed him at regular intervals by the new earl, who was thus 

responsible for its payment on behalf of the Scottish king. The earls 

appear to have had some responsibility for a while; in 1312 Earl Magnus, 

with the bishop of Caithness and the Chancellor of Elgin Cathedral had 

handed over payment to King Hakon's special commissioners1, who had been 

his ambassadors at the treaty negotiations in the preceding year. The 

earls may have been involved in the payment of the annual from the very 

beginning. By the time of Earl Henry they appear to have taken over com- 

plete responsibility. If this was the case then the thousand nobles which 

Earl Henry acknowledged that he owed to King Hakon at his installation in 

1379 as a "just debt" apparently represents an accumulation of arrears of 

the annual payment from the past five years. This was exactly the period 

between Alexander of Ard's cömmission and his own appointment and implies 

that Alexander had failed to return the annual payment - and probably other 

dues - when he had to render account at Bergen at midsummer 1376. It also 

implies that the situation in the islands since that time had been such as 

to have prevented the annual payments from being returned to Norway. 

As has been mentioned all but one hundred and eighty nobles of the 

sum had been paid to King Hakon by the following summer, 1380. Thereafter 

sums of two hundred nobles, which it seems clear were annual debts, were 

owed to Hakon Johnson who must have been given a grant of the right to 

1. DN, ii, 111. 
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collect them, and who made strenuous efforst to ensure that he did receive 

them. In 1389 he was given permission by the earl to uplift his farms, 

rents and escheats from the islands of Sanday, and Ronaldsay if he failed 

to return the sum of £140 Scots sterling over the next. four years (this 

may however relate to some other debt owed by the earl to Hakon Johnson 

as it is in a different currency). Evidence from the fifteenth century 
1 

shows the Church again being involved in the collection of the two hundred 

nobles after the treaty of 14262. As in 1369 this was also during the 

abeyance of the earldom. There is evidence which may show that the second 

Earl Henry had some difficulty in raising the sum; in1407 he confirmed a 

pledge of an annual rent of twelve marks made by him from his lands and 

collieries of Dysart to John Forster of Corstorphine who had given him a 

sum of three hundred nobles "in sua necessitate'r3. The necessity for 

ready money in English nobles was perhaps a result of the earl's responsi- 

bility for the payment of the annual, and it is rather surprising that he 

had to go to the length of pledging some of his regular income in order to 

raise it. There is no evidence however that any further payments were ever 

made, even after the renewal of the treaty of 1426, and it is said that in 

1460 King Christian demanded arrears of payment going back to 14264. 

The power struggle between the grandsons of Earl Malise which took 

place after they came of age, and particularly during the years 1375-9, has 

1. This sum was to be paid in three payments of £k0 and one of £20. At 
this date the £ Scots was coined into nearly 32s. (R. W. Cochrane- 
Patrick, Records of the Coinage of Scotland, i, p. lxxv). 

2. DN, 11,689. A consideration of this document and the political 
situation in Orkney at the time will be made in Chapter V infra p. 271. 

3. RMS, i. 902. 

4. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 113. 
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already been mentioned1. There is evidence that Earl Henry continued to face 

opposition after he was raised to the earldom, particularly from his cousin 

Malise Sperra. In his installation document Earl Henry had to promise that 

his cousin would drop his claim to the earldom so that the king was caused 

no more trouble2. Malise Sperra was present at Marstrand, for he was one 

of the signatories on behalf of Earl Henry and he remained behind as a 

hostage for his cousin. Munch considered this to be a clever move to keep 

Malise out of the way for a while3; but this does not really explain the 

apparent inconsistency of why he should also be included among the list of 

friends and kinsmen who agreed on Henry's behalf to fulfil all the clauses 

(another of the hostages, Alexander Rodde, was not included in this list). 

King Hakon may have demanded that the troublesome Malise remain behind as 

a hostage, or that he put his name to the list of signatories in an attempt 

to enforce his agreement to the arrangement. 

In the following year Malise and the other hostages were allowed to. 

return to Scotland. Nothing is known of him for a while after that, but it 

is evident that he established himself in Orkney for in 1387 he called 

himself lord of Skuldale4 (probably Skaldale, in Orphir). The preceding 

year a judgement by the 'drotseter' and royal council of Norway had been 

made against him. to the effect that the lands which he claimed in Shetland 

rightfully belonged to the Hafthorsson brothers who had inherited them from 

Lady Herdis Thorvaldsdatter5. This shows that he had been active - and 

1. See Chapter II supra p. 131. 

2. DN, ii. P. 356. 

3. Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii, p. 99. 

4. Hay, Sainteclaires. P. 57. 

5. DN, 1,501. 
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successful1 - in Shetland also. Lady Herdis was a wealthy Shetland heiress 

who inherited all the family estates of her father Torvald Thoreson2; she 

also acquired a lot of estates in Shetland as shown by several surviving 

documents3. These estates were inherited by her cou*sins Jon and Sigurd 

Hafthorsson4 - two of the most powerful men in Norway of the time - despite 

the fact that Lady Herdis appears to have left them to the Church5. The 

reason for Malise's own encroachments on these estates is not known, but 

it would indicate that he considered he had some claim to them; it is pro- 

bable that Malise was descended from Ivar Sperra an important Shetlander 

at the beginning of the century. and that he therefore had Shetland con- 

nections6. Whether these gave him any claim on Lady Herdis' lands is not 

known, but the inheritance to her estates was not entirely straightforward, 

and at the time of her death Malise would not have been of age to put any 

claim that he had into effect. By the time that he did make an attempt 

to do so. the Hafthorssonshad been in possession of the Shetland estates 

long enough to give them a title which was recognised by the 'drotseter' 

of Norway. 

1. He had put his officials ('umbodsmenn') into the estates. 

2. See General Appendix infra p. 356. 

3. DN, i, 340. - iii, 310,284. 

4. Ibid., ii, 375; this is a judgement by the lawman of Bergen, dated 
26 Sept. 1363, in favour of Sigurd Hafthorsson as the heir of Lady 
Herdis, a proviso being inserted, if no nearer heirs were found. 

5. On 24 Jan. 1364 Kings Magnus and Hakon were given papal permission 
to found a Cistercian monastery with an endowment from her lands, 

which had devolved upon them (DN, vii. 267). It is not clear how 

the Hafthorsson brothers therefore managed to acquire these lands 
(unless they inherited only her acquired lands; it was her hereditary 

goods which are said to have been left to the church). There is no 

evidence that any Cistercian monastery was founded. 

6. See Chapter I supra, p. 36. 
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At the same time it is evident that Malise clashed with the new earl. 

On 8 November 1387 he drew up an "amnesty" - or more exactly a submission - 

in the presence of James earl of Douglas1. This is eloquent witness to the 

bitter relationship between the two and the trouble that there must have 

been. It can only have been forced on Malise, for he was compelled to con- 

done any injuries or offences committed by the earl or his men against him 

and even including all the goods which the earl had usurped. He himself 

had to promise to restore and make satisfaction for anything usurped by him 

or his men, the only exception being those lands which his men had the right 

of claiming according to the laws of the country. Where this lawlessness 

had been carried on is not stated, nor whether the laws of the country were 

Scottish or Norwegian. but they were most probably inherited lands to which 

he had laid a claim in Orkney or Caithness, just as he had laid claims in 

Shetland against the Hafthorsson. 

Failing to gain his ends by force in Orkney or Shetland Malise Sperra 

appears to have turned to the possibilities inherent in the possession of 

a royal grant of authority, to give him the power which he so obviously 

desired to wield in the north. The evidence for this comes from his 

appearance as a member of the 'Riksraad' in 1389 when, along with Earl 

Henry, he sealed the document acknowledging Erik of Pomerania's claim to the 

Norwegian thronet. In this he heads the list of secular members of the 

1. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 57. 

2. DN, xviii, 34; there is another version of this document, written in 
Latin and also undated (DN, iii, k8k). The list of signatories is 
exactly the same except for the omission of Malise Sperra, although 
Earl Henry was still included. Why this was so is unclear. The latin 
document, being more formal. may have been drawn up later. by which 
time it is possible that Earl Henry may have had time to put pressure 
on the authorities to deprive Malise Sperra of any position which he 
had been given. There was even a space left for Malise`s seal on the 
latin document (NGL. 2R, i, p. 15, n). 
The suggested date (ibid.. ) for this occasion is the end of June. 
Henry Sinclair issued a letter to Hakon Johnson on 9 July which may 
be a pointer towards the actual date, for in 1379 his installation 
document and letter to Hakon Johnson were both drawn up on the same 
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council, being first after the ecclesiastical members, (and the unique position 

of Earl Henry) where he is entitled 'herra Malise Sperra riddere'. As well 

as being a member of the council and therefore possessing a powerful position 

in the Norwegian kingdom this shows that he had been knighted by Queen 

Margaret, for he did not possess the title of 'herra' in the Norwegian docu- 

ments of 1379 or 13861. The fact that the antagonism between Malise and 

Henry flared up again after this would imply that Malise's new position was 

a threat to Henry's authority, and the evidence that the final clash came in 

Shetland suggests that Shetland was the area where Malise was exercising his 

new authority, which implies that he had been given a grant of royal authority 
2 

there 

The date for the final showdown between the two is given as 1389 or 

13913, but the last date seems most likely. The Icelandic Annals, in an 

dW. This may also help to pinpoint the place where the Riksraad was 
held, which is disputed: Henry's letter was written in Helsingborg. 

1. Munch considers Malise's knighthood to be a Scottish title (NFH, v, 
pt. ii, p. 258) but the change in Norwegian documents which give him 
no title before 1389 and 'herra' and 'riddere' in that year, strongly 
suggests that it was a Norwegian title which had recently been 
bestowed on him. In the entry in the Icelandic Annals concerning 
his death he is also called 'Sir', as he is indeed in the Exch. Rolls 
and the Orkney Rentals after his death. 

2. See Chapter III, Appendix II, supra p. 213 for conclusion that Weland 
de Stiklaw was exercising authority in Orkney when he appeared as a 
member of the Riksraad. It was also probably the reason why Hakon 
Johnson was a member in 1369-70. 

3. Dates given by Munch, NFH, v, pt. ii. p. 259 who suggests (followed 
by Anderson. Orkneyinga Sa a. p. lxvi), that the incident occurred on 
the way home from the 13 9 meeting at Helsingborg. But Shetland does 
not lie on the route from Denmark to Orkney as it does from Norway. 
1391 is given by the Icelandic Annals which also say that one of the 
two was imprisoned first, which pushes the date of Malise's death 
further forward. This entry was interpreted by Munch (NFH, v. pt. 
ii, p. 258, n. 4) as Malise having imprisoned Henry, but by Anderson 
(Orkneyinga Saga, p. lxvi) as Henry having imprisoned Maliset the 
former seems more likely as the Annals emphasise Malise's reversal of 
fortune, and particularly as the event took place in Shetland where 
it has been suggested that Malise had been given some grant of 
authority. 
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unusually full entry for events from this part of the Scandinavian world tell 

how Malise Sperra was slain by Earl Henry in Shetland, who had previously 

been taken captive by him; one youth escaped from the affray and rowed across 

to Norway. In April 1391 Earl Henry granted Newburgh and Auchdale in 

Aberdeenshire to his brother David in return for the resignation of any 

rights that David had to lands in Orkney or Shetland through his mother 

Isabella Sinclairl. Munch sees this grant as a reward to David for helping 

Earl Henry overthrow Malise, and therefore doubts whether the final clash 

could have taken place in that year, 1391. There is no evidence at all that 

this was the reason for the grant, although it certainly seems to have been 

an occasion for a reorganisation of family interests which was most probably 

necessitated by Malise's disappearance from the family scene, Also, the 

document appears to have been of interest to Shetlanders because of the 

number who witnessed it2. This was most probably-because of the large 

Shetland estates which it has been suggested Maise held from the Sperra 

side of his family. On his death, these and all his other estates reverted 

to his only surviving aunt Isabella Sinclair. That he had no heirs is stated 

in the Genealogy where it is also explained how Isabella survived all her 

sisters and their children and thereby inherited all their estates, which 

1. DN, ii, 525.530. 

2. Of the ten witnesses Sir Walter of Buchan was Archdeacon of Shetland; 
Sir Thomas of Kirkness was probably a Shetlander (lands were held in 
Shetland by a Thomas Kirkness at approximately this date, Orkney Recs., 

p. 422) and Sir Simon of Papay was probably the tenant of the royal 
Shetland estate of Papay. It has been suggested that Sir Hakon may 
have been Hakon Johnson (R. St. Clair. 'Orcadiana', Old Lore Misc., 

ii, p. 178) who had interests in Shetland as the son of John 
Hafthorsson, one of the heirs to Lady Herdis' lands. Alexander 
Claphame was granted a large area of Shetland with all royal rights 
in 1412 (DN, ii, 623; see General Appendix, p. 360). 
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reverted back to her1. This must have included in Malise's case, not only 

his lands in Orkney and Caithness inherited from his mother, but also his 

father's estates which it has been suggested lay in Shetland. These pro- 

bably formed the first Shetland estates to be held by the earldom family 

since 1195. The very first reference to any such estates comes from the 

charter of 1391, when David Sinclair resigned his right to lands in both 

Orkney and Shetland, which right came to him from his mother. This is the 

first evidence of any connection between the earldom family and Shetland 

since 11952. and, coming as it does hard on the heels of Earl Henry's victory 

over Malise the connection seems most probably to have been a direct result 

of that victory. Malisets death was therefore very advantageous to the 

Sinclairs. From the evidence of this charter the struggle may have taken 

place not long before April 1391; for it was probably as a direct result 

of his victory that Earl Henry consolidated his position in the north and 

got the agreement of the most important Shetland dignitaries and landowners 

to this arrangement. 

Malise's death meant in effect that Sinclair power in the north was 

assured and that the kings of Norway had lost their champion, for if Malise 

was equipped with royal authority then his defeat by Henry was cýt defeat 

for that royal authority3. That this was the contemporary interpretation 

of the clash between Henry and Malise is afforded some support from what 

is thought to be a contemporary account of a voyage in the area by two 

1. Bannatyne Mise., iii. p. 82. Malise's Seattiehh estate 
., 

reverted to 

the crown ER. V. P. 54) presumably because of his lack of heirs. 

2. See General Appendix p. 365. 

3. The Icelandic Annals mention that one youth escaped from the fight 

between Malise and Henry and sailed across to Norway, where he 

obviously expected a safer reception than he would have got in 

Orkney or Scotland. 
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Venetian travellers1. They tell how the lord of the area - 'Zichmni'2 - had 

clashed with the king of Norway, lord of another island, and won a victory 

over him3. The details of this affair are impossible to correlate but the 

main outline would appear to tally with the known facts of the clash between 

Earl Henry and Malise, the representative of royal authority in the area. 

Moreover the fact that Malise Sperra was so widely known and remembered 

in the north is an indication of the powerful position he had attained. The 

references to him in the Scottish Exchequer Rolls and the Orkney Rentals 

have been mentioned; these accounts were compiled fifty and one hundred years 

after his death respectively. There are very few references to previous 

1. 'The Voyages of Nicolo and Antonio Zeno'. ed. with notes and intro. by 
R. H. Major, (Hakluvt Society, ser. V, vol. 1). The account is in the 
form of two letters written by the brothers Nicolo and Antonio Zeno, 
which were written up by a 16th cent. descendant, who also attempted 
to draw a map illustrating the voyages. The letters are considered 
authentic but the names have become hopelessly corrupted in trans- 
cription, and the main arguments of geographers have been concerned 
with the identification of the places and islands in the North Sea. 

2. 'Zichmni' is described as "a great lord (who) possessed certain 
islands called Porlanda, lying not far from Frislanda to the south, 
being the richest and most populous of all those parts.. and besides 
the said small islands, he was duke of Sorano lying over against 
Scotland" (ibid., p. 5). Despite several guesses the most obvious 
identification is that 'Zichmni' is a corruption of Sinclair, in a 
16th cent. copy the name does appear as 'Zicno'. (In the 16th cent. 
'Sinclair' is frequently written in the vernacular as Zincler. ) 
Porlanda is assumed to be Orkney. a. cLnf 
O. Frislanda is generally considered to be the 
Faeroes, but may be Shetland. 

3. The MS. gives the year 1380 for the Zeno arrival in the area; but 
as Nicolo Zeno is mentioned in Venetian annals in the year 1388 this 
date would appear to be too early, because Nicolo is definitely stated 
in the narrative to have died in Shetland without ever returning to 
Italy. Marco Barbaro (Discendenze Patrizie) gives the year 1390 for 
the arrival, with Zichmni s victory over the king of Norway occurring 
in the following year. This dating ties in exactly with the date of 
the clash between Henry and Malise, 'The Voyages of Nicolo Zeno', p. xlv. 

4. See p. 236 n. 1 supra. 
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landowners in the rentals, even the earls. The reasonably full entry in the 

Icelandic Annals is also remarkable. It might also be noted that a tradition 

persisted that Earl Henry's wife was called Elizabeth Sparre "daughter of 

Malesius Sparres, Prince of Orkney, Earl of Kaithnes and Stratherne"1. 

This would appear to be a muddled reference to Malise earl of Strathearn, 

but the name Sperra had persisted with obviously some memory of lands and 

authority held by the family in the north. 

The facts of Malise's violent end emphasise Henry's disregard for the 

authority of his Norwegian sovereign and indicate that he went directly 

against his oath of fealty which he had given to Hakon in 1379, and probably 

to Eric of Pomerania in 1389. If the earl did gain authority in Shetland by 

force, then this was certainly the case and the impression given by the Zeno 

letters is of his antagonism to his Norwegian sovereign. But there is no 

other evidence to indicate that he was not considered to have fulfilled his 

oath of homage adequately (except for the non-completion of his installation 

promises by 1380, and full evidence about this is lacking). Certainly one 

of the clauses in his installation document was at some time broken but 

whether by him or by his son is not clear. This forbade the building of 

any castles or fortifications in Orkney with permission. In the 1434 

installation document of his grandson, there was a reference to the tower 

erected in the town of Kirkwall without royal consent and against the con- 

ditions of his grandfather's letters2. This does not make it clear which 

earl had erected it. There is no evidence that Earl Henry was in Norway 

or Denmark again after his visit of 1389, but that he was regarded as a 

1. This erroneous piece of information appears in both the Drummond 

MSS. of 1681 (W. Drummond, Genealogy of the House of Drummond, 

p. 237) and Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 17. 

2. NGL. 2R. i, p. 138. It had been built by 1422 (DN, ii, 670). 
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satisfactory vassal seems to be indicated from letters of authority over 

Shetland granted to his son in 1418. John Sinclair is said to have received 

this grant "by reason of the faith and services of his father and others of 

his kin" as well as because of his promises to supply whatever was demanded1. 

There is also evidence that Earl Henry was fully integrated in the 

Scandinavian society of his northern earldom, and that he knew how to 

handle the odal law and customs to suit his own purposes of keeping the 

earldom line strong and not allowing the family estates to be dissipated. 

The first evidence for this has already been discussed, when the earl bought 

out his brother David's claim on their mother's estates in Orkney and 

Shetland with a grant of estates in Aberdeenshire2. The second piece of 

evidence is the record of a charter dated 1396, in which John Drummond de 

Cargill and Elizabeth Sinclair his wife renounce to Henry earl of Orkney, 

their father. all claims to the earl's lands "infra regnum Norwagie" in 

1. DN, ii, 617. ".. fidelitatis et obsequiorum pretextu per pii 
recordii genitorem meum et ceteros de cognacione mea meque in hunc 
diem impensorum, ymmo per me in antea ad dies meos impendendorum 
fideliter cum effectu quandocumque quocienscumque et ubicumque 
post debitam requisicionem intra partes vel extra fuerit oportunum". 
It is not clear whether the "fidelitas et obsequies" shown by his 
father of pious memory had been religious services or his faith- 
fulness to his Norwegian sovereign. "Fidelitas' could certainly be 
either (s religious faith, 1417: Med. Latin Word List); although 
'obsequies' appear to be rather the services of a vassal ('obsequium 

regis' s king's service, 1325, and obsequies, 1441). There is a 
piece of evidence from the rentals concerning Earl Henry's services 
towards the Church, for he gave a threepenny land to the vicar of 
Hoy "for the uphald of ane mess in hoy a day ilk oulk for evir", 
(Peterkin, Rentals, p. 31). But if his father had merely been 

pious and a bad vassal there seems no reason why it should have 
been mentioned as one of the reasons why John Sinclair was being 

given the fief, it is therefore presumed that his father was men- 
tioned because of his good relationship with King Eric. 

2. DN, 11,525.530. 
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favour of the earl's male issue1. A grant received by these two of the 

lands of Murthlache in Banff which Earl Henry had resigned, may have been 

given in compensation. 

Earl Henry attempted to put a Sinclair relation into the bishopric in 

his earldom, although it is not clear that he was entirely successful in 

doing so. Bishop William, who had caused the kings and their representatives 

so much trouble, met a violent end in 1382. His stormy relationship with 

Hakon Johnson and Alexander of Ard has already been mentioned2. Earl Henry 

had to promise in 1379 to make no league with him or to establish any 

friendly relations with him unless with the king's consent, and to assist 

the king to compel the bishop to do whatever the king required of him3. 

This appears to indicate that the new earl's relationship with the bishop 

was not antagonistic, which fits the political line-up in the years before 

1379 as Alexander of Ard had certainly been in opposition to him. But who 

then could have been responsible for the murder of the bishop in 1382/3, 

the "mournful tidings" of which were recorded in the Icelandic Annals, 

is not entirely clear. That'the new earl's authority had put him on the 

wrong side of this turbulent bishop is a possibility, and certainly on 28 

November 1383 a Robert Sinclair appears as the bishop-elect of Orkneys, 

provided by the Avignon Pope, to whose allegiance Scotland was bound. He 

does not appear to have got possession however; nor did the Rome-appointed 

bishops establish themselves in the islands with ease, which is hardly 

1. W. Drummond. Genealogy of the House of Drummond, p. 91; the docu- 
ment apparently continued; in default of a male heir Elizabeth could 
claim the portion allowed to the sister in Norwegian law. 

2. See Chap. III. supra p. 173. 

3. DN, ii, p. 355. 

4. IA (Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. lxxviii). 

5. Watt, Fasti. 
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surprising if this was in opposition to the earl's own wishes in the matter. 

It is remarkable how little this earl was concerned with affairs in 

Scotland, considering that his Sinclair ancestors, and his descendants in 

the earldom of Orkney. were very much bound up in central Scottish politics. 

Despite his strong contacts with his family in Scotland, and also his con- 

tacts with the rest of the Scottish nobility, which can be seen from his 

installation document, there are only three examples of charters drawn up 

by him in Scotland. Of these, two were intimately concerned with his 

northern earldom, the first being the 1379 letter of surety sealed at 

St. Andrews, and the second his arrangement with his daughter and son-in- 

law just mentioned. The third was a grant of twenty markland to his cousin 
l 

James Sinclair of Longformacus. In addition there was Malise Sperra's 

submission which was drawn up in Edinburgh but which vitally concerned 

Earl Henry's position in his northern earldom . The only possible 
2 

occasion when he may have been involved in Scottish affairs was at the 

battle of Homildon Hill, for it is recorded that the earl of Orkney was 

captured at this battle in 14023. It is unlikely however that this earl 

was present at this battle when there is absolutely no other evidence 

that he ever took part in Scottish matters. It is more probable that the 

earl concerned was his son Henry. The Genealogy's report of the former's 

death says that "he reterit to the partis of Orchadie, and josit thame to 

the latter tyme of his lyfe, and deit Eirle of Orchadie and for the defence 

1. Nisbet, Heraldry, i, p. 121. 

2. Earl Henry had of course, as pointed out, taking over responsibility 
for the payment of the annual due from the Scottish crown to Norway. 
There is no evidence that he ever received a royal grant of any 
kind from the Scottish kings. Those dated 1404 (see p. 244 infra) 
were most probably to his son. 

3. CDs, iv, p. 403. 
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of the cuntre was sclane thair crowellie be his innimiis"1. This implies 

that he was actually killed in the Orkneys2. Holinshed reports in the 

year 1400 that an English fleet, fishing off Aberdeen, landed on the 

Orkneys and spoiled certain of the islands3. Whether it was this incident 

or a similar one in which the earl was killed is not known, but it seems 

likely that his death occurred about this date, and that the earl of Orkney 

captured at Homildon Hill was his son. His successor received confirmation 

of the grant of castleward due from Pentland, Pentlandmuir, Colsland, 

Merton and Martonhall in January 1404k. 

1. Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 81, "reversus est ad Orchadie partes, illiusque 

gavisus est usque ad extremum vite sue, Comesque Orcadie obiit, et pro 
defensione patri inibi crudeliter ab inimicis peremptus est". 

2. The Genealogy continues, "Et post decessum istius Henrici comitis 

primi in Orcadie partibus, supervenit dicti Comitis H. primi mater, 
filia domini Malesii Comitis prenominati, et ibi fixe remansit usque 

post obitum filii eius". This does not make it quite clear whether it 

was Earl Henry who was killed in the Orkneys or his mother who moved 
there, although probably the latter from the remainder of the sentence. 

3. R. Holinshed, Chronicles, iii, p. 16. Not the year 1404 as stated by 

Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 2k0. 

4. RMs, i, p. 651-2. 
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Section III. Earl Henry II. 

With the second Earl Henry a new situation arises, for he is the first 

earl of whom it can be said that he was primarily a Scottish baron. All his 

activity appears to have been centred in Scotland, and he can with exactitude 

be termed 'absentee'. 

There is a good deal of evidence about this earl, but it all concerns 

his position in Scotland, and will not therefore be dealt with in detail. He 

married Egidia, daughter of Lord William Douglas and Egidia, daughter of King 

Robert II, a marriage important in the history of the Sinclair family for it 

united them with the royal family and brought them to the fore of baronial 

rank1. Earl Henry's position at the royal court was therefore assured, and 

his presence there straight after his succession can be seen from his 

t 
witnessing of important royal charters. This position meant that he was 

involved in political affairs and was thus not able to be in his Orkney earl- 

dom. For instance in his first nine years as earl he was captured at the 

battle of Homildon Hill in 14023; three years later he was again captured, 

with the king's son on a journey to France when they were shipwrecked, and 

he and the prince fell into the hands of the English. During the next few 

years he was in and out of custody in Englandk. In 1,409 he was again 

travelling to England on the affairs of the king's sons. Thereafter the 

1. A daughter of Earl Henry I also married a brother-in-law of King 
Robert III (RMS; App. ii, 1732). 

2. Grant of Robert III to his son of the Stewartry of Scotland, 
Linlithgow, Dec. 10 1404 (HMC, Mar and Kelly, I, p. 7). Grant of the 
King's cocket to the priory of St. Andrews, Linlithgow, 28 May 1405 
(ER, iii, p. 624). 

3" See p. 2113 supra. 

k" On some of these occasions he was acting as hostage for the earl of 
Douglas (ER, iv, p. xlv). 

5" ER, iv, p. 102. 
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evidence shows him to have been more or less permanently, in Scotland, although 

in both 1412 and 1416 he had safe-conducts for passing through England, the 

first occasion in order to. go to France or Flanders1. 

It would not be surprising if his activity in the south precluded 

Earl Henry from visiting his northern earldom. There is no evidence to show 

that he did, or that he ever visited his overlord in Norway, Eric of Pomerania. 

The Genealogy does not spend very long on this Earl Henry, saying that he was 

married to Egidia and "at the last decessit ondoutit Eirle of Orchadie and 

Schetland"2, which implies that his title was known to have been not entirely 

regular3. Although there is no direct proof that Earl Henry did not receive 

a grant of his earldom, it is significant that the installation documents 

of both his father and his son exist, but nothing whatever to indicate 

that he ever visited King Eric. There is even in his'son's document a 

reference to "tenore literarum avi nostri", which makes it fairly clear 

that this was the only precedent which could be quoted and that no such 
k 

letters existed from his father's reign. The same document also calls 

William's grandfather his 'predecessor'5. 

But if it was the case that Earl Henry received no official grant 

of his northern earldom, it does not appear that he had any problem about 

1. cDs. iv, 834+. 

2. "qui ultimo decessit comes Orcadie indubitatus", Bannatyne Misc., 
iii, p. 80. 

3. On other occasions references to this earl in Norwegian documents 
are rather guarded. In 1+23 David Menzies refers to the "father of 
Juncker William" in his acknowledgement of his royal grant of Orkney 
(DN, 11,676). In 1418 Earl Henry's brother John refers to the "good 
services of his father and others of his kin" - but not of his brother 

- when acknowledging his grant of Shetland; see p. 251 n. k infra.. 

4. NGL, 2R, i, p. 139. 

5. Ibid., p. 141. 
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enjoying the fruits of it. He always called himself earl of Orkney , and in 

1410 there is a record in the Scottish Exchequer Rolls that skins and hides 

had come from Orkney to Aberdeen "per coketam Comitis Orcadie"2. From the 

Complaint of the people of Orkney in 11125, which will be examined in detail 

later-3, it can be seen that the earl's rents were uplifted from the islands 

by his attorney. It cannot be determined however whether Earl Henry 

exercised authority over royal income and royal rights also, or whether 

these were granted specifically to someone else. There is no evidence of 

any opposition from King Eric during his time as earl. 

The situation in Norway had however changed completely since the first 

Sinclair became earl. With the Union of Kalmar (1397) Norway became the 

least important part of a unified Scandinavian empire. There is no evidence 

that Queen Margaret, who ruled for her son until he came of age in 1405 and 

even until her death in 1412, had any connection with Orkney. She was 

rarely in Norway and from 1405 until her death neither she nor Eric visited 

the country. This was bound to lessen the pressure that could be put upon 

the earls to keep up their contacts, and particularly when this coincided 

with the first earl who had a prominent place in the Scottish kingdom it is 

not surprising that all evidence of any contact ceases. In one particular 

way the need for the earl's presence in Norway disappeared when full 

meetings of the Council ceased to be called. After 1401 only select 

1. It is interesting to note that Earl Henry II never called himself 
'lord of Roslyn' as his father had always done, but he did call him- 
self 'dominus de Sancto Claro' on occasion (Hay, Sainteclaires, 
p. 59; RMS, 1,931). 

2. ER, iv, p. 108, "memorandum quod non onerant se de quatuor dacris 
et quatuor coriis que venerunt de Orcadia per coketam comitis 
Orcadie". A 'dacrum' was a measure of ten hides, and rcorius' was 
leather of some kind. The reference to his cocket appears to show 
that this earl of Orkney had some sort of private customs seal 
(see Chap. V, infra p. 277 n. 1). 

3. Ibid.. p. 263. 
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committees were summoned and there is no evidence for a complete council 

meeting after that timet. Thus the main reason for the earlst continued 

contact with Norway ceased. It had been an important link as can be seen 

from the occasions in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries when earls 

had been summoned and had attended council meetings; the traditional 

importance of their position is signified by the placing of their name at 

the head of the list of secular members and in 1389 preceding the bishops, 

although following the archbishop. This factor, combined with the period 

of Eric's minority and tutelage under his mother, appears to explain the 

complete absence of any evidence of contact between Earl Henry II and his 

Scandinavian sovereign. After 1412 when Eric ruled alone he was either 

unable or unwilling to do anything about the earldom of Orkney until a 

favourable opportunity arose, which it did on the death of the earl2. 

The lack of evidence appears to show that he left Earl Henry alone in those 

years, but that the situation cannot have been considered satisfactory by 

him is seen from the series of communications and vigorous attempts to do 

something about it once the old earl had died. King Eric did however 

grant Shetland to the earl's brother John Sinclair in 14183; which he would 

not have done if his attitude towards Henry had been particularly antagon- 

istic, for the relationship between the earl and his brother was evidently 

1. Lars Hamre. Norsk Historie frä omlag är 1400, p. 51. 

2. It also seems unlikely that Earl Henry continued to make the annual 
payment of 100 marks or 200 nobles. although his need for nobles 
prior to 1407 has been commented on already (p. 232 supra). The neces- 
sity for renewing the treaty of 1266 in 1426 must mean that the annual 
had then not been paid for a long time. 

3. DN, ii, 647. 
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a very close one1. As has been commented already however, John Sinclair's 

grant refers to his father's faithfulness and services but makes no specific 

reference to his brother. 

There is no evidence to indicate how affairs were organised in the 

earldom throughout most of Henry's period as earl. But towards the end of 

his life there is evidence that members of his family were in control in 

the earldom. His death occurred between 3 November 1419 and 31 May 14212. 

On the former date he drew up a document with Adam of Dalkell3, and on the 

latter his son William earl of Orkney was proposed as a hostage4. He pro- 

bably died in 14205, and the date, can perhaps be tied more closely to the 

first half of that year, as on 17 June 1420 Bishop Thomas Tulloch was 

1. In 1407 John Sinclair replaced his brother as a hostage in England 
(CDs, iv, p. 145). and in 1410 he received a grant of lands in 
Pentlandmuir from Earl Henry (RMS. i, 931). He also got Newburgh 
and its surrounding lands from his brother for in 1411 these were 
confirmed to him by the Regent (Aberdeen-Banff Ill., iii, p. 95) These 
were the same lands which Earl Henry I had granted to his brother 
David in 1391 (see supra p. 238) and which must therefore have 
reverted to the earl. In 1411 John Sinclair was made procurator for 
the earl to redeem some lands wadset in the Mearns (Hay, Sainteclaires, 
P. 59). He defrauded the customs of Edinburgh in 1412, which the 
earl was also guilty of in 1415 (ER, iv, p. 224). Finally he could 
not have received the grant of Shetland in 1418 without the agreement 
of his brother. 

2.1+18 is given as the year of his death in SP sub Sinclair earl of 
Orkney but this comes from mis-dating his widow's dispensation to 
remarry, which was in fact 29 April 1422 (CPL, vii, p. 221). 

3. Hay, Sainteclaires. p. 60. 

4. Rot. Scot., ii. p. 229b. 

5. Fordun, Continuatio, ed. T. Hearne, iv, p. 1212. Hay, Sainteclaires, 
p. 58 adds that in the Martyrology, or Obituarium Sanctae Mariae de 
Newbottle is the entry "obiit Kalendis Februarii Henricus Comes 
Orcadie". He takes this to be Henry I, although St. Clair, St. Clairs 

of the Isles. p. 110, thinks it was probably Henry II. The reference 
cannot however be traced. 
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granted "all the Orkneys with all royal rights" by King Eric1. It is quite 

clear that before he died Earl Henry entrusted some powers in Orkney to 

David Menzies, laird of Weem. In the Complaint of 1425 the young earl 

reported that David Menzies had collected out of the earl's rents "as 

much property as amounts to £800 English since his father died and a year 

before he died"2. David Menzies himself referred, in his acknowledgement 

of the grant made to him by King Eric in 1423, to the claim and settlement 

which he had with the father of the young lord William3. His relationship 

with Earl Henry is not certain. Nisbet says that he was married to a sister 

of the earl; the evidence for this comes from two charters which Nisbet 

quotes, one a commission of bailjnry by Marjory Sinclair to her son John 

Menzies, the other a nomination by Earl Henry in which he calls David his 

brother-in-law. The relationship was certainly close. In an indenture n 

made just before he died by Earl Henry with Adam of Dalkell, power was 

given to the latter to distrain the earl's lands if a certain situation 

should arise. The earl promised this in the name of himself his wife and 

in the name of "Saby Meneys his wife, his son or yair ayrs"5. This has 

1. DN, ii, 657; Orkney Recs., p. 31. Earl Henry appears to have wit- 
nessed charters on 13 Jan. 1424 and 6 Oct. 1429 (RMS, ii, Index) 
but it can only be assumed that there has been a mistake of date or 
name. 

2. DN, ii, 691; Orkney Recs., p. 39. 

3. DN, ii, 676: "myn raet oc deythingen som iek haver oc wti sider meth 
then unge herris juncker Willems father". "Wti sider" is translated 
"in which I sit" (Orkney Recs., p. 35) but could be translated "at the 
side of"; see p. 25 n. 3 infra for further examination of this clause. 
Strangely enough this sentence gives the impression that William's 
father was still alive. 

4. Nisbet, Heraldry, ii, p. 245; both are said to be penes Menzies, but 

appear to be no longer extant, for they are not mentioned in The Red 
Book of Menzies. David Menzies' career has been thoroughly examined 
by_H. Marwick in his article 'David Menzies of Weem' (POAS, vi), pp. 

5. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 61. 
3 
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been taken to mean that Adam of Dalkell was married to one 1 Saby Meneys'1, 

but it seems rather to be a corrupt reading of 'Davy Menzies', his wife, 

(i. e. Earl Henry's sister) his son or their heirs who were added as 

sureties that the promise would be carried out2. This would correspond 

with the situation in Orkney where David Menzies was a partner in the 

earl's business affairs and acting on his behalf. The earl's son and heir, 

William, appears not to have been of age at his father's death and his 

uncle David Menzies was made his tutor or guardian. A few years after 

William got control in his earldom he sent the laird of Weem a communi- 

cation in the form of an 'atnorie'3. If this means a letter of attorney 

then David Menzies was probably being used by his nephew to effect some 

of his business arrangements in Scotland. 

Earl Henry had therefore, at least by 1419, given his brother-in-law 

some authority in the earldom of Orkney. This ties up with the date of 

his brother's grant of Shetland as a life fief from King Eric, in 
1 

September, 1418. It would be unlikely that John Sinclair received this 

grant without the earl's consent, who may deliberately have planned it. 

How he had managed to run his northern territories before this is not clear, 

when he himself was rarely if ever there5. But, despite this apparent 

1. St. Clair, The St. Clairs of the Isles, p. 109. 

2. The document is in Scots but the editor of Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 61 
adds that it is full of mistaken readings. 

3. HMC, 6th report, p. 691a. 

4+. DN, ii, 6k7. 

5. The Genealogy says that after the death of Earl Henry I his mother 
Isabella of Strathearn moved to Orkney and continued to live there 
for the rest of her life, out-living all her sisters and their children. 
Their estates reverted back to her as the only remaining heir of Earl 
Malise, and her grandson Henry II is specifically said to have even- 
tually inherited all this from her. While she lived therefore she 
may have kept control of the earldom estates and administered them 
herself until David Menzies took over. 
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abdication of responsibility, the 1425 Complaint shows that the earl had been 

nevertheless a final reference in the dispute between David Menzies and 

Thomas Sinclair; they both agreed to give security to "our gracious lord 

the King's grace and his council, or to the Earl"' . Thomas Sinclair chose 

to go to the earl. after he had got twelve men to act as security for him, 

but the earl meanwhile had died. 

1. Orkney Recs., p. 40. 
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Section IV. Events in Orkney 1420-1423. 

The several grants of authority in Orkney which exist from the years 

immediately after the death of Earl Henry II will finally be examined. It 

has been seen that David Menzies was given some sort of authority in the 

earldom by Earl Henry before his death, probably including the rights of 

wardship as they were known in Scotland. The Complaint from the year 1425 

gives an interesting, if biased account of David's rule in the islands, 

and this shows that he altered the currency, collected royal and earldom 

fines as well as earldom rents, and apparently had control over the law- 

courts, but some of these powers probably stemmed from the royal commission 

1 
which King Eric granted to him in 1423. It is evident from the Complaint 

that Thomas Sinclair held some sort of official position in the islands 

also. He was a member of the earldom family, the son of David Sinclair2 

who can be identified as the brother of Earl Henry I. so that Thomas was 

a cousin of Henry II. He was closely connected with Earl William, as 

appears from the Complaint, for he went with him to King Eric in Denmark, 

and apparently went on another occasion as William's 'umbodsmann'3. He 

was in fact David Menzies' chief protagonist and most of the clauses of 

the 1425 Complaint concern the struggle between them and their men. The 

reason for this appears to be because they had conflicting spheres of 

authority; when an attempt was made to make peace between the two, it was 

said that they should "let each other enjoy as much as they were (respec- 

tively) entitled to"4. Thomas also had a letter from the king which put 

1. DN, ii, 676. 

2. Orkney Rees., p. 71-2. 

3. DN, ii, p. 511-5; see Chapter V infra p. 273 for Thomas' later con- 
tacts with the earl. 

4. Orkney Recs., p. 40-1. 
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him, his men and all his possessions under special royal protection1. At 

a later date, Thomas Sinclair certainly had an official charge from King 

Eric2. What his position was before 1420 is unknown, but it. may have 

been a position of royal appointment. If so. then he was the royal 

official with a grant of royal lands and rights, which clearly conflicted 

with what David Menzies thought he ought to have a right to when he came 

north. King Eric was not opposed to the Sinclairs for he had granted 

Shetland to John Sinclair son of Earl Henry I in 1418 and this was said to 

have been due to the loyalty of his father "and others of his kin"; the 

only other prominent member of the family in 1418 was Thomas Sinclair. 

But if he did possess a royal grant it was superseded by Eric's grant to 

Bishop Thomas Talloch of "all the Orkneys with all royal rights" on June 17 

14203. It is significant that the first royal grant known since 1375, 

except for the earl's installation charter, occurs in the very year of 

Earl Henry's death, and probably just a few months afterwards. It 

implies that King Eric seized the opportunity offered by a probable min- 

ority4 to assert his authority in the area, and to appoint a neutral 

figure in an attempt to curb the quarrel between Menzies and Thomas Sinclair. 

1. Ibid. 

2. See Chapter V infra p. 274. 

3. Orkney Recs., p. 31; DN, ii, 657, "allar Orkn/yar medh allum 
konungligom raet". 

4. There is no direct evidence that Earl William was under age at his 
father's death, but the charge given to David Menzies implies that 
this was in fact so. In the latter's letter of 1423 there is a 
reference to the "unge herre juncker Willem". The evidence from 
the 1425 Complaint that William went to King Eric in an attempt to 
get a grant of the earldom indicates that he had by then come of age. 
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On this occasion the royal official was a churchman , the first time that 

a churchman had been appointed, thus reversing the previous situation when 

King and royal officials were at loggerheads with the bishops2. This sets 

the pattern for the rest of the fifteenth century, for the bishops continued 

to be the kings' staunch supporters against the last Sinclair earl. 

Bishop Thomas' letter acknowledging his grant is not very informative. 

The only detail concerns his promise to maintain law and justice in accor- 

dance with the Norse law book and old custom?. The brief and sweeping nature 

of his document implies that it was all-embracing, including earldom rights 

as well as the royal rights which are specifically mentioned. If so, then 

it must have clashed with the authority which David Menzies considered that 

he possessed by virtue of his commission of wardship of the heir to the 

earldom. Probably for this reason, and certainly indicating that his 

first grant had not given him all the authority that he required, Bishop 

Thomas issued another letter only two years later, on July 10 1+22 acknow- 

ledging that he had been given a grant of the "castle and fortress of 

1. Thomas Tulloch was provided to the see of Orkney on 19 Aug. 11.18 
(Watt, Fasti) and he was probably given the royal commission in 
Orkney on the occasion that he promised loyalty to King Eric. He 
was active with his fellow bishops in Denmark at the same time 
(DN, xvi, 75). He was the first bishop to have no rival for nearly 
forty years, for there is evidence that there had been great trouble 
in the see (Orkney-Shetland Recs., i, p. 42). Thomas is the first 

of the many Tullochs who settled in Orkney and Shetland thereafter. 

2. See Chapter III supra p. 173. 

3. This was probably included because of Menzies' activities; see 
Chapter V infra p. 268 n. 2. 

4. This differs from J. S. Clouston's interpretation for he considers 
that Tulloch's two grants left Menzies' powers 'unhampered' (Orkney 

Recs., pp. 36, n. l5, n. ). If so, this does not appear to have been 

the intention of the grants but a result of the hold over the admin- 
istration of the earldom which Menzies had managed to get. The 

second grant to Thomas Tulloch could not have been more compre- 
hensive in its terms. 
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Kirkwall, situated in Orkney in Norway, with the country of Orkney and the 

count-ship in the same place"1. Not only is the grant differently worded, 

but the whole tenor of the document differs from the earlier one. It is 

firstly in Danish not Norwegian, and probably written in the Danish Chancery, 

being more formalt. Most of the document is taken up with complicated 

provisions concerning the inheritance of Erik's heirs and in this respect 

it fits in closely with Erik's policy of attempting to ensure. the succession 

of his line3. It is also more 'feudalised' which again follows a Danish 

rather than a Norwegian pattern; in this respect the inclusion of the 

castle of Kirkwall distinguished this grant in particular from the earlier 

one. Although the earldom is actually mentioned in 1422 which it was not 

in 1420 this was probably because of David Menzies' attempt to oppose the 

bishop's authority rather than any extension of the latter's sphere of 

authority. The castle was undoubtedly the same as the 'tower' which was 

later mentioned in Earl William's installation document as having been 

built in Kirkwall against the provision of his grandfather's grant. It 

was therefore the earl's castle and at this time was probably in the hands 

of David Menzies; in the Complaint of 1425 he is said to have put his 

antagonists into the 'tower', which must have been the same building. It 

would symbolise the authority of whoever was exercising power in the islands 

and without possession of this castle Bishop Thomas' first grant must have 

1. Orkney Recs.. p. 33; DN, ii, 670. "Slot oc faeste Kirkqwaw liggende 
i Orkn yi Norghe meth landet Orkney oc grevescapit ther same stadhs". 

2. Lecture given by Mrs. Thelma Jexlev, Rigsarchivet, Copenhagen at the 
Orkney Historical Conference, 1968. The earldom itself is called 
'grevescapit' for instance, not 'ierled/me'. The 1+20 grant had been 

witnessed by two Norwegian fellow-bishops, and Erik had been called 
King of Norway only. 

3. Harnre, Norsk Historie, p. 76, where it is said that this is the 

earliest lensreversar' from Norway in which the clause concerning 
Duke Bugislav, Erik's appointed heir, appears. 

4. Orkney Recs., p. 39-40. 
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been rendered almost nugatory. This is most probably the explanation of 

the bishop's need for a second charter which primarily made the castle over 

to him and thus turned his grant into a 'slottslen' on the lines of the 

feudalised local administration in Denmark at the timet. 

But the continued failure of the bishop to get effective possession 

of the castle of Kirkwall or indeed to administer the islands in any satis- 

factory kind of way is immediately illustrated by a royal grant in the 

following year to the person who did possess effective authority in the 

islands, David Menzies. Once more the king was compelled to acknowledge 

the situation in the islands and bestow royal authority on the individual 

who already possessed it in practice . David Menzies promised to administer, 

settle and defend the country on behalf of the crown3, which may be an_ 

indication of the turmoil that had existed during the previous years when 

Bishop Thomas had theoretically possessed authority. He received in return 

the earldom and country of Orkney, but this time the phrase is followed by 

a qualifying clause. "as much as rightly belongs to the crown and kingdom 

1A 'slottslen' was specifically attached to a castle; this "form 
of tenure introduced great fiscal advantages for the king" (R. 
Fladby, Fra Lensmannstjener til kongelig majestets Foged, p. 175). 

2. As has been noted (see p. 255 n. 4 supra), J. S. Clouston thought 
that Tulloch and Menzies had authority concurrently, and the fact 
that Bishop Thomas' seal was appended to Menzies' grant was taken 
by him to indicate that the grant was agreeable to the bishop. H. 
Marwick, 'Sir David Menzies of Weem', p. 14, also referred to the 
"intimate association" between the two. But it is suggested that 
Menzies' grant superseded the bishop's; because the bishop's seal 
was attached to this grant may only mean that King Eric required 
it as an acknowledgement of the bishop's resignation of authority, 
in order to ensure that he abided by the change. It is not accurate 
to call Bishop Thomas and Walter Fraser 'sureties' for David Menzies 
(Orkney Recs., p. 36, n; POAS, vi, p. 14), they merely promised to 
keep the terms of the charter and append their seals in confirmation. 
This is a continuation of the same policy which was seen in 1379 when 
Malise Sperra appeared in Earl Henry's installation charter sealing 
his rival's grant. 

3. DN, ii, 676, "forestaa, fordeythinge oc foreware"; 'fordeythinge' 
is translated as 'administer' (Orkney Rees., p. 35), but it should 
suggest rather the settlement of the area after dispute. 
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of Norway"1. At first reading it appears as if the crown was attempting to 

limit David Menzies' grant to the royal lands and rights only, and this is 

how it has been interpreted2. But Menzies was given the 'earldom and 

country' of Orkney just as Bishop Thomas had been, and this is understood 

to mean what it says. There would be no reason to limit his grant to the 

royal lands and rights, because he already had effective possession of the 

earldom. and continued to have after his return from Copenhagen, as can be 

seen from the Complaint of two years later. Moreover the arrangement by 

which he had been given control of the earldom by Earl Henry was recognised 

in this grant, for although he acknowledged that his grant should last. 

only according to royal pleasure yet this was to take into account the 

claim and settlement which had been made with William's father3. There 

appears to be another reason for the inclusion of the phrase "as much asE 

there rightly belongs to the crown". All these three grants have varied 

in their phraseology as if searching for a suitable formula, and in this 

case the impression given is that it was an attempt to avoid encroaching 

on some other person's rights. This could only be the young Earl William 

who was also struggling to get his right to his earldom acknowledged at 

this date. The one noticeable respect in which this grant differs from 

that of Bishop Thomas of the previous year is that the castle of Kirkwall 

1. DN, ii, 676= "ierled&e oc land Orkney swo mekit som i ther i 
kronen ok konungedýmet i Norghe meth raette tilhhrer". 

2. Orkney Recs.. p. 36, n. 

3. DN, ii. 676; this passage is not entirely clear; "thoc mik uforsymedh 
j myn raet oc dcythingen som iek haver oc wti sider meth then unge 
herris juneker Willems father". This seems to point to the arrange- 
ment by which he had been given control of the earldom and the heir 
by the old earl. Yet a latin translation of this document in the 
State Archivee, Copenhagen (T. K. U. A. Skottland 1-7. no. 14), which 
appears to date from the 18th century, translates the passage "salvo 

tarnen moo contra Domini Willielmi junioris parentem lure et pendente 
processum". This implies that David Menzies had a claim in process 
of being settled against Earl Henry. 
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was not included. The qualifying clause "as much as there rightly belongs 

to the crown" may therefore have been specifically included because of the 

castle - which one of the previous earls had built - and which King Eric 

had been forced to acknowledge that he could not treat as royal property. 

In 1434 when William Sinclair was finally installed as earl, he promised 

that on his death the tower in Kirkwall, built without permission, ought 

to be ceded to the Norwegian crown1, which means that it had not then been 

ceded. William had visited King Eric sometime during the years 1420-1425 

in an attempt to get a grant of the earldom; if this followed Bishop 

Thomas' grant of 1422 William may have persuaded Eric that he had no right 

to grant out the castle to Bishop Thomas, or to include it in any future 

grant, even though he may not have persuaded the king to give him a grant 

of his earldom. The short length of time for which Bishop Thomas' second 

grant lasted shows, that he had failed to be an effective governor. Eric 

therefore made another attempt to appoint somebody in Orkney who did have 

effective control and gave the authority to David Menzies, but he perhaps 

appeased the young earl, in order to make for a peaceful solution, by 

excluding the castle from the grant. 

These three grants of Orkney can in conclusion therefore, be said to 

mean very much the same despite the changes in phraseology, which were due 

to Eric's attempt to find a suitable formula, in a situation which was 

very unusual in the history of the earldom. A grant of the earldom by the 

end of the fourteenth century has been shown to include royal lands and 

rights2. Bishop Thomas' two grants are therefore typical of grants made 

to royal officials during the abeyance of the earldom, as in 1375. But on 

this occasion the grant was not made to the last earl's heir, despite the 

1. NGL, 2R, i. p. 139 

2. See Chapter III supra pp. 183-7. 
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fact that since 1379 the Sinclairs and their kin had got a very firm hold 

on the earldom. King Eric was attempting to take a strong line and impose 

his will on the situation, which accords with his general policy throughout 

his northern empire during his reign. His failure in this situation is 

evident from the final grant to David Menzies. However, as will be seen 

in the next chapter, he appears to have succeeded in not giving Earl 

William full authority for a while, although this perhaps made little 

difference to the islands in practice. 
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CHAPTER V 

Earl William Sinclair (I): 1425-1160 
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Section I. 1k25-150. 

The possibility that Earl William was left a minor at his father's 

death, because of the powers which were given to David Menzies by his 

father, has been discussed1. But it cannot have been his minority which 

was the reason for King Eric's refusal to create William earl, for he was 

not installed until 1434, at least fourteen years after his father's death. 

The Complaint of 1425 mentions Earl William incidentally for he was 

not really central to its main theme; but it shows nevertheless that he 

had already been active in the north in attempting to get a grant of his 

earldom. This document was essentially an indictment of David Menzies by 

a rival power group in the earldom. His main opponent was Thomas Sinclair, 

who, it has been seen, also held some position of authority2. He and the 

young earl, William, were united in their interests. But the impression 

given is not that the earl was the leading force in the attack on David 

Menzies, only that his complaints were used by Thomas Sinclair and his 

confederates for their own purposes. What relationship the young earl 

had with his tutor is not entirely clear. David cannot have exercised 

the petty tyranny over him that he did over the rest of the people of 

Orkney, and the later letter of 'atnorie'3 gives a hint that the earl's 

contact with his uncle continued after the latter had left the islands. 

Nevertheless difficulties were put in the way of the earl claiming and 

enjoying his earldom. David would not give him the 'common seal' of 

Orkney to fix to the evidence which he had compiled to prove his right 

to the earldomk. This evidence, for which he needed the 'common seal' 

1. See Chapter IV supra p. 251. 

2. Ibid., p. 253. 

3. Ibid., P. 251. 

Orkney Recs., p. 37. 
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. was most probably the original version of the Genealogy1. The young earl 

then made a visit to Copenhagen to present the completed Genealogy to Eric. 

He wanted the 'good-men' from his earldom to go with him, but was unable to 

get them, presumably because they were prevented from going by David 

Menzies2. 

The second complaint of the earl which is mentioned in the 1425 

Complaint concerned the rents of the earldom estates which David Menzies 

had been collecting; these are said to have amounted to £800 English "since 

his father died and a year before he died"3. William felt either that the 

earldom rents should have been coming to him, or that David Menzies was 

extorting more than was customary. The basis of the earl's discontent is 

apparent from another clause which tells how John Fife, a retainer of the 

earl, was clapped in irons and fined six nobles by David Menzies "because 

(he said) that the earl had better right to the earldom than he (Menzies y4. 

His uncle was apparently reluctant to relinquish control of the wealthy 

family estates to his ward, and in this he was aided by King Eric who gave 

him the earldom and country in fief in 14235. Even after Menzies' removal 

the young earl could not persuade his Norwegian sovereign to give him an 

administrative grant (although he took control of the royal estates by 

force); in 1425 the people of Orkney requested that their earl be made 

1. See Chapter I. Appendix I for this suggestion. 

2. Orkney Recs., p. 37-8. It is not actually stated that David Menzies 

prevented anyone from going to Copenhagen. The earl was finally 

accompanied by Thomas Sinclair and the archdeacon of Shetland. 

3. Ibid., p. 39. It is uncertain how many years' income this amounted 
to, perhaps four or five. This sum would not have included other earl- 
dom income such as skatts. It is not a very large sum which perhaps 
indicates that not many earldom estates were rented out. 

4. Ibid., p. 43. 

5. DN, ii. 676, 
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their governor and given control over all things which pertained to the king 

in the islands1. 

Eric's refusal to give the earl full authority in the earldom, which 

continued until 1434, went right against the trend which had established 

itself during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries2, of the earl's 

incorporation of the sysselman's authority with his own position. The 

excuse for this reversal may have been an attempt by Eric to enforce the 

penalties incumbent on an earl who failed to fulfil his oath of allegiance, 

as they can be read in Earl Henry s Installation document3. Earl Henry 

II could be considered to have forfeited his family's right to be entrusted 

with the full grant of authority over their earldom. Earl William 

attempted to restore the relationship by requesting acknowledgement from 

Eric, and the qualifying clause in David Menzies' grant may be evidence 

that King Eric acknowledged the young earl's right to some things which 

were due to him hereditarily, such as the castle andfamily lands. But he 

was given no rights over royal lands or royal powers of authority at this 

time, and this is a reflection of King Eric's tough policy towards his 

feudatories. The success of such a policy in the earldom of Orkney must 

have been difficult to maintain, 

The events of the months after David Menzies' grant of authority in 

July 1423 have been closely examined5. The course of events in the north 

was interrupted by the need for both Earl William and David Menzies to be 

1. DN, vi, 423. 

2. See Chapter III, Section "IV. 

3. DN, ii. - P. 357. 

4. See Chapter IV supra p. 259. 

5. H. Marwick, 'Si'r David Menzies of Weem' (POAS, vi, pp. 13-15). 
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involved in Scottish political affairs at the time when King James I was 

returning to Scotland after his years as a prisoner in England. The earl 

had been proposed as a hostage in May 14211, and in December 1423 and 

February 1424 he received safe-conducts to visit James2. At the end of 

March 1424 both he and David Menzies went to meet the king at Durham and 

the latter was chosen as hostage for the payment of the king's ransom3. 

He was not released until July of the following year4. Somebody had there- 

fore to replace him as royal official in the islands. The obvious person 

was the bishop{ who apparently did reassume authority, as the letter of 

the community of Orkney to Queen Philippa of March 1425 refers to the con- 

troversy that there had been between the islanders' two 'governors', the 

bishop and the earl5. It is not certain whether this particular term had 

occurred in the queen's own letter or not, but it seems most likely that 

Bishop Thomas would reassume authority in David Menzies' absence, and 

with royal sanction, as hertwice been made royal official before by King 

Eric. David Menzies was during this time far away in the south of 

England, and on 9 July he was granted a safe-conduct for his servants to 

come from Scotland. the names of whom are given as 'Thomas of Tillow, 

capellanus' John Hadyngton, John Makke, Walter Freselle, Andrew Dalowe 

and Davy Johnesson. Some of these names can be identified with people 

involved in Orkney affairs at this time, and it has been suggested by 

1. Rot. Scot., ii. p. 229b. 

2. CDS, iv, 942; Rot. Scot., ii, p. 244-5. 

3. CDS, iv, p. 194; J. S. Clouston (History of Orkney, p. 218) suggests 
that Earl William managed to get David Menzies removed in this way 
and thus left the field clear for himself. Certainly he took over 
control in his earldom in the months following David's detention. 

4. Red Book of Menzies, p. 105 (Foedera, Syllabus, ii, p. 612). 

5. DN, vi, 423, 
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Marwick that 'Thomas of Tillow' was the bishop1. But it was hardly customary 

and cannot have been very safe for a bishop to travel in this way, and as 

there are many Tullochs in the Church in Orkney at this date, the suggestion 

must remain unproved; a Thomas Tulloch was Archdeacon of Caithness 1428-1437, 

dean of Ross 1436-1440 and bishop of Ross 1kk0-1k6Ox1; while another Thomas 

Tulloch was archdeacon of Shetland in 1457 (following two Tulloch pre- 

decessors)2. Moreover there seems no reason for the bishop to travel 

incognito in this way, for any business could have been communicated by 

these individuals; all the Scottish hostages were allowed safe-condicts for 

their servants. 

David Menzies would no doubt have been informed at this time that his 

nephew was being very successful in winning control for himself in the earl- 

dome in his uncle's absence. Bishop Thomas proved to be no formidable 

obstacle and in the following March was said to be occupied with his studies 

at St. Andrews. Queen Philippa was informed about the situation in the 

islands and the quarrel between earl and bishop, and made enquiries, with 

the result that the community of Orkney drew up a reply, requesting 

1. Rot. Scot., ii, p. 2k9b; Marwick, 'Sir David Menzies', p. 14. Walter 
Freselle can be identified as the surety who appended his seal to David 
Menzies' grant of 1423 along with Bishop Thomas; and he later bought 
some land in Orkney from Thomas Sinclair (Orkney Recs., p. 72). John 
Makke may be the John 'Mager' who was burgess and a llie of Kirkwall 
in 1k6o (DN, v, 827); a Michael 'Malty' appears in the 1425 Complaint 
as a kinsman of David Menzies (Orkney Recs., p. 39); the name is said 
by the editor to be 'MacGee', but it may have been a different way fo 
spelling 'Makke'. Andrew 'Dalowe' was perhaps another member of the 
Tulloch family, as the same name had been corrupted to 'Tillow'; a 
Sir Andrew of Tullcch was public notary in Orkney in 1435 (Orkney 
Recs., p. 331) and archdeacon from 1435-1kk7x8 when he died as the 
bishop-elect of Caithness (Watt, Fasti). 

2. Watt, Fasti, passim. If 'Thomas of Tillow' was not the bishop, then 

the evidence for an 'intimate association' between him and Menzies 
becomes even thinner (see Chapter IV, supra p. 257). 
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that Earl William be granted full control over royal lands and rights1. It 

is probable that the Complaint against David Menzies which has just been 

discussed was sent to her at the same time. This document bears no date, 

but the reference in the 1425 letter to "our written instructions sealed 

with the seals of our Lawman and other honest men" which the same messengers 
2 

were evidently taking to the queen fits the Complaint. The only discrepancy 

is the fact that David Menzies is never mentioned in the 1425 letter of the 

community to the queen - where the disturbances are said to have been between 

the earl and the bishop - and yet the complaint itself is directed against 

David Menzies alone, with the bishop never once mentioned in it. Although 

David Menzies was at this point well out of the way, the community were 

probably determined to register their complaint against him and prevent his 

re-appointment, or that of a similar. royal official. This Complaint from 

Orkney occurs in fact at a time when Queen Philippa had generally requested 

testimony from fiefs in Norway about the abuses of local officials3. 

Orkney was not alone in being in a state of unrest at this date; the 

biggest disturbances against a local foud were in Rakkestad where complaints 

1. DN, vi, 423; called the 'appealt of the people of Orkney in Orkney 
Recs., p. 45. 

2. Ibid., p. 47. DN dates the Complaint 11126 or before; in Orkney Recs., 
it is dated 1L2747, but the editor later (History of Orkney, p. 241T- 
follows Marwick's suggestion ('Sir David Menzies' p. 15) that the 
'written instructions or memoranda' referred'to in the Community's 
letter were in fact the list of complaints against David Menzies. 
As Marwick comments, there is no formal address at the beginning of 
the complaint so that it was evidently drawn up as an enclosure to 
be sent along with a formal letter. Also, it was sealed by the Lawman 
and three others, and the enclosure with the 1425 letter was said to 
be sealed by the Lawman "and other honest men". 

3. Harnre, Norsk Historie, p. 85 where it is said that Queen Philippa's 
instructions reached Orkney. This is probably a conclusion reached 
from the reference in the 1425 Appeal to the queen's letter which had 

requested more information about the trouble between the bishop and 
earl. This information is given in the Appeal in addition to the 

Complaint against David Menzies which they also appear to have sent. 
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were made against Herman Molteke's misuse of forced execution, violence and 

unlawful imprisonment of people, aspects which come out also in the Orkney 

complaint1. There is no precedent for such a document from Orkney previous 

to this date, and the fact that there were similar incidents in Norway at 

the time make its individuality, and perhaps its accuracy, therefore less 

notable. A case might even have been made out against David Menzies by 

the Sinclairs although not relevant in 1425, simply because testimony had 

been requested by the central authority2. 

The 1425 letter to Queen Philippa, as already noted, refers to the 

bishop and the earl as the islanders' 'governors'; and it may in this 

respect be quoting the queen's own letter which requested that these two 

appear before the royal council. If so, it shows that William Sinclair's 

assumption of the title of earl was not denied by the royal authorities. 

But he still did not possess legal control over royal lands and rights. 

The main purpose of the letter was to state that he should possess them 

by right. It is acknowledged that he has taken over control and this is 

said to have been because the community asked him to do so. It is more- 

over stated that he will continue to hold the royal estates until he comes 

to the king's presence, "for as he is come of an illustrious, ancient, 

and noble stock and family, so he is our true, lawful, and naturally born 

1. Ibid., David Menzies is called the 'foud' in the Orkney document 
(Orkney Recs., p. 42 ) which is a unique instance of the term in 
Orkney and probably indicates influence from Norway where the complaints 
were against the local foud. As Bragger says (Ancient Emigrants, p. 
186) "it is not improbable that it was penned by a royal scrivener who 
used the Norse official style of the period. " 

2. "We may be quite sure that it (the Complaint) is full of exagger- 
ations in regard to the Scotch earl", i. e. David Menzies (Bragger, 
Ancient Emigrants, p. 194). In another respect the Orkney unrest can 
be seen to be typical of the current complaints. The 1425 Appeal refers 
to the old law of King Olaf as the source of all justice and the touch- 

stone of liberty (Orkney Recs., p. 48), which Hamre says (Norsk Historie, 

p. 85) was the slogan of the peasantry in all clashes in Norway at this 

period. 
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earl and stands as most acceptable and full debtor for all and sundry things 

parts of Orkney" . which are known to pertain to our said lord the king in our 

This was written on behalf of the earl by the community2. Now that he had 

won control for himself in the earldom he would also control the communal 

seal, as David Menzies had made sure that he did during his period of power. 

Although Earl William was said to be in Scotland attending to business con- 

cerning his fief with the king, this may just have been an excuse not to 

attend in Copenhagen at that moment (as in 1460 he was to make similar 

excuses to King Christian). 

This letter did not have its desired effect. Earl William was not 

installed as earl until 1434, which was because of King Eric's policy, and 

not because of the earl's failure to do anything about pressing for his 

grant until then. The problem is to know who did have a grant of royal 

authority in the islands between 1426 and 1434. 

In April 1426 Bishop John of Oslo, the Norwegian Chancellor, caused 

several transcripts to be made of documents concerning Orkney from the 

previous century. These were nearly all concerned with the government of 

the earldom, such as Earl Henry's installation document and Alexander of 

1. Orkney Recs., p. k7; "acceptissimus plenissimusque debitor exstat pro 
omnibus et singulis que dicto domino nostro regi in nostris videntur 
partibus Orkadie pertinere" (DN, vi, p. 450). There is perhaps more 
defiance in this latin text than the translation would allow; 
'videntur... pertinere' should be translated 'seems to belong' rather 
than "is known to pertain". 

2. The two burgesses sent as messengers were Robert of Gening and 
Eugene Johnson. The former seems most likely to be Robert of 'Bening', 

who sealed charters in 1433 and 1435 as a baillie of Kirkwall (Orkney 

Recs., p. 329-330), and who was sufficiently closely associated with 
the earl to append his seal to the installation document of 1434 

(as his probable predecessor Thomas of Benyn had also done in 1379). 
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Ard's commission1. Although this happened to be only three months prior 

to the renewal of the 1266 Treaty between Eric and James these transcripts 

were not particularly relevant to any matter concerned with this treaty, 

and least of all to the payment of the annual, which was the most obvious 

way in which Orkney was concerned in any treaty between the two countries. 

They were more probably drawn up by the Riksraad in an attempt to determine 

finally after the disturbances of the previous years what the position was 

regarding an earl's right to hold the royal lands and rights in his earldom, 

and the king's right to grant them to someone else if he wished. 

The person who would be most likely to have received a renewed grant 

of authority in the islands at this time was Bishop Thomas, who had been 

royal official from 1420 to 1423, and again on David Menzies' removal. It 

has been said that he was appointed the royal official again during the 

years 1426-1434, but this is based on the mis-dating of one of his earlier 

grants2. Bishop Thomas was certainly a trusted councillor of King Eric and 

1. DN, ii, 687,688; iii, 358; vi, 426. There were also the 1357 letter 
öf the community of Orkney to Kings Magnus and Hakon concerning the 
claim of Duncan Anderson; Earl Henry's letter to the Scottish nobles 
of September 1379 announcing one of his promises to King Hakon; the 
letter of the three hostages of 11 June 1380; the 1375 commission of- 
Alexander of Ard and letter to the people of Orkney; and King David's 
letter to the sheriff of Inverness of 18 November 1367. 

2. Barry, History of the Orkney Islands, p. 200; Anderson, Orkneyinga 
Saga, p. lxix, both say that Bishop Thomas was again appointed over 
the islands. This is probably because Torfaeus, Orcades, p. 182 and 
Regesta Diplomatica Historia Danicae i, p. 400 have dated Bishop 
Thomas' 1420 grant to 1427 (although Anderson points out that 
Torfaeus was mistaken in this dating. ) This charter was written in 
the 31st year of Eric's reign, which according to Danish reckoning 
would be 1427, as he acceded to the Danish throne in 1397; the charter 
was in fact drawn up in Denmark. But that it should be dated after 
the Norwegian reckoning, which counted Eric's reign'from the year 
1389, seems more likely for the document was primarily a Norwegian 
one, it was written in Norwegian. Eric was called only King of Norway 
and it was sealed by two Norwegian bishops. Moreover on 10 June 1420, 
just one week previously, Bishop Thomas had been in Saxkjýbing (RN, 

xvi, 75), which makes it highly probable that on 17 June in the same 
year he was in Vestenskov, where he issued the document acknowledging 
his grant. 
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in 1126 was the leading member of the Norwegian legation for the renewal of 

the 1266 treaty, having a special mandate to give his oath on the king's 

behalf. The reason behind the 1426 treaty was Eric's need of the annual 
t 

payment of 200 nobles, for he had been involved in costly wars against 

Holstein during the years 1416-23, and an economic blockade was mounted 

against him by the Hansa followed by further wars with both Holstein and 

the Hansa in 14252. Relationships between Norway/Denmark and Scotland had 

deteriorated along with the cessation of the annual payment, and the stated 

purpose of the renewal of the treaty was for the improvement in communi- 

cations3. It does not appear that the treaty did restart the annual pay- 

ments4 although some compensation may have been made for the amount owed in 

the year 1426. There was full expectation from the Norwegian side that the 

sum would be paid however, for on 3 October 1426 Bishop Thomas requested 

King Eric that all future payments of the sum be made to him; 
5 

this request 

in itself is of importance for a reading of the situation in Orkney for it 

implies that the bishop did not possess royal authority in the earldom at 

that time. Bishop Thomas, together with Angus of Kirkness, archdeacon of 

Shetland, and John of Tulloch, canon of Scone, related how the treaty of 

1. DN, viii, 276. 

2. Hamre, Norsk Historie, p. 66. 

3. King James' commission to his representatives said that the negoti- 
ations were for settling questions concerning "debitis dissensionibus, 
discordiis, bonorum rapinis, dampnis et homicidiis quibuslibet" (DN, 

viii, 275). The treaty itself stated that the purpose of the renewal 
was "ut ligii et subditi utrorumque regum infra regnam et dominia 

alterutra communicare et in locis ad hoc constitutis et ab antiquo 
consuetis licite et libere mercandizare sub indubitate pacts tran- 

quillitate valeant in futurum" (DN, viii, 276). 

4. In 1460 arrears were claimed since 1426. 

5. DN, 11,689; it was drawn up at Bergen where, one week later, the 
treaty was transcribed. 
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friendship between the two countries had made provision for the payment of 

200 nobles annually which was to be made to the 'official' of Orkney , the 

bishop or the chapter, whichever of them Eric would decide, who would give 

quittance for it on Eric's behalf. The document then continues "If it 

pleases your grace, according as the position now is in Orkney, to commit 

to us this same charge, to receive the same payment for your grace's 

requirements, then we will prove ourselves so that we will win your grace's 

favour and reward, so that your grace shall remain unharmed in that honour, 

on our behalf and for our sake"2. This would appear to show that Bishop 

Thomas was attempting to ensure that the payment, was made to the ecclesias- 

tical rather than to the civil head of the islands; similar rivalry in 

the previous century formed part of the struggle between Bishop William 

and Hakon Johnson3. As happened then, it was most probable that the 

recipient would eventually come to retain the sum, and it was therefore 

worthwhile attempting to get an official right to collect it. But further, 

this request must show that the possibility existed that someone other than 

the bishop and chapter might get the right to collect this sum. This means 

that the civil head of the islands was a different person and that Bishop 

Thomas did not combine that office with his own ecclesiastical position, 

for if he had he would automatically have received the annual on behalf of 

King Eric in one or other of his capacities. This request was made "accor- 

1. 'HIvitzman'; in the earlier treaties it had been the 'sysselman'. 

2. "Thaeckis ether nadhe effter thy som thet nw upa Orknn standende 
er at befale oss thet samme umbudh oc aname the samme penninge til 
edher nadhis behoff, tha wele wi ther swo bewise oss wti som wi 
wele have ether nadhes gunst oc thak, oc et ether nadhe seal meth 
gudz hielp wforsymeth blive i thet aerende upa wore weyne oc fore 

wore schyld" (DN, ii, p. 513). A latin transcript in the Danish 
Rigsarchiv (T. K. U. A. Skotland 14) translates the first phrase "si 
igitur Majestatem vestrum visum fuerit", confirming that it was 7a 

request and not an acknowledgement of a grant which had been made. 

3. See Chapter III supra p. 1711.. 
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ding as the position now is in Orkney", which is not very informative, but 

which can be taken as meaning that the bishop considered himself and the 

chapter to be the most trustworthy body to act on Eric's behalf. Such a 

request must mean that it was an open question as to who would have the 

right to receive the annual, and the conclusion to be drawn is that the 

bishop was not the 'h vitzman' in the islands at this time. 

Nor was the earl; the fact that Earl William made no appearance in 

the 1426 treaty, just as his ancestor Magnus had not in 1266 when he was 

also in a difficult position, confirms that the earl's relationship with 

King Eric was not as good as it might have been. But he had proved his 

ability to take over control in the earldom. even without sanction, in 

125. If the situation in his earldom had not suited him it cannot be 

doubted that he would have done something about it in the years before he 

himself received his grant. Yet there is no evidence of any disturbances 

in the earldom during these years. This negative point would seem to 

imply that the situation and the royal official were not unacceptable to 

Earl William. The only other person of stature in the islands at the time, 

who would have been acceptable to him as royal official, was his uncle 

Thomas Sinclair. As has been mentioned the latter appears to have had 

some position of authority, protected by the king's mandate, in the early 

1420's. Later, in 1434, he was first on the earl's list of signatories 
1 

at his installation, and his name in the Norwegian document was prefaced 

by the title 'dominus'. This not only signifies his standing but also his 2 

official standing in Norway at that date3. It suggests that Thomas Sinclair 

had been royal official in Orkney during the preceding twelve years; indeed, 

1. See Chapter IV, supra p. 253. 

2. NGL, 2R, 1, p. 141; Clouston, History of Orkney, p. 250 n. 

3. See Chapter IV, supra p. 21,6, where it was suggested that Malise Sperra 

who appeared with the same title in 1389, may have been the royal 

official in Shetland. 
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in the following year. 1135, he appears in an Orkney document as 'Warden 

of Orkney'1. Although this is the year after the earl had been formally 

installed it may indicate that Thomas Sinclair retained a titular position 

as head of the islands until the new earl had fulfilled all the conditions 

incumbent on him (for which he was allowed a period of two years), and was 

confirmed in his position. It certainly suggests an official position of 

some kind; although final proof that Thomas Sinclair had in fact been royal 

representative from 1426 until 1434 is wanting. 

All the evidence concerning Earl William in the years between the 

turbulent events in Orkney and his installation comes from Scotland. In 

1426 he was on the assize for the trial of Albany at Stirling2, and in July 

1428 he was amongst those who agreed to the terms of the marriage contract 

arranged between James I and Charles VII of France3. Like his father and 

grandfather Earl William married a daughter of one of the most powerful 

families in Scotland, and also strengthened his family's connection with 

the Douglases . The closeness of his relationship with Elizabeth Douglas 

necessitated a Papal dispensation, dated August 14 1432, allowing them to 

1. Orkney Recs.. p. 330. Despite requests made to the owners it has 
not been possible to see this document to find out the latin title 
which has been trans. as 'warden'. 

2. Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. lxx (ref. to Balfour's Annals, i, p. 155). 

3. L. Barbe, Margaret of Scotland and the Dauphin Louis, p. 22. 

4. Earl Henry II's wife had been a grand-daughter of King Robert II, and 
William's was a grand-daughter of King Robert III. His sister Beatrice 
had married a brother of the third earl of Douglas, who in 1440 in- 

herited the Douglas earldom. The Genealogy does not mention Earl 

William's wife, although giving the names of his mother and grand- 

mother. This may be another indication that the first draft was made 

early in the 1420's before Earl William was married (see Appendix I, 

Chapter I, supra p. 50). 
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remain in matrimony1. She had been married twice before, first in 1413 to 

John Stewart, earl of Buchan, who was killed at the battle of Verneuil 1424; 

and secondly to Sir Thomas Stewart, natural son of Alexander Stewart earl 

of Mart. He died between 1426 and 1432, the date when his widow was allowed 

to remain in matrimony with Earl William Sinclair3. 

By this marriage the earl became involved in his wife's claim on the 

earldoms of Mar and Garioch. The right to these earldoms was in dispute 

throughout the first half of the fifteenth century. As widow of the earl 

of Mar's natural son the Countess of Orkney's legal right to the lapds of 

Mar and Garioch was very tenuous, particularly as her father-in-law only 

held the earldom in right of his wife. In 1404 Robert III had granted only- 

the life-rent of the lands of Mar to Alexander Stewart, but this was over- 

ridden by a charter of James I on 28 May 1426 which gave them to the earl for 

life and to his natural son Thomas Stewart in fee5. The latter died child- 

less not long after, predeceasing his father, which should have nullified 

any claims made by his widow. She appears however to have had some right 

to the lands of Garioch, for in 1438 it was said that she had been given 

the whole earldom by James I. having been previously conjointly enfeoffed 

t. DN, xvii, 495. Elizabeth was the daughter of the fourth earl of 
Douglas. Earl William's mother had been the grand-daughter of the 
third earl by his illegitimate son. 

2. SP sub Douglas. 

3. This was quite late for the earl's first marriage as he had been 

old enough to be proposed as a hostage in 1421, and particularly as 
he was his father's only heir. Elizabeth Douglas may therefore have 
been his second wife. It is interesting to note that in the dis- 

pensation for them to remain in marriage they were said to be 

resident in the diocese of Orkney (DN, xvii, k95). 

4. Crawford, Earldom of Mar, I, pp. 161-282. 

5. ER, vi, p. cxix. 
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with Thomas Stewart earl of the same , although there is no documentary evi- 

dence for this. In 1137, just a few months after the murder of James I, 

Elizabeth Countess of Buchan and Orkney was given a grant of the fruits of 

the earldom of Garioch2. Whatever legal rights she claimed to possess, this 

grant went against some precept of the deceased king3; it is witness to the 

powerful position of the earl of Orkney and his wife in the minority of 

James I's heir, when the countess' brother was Lieutenant-General of the 

kingdomk. Later Earl William can be seen to be involved in his wife's terce 

from the earldom of Mar5, which shows that she also claimed some right to 

the fruits of that earldom, although there is no evidence that her husband 

Thomas Stewart had ever had possession of it. 

His marriage had brought the earl of Orkney into close contact with 

James I. In 1436 he accompanied the king's daughter on the journey to France 

1. ER, v, p. 55; "Et non onerat se de aliquibus firmis vel redditibus 
comitatus de Garviauch quia dominus rex defunctus concessit dictum 
comitatum integraliter nepti sue, comitisse Buchanie, que alias 
fuerat unacum quondam domino Thoma Stewart comite eiusdem conjunctim 
infeodata de eodem". See also A. I. Dunlop, The Life and Times and 
James Kennedy. p. 183. 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires. p. 90; Crookston Writs (SRO), Misc. Writings 
contd., no. 2. where the date is given as 1430. 

3. The 1437 grant was made "notwithstanding any restriction or pro- 
clamAtion made in the pontrair, be quhilum our fader of nobile minde" 
(Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 91). It was to be enjoyed as Alexander earl 
of Mar had enjoyed it, which takes no account of the grant which 
Elizabeth and Thomas were supposed to have had from James I (according 
to the ER entry mentioned in n. 1 supra). 

4. In May 1438 Earl William was present at a hearing before the 'locum 
tenens generalis Regni Scotiae' at Perth in which his mother Egidia 
complained of the spoilation of her lands of Nithsdale. She also 
announced that if any justice eyre or other court was held within 
that lordship "exinde interuptionem facere voluerit", despite pro- 
mises that no prejudice would be generated against her claim (Hay, 

Sainteclaires, p. 68; Crookston Writs, SRO, Misc. Writings no. 11). 
This appears to be the first instance of the quarrel between Sinclair 

and Douglas of which there is further evidence from later years. 

5. ER, vi, p. 268. 
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for her wedding to the Dauphin, at which he represented King James1. The 

year before he had had fines remitted to him as lord of Dysart, which had 

2 
been imposed on his men at some point for forestalling Inverkeithing. 

There is evidence that, prior to 1434, King James had used his influence on 

behalf of Earl William in connection with the latter's earldom of Orkney. 

In the earl's installation document of that year it is stated that the 

Scottish king had made requests to King Eric in many ways by letter for his 

help in the elevation of William Sinclair to the Orkney earldom3. This 

information shows that King Eric must have resisted giving the earl his 

formal grant of the earldom since the Appeal of the community in 1425, and 

it also shows that the earl had made strenuous attempts to get a grant, 

including the intercession of his Scottish sovereign. Whether it was this 

which finally prevailed upon Eric to make the grant is not certain, but he 

tried to utilise this factor by demanding that Earl William obtain the 

Scottish king's seal to add to his letters of surety. 

King Eric must therefore have deliberately refused to install William 

Sinclair during the years 126-1L3k. This may have been in order to keep a 

1. Barbe, Margaret of Scotland, pp. 81,88,99. The earl may have accom- 
panied the princess in his capacity as Admiral of Scotland (ibid., p. 81). 
His father appears to have been Admiral of Scotland before him, and the 
first known holder of the office (Acta Curiae Admirallatus Scotiae, Stair 
Socy., p. xiii). Sir George Crichton is later called Admiral in the 
1kk0's (Dunlop. Kennedy, p. 57). There appears to be no record evidence 
that William Sinclair ever possessed the office, but the fact that both 
he and his father accompanied members of the royal family on voyages to 
France (in 1405 and 1436) may have been connected with this position, 
as may the earl of. Orkney's possession of the 'cocket' seal in 1410 
(see Chapter IV, supra p. 217). 

2. ER, iv, p. 670. 

3. "Et id (eo quia) serenissimus princeps et dominus poster, dominus 
Jacobus rex Scocie, auribus memorati graciosi domini nostri regis 
Erica per epistolas pro auxilio gracie sue et sublimacione nostri in 
dictum comitatum Orchadensem instancias fecerat (multifo) rmeo" 
(NGL, 2R, i. p. 141). 
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stricter control over the royal lands and rights in the islands, but whether 

the king was successful in getting in his annual income is not clear. If 

Thomas Sinclair in fact possessed a royal grant at this timet, then the 

earl would have had little difficulty in exercising full control. This may 

be why King Eric was finally prevailed upon to install William Sinclair as 

earl. His installation document was based on that of his grandfather, but 

brought up to date where necessary. The clauses concerning Malise Sperra and 

Alexander of Ard were of course omitted; so was the payment of the thousand 

nobles, and if this had been the arrears of the annual in 1379 as is sugges- 

ted2, then it would appear that in 1434 the earl was not considered respon- 

sible for any payment. The clause concerning the bishop was changed so as 

to be more suitable for a cleric who had been a useful official to the king; 

the new earl promised to promote the bishop's true and lawful causes so long 

as he remained obedient to God and faithful to the crown3. The clause con- 

cerning the tower at Kirkwall has already been mentioned , that it was built 

against the terms of his grandfather's appointment and was to be ceded on 

his own death. The two final clauses concerning the reservation of the 

royal lands and the possibility of forfeiture, which in 1379 were at the 

very end of the document after the list of signatories, were in 1434 

included at the end of the rest of the clauses and before the list of sig- 

natories. Moreover the clause concerning forfeiture was altered; William 

now promised that in the event of his failing to fulfil any of the promises 

which he had made, he would go to the king and before him and the council 

1. See p. 273 supra. 
2. See Chapter IV, supra p. 231. 

3. The earl and the bishop appear to have been on good relations after the 
struggle in the 1k20's. In 1448 Bishop Thomas issued a pronouncement 
on the earl's right to the patronage of the chapel of St. Duthac in 
Kirkwall (DN, ii, 779) after this right had clearly been in dispute. 
The earl and bishop also carried out land transactions as can be seen 
from the 1492 Rental. 

4. See Chapter IV, supra p. 256. 
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would agree to make satisfaction for whatever he had omitted to do. If after 

due and repeated summonses he still failed to appear he acknowledged that he 

would forfeit the earldom1. This change was probably due to the lesson 

learnt from the period of William's father, when'the king and council found 

that they were unable to pin down an earl whose roots were entirely in 

Scotland. Also the final part of the 1379 clause, which declared that in the 

event of a forfeiture the earl's heirs lost the right of claiming the earldom 

thereafter, was omitted. This may have been at the instance of Earl William, 

who had been penalised for his father's failure to have any sort of vassal 

relationship with King Eric by not receiving a grant of his earldom for 

fourteen years. 

The same system of sureties was used in 1434, which appears to show 

that it was considered to have been successful in 1379. This time no 

hostages were left however, it being stated that William did not have to 

leave hostages as his grandfather and predecessor had had to do ; this may 

have had something to do with the fact that this time there was no payment 

due. The sureties were also ten in number including three bishops, instead 

of two, and three earls, instead of two. A comparison of the names shows 

that two of the earls were of the same line, Douglas and March, both of 

whom were William's brothers-in-law. The third was William earl of Angus3. 

The two knights were again a member of the Ramsay family and this time 

1. NGL, 2R, i, p. 140. 

2. Ibid., p. 141. 

3. He was also a Douglas, whose great-grandmother had been Margaret 
Sinclair daughter of Sir William Sinclair and Isabella de Strathearn. 
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Sir William Borthwick1. with finally two esquires John Sinclair2 and Andrew 

de Keith3. Earl William promised that the letters of surety sealed by this 

list would be returned within two years and that the tenor of these letters 

would be exactly the same as the writings which he was now taking back with 

him to Scotland2. The list of friends and relations was smaller on this 

occasion, being six instead of nine, and the earl promised that he would 

get their seals affixed to his open letter (the present document) immedi- 

ately, another promise which had not apparently been considered necessary 

in 1379 5. 
The list was headed by 'dominus' Thomas Sinclair, who as has 

been suggested may have had authority in the islands prior to 1434, followed 

by David Muntower, Alan Beton, Alexander Brown, Robert Benyn and John 

1. He appears in the text as William de 'Gorthweke'. 

2. He was unlikely to have been a close member of William's own family 
otherwise he would have more probably accompanied the earl and sealed 
the document rather than being a surety. But he must have been a 
wealthy landowner in Scotland, and therefore perhaps the lord of the 
Hirdmanstoun branch of the Sinclair line, John (143k-c. 1464). 

3. He was the lord of Inverugy who held half of the earldom of Caithness 
(see Chapter I, supra p. 59). This is an unusual piece of evidence 
for a connection between the earls and the descendants of Joanna of 
Strathnaver, although Earl William later married into a Sutherland 
family who were perhaps also Joanna's descendants (see p. 288 infra). 

4. "tenorem, quern in scriptis nunc versus Scotiam nobiscum portamus" 
(GL, 2R, i, p. 140) which was presumably the actual installation 
letter. The care taken to make sure that these sealed letters of 
surety would be word for word the same as his promises (which is not 
apparent in the 1379 document) makes it seem likely that Earl Henry I 
had not been entirely scrupulous in this matter. It is also said that 
if the returned letters were deficient in any way ("quomodolibet 
deficere nos contingat"), then the grant would be absolutely void. 

5" "hanc nostram apertam literam sub istorum nobilium virorum, propinquorum 
et amicorum nostrorum infrascriptorum veris sigillis sigillatam, que 
sigilla poterimus iam presencialiter obtinere, quiquidem et nos 
promittimus bona fide, manu coadimata (coadunata) et in solidum, 
sepefato domino nostro regi... easdem literas tali (modo) remittere et, 
ut premittitur, assignare" (NGL, 2R, i, p. 141). 
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Haroldson1. 

Finally King Eric introduced what might appear to be the ultimate factor 

in this strenuous attempt to ensure that Earl William abided by his feudal 

promises. He demanded that King James himself, who had made representations 

on the earl's behalf, be prevailed upon to add the royal seal to this open 

letter which the earl had to return, and thus become in effect a surety for 

the earl's allegiance to his other feudal overlord. The difficulties raised 

by this demand must have been obvious, and it is acknowledged that if the 

earl was unable to manage this - after having made several diligent attempts - 

then he would be excused. This displays a certain naivete in King Eric's 

attitude towards political realities and must have remained a pious hope 

that the earl would do anything about it. 

We have no indication of how far Earl William made any attempt to 

fulfil these clauses. If any of the letters of surety were returned they 

have not survived, as a copy of one of Earl Henry's has survived. The only 

hint that the earl may not have had full powers in his earldom while the 

letters of surety and his own open letter were being returned is the reference 

to Thomas Sinclair in the next year as 'Warden' of'Orkney2. As already 

1. Most of these individuals can be seen from other evidence to have 
been important in the city of Kirkwall. Alexander Brown, along with 
other worthy members of the Orkney community sealed the Genealogy in 
1446 (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 85); in the 1425 Complaint 'Sander 
Brun' was a wealthy merchant whose goods were seized in the night by 
David Menzies (Orkney Recs., p. 44). The importance of Robert of 
Benyn has already been seen (see supra p. 269 n. 2); he was a burgess 
and baillie of Kirkwall, and had urged. the earl's cause in 1125. 
John Haroldson was also a laillie of Kirkwall in 1439 (Orkney Recs., 
p. 71). The earl therefore took prominent members of the Orkney 
community with him to Copenhagen in 1kl1, including his cousin Thomas 
Sinclair. As all the names, except possibly John Haroldson, were 
Scottish, they may have been Sinclair followers who had established 
themselves as traders in Kirkwall. The provenance of Earl Henry's 
signatories in 1379 is not so well documented, although Thomas. of 
Bennyne was most probably an ancestor of the present Robert of 
Benyn, so that this Scottish family had been established in Orkney 
in 1434 for at least 55 years. 

2. Orkney Recs., p. 330. 
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suggested, this may mean that Thomas Sinclair continued to hold his position 

of authority until the earl got final confirmation1. Whether Earl William 

got confirmation or not, can have made little difference, for not long 

after King Eric abdicated, and the uncertainty over his successor to the 

thrones of Scandinavia must have left the earl at peace in his earldom. 

King Christopher the Bavarian was accepted as king of Norway in 1442. 

Earl William was not at his coronation (although his presence must have 

been requested); but Bishop Thomas was present2. The only evidence of 

Christopher's contact with Earl William during his brief reign of six years 

shows however that it was the earl who initiated the contact. On 26 

September 14116 some members of the Norwegian Riksraad wrote to Earl William 

informing him that the Council would be meeting in Bergen next midsummer 

and they expected King Christopher to be present, when the earl could meet 

him3. This information was given in response to a letter of Earl William 

in which he had requested a meeting with the king 
4, 

appearing to wish to 

meet him particularly in Bergen5 (although he had gone to Copenhagen on 

more than one occasion to meet King Eric). The reason for his wish to meet 

the king was "so that he may then move and expedite negotiations concerning 

the good state of the kingdom". It seems most likely that this must have 

1. See supra p. 274. On the other hand it could mean that Thomas had 
been appointed his deputy 'by the earl in his absence. The document 
is concerned with the sale of a tenement which Thomas Sinclair sealed. 

2. Torfaeus, Orcades, p. 184. 

3. DN, vii, 432. 

4. Ibid., "litteris vestris directoriis,.. porrectis per eosdem... reperimus 
vos ad presenciam Christooffori etc, velle proficisci". The Riksraad's 
letter was not therefore a mere summons of Earl William to do homage, 
as it is usually described (Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, p. lxx; Dunlop, 
Kennedy, p. 198, n. k). There is in fact no mention of the earl doing 
homage. 

5. DN, vii, 432, "ac indefectibiliter vita comite acceptavimus convenire 
Ti civitate Bergensi"; they also say that they have informed King 
Christopher that the earl wishes to land in Bergen. 
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been a rather late request for the renewal of his own grant of the earldom, 

for the earls had to do homage to each new king. It may have been for this 

occasion that the existing text of the Genealogy was compiled1. One of the 

copies was certainly dated May 1446 and was quite clearly addressed to King 

Eric's successor. The earl's "litteris vestris direccionis (directoriis)" 

referred to in the Riksraad's letter of September 1446 may in fact have 

been the letter concerning the earl's Genealogy. But there is no evidence 

that King Christopher was in Bergen the following June, nor is there any 

evidence that the earl was present at the Council Meeting in Copenhagen at 

Whitsun 14472. This letter is however evidence of the earl's willingness 

to meet his Norwegian sovereign; he appears to have taken the initiative 

in communicating with the Riksraad and he also submitted the Genealogy 

compiled for King Eric to King Christopher apparently without any further 

request from the new king. 

1. See Appendix I, Chapter I, supra p. 48. If the date of the Latin 
text of the Genealogy from which the Scots copy was made was June 
1443, then it may have been written as soon as King Christopher was 
accepted King of Norway in 1442. For some reason however, another 
copy was required in 1446. 

2. Hamre, Norsk Historie, p. 125. The only hint that Earl William may 
have been absent from Scotland in 1447 is the evidence that notarial 
transcripts of Charters concerning Herbertshire were obtained by 
Elizabeth Countess of Buchan and Orkney in September 1447 (Crookston 
Writs, Misc. Writings, nos. 12-14; Hay, Sainteclaires, pp. 6k-7). 
Instruments of sasine appear to have been made out in favour of the 
Countess (ibid., pp. 66-7). The only interest she can have had in 
these lands must have been through her husband, and she may therefore 
have been acting on his behalf in his absence. 
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Section II. 1k50-1k55. 

Earl William's relationship with James II was closer than that of any 

other Sinclair with his Scottish sovereign. The importance that he had had 

in the minority, when the Douglases were in control, did not diminish as 

the king took over the government of the country. In July 1449 the earl 

acted as steward at the young king's wedding with Mary of Gueldres1. He 

had economic concessions made to him, getting remission (along with the 

bishop of Orkney) of the custom on hides in the same year2, and three years 

later the inhabitants of his town of Dysart were given quittance of the 

custom on salt "through the-singular favour which the king bears towards 

William earl of Orkney"3. From 1454 to 1456 he was Chancellor of Scotland', 

during which time he must have been present at all important events and not 

able to leave the country for his earldom in the north. 

To have remained a trusted counsellor and achieved this important 

office the earl must have broken his tie with the Douglas clan. Although 

he was present at the burning of Alnwick along with Douglas in 11k95, as 

Chancellor he must have been firmly on James' side during the final clash 

1. Dunlop. Kennedy, p. 103, where it is said that this "marked the begin- 
ning of an active political career". This would seem to have got well 
under way however in the minority of James and even in the reign of 
his father, when the earl was such a prominent participant in the 
marriage of Princess Margaret to the Dauphin. 

2. ER, v, p. 3k7. 

3. RMS, ii, 513. 
4. July 1454 to Oct. 1456 (HBc). 

5. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 104. There is evidence of trouble between members 
of the earl s family and the Douglases before this. Not long after 
1434 discord is said to have arisen between William and the earl of 
Douglas over the sheriffship of Nithsdale and the Wardenry of the 
Marches (Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 23, following van Bassan). Certainly 
in 1438 there is evidence of a dispute over Nithsdale (see p. '276 � n"4 
supra). The notarial transcripts obtained by the countess of Orkney 
in 1447 may also have been connected with similar trouble for they 
concerned land once granted by the Douglases to the Sinclairs (see 
p. 283, n. 2 supra). 
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in 1455, and he went "with the great gun" against Threave1; he also held 

Hamilton in his custody at Roslyn2. Nor was he any longer allied with the 

family by marriage at this time, as Elizabeth Douglas had died in 1451 
3. 

This support made Earl William firm in James' favour and Lesley's comment - 

"Eftir thir troublis, the king being counsallit principallie be the bischop 

of St. Androis.. and the Erle of Orknay"4 - can be accepted as true. 

The material side of the earl's position evidently flourished along 

with his political success. In 1446 he founded the Collegiate Church of 

Roslyn5, a"monument which is quite unique in the architecture of Scotland 

and testifies to the wealth and, perhaps, international contacts of the 

earl. On 13 June 1456 Roslin was erected into a Burgh of Barony. But 
6 

above all, in the previous year the earl had succeeded in regaining the 

earldom of Caithness for his family. 

Since Alexander of Ards resignation of the earldom in 1375 it had 

had rather a chequered career7. In the hands of members of the royal 

family for fifty-six years it then appears to have lain dormant from 

1434 to 1452. In the latter year the lands of 'Brathwele, Dunbeythe. 

1. ER, vi, p. 209. 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 155, n. 2. 

3. ER, V. p. 516; the lands of Coule are said to have been in the hands 
of the crown since last Martinmas. (1k51) because of the death of the 
countess of Buchan. 

11. Lesley, History, p. 27. 

5. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 27. An inscription on the building itself gives 
the date 1450 A. Kerr, 'The Collegiate Church or Chapel of Rosslyn, 
its builders,. architects and construction', PSAS, xii, 1877/8, p. 223). 
This may be the date of consecration. 

6. Ibid., p. 76, "for the zele, singulare lure and affection that we 
have till our weill belovit cousin and chancelar William". 

7. SP sub Caithness. 
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Lathrynful and Watynt in the earldom of Caithness were granted to George 

Crichton of the Cairnes; they had been resigned by Janet Dunbar and her hus- 

band James second lord Crichton, royal chamberlain and second cousin of 

George Crichtoun, and they are said specifically to have belonged to Janet1. 

Sir George Crichtoun was in high favour at the time, his part in the murder 

of the earl of Douglas in the same year is not above suspicion. This grant 

must have been a necessary preliminary to his possession of the earldom 

which was given to him between 12 June and 8 July of the same year2. How 

Janet Dunbar had come to hold these lands which included the ancient caput 

of the earldom, Brawl, has been discussed already3. But King James had no 

intention of allowing the earldom of Caithness to be alienated from the 

crown for very long; the charter of 8 July 1452 was made to Sir George 

Crichtoun and his assignees without any mention of his son, and just two 

years later the earl"resignit all his conquest landis in the Kingis handis 

and maid him his air" , dying three months later. It was a year before the 

1. RMS, ii, 549; a second charter of the same date, 26 April 1452, 
granted "totum ius et clameum, proprietatem et possessionem" which 
the king or his successors had to the same lands (RMS, ii, 550). 

2. HBC; there is no known charter granting him the dignity of earl but 
the Auchinleck Chron. says that he was 'beltit' earl by the king. 
That this must have been so can be seen from a charter of 8 July 
(RMS, ii, 587) annexing all his lands throughout Scotland to the 
earldom of Caithness and incorporating them into the regality of 
that earldom. 

3. Sei Chapter I supra p. 28 . Elizabeth Dunbar, sister of Janet, appears 
to have retained some part of these lands, for on 18 March 1494 Janet 
was served heir to her sister Elizabeth in the lands of Dunbeth and 
Brawl (Riddell Coll., National Library of Scotland). As will be seen, 
there is evidence that Janet Dunbar cannot have had effective posses- 
sion of Dunbeth, for in 1439 it was granted by the earl of Ross to 
Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeth, who held it until his death, after 
1456. Moreover the earls of Ross had held Dunbeth before 1372 (HMC, 
3rd report, p. 411). 

4. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 150, quoting the Auchinleck Chron. 
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king granted out the earldom of Caithness again1, and finally, to William 

Sinclair. The earl had previously succeeded William first Lord Crichton as 

Chancellor when he died in 1453/4. The latter's heir, husband of Janet 

Dunbar, died in August 1 5k2, followed by Sir George Crichton. These three 

deaths meant a loss of support for James in the period when the trouble 

with the Douglases was coming to a head. His new Chancellor's assistance 

in this situation was therefore very welcome, and appears to have prompted 

James into giving William Sinclair his family's ancient inheritance back 

again. Threave fell in August and the earl's charter of Caithness is dated 

August 283, However, this recognition of the earl's assistance was not 

entirely gratis for it was given in compensation for the Sinclair claim and 

right to the lordship of Nithsdale and keepership of the Marches, the 

sheriffship of Dumfries, the pension of £300 stirling and all other rights 

granted to the earl's ancestors Egidia and William Douglas 
4. 

But it does 

show the trust which James reposed in his Chancellor that he allowed again 

the amalgamation of the independent northern earldoms which had troubled 

his ancestors, even though he may already have had plans to bring the earl's 

Scandinavian earldom within his own kingdom. 

As well as granting the whole earldom of Caithness "cum titulo de 

1. During that year there was an entry in the ER (vi, p. 70) for expenses 
"eundo in Moravia et Rossia de mandato domini regis, as assedandum 
terras comitatus Cathanie". 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 152. 

3. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 73, where the precept of infeftment is also 
given, dated 29 August. Fraser, Douglas, iii, p. 81-2, gives the date 
29 April 1456. 

4. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 160 sees this transaction as part of James' plan 
for gathering places of wealth and strategic importance. But as has 
been mentioned on p. 284 n. 5 supra, the Sinclairs do not appear to 
have enjoyed these rights unmolested, and Earl William's renunciation 
in 1455 may have been of an empty claim to a lordship which had already 
come into the crown's hands with the fall of the Douglases. 
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Carnoch et Eminaver"1 and other pertinents, this charter combined them with 

Earl William's own titles 'in Cathania'2 which he had resigned, into the 

free barony of the earldom of Caithness. These lands which Earl William held 

already must have been mainly the old earldom lands which had been divided 

among the daughters of Earl Malise, and which, as is known from the Gene- 

alogy, had all, except for Alexander of Ard's portion and the caput, 

reverted to Isabella of Strathearn as the only surviving representative of 

the Strathearn line, and her heirs3" 

This grant of Caithness coincided with William Sinclair's second 

marriage, and both events indicate an interest in his position in the north 

at this time. Between 1451, the death of his first wife, and 1456, the earl 

married Marjory Sutherland. daughter of Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeth. 

From which branch of the Sutherland family he came is obscure, but it is pos- 

sible that he was a member of the Duffus family, and if so he would possess 

1. This sounds as if the earl had only a claim to these lands and that 
they were not in his possession. See Chapter I, Appendix II supra 
p. 61. 

2. The use of the old provincial name of Cathania rather than Caithness, 
which was used earlier in the sentence, appears to be deliberate. 

3. See Chapter I supra p. 44. 
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Caithness estates1. There is evidence from his will of a quarrel which he 

had had with the earl of Sutherland, during which he had lost more than one 

thousand pounds worth of goods2. Alexander Sutherland married a sister of 

Alexander, Lord of the Isles and Earl of Ross, by whom he was granted the 

lap4s of the lordship of Aunbeth with the Gastle3. He is thereafter called 

Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeth. - He and his wife's family were strongly 

1. Gordon (Genealogy of the Earldom of Sutherland, p. 70) thought that 
Alexander Sutherland was the son of the earl of Sutherland. Lord 
Hailes (Sutherland Case, p. 128-9) denied that this was so, but he 
was wrong to aver that there is no evidence of an Alexander, Master 
of Sutherland; as Sir William Fraser has pointed out (Sutherland, i, 
p. 60-1) an Alexander, Master of Sutherland, witnessed a charter of 
the earl of Ross in 1444 (RMS, ii, 281). He died before 1455-6 (SP 
sub Sutherland). 
In his will Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeth called Alexander Straton, 
laird of Loranston, his sister's son (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 100). 
There seems to be no evidence of who the latter's mother was, but he 
witnessed a charter of confirmation by John earl of Sutherland to 
Alexander Sutherland of Torboll. lord of Duffus in 1444 (Caithness 
Recs., p. 232). It seems probable that the witnesses were close 
friends and relatives of Alexander Sutherland of Torboll rather than 
of the earl who was in custody at Pontefract as a hostage for James 
I at the time. This may indicate that Alexander Straton's mother was 
of the Duffus family, and if so, would prove that Alexander Sutherland 
of Dunbeth was also a Sutherland of Duffus. 

2. The earl of Sutherland had taken more than £1000 worth of gold, silver, 
jewels, clothing, farms, rents and iron from him. There is alsq a 
reference in the will to the expenses which Earl William had had "in 

my querell" (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 99); these expenses may have 
been legal ones arising out of a law suit with the earl of Sutherland 
who had seized a large amount of his property in some dispute. 

3. Hailes, Sutherland Case, p. 128, where tie date is given as 24 Oct. 
1429, with no reference. However there exists an obligation by 
Alexander, Lord of the Isles and earl of Ross to Alexander Sutherland 
and Marion of the Isles, the grantor's sister, to defend them in the 
castle and lands of Dunbeth and in the lands of Ray, which is dated 
24 Oct. 1439 (Cawdor Bk., p. 16). This would appear to have been 
drawn up on the same occasion, in which case the grant should be 
dated 1x1.39 
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entrenched in the north and ýy marrying their daughter Marjory ar1 William 

was giving precedence to a marriage which could buttress his position in the 

north rather than one which allied him to a southern Scottish family and aided 

his political career. But in what particular way was this marriage advan- 

tageous to the earl of Orkney? Alexander Sutherland does not appear from 

his will to have held very much land in his own right. His most important 
2 

estates were granted to him by the earl of Ross. Apart from Dunbeth and Ray, 

from which he took his title, he was also enfeoffed of gister Kyndeis by the 

earl of Ross 
3, 

and he received lands in Kincardineshire from John de Troup in 

1454 . He had land in Orkney, and may have been the 'goodman' called 

Alexander SuZherland, one of the arbiters who tried to settle the differences 

between Thomas Sinclair and David Menzies in the Complaint of 112 . But he 

does appear to have been very wealthy in terms of ready cash, for his will 

1. There is in fact no evidence that Marjory was the daughter of 
Alexander's wife Marion of the Isles. He had probably been married 
previously, if it was he who was active in Orkney it 1425 (see 
above ) and Marion had certainly been married before to a Campbell 
(SP, ix, p. 18). If Alexander and Marion were only married in 1k39 
when they received the grant of punbeth, Marjory may not have been 
a daughter of this marriage, as she and Earl William had children 
in 1456. On the other hand the son of Alexander and Marjory was 
archdeacon of Caithness in 1456 (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 99-1QO), 
and had been since 1455 (Watt, Fasti , which suggests that they may 
have been married before receiving the grant of Dunbeth in 1439. 

2. Although his wife Marion (who is called his heir in 1459, ER, vi, 
p. 521) may have inherited lands which are not mentioned in hi, s will, 
for in 1472 she resigned important estates in Caithness to her son- 
in-law, Earl William Sinclair (Cawdor ßk., p. 54). 

3. The grant was confirmed by John de Yle, earl of Ross and Lord of the 
Isles in 1449, and these lands also passed to Alexarder'$ widow 
Marion (Cawdo Bk., pp. 16,49). 

4. SP, vi, p. 171. 

5. Orkney Recs., p. 41, n. k; his will mentions corn and cattle it Orkney 
(Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 99), which presupposes that he must have 
possessed land there. 
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shows him to have been the creditor of many northern landowners and church- 

meng. In particular there is evidence that he had loaned sums of money 

to Earl William and received in return some of the earldom lands in Caithness 

in wadset3. Which estates these were Is not detailed so it cannot be said 

whether they were Sinclair family lands in Caithness or the earldom lands 

which Earl William received in 1455, just the year before Alexander Sutherland's 

will was drawn up. This shows however that the earl was in need of ready 

cash at this time, which his father-in-law was able to provide; this need 

may have been An-important reason why Earl William married Marjory Sutherland. 

He would thus have been able to borrow money on favourable terms, and in his 

will Alexander left the earl's wadset lands to his daughter's children, which 

Earl William was to look after for them until they came of age. The marriage 

was an advantageous one for Alexander Sutherland also. It can be seen from 

1. a) The lands of Noss were wadset to him, probably by the laird of 
IHirdmanston, for the sum of £20 which the laird owed him, if not 
paid, "sal ryn apon the landis of Noss" (ibid., p. 95). 
b) The lands of Zurbuster (ibid., p. 98), which it is known from 
another source were wadset to him by Alexander Sutherland of Duffus 
(1595 Inventory of Writs; Inventories of Titles, II, Misc., SRO; 
'Ane obligatioun made be Alex. Sutherland to Alex. Sutherland laird 
of Duffus anent the redemption of the lands of Thurbuster in Caith- 
ness of the dait 8 June 1114(1? )'). The lands of 'Dallzanze and 
Berydal' which he also held (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 98), were 
probably similarly pledged by the laird of Duffus, for aeridale 
was in the family's possession in the following century. 
c) 'Catouch and Broenach', 'Gillzecallomgil and Strabrora' (ibid 

� 
p. 98), were in 1499 held by Alexander Sutherland of Di], red (OPS, 
ii, pt. ii, p. 710). 
d) Land was also wadset to him in the Mearns, and he had #Qs, worth 
of land yearly from the laird of Kinnaird (ibid., p. 98), 
e) Other evidence shows that John of Ross, lord of Balnagown, had 
borrowed £20 and wadsetted the lands of Culyndoray and Moyblare to 
Alexander Sutherland (I-IMC, 6th report, p. 716a). 

2. £1Q0 was owed by Sir Andrew Tulloch, former Chantor of Moray; £20 
annual fee plus lump sums and an amount of iron was owed by the 
bishop of Caithness. Many other sums were owed by churchmen and 
laymen alike. 

3" He left to his grandchildren "al the landis that I have in wedset- 
tying of the said Lord Erilis wythin the Erledom of Cathaness" 
(Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 98). 
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the earl of Ross' charter of Dunbeth that there were opposing claims to 

the lands of Dunbeth and Ray1. In 1452 Dunbeth became, perhaps nominally, 

one of the possessions of the new earl George Crichtoun, and thus passed 

to William Sinclair with his grant of the earldom in 1455. During this 

period Alexander Sutherland appears to have had practical possession, as 

he is always called 'of Dunbeth', but any rival claim that existed would be 

resolved when his father-in-law received the earldom in 1455. 

There may have been many reasons why Earl William needed to borrow 

money from his father-in-law, and the fact that there were many other land- 

owners doing just the same points to a shortage of money at this date or 

else an economic crisis among the land-owning classes. Ambitious projects 

such as the Collegiate Church of Roslyn must have drained the earl's con- 

siderable resources and the fact that it was never finished may mean that 

it was beyond these resources2. But there was one good reason why he did 

need a steady supply of money during the 1k50's and 1460's; during this 

period he appears to have been pursuing a long term project of buying as 

much land as he could persuade people to sell to him in his earldom of 

Orkney. The evidence for this has been closely examined by J. S. Clouston3 

who came to the conclusion that approximately one third of the odal lands 

1. If they were "optenyt and lachfully wonnyn" from Alexander or his 
heirs, then the earl promised to give them lands of equivalent value 
in the earldom of Ross (Cawdor Bk., p. 16). 

2. Alexander Sutherland left £100 for the "byggyn and reparatioun" of 
the Collegiate Church of Roslyn (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 96). 

3. 'The Orkney Lands' (POAS, ii), p. 61; History of Orkney, p. 256, 
and The Orkney Parishes, passim. 
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in the islands were sold to Earl William1. Such land is described in the 

Rentals as 'conquest' or 'conqueist per comitem', and frequently as 'con- 

queist per comitem Willielmum'. It has been shown that the earl was buying 

scattered parcels of land piecemeal, very often outlying portions of large 

odal estates; that is, he was not acquiring whole estates which were valu- 

able land, but anything that he could get hold of, however peripheral. Of 

the conquest land in Garmiston, it is said that he bought "ld terre therof 

fra Elezabeth Touris... quhilk scho 't hir spous Thome Wt. hand sauld (hand 

selled) to the said Erle. And ane uther pennie terra supra he bocht fra 

ane woman callit Evot ... quhilks personis forsaid ressavit rady payment in 

louse quid 't rady money fra the said Erle and the od d. terre he bocht 

lang befor". 
2 

In some instances the land was excambed and acquired in 

exchange for relief from skat burdens3 or from land maill4 rather than from 

direct exchanges of land; the only evidence of this latter appears to be 

the acquisition of Edane Paplay's hereditary estates in exchange for the 9d. 

land of Sabay5. Indeed it was rather to the earl's advantage to acquire 

1. History of Orkney, p. 256. Taking the figures which are given in 
Orkney Parishes, there were 412 pennylands 'conquest' in the 1502 
Rental, compared with 336 pennylands of 'auld earldom' and 673 

pennylands of 'pro rege' land, As J. S. Clouston says, it seems 
probable that all estates mentioned as 'conquest' had been acquired 
mostly by Earl William and not by any previous earl; in the 1502 
Rental it is said that all the land paying rent "is all bocht and 
conqueist be erle William as this rentale beris quhat wes conquest 
and quhat wes uther menis" (Peterkin, Rentals, p. 26). 

2. Ibid., p. 53. "Wt. hand sauld" is the same as the phrase found in 

all documents concerning sales of land in Orkney at this date, which 
is usually "with hand and hand band" (Orkney Recs., pp. 189,190). 
It is not a corruption of Thomas' surname as assumed in the Index of 
Orkney Recs. 

3" In Clat (ibid., p. 98), "all the laif of the scattis, '.. are fre in the 
handis of Will, of Mure and his brother betuix the coffing of landis 
with Erle William in Ranaldsay". 

4. As for example in Garth (ibid., p. 49). 

5. 'The Orkney Lands', p. 66. 
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land in exchange for freedom from scat for he thereby gained a permanent 

possession whereas his right to scat depended on his political position; 

nor was it such a strain on his financial resources. Nevertheless he must 

have expended a very large sum of money on all the land which was actually 

bought by him in the islands of Orkney. 

There is very little evidence to show when he was actually making all 

these purchases. J. S. Clouston suggested that it was not long before the earl- 

dom came into the hands of the crown in 14711. One transaction however cer- 

tairly took place prior to 1460 for it was made with Bishop Thomas2. It seems 

probable that the earl also acquired some of the odal land before 1460, as 

the extent of the purchases makes it unlikely that they were all made in the 

years preceding 1471. It is suggested therefore that some of the money loaned 

to the earl by his father-in-law before 1456, for which he pledged land in his 

Caithness earldom, went towards the land-purchasing programme which the earl 

was engaged on in Orkney in the 1150's and 1460's. It has been argued that 

if the conquest lands were acquired only just before the impignoration of 

the islands, this "distinctly suggests" that it was at the desire of the 

odallers and through fear of what might happen once they came under the 

Scottish crown3. But all the evidence points to the initiative having come 

1. History of Orkney, p. 256. Certainly the Paplay estates were 
acquired in the 1460's but J. S. Clouston argues that because some 
of the land 'conquest' in Stennes was bought 'lang before' (see 

p. 293 supra) that therefore the bulk of it was acquired just before 
1471. But Earl William could have continued to purchase land in 
Orkney after 1471 and before he died c. 1+80. It is impossible to 
know what was meant by 'lang before'. 

2. This is the 'coffing of Gym', evidence of which comes mostly from 
the 1492 rental (SRO, GD1/236/1). 

3. History of Orkney, p. 256; see however my article in Saga ßk., xvii, 
p. 172. 
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rather from the earl who persuaded the odallers to part with outlying 

parcels of land1. If this was the case then it was a policy which shows 

particular foresight on the part of Earl William which has not been 

acknowledged. For he would only embark on such a policy öf land purchases 

if he had cause to fear that at some time in the future his present land- 

holding position in Orkney was going to change for the worse. The apparent 

reason for this fear is a fore-knowledge of the Scottish 'crown's policy 

towards Orkney and Shetland. The transfer of the islands to the Scottish 

crown which, as will be seen, was a manifest policy in 1460, would inevit- 

ably have meant a drop in the earl of Orkney's revenue, if only because he 

would be unable to resist the Scottish crown's rights to rents and skatts 

from the earldom, as he was able to resist the Danish king's. 

1. The fact that the conquest lands were mostly outlying parcels of 
the large odal estates provides no evidence of the odallers' wish 
to sell their land, but rather the reverse. 
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Section III. 1455-1460 

If, as suggested, Earl William had embarked on his purchases of odal 

land in the 1k50's he must have known of James II's plans for the islands 

during that decade and made his own accordingly. The development of 

royal policy will now be examined, and the effects this had on the earl 

of Orkney and Caithness' position within the Scottish kingdom. With his 

final success over the Douglases in 1455 James was able to turn his atten- 

tion to Scotland's foreign policy and her relationships in the international 

sphere. His determination to win a position of strength within his country 

mirrors his desire to conduct an aggressive foreign policy. In August 1455 

many lordships and castles, mostly forfeited by the Douglas family and in 

the north of the country, were annexed to the crown, inalienably1. The 

grant of Caithness, given hereditarily to William Sinclair was a notable 

exception to this policy. This tough line was followed almost immediately 

by hostilities with England, and a campaign was conducted during 1456. 

James cast his eyes on the lordship of Man outwith his kingdom2, and on 

the earldom of Mar within. This aggressive attitude appears to have 

necessitated some administrative changes. Bishop Kennedy and the earl of 

Orkney had worked together in the political affairs of state for some years, 

and James is said to have continued to follow their advice after the troubles 

with the Douglases3. But this did not last for long as towards the end of 

1. -S 
,�) 

2. By investing his son with the lordship of Man in Nov. 1455 King James 
revived claims to its suzerainty which had lapsed for more than a 
hundred years. In the next few months ships were sent to the island. 

3. See p. 285 supra. 
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11156 both of them were released from their public duties1. The earl's 

last known act as Chancellor was to seal, along with Bishop Kennedy, a 

letter to Charles VII of France appealing for help against England, on 

20 October X4562. There is no obvious reason why the earl should have 

ceased to be Chancellor at this particular time. Mrs. Dunlop attempts 

to explain it by saying that he had "awkward claims dpon the Crown"3. 

These are supposed to stem from his wife's former possession of the 

earldom of Garioch, but there is no evidence that the earl shared an 

interest in the Countess' grant4 and when she died her right to it died 

with her. James was therefore at perfect liberty (apart from the complex 

rights of other claimants) to bestow Garioch on his queen in 1452 - as 

he did - without feeling any need to conciliate Orkney. The suggestion 

that the earl was bribed to renounce his interests in the estates by 

the prospect of the hand of the king's widowed sister is therefore un- 

5 
necessary. Nor does the evidence bear out the suggestion that Earl 

William 'intromitted' with his wife's estates in the earldom of Marti. 

He certainly uplifted forcibly a debt owing to him from a lease of her 

terce of the earldom, but although the statement about this comes from 

1. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 175. 

2. Ibid., p. 170. 

3. Ibid., p. 175. 

4. The 1437 chr. specifically said that the grant had been made to 
the countess, although the tenants of the earldom were ordered to 
obey her and her spouse (see p. 276 supra). 

5. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 185; the only evidence for this suggestion is 
that arrangements were made to bring the king's sister home from 
Brittany at the same time as the earldom of Garioch was given to 
the queen. Mrs. Dunlop further suggests that the chancellorship 
may have been bestowed on Earl William as a 'solatium' when these 
plans did not materialise, although this is contradicted on p. 181, 

n. 2, where she says that Earl William ceased to be chancellor about 
the time that it was decided to let the Duchess Isabella remain in 
Brittany. 

6. Ibid., p. 185, n. 3. 
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the year 1456 this is no evidence that he had uplifted the terce in the 

years since her death1. The basic reason why Earl William - and Bishop 

Kennedy - were not to the fore so much after 1456 was that they did not 

fit in with the young king's new and aggressive plans for expansion. 

In domestic-matters this would appear to have been because of the 

king's methods of dealing with the question of the earldom of Mar. During 

the year 1457 the king's long-promised judgement was given and the claim 

of the Erskines over-ridden in favour of the crown. The Erskines right 

was really indisputable and on previous occasions both Orkney and the 

bishop of St. Andrews had supported Sir Thomas Erskine in his plea for 

justice. In April 1449 he had delivered a protest on his own behalf and 

that of his father and had been accompanied by the earls of Douglas, 

Crawford and Orkney as witnesses "specially called and invited"2. In 

January of the following year he had appeared again on behalf of his 

father asking for justice and this time the instrument was witnessed by 

the bishop of St. Andrews3. This shows that there was little doubt about 

where the sympathies of the earl and the bishop lay in this particular 

matter. Nothing was done about the claim until the summer of 1457, for 

which occasion the young king appears to have made sure that he had a 

Chancellor who was in sympathy with his aims, in preparation for the 

judicial itinerary. Earl William's successor, the bishop of Brechin, 

was King's Advocate for the case held at Aberdeen, and took the leading 

part in seeing that the king's will prevailed and that the Erskine claim 

1. ER, vi, p. 268, where the evidence about the earl's attempt to get 
the payment from this lease is put as a 'nota pro rege' so that it 
is not known when it had happened. He had leased the terce 
"ratione prefate dicte quondam sponse sue" to Alexander Seton de 
Gordon for a, certain price to be fixed between them. 

2. APS, ii, p. 61. 

3. Crawford, Earldom of Mar, I. p. 274+. 
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to the earldom of Mar was quashed1. 

In foreign relations the earl was inevitably drawn into James' plans 

for expansion, and when these involved his position in his northern earl- 

dom his suitability for a position of political authority such as the 

Chancellorship likewise became questionable. King Christian had acceded 

to the throne of Norway in 1151 but was not finally accepted as king of 

Sweden until 1k57. He was fully occupied for the first few years of his 

reign therefore, without bothering about the annual payment which had lapsed 

for so long. Christian however was a king determined to enforce his rights 

and once he had started to establish his position the first thing that he 

attempted to do was to make strenuous attempts to get payment from Scotland. 

As in 1426, the Dano-Norwegian king's resources were exhausted and this 

annual tribute would have been very welcome. But on this occasion his 

demands happened to coincide with the implementation of the expansionist 

policy of a Scottish king who had "no intention of being a tributary ruler"2. 

It can be seen that Christian must have been making active efforts to get 

some payment by May 1456 when he made a treaty with Charles VII in which 

Charles promised to bring his good offices to bear to enforce payment of 

the annual or else to assist Christian in the event of non-payment as he 

himself would like to be assisted in the same circumstances3. The legates 

of Scotland and Denmark were meant to discuss the problem at a friendly 

meeting at Paris at Whitsun 1157k, But in the winter of 1456/7 the 

1. Ibid., pp. 282-296. 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 198; with justification, James might not feel 
like paying tribute for Man, when he no longer had possession of 
the island. 

3. Diplomatarium Christierni I, 55. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 76 
says that in 1456 and 1457 there were many disputes between the 
two about the annual tribute for the Hebrides and Man. 

. Ibid. 
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governor of Iceland was seized while he was sheltering from a storm in 

Orkney and imprisoned, along with his wife and household. It appears from 

Christian's letter to King Charles, following the incident, that Bjarn 

Thorleiffson was taken to King James's presence and all his goods and 

furnishings seized, as well as the royal tribute and ecclesiastical rents 

from Iceland which the governor was accompanying to Denmark1. This act 

was a flagrant attack on King Christian's sovereign authority for the 

royal official had been captured in Norwegian territory. 

There is no mention of the earl of Orkney's part in this event, 

but it cannot be imagined that it could have been carried out within his 

earldom without his knowledge and agreement. Nothing is known of Earl 

William's relationship with Christian at this date; it seems probable that 

if the Danish king was active enough to attempt to get payment of the 

annual, he would also have attempted to get his vassal to go and do homage. 

Not only might he then get some income from Orkney but he would also 

have an excellent means of finding out what the intentions of the Scottish 

king were in the matter of the annual. It was said in 1461 that the earl 

had never done his homage to Christian 
2 

and it can only be assumed that-the 

latter had attempted to get the earl to visit him, without success. This 

contrasts with what is known of Earl William's relationship with his 

previous Dano-Norwegian sovereigns. The persistence with which he attempted 

to get his grant from King Eric has been examined in detail3. The only 

evidence of his connection with King Christopher shows that it was at his 

1. NGL, 2R, ii. p. 129; this letter is dated April 1457 so the events 
can hardly have taken place before May 1456, as stated by Mrs. Dunlop 
Kennedy. p. 198. n. 4. 

2. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 123. 

3. See p. 277 supra. 
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own request1. Although his relationship with these kings was not close, 

it was not, as far as can be seen, antagonistic. The same can be said 

for the previous Scottish kings' relationship with their Scandinavian 

counterparts. James I had intervened in an attempt to get the earl of 

Orkney installed in his earldom, and he appeared to make no trouble about 

the renewal of the treaty in 1426, even though the promises of payment of 

the annual may not have been acted upon. When therefore in the 1k50's 

the earl's and the Scottish king's attitude towards Denmark and Norway 

hardened the conclusion to be drawn is that this was because of James II's 

policy. 

It would appear that Earl William did not wholeheartedly support the 

Scottish king's policy from the fact that he'ceased to be Chancellor of 

Scotland at just the time it was being formulated in response to Christian's 

renewed demands. Earl William's last known act as Chancellor was on 20 

October X4562; the attack against Bjarn Thorleiffson took place during the 

following winter. As suggested, it seems improbable that this could have 

been carried out as a deliberate operation without the earl's foreknowledge 

and perhaps encouragement. A very similar incident was going to take place 

in the winter of 1466/7, just after the Danish question was xevived3. What 

1. See p. 282 supra; Earl William is mentioned in a Norwegian document 
of 14+49 in which the people of Hedemark and Opland were considering 
who to elect as king of Norway. The earl of Orkney was their fourth 
choice (NGL, 2R, ii. p. 23), an indication of the traditionally 
important position of the earl in Norwegian society. 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 170. As the author comments "one wonders if 
the eclipse of the Earl of Orkney during this period had any bearing 

on the Norwegian controversy" (ibid., p. 198, n. 1+). It is worth 
noting that on 15 Nov. 1456, the king's birthday, Earl William was 
at Roslyn, attesting his father-in-law's will (Bannatyne Misc., iii, 

p. 93). This was just after he ceased to be Chancellor, and may be 

an indication that he really was out of favour. The bishop of 
Brechin had been appointed Chancellor by this date (IBC). 

3. See Chapter VI infra p. 324. 
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was the political motive behind such incidents? Their effect was to anta- 

gonise Christian and delay negotiations over the annual, and in 1466, the 

marriage question. This is hardly consistent with the evidence that the 

Scats took the initiative in reviving the marriage question in 1466. Such 

an effect might perhaps have suited James II's purposes in 1456 if he had 

had no intention of coming to any agreement over the annual. But he had 

already agreed to meet the Danish ambassadors in Paris, and just a few 

months later, before 18 May 1467 he had written to Charles agreeing to 

meet them once morel. If therefore the attacks do not seem consistent 

with crown policy the conclusion to be reached is that they were both 

engineered by the earl of Orkney on his own account and against the wishes 

of the crown, In both situations he delayed negotiations, which can per- 

haps be regarded as his intention, as he had reason to believe that the 

outcome might not be in his best interests. 

James II's intentions of getting hold of Orkney and Shetland were 

presented publicly in 1460. But it seems likely that his plans were for- 

mulated much earlier, as soon as he was governing his own affairs. The 

young king attained his full majority in November 1455 and his aggressive 

policy towards Man was immediately evident. When Christian soon began to 

demand payment of the annual James' reponse was probably similarly aggres- 

sive and full of determination to bring the northern islands lying off the 

shores of Scotland within his kingdom, even though these had always belonged 

to the Dano-Norwegian kings. The events from 1455 on can be interpreted in 

the light of this policy. The grant of Caithness to the Chancellor may have 

been a reward for his support against the Douglases but it could also be 

regarded as a bribe in advance for his support in the fulfilment of the 

1. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, pp. 76-8. 
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king's policy towards Orkney and Shetland. Even in June 1456 Roslyn was 

erected into a Burgh of Barony with fulsome expressions of affection by 

the king1. By the end of October the earl had ceased to be Chancellor 

however. It is suggested therefore that as well as displaying an unhelp- 

ful attitude over the earldom of Mar Earl William must have displayed a 

lack of enthusiasm, if not outright opposition, to James' intentions over 

Christian's demands and his formulated plan for Orkney and Shetland. 

Certainly his continued possession of the office of Chancellor was no 

longer compatible with James' policies. This was followed by what appears 

to have been a deliberate, if clumsy, attempt by the earl to wreck the 

impending negotiations between his two overlords. Meanwhile he embarked 

on a long-term policy of land acquisition in Orkney to give him and his 

family a firm basis of power in the islands in the event of changed 

political circumstances. 

By the time that he heard of the outrage committed against his gover- 

nor of Iceland Christian had got his envoys ready for the meeting at Whit- 

sun, 1457. However, in his letter of 10 April to Charles VII he requested 

that the meeting be deferred until after the feast of St. Martin2. On 18 

May Charles wrote to Christian saying he had heard from King James who had 

agreed to send envoys on 1 October-3, but some event must have intervened 

to cancel this meeting also, and in 1458 King Christian was writing to James 

1. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 76. 

2. NGL, 2R, ii, p. 129. He adds that repeated demands for redress had 
received no response. This may indicate that James had been unable 
to compel the earl to do anything about it. 

3. Huitfe]. dt, Christiern I, p. 78. 
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once more about the annual1. Any intention Earl William had of preventing 

their meeting was not permanently successful and in November 1458 James 

appointed four delegates to conclude A true and perpetual peace with 

Christian 'before' Charles VII2. It was probably this embassy which 

visited Charles in July 1459, and a Danish ambassador was also at Chinon 

in the same month3. Although nothing was concluded at any of these 

meetings it may have been then that Charles suggested a marriage settlement 

to the whole problem. Christian's daughter Margaret had only been born on 

23 June 1457 
1 

so this was the first occasion on which the suggestion could 

have been made. It provided the Means of a settlement which was face-saving 

to the Danes in a situation where the Scots were determined to withstand 

any demands for repayments of the annual tribute, Formal negotiations 

must have been set in train in this year for in December 1459 transumpts 

of the 1426 treaty were made at Copenhagen in readiness for a meeting 
5, 

which took place finally in October 1460 at Bourges. Both parties had 

previously been informed by Charles that a marriage alliance would be the 

best way of negotiating an agreement 

The negotiations were recorded by Charles in a summary of the meeting 

1. Ibid., p. 91; Christian threatened 'represalia' in this letter and 
said that he would take the matter to the pope. 

2. Rms, ii, 642. 

3. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 199. Bishop Kennedy also made a visit to France 
in the autumn of 11159 which Mrs. Dunlop sees as being connected with 
the same business. 

4. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 81. 

5. DN, viii, 367. 

6. In the letter issued by Charles VII after the 1460 negotiations he 

referred to the letters sent by him to both James and Christian and 

quotes from the latter (Dipl. Christierni I, p. 124), but these are 

no longer extant so it is not known when exactly they were sent. 
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drawn up on 6 October 14601. This shows that the Scots went to Bourges with 

their demands fully prepared. The question of the annual and fine was skated 

over by them and in return for a marriage alliance they demanded that all 

claims to the arrears of the annual must be remitted. But in addition, all 

the Danish king's right to Orkney and Shetland was to be given to Scotland 

and the bride was to bring 100,000 crowns with her for her own adornment. 

The Danes must have been completely taken aback by these proposals. From 

being the party in the right and expecting a good marriage alliance as com- 

pensation for all the arrears of money owed to them, which they had been 

forcefully demanding since at least 1456, they found themselves put on the 

defensive and facing the prospect of a very unfavourable conclusion to the 

meeting. The demands were audacious and good witness to the over-weeping 

territorial ambitions of James II. The Danes could only insist that a 

settlement of the financial question be made. saying that their present 

mandate was not sufficient for a marriage contract. Nothing had been said 

by the Scots about the pension and they concluded that if Christian did 

not desire the marriage, then payment was to be made by the next midsummer. 

Both parties were therefore unwilling to let the negotiations go 

any further; the Scots had already asked for four months' postponement 

because, they said, Bishop Kennedy was ill at Bruges and he had in his 

possession the original documents of the 1266 and 1426 treaties without 

which negotiations could not continue. This sounds like a device to prevent 

1. Ibid., p. 123. Huitfeldt summarises it but gives the date as Oct. 
8. The document is called a 'forbund' (ibid., ), but it is merely 
a summary of the negotiations between the two embassies and is not 
even addressed to Christian. 
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any conclusion being reached on the question of the annual1, otherwise 

Kennedy could have handed the documents over to other members of the 

Scottish embassy. The Scots can hardly have expected the Danes to accept 

their demands for the Princess Margaret's dowry and must therefore have 

wanted the negotiations to break down. Christian for his part was involved 

in the Schleswig-Holstein question in 1460 so that any arrangement which 

deprived him of the hope of getting some regular income would not have suited 

his plans at the timet. particularly when this arrangement was accompanied 

by a demand for pieces of his territory. The death of James on 3 August 

does not seem to have occasioned the immediate break-up of the negotiations 

It can only have been a few weeks before the news reached Bourges, but 

Charles' document summing up the negotiations was not drawn up until 8 

October. If this was done reasonably soon after the embassies had returned 

to their countries then negotiations must have continued after news of 

James' death. But with his death the impetus went out of the crisis, for 

the deliberate opposition to paying the annual and the demand for the 

cession of Orkney and Shetland as part of the marriage arrangement appear to 

have been a product of the king's own planning and part of his expansionist 

schemes. Although he died before seeing the fulfilment of these plans 

1. K. Herby, 'Christian I and the pawning of Orkney' (SHR, xlviii, 1969), 
P. 55, asks whether the illness may not have been 'diplomatic' as 
"its effect on the negotiations from a technical point of view seems 
to have been convenient to the Scots, postponing indefinitely any 
treatment of the reality of the Dano-Norwegian claim and allowing 
the negotiations to move on to the marriage proposition". 

2. Ibid., pp. 57-59. "the very first years after his succession to the 
duchy were those of greatest financial burden". 

3. As implied in Dunlop. Kennedy, p. 200. 

4. Although Bishop Kennedy is credited with the plan to get Orkney and 
Shetland and to have provided "the historical solution of a baffling 
problem" (ibid., ) there is no evidence that he persisted with this 
plan during the remaining years of his life; in fact negotiations 
were to start up again eighteen months after his death. 
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nevertheless he had started a chain of events which continued to have a 

reaction. These plans had already affected the position of the earl of 

Orkney who had adapted his own policies to suit. The evidence suggests 

that if he had disapproved of the king's policies in 1456-7 he had come 

round to accepting them by the time the meeting at Bourges took place, 

for in 1459 he was once more witnessing royal charters after a gap of four 

years, and he also played some part in political events1, which there is 

no evidence that he had done since ceasing to be Chancellor. But the death 

of James then changed the situation once more. 

1. Although named as a conservator of the truce with England in 1457 
(Rot. Scot., ii, p. 383a) he played no active part in politics 
until July 1459 when he was appointed member of an embassy to 
England (Rot. Scot., ii, p. 390a). In May 1459 he was party for 
Christian de Seton, wife of the earl of Rothes, in their divorce 
case (HMC, 4th report, p. 507). 
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CHAPTER VI 

Earl William Sinclair (II): 1460-70 
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Section I. Earl William's relationship with King Christian during the 1160's. 

The death of James II and the end to the negotiations at Bourges meant 

1 
that all the schemes laid by that aggressive monarch then collapsed. With 

the new king a minor of seven years there was no need for these schemes to 

be pursued. Earl William was therefore placed in a new situation, where he 

was not compelled by the wishes of his Scottish monarch to submerge the 

interests of his Dano-Norwegian earldom. He had however already prejudiced 

his relationship with Christian by not visiting him for the purpose of paying 

homage, and probably initiating the attack on the governor of Iceland in a 

fruitless effort to prevent negotiations. 

There are several indications that Christian was eager to put his 

relationship with the earl on a new footing. The demands of the Scottish 

embassy in 1460 were no doubt a surprise and a shock. Christian's immediate 

reaction was to get in touch with his earl of Orkney who had probably never 

visited him or done homage to him since he acceded to the Norwegian throne 

in 150. If the negotiations at Bourges broke up at the beginning of October2 

Christian could have been fully informed of the results by the end of the 

month. Within the next few months he sent his chaplain to Orkney requesting 

Earl William's presence at Court, for on the last day of February 1461 a 

reply was sent to him by the people of Orkney and in particular two baillies 

of Kirkwall, Thomas Kirkness and John Mager, who described themselves as his 

1. See Chapter V supra, p. 306. 

2. The document relating the proceedings of the meeting was drawn up by 
Charles VII on 8 October 1k60 (Dipl. Christierni I, 100). 
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'mandatarii simplices'1. They excused the earl for his long absence which 

was to be explained by the repeated attacks on Orkney which had been made 

by John earl of Ross and Lord of the isles 
2; the earl had been defending his 

territory and was then engaged in negotiations which would shortly be 

determined. 

A few months later the bishop of Orkney wrote a letter also excusing 

the earl and saying that he intended to visit Christian before the end of 

the year-3. The making of a treaty between Earl William and the earl of Ross 

is again mentioned and also a fresh attack on Orkney by "the men of Sodor and 

Ireland" in that very month of June. The bishop explained that this attack 

would also prevent him from going to Christian as soon as he intended. This 

second letter implies therefore that the earl had been summoned once more 

since the baillies' letter of February. It appears that the bishop had been 

summoned as well. The excuses in these letters sound perfectly genuine. 

The north was greatly disturbed by the earl of Ross in the early years of 

1. DN, v. 827. It is dated the last day of Feb., 1460, which it has been 
suggested was really Feb., 1461 ('The pawning of Orkney and Shetland', 
SHR, xlviii, p. 41, n. 3); to use the phrase 'penultimo die' and not the 
saint's day is more typical of Scottish than Norwegian diplomatic 
tradition. My article is hereafter referred to as SHR, xlviii. 
The ed. of Orkney Recs. (p. 53, n. ) wonders what the position of these 
baillies was who call themselves the king's 'mere agents'. This may 
only have been a denomination which they attached to themselves as 
town officials. 

2. The son of Alexander, Lord of the Isles, and cousin therefore of Earl 
William's current wife, Marjory Sutherland. He had a turbulent career, 
acting treasonably on several occasions. Particularly at this date, 

after the death of James II, he caused a great deal of trouble. This 

and the following letter imply that he and the earl of Orkney had a 
private quarrel (see p. 321 infra, and Clouston, History of Orkney, 

p. 254). 

3. DN, v, 836. 

4+. Although it has been suggested that the bishop concerned may have been 
Thomas Tulloch (Watt. Fasti, p. 253; SHR, xlviii, p. 41, n. k), yet the 

necessity for the bishop to visit the king also, perhaps indicates that 
it was in fact the new bishop William Tulloch, who would have to visit 
Christian in order to promise fealty. Bishop William did so in July 
1X462 . 
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James' minority1. and the earl was closely involved in political affairs at 

that date. He would appear to have requested the community of Orkney and 

the bishop to write on his behalf2, In September 1461 a letter-was in fact 

written by the earl himself to Christian, not however concerned with the 

question of his impending visit, but on behalf of a kinsman, Philip de 

Carribyr, a merchant who was trying to retrieve some goods which had been 

confiscated in Copenhagen3. There is no indication from this letter that 

Earl William considered that there was anything wrong with his relationship 

with Christian. Nor is there a reference to any visit to be made by the earl 

to Copenhagen. In view of Christian's demands, and what is known of the 

relationship between the king and his earl, to write a letter at this time 

without any reference to visiting him is rather surprising. Further he is 

expecting the king to grant him a favour in the present situation. There 

is one hint at the tension in the relationship, and this is in the earl's 

address when he called Christian "his lord above the rest", adding that he 

was always prompt and ready to offer to his majesty the feudal services which 

it was possible for him to do 
4. 

This may have been intended to convey the 

information that Earl William was finding it impossible to fulfil the feudal 

1. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 213; G. Donaldson, Scottish Kings (1967) p. 102. 

2. The letter of the baillies may have been written by Earl William's 
own scribe, and if so, this would certainly indicate the earl's 
guiding hand (Munch. Symbolae, p. II). 

3. DN, ii, 840. These goods, amounting to the value of 30 Prussian marks 
had been put into the hands of a Scot living at Copenhagen. Philip 
Carribyr's natural son Hector had been sent to get them back but Philip 
was ignorant as to his success in getting any payment, and he had heard 

meanwhile that the Scottish merchant's merchandise had been confiscated 
in the kingts name on his death. The relationship of Philip de 
Carribyr and Earl William is unknown; he was presumably also related 
to the wealthy merchant William Carribyrs (CDS, iv, 1299; ER, vi, 495)- 

4. DN, ii, 8k0; "Ad vestre excellentissime maiestatis obsequia ad queque 
michi possibilia faciendum me semper promptum offero et paratum". 
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services demanded by Christian, or it may indicate he was finding this a 

convenient stand to take. If Christian; had required, since he heard of the 

demands of the Scottish embassy, an undertaking from the earl that he do all 

he could to foil any plans which the Scottish crown had for getting hold of 

Orkney and Shetland nothing is known of it. Whatever the exact circum- 

stances, these three letters show that in 1461, despite the changed situation 

since the death of James II Earl William felt himself unable to go to 

Christian to give his oath of loyalty in person. He was careful to provide 

excuses however, and this letter shows that hp did not formally deny his 

position as a vassal of the Danish king. 

That the earl had not gone to Copenhagen by the end of the year in 

response to King Christian's summons can be seen from a letter recorded by 

Huitfeldt in which Christian gave what appears to be a final demand for the 

earl's presence next St. John's day as, it was said, he had not sworn his 

oath of allegiance. This demand was made under threat of the penalties 

contained in Norwegian law1, which appears to be a reference to the penal- 

ties built into the earl's installation charter which included the possi- 

bility of forfeiture if any of its clauses were broken2. Earl William's 

charter had an addition to this clause which allowed for the earl to visit 

the king and in the present of the councillors of the kingdom to make amends 

for his offence: but if he held the demands for this visit in contempt then 

his grant was to be nullified3. This was precisely what Earl William had 

1. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 123; this phrase appears to have been 

quoted by Huitfeldt from the text of the letter, for it is given in 
latin, "sub poenis in legibus Norvegiae contentis". 

2. See Chapter V supra p. 279. The existing text of the 1434 document 
is known from a copy which was made between 1448 and 1163; this shows 
that at some date Christian was wishing to be informed of the promises 
contained in it. 

3. NGL, 2R, i, p. 40; see Chapter V supra p. 279. 
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failed to do and that he had been 'sufficiently required' to visit Christian 

is fully witnessed by the existence of all the letters referred to above. 

He had also of course failed to fulfil his installation oath in other ways; 

by allowing an attack on an Icelandic royal official; by failing to go to 

his king when summoned and offer him counsel and assistance, and by failing 

to do homage to the present king. But there is no evidence that this threat 

moved Earl William any more to visit Christian; he may have been waiting to 

see what course events were going to follow in the minority of James III. 

In April 1468 King Christian was to make one final effort to get his earl 

to go to Copenhagen before the marriage negotiations started1, which sub- 

stantiates the assumption that William had never gone. It seems quite pro- 

bable that in 1462 as a result of this intransigence Christian may have 

acted upon his threat and deprived the earl of his grant. He certainly 

attempted to find other officials in the islands, such as the bishop and 

the lawman, to deal with his affairs. 

The letter of 21 December 1461 ordered Earl William to swear his oath 

of homage by the following St. Johnts Day. 21 June. Exactly one month after 

that date, on 21 July 1462, Bishop William Tulloch issued a charter incor- 

porating his promise of loyalty to King Christian and Queen Dorothy2. This 

would appear to be made by Bishop William as a Councillor of state - which 

he later was - for he promised to give counsel to no-one else without consent, 

nor to be involved in any counsel, deed or conspiracy against the king or 

queen, as well as promising to provide his personal service and servitors in 

1. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 178. 

2. DN, v, 8k2; Dipl. Christierni I, 109. 
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expeditions as other Norwegian bishops did1. But there are one or two hints 

that the bishop's sphere of activity was a little wider than that of good 

counsel only. In the first place he acknowledged that he was in receipt of 

many 'benefits' (or ecclesiastical benefices) from the king and queen2, and 

he made a promise to report and plainly signify in word or writing all hidden 

designs against the person and estate of King Christian and Queen Dorothy 
3 

This, was no doubt inserted particularly because of the intentions of the 

Scots towards Orkney and Shetland which had been declared in 160. If the 

earl had been officially deprived of his earldom on his failure to go to 

Christian in June - which can be considered a possibility - then King 

Christian would be looking for an alternative royal servant in the islands. 

There could be nobody better than the bishop, successor and most probably, 

relation of Bishop Thomas Tulloch, who had himself been royal official in 

the islands. At this time King Christian wrote many letters to the Pope 

and the king of Scotland saying that Bishop William was "his Iuratus, that 

is his sworn man in respect of Norway"k. In 1466 King Christian was in com- 

munication with the lawman and the bishop about the collection of his rents 

1. Christian's letter of 1467 to James calls the bishop his Councillor 
(Langebek, Scriptores, viii, p. 440). There is no extant example of 
a Norwegian Councillor's oath of this date so that there is no means 
of knowing whether the promises contained in Bishop William's letter 
are a standard formula or not. They do not however appear to be 
typical of the promises made by a Norwegian bishop. 

2. DN, v, 842; "quod in vim multorum beneficiorum"nobis hactenus per ... 
Christiernum ... graciose impensorum". One of these grants would 
undoubtedly have been that of crown rents and rights over all Church 
servants in Orkney. When this was granted to Sir David Sinclair by 
King John in 1491 (by what right at this date is not clear), it was 
said to be the same as had been given to Bishop William for life by 
the king's predecessor, King Christian (Orkney-Shetland Recs., p. 56). 

3. DN, v. 8242; "si quid perciperimus quod contra personam vel statism ... 
nostri regis ... adstatim iuxta omnem nostram possibilitatem omni 
sublata tergiversacione ... verbo vel in scriptis ad plenum signifi- 
care promittimus". 

4. Huitfeldt, Christfern I, p. 159. 
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and his rights in the islands1. This certainly shows that the bishop was 

being consulted by the king in his attempt to prevent the earl's illegal exer- 

case of authority and to get for himself what was due to him from the islands. 

That the bishop certainly made some attempt to fulfil this trust and act on 

behalf of his king is clearly seen from his seizure by the eldest son of the 

earl of Orkney in the first half of 14672. There is however no direct 

evidence that the bishop was actually given a formal grant of the earldom as 

royal official, as his predecessor had been in the 1k20's, although the 

document issued by him in 1462 clearly implies that he had been granted some- 

thing by the king. It was also meant to be relevant to the situation in 

Orkney at the time and suggests that Christian was attempting to use the 

bishop as guardian of his interests in the islands. 

The information given by Huitfeldt about Christian's communication in 

1466 shows that he was conferring primarily with the lawman3. He acknow- 

ledged the lawman's "good heart and mind towards us, that our annual rent of 

Orkney could be enjoyed yearly as is befitting ... and that your goodwill is 

in no manner lacking; but you meet encroachment and opposition; wherefore we 

bid you immediately on receipt of this our letter to come hither to us, for 

we have to speak with you on something that should be discussed by word of 

mouth rather than in writing 
'. 

The bishop was also summoned and is said to 

have replied saying that he would come; but by a later letter of 16 July 1466 

1. Ibid., p. 158, and in latin in NGL, 2R, ii, p. 162. 

2. Langebek, Scriptores, viii, p. kk0: see p. 324 infra. 

3. Taranger, Norges Historie, iii, p. 139 suggests that the lawman was 
John Cragy. 

4. SHR, xlviii, p. 43, n. 1. 
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he was allowed to remain "because of the cost"1. The lawman was to go alone 

but the bishop was to advise him as to the king's best interests in the 

islands, King Christian was therefore relying on the bishop and the lawman 

to take care of his royal rents and rights in the earldom during the 11160's. 

He was certainly using the lawman as an official for he appears to have been 

in charge of the collection of the royal rents. How successful the lawman 

was in this role is very uncertain, indeed from Christian's letter it could 

be concluded that he had failed to return any rents or taxes to Christian at 

all because of the opposition that he had to face. There was no doubt in 

Huitfeldt's mind that this opposition came from the earl. A little later 

he added a comment of his own summing up the situation in Orkney, and all 

the evidence goes to show that his assessment was a correct one: the kings 

of Denmark had not been able to get in their rents and taxes at the due 

time, which meant that they themselves could not get the full use of this 

land but had to grant it out to others. A direct consequence of this 

situation was that the earl of Orkney, the lord St. Clair, presumed himself 

to have the land free of dues, from which arose the difficulties over the 

king's rents which were referred to in this letter of Christian 2. 
The 

Rentals certainly show to what extent the last earl had had control of all 

skattsthroughout the islands, and some of these, along with royal rents, 

should probably have been going to Christiana. The surprising thing is the 

attempt which this king made to do something about this situation. The 

reason for his belated activity may have been because he had declared the 

1. "For Omkaast scyld"; this was a very odd excuse, and was most pro- 
bably a cover-up for some other reason. which may have been associated 
with the bishop's capture later in the year. It may indicate that the 

situation in his bishopric had already become too threatening for him 
to visit Christian. 

2. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 159-60. 

3. See Chapter II supra Appendix I. 
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earl's grant "cassa et in suis viribus totaliter vacua et inanis" after mid- 

summer 1462. and was attempting vainly to act upon this situation. Not only, 

as Huitfeldt says. did the earl think that he had a right to hold Orkney free 

1 
of dues, but he was acting as if he held it independent of any royal authority. 

By 1466 he had given up any pretence of being a vassal of the Danish king, 

for he knew by then what the course of events was likely to be. 

In that year, as will be seen, there is the first evidence of a movement 

in Scotland to revive the Danish marriage question, and with it the transfer 

of Orkney and Shetland to Scotland2. It is significant that immediately there 

was a repeat of the 1457 incident, only this time the outrage was committed 

against Bishop William. It was said in letters written by Christian on 31 

May 1467 that the bishop had been taken from his church, put in prison, 

bound in chains and finally compelled to take oaths. One of these letters 

was written to the councillors of the Scottish king and the other to James 

himself3. In both it was the compulsion to take oaths that was emphasised. 

This is probably to be understood in conjunction with the information which 

Huitfeldt gives that at this time Christian wrote many letters to James and 

the pope insisting that the bishop was his "Iuratus ýn respect of Norway'.. 
4. 

Huitfeldt also comments, when reporting on the kidnapping of the bishop, 

that it was done because he showed Christian fealty and homage as he ought 

1. Huitfeldt's statement that the earl paid none of the dues from his 

earldom to Christian is to some extent confirmed by a charter to 

Earl William, issued after the impignoration, in which King James 

acknowledged that he had taken over all responsibility for any debts 

or sums of money which the earl owed to King Christian (RMS. ii, 1000). 

2. See p. 323 infra. 

3. Langebek,. Scriptores, viii, p. 440. The first letter to the councillors 
of'the king is undated; the second is dated 31 May 1467. Huitfeldt 

mentions the incident and gives a report of Christian's letter to 
James (Christiern I, p. 162). 

4. See supra p. 314. 
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and should. Christian's letters say that these oaths which the bishop had 

been forced to take "infringed the liberty of the Orkney Church, abolished 

the oaths of the bishop and his successors and generated scarcely mentionable 

prejudices"1. This points to Bishop William having had to renounce previous 

oaths which he had made, presumably to Christian; this may have been due to 

an attempt by the earl to get the bishop to renounce promises which he had 

made, as has been seen, to forward King Christian's interests in the earldom. 

It is significant that the kidnapping of the bishop was said to have been 

carried out by the eldest son of the earl of Orkney. This was probably 

William, only son of the earl's marriage with Elizabeth Douglas. It is 

2 
always said that he was disinherited by his father, but he held the family 

lands of Newburgh3 and also appears to have inherited the earl's conquest 

lands in Orkney, for his son Henry certainly held them. In 1482, just after 

his father's death. he was declared by a jury to be "incompos mentis et fatuus", 

and a waster of his lands and goods, having been in that condition for six- 

teen years. His capture of the bishop came within this period, but as it 

appears to have had a deliberate purpose behind it, and repeats moreover the 

incident of ten years previously it can be assumed to have been carried out 

rationally and in accordance with his father's wishes. It has been said 

that it was the same William Sinclair who took from William Seton de Gordon 

the sum owing to his father for the lease of his mother's terce of the earl- 

1. Langebek, Scriptores, viii, p. 440. 

2. In 1467 Earl William arranged for his son Oliver to inherit the family 
estates of Rosslyn, and William, 'son of his second marriage to inherit 
his acquired estates of Caithness (Hay, Sainteclaires, pp. 82,106). 

3. Aberdeen-Banff Ill.. iii, p. 97. 

SP sub Lord Sinclair. The brieve of idiocy was a useful device in 

family quarrels: it appears to have served some such purpose on this 

occasion. for William'. Sinclair's brother Oliver had resigned to 
him the lands of Cousland, Dysart and Ravenscraig only the previous 
year (ibid. ). 
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dom of Marl. and if so, then he was again taking an active part on his father's 

'behalf. It is unlikely that the capture of the bishop would have been carried 

out by him without the concurrence of his fathpx2 who it is suggested was the 

initiator of the action. The reason behind it is connected with the develop- 

ment of plans for the marriage of the young James III which will now be 

examined. 

1. SP, vii, p. 50. 

2. St. Clair, St. Clairs of the Isles, p. 297, says that it was done with- 
out the earl's approval and was the prime cause of the islands coming 
to Scotland. But Huitfeldt's report of the incident shows that he con- 
sidered the earl to be responsible, for he states that Christian com- 
plained to the pope about the bishop's capture by the earl of Orlcney 
(Christiern I, p. 192). 
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Section II. Minority of James III and the revival of the Marriage 
Question. 

It has already been seen from the letters written to Christian in 

1+61 that the earl of Orkney was heavily committed in Scottish politics at 

that time. The bishop's letter said that the earl was personally residing 

with the young king "for the purpose of keeping his royal person during his 

tender age by the desire and anxious care of the three estates of the realm 

of Scotland"1.13ishop Lesley mentions him as being one of the seven Regents 

of the minority "quha during the tyme that B. James Kennedy leivit aggreit 

weill on the governement of the realme, but not so weill eftir his deceis"2 

His position, and several of the names given by Lesley, are confirmed by a 

letter written at about this time to the archduke of Austria by six of the 

Regents. The document is sealed with the applied seal of the earl of 

Orkney; it is dated 5 September, but with no year, although it was probably 

September 1x+613. 

In the autumn of 1+61 the earl of Orkney headed an embassy with the 

bishop of Aberdeen to England for the purpose of improving relations between 

the two countries. But after this, very little is heard of the earl of 

Orkney again during the minority. The Regency was becoming split into two 

1. Orkney Rees., p. 5k; DN, v, 836. 

2. Lesley. History. P. 34. 

3. Original in Landes Regierungsarchiv. Innsbruck; photostat in S#tO, 1H1/ 
2/250. It was signed by Andrew, Lord Avandale the Chancellor, Lord 
Graham, Lord Montgomerie, the bishop of Glasgow, the earl of Orkney 
and Caithness, and the earl of Errol. Avandale and Graham, the earl of 
Orkney and the bishop of Glasgow were included in Lesley's list. 

1L Dunlop, Kennedy. p. 22k; Rot. Scot.,, ii, p. 403. 
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factions, one led by the queen and known as the 'young lords', who backed 

Edward IV and the Earl of Warwick, the other led by Bishop Kennedy and 

known as the 'old lords', who were willing to harbour and help King Henry 

VI and his queen Margaret. It seems most probable that Earl William would 

be in sympathy with Kennedy, with whom he had been in association before. 

Buchanan says that two were chosen from each side for the guardianship of 

the young king, William Graham and Robert Boyd of the queen's party, and 

the earl of Orkney and John Kennedy of the other faction1. But there is 

&Skop no evidence that Earl William was particularly active withCKennedy In the 

latter's last years at the helm of ptate. The earl was probably absorbed 

in northern affairs, for the earl of Ross continued to hold sway in his 

territory apparently undisturbed by the central authority until August 1464, 

when he returned to his allegiance during the young king's visit to Inverness 

and Moray2. There is however absolutely no evidence that it was the vapancy 
s 

in the see of Orkney which "gave rise to a struggle between the MacDonald 

and Saint Clair"3. It seems more likely that any dispute between them 

would have been over the possession of land since the earl of Orkney had 

acquired the earldom of Caithness in 1455" 4 

With the deaths of the queen mother and Bishop Kennedy (1463 and 1465) 

power in the government passed to the Boyds. There is no evidence that Earl 

William had any connection with them at a115. 

1. Buchanan, History, ii, p. 122. 

SoQn after this came the 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 253. 

3. Ibid., pp. 218,250. There is no evidence that Bishop William's 
election was even disputed and the Scottish crown had no grounds 
whatsoever for interfering in the see. 

4. See Chapter V supra p. 290 for evidence of Ross influence in Caithness. 

5. There is record of a bond between the Boyds and the leading magnates, 
but Orkney was not one of them (P. F. Tytler, History of Scotland, iv, 
P. 315). 
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resurrection of the marriage question. This time the initiative for it 

appears to have come definitely-from Scotland, but who was actually respon- 

sible for its revival is not clear. 

Despite the failure of the negotiations at Bourges King Christian had 

not given up trying to put pressure on the Scots. In the early 1460's he 

had ambassadors at the papal court working to get a pontifical condemnation 

of the Scots for their failure to pay the annual according to the treaties1. 

But there is no evidence that he made any actual demands on the Scots until 

April 1468 when he wrote to James demanding once more fulfilment of all 

treaties made between them. Arrangements for the sending of an embassy to 

Denmark by the Scots were, however, well under way by then so that Christian's 

letter could perhaps be regarded more as a flourish of trumpets in preparation 

for the ensuing approaches to be made to him. After 1466 and Christian's 

abandonment of his claims to Schlesvig-Holstein his need of money became 

less pressing, so that he had less incentive to restart negotiations with 

Scotland in an attempt to get some of the annual arrears2. 

Any plans for a Danish marriage were also dropped by the Scots in the 

years immediately following James II's death. Instead there was a concen- 

tration by the Regency on improving relations with England, in which marriage 

alliances featured. During this period, when Earl William was active in the 

minority, it appears that he also was in favour of alliances in this direction; 

certainly, as mentioned, he headed an embassy to England in the autumn of 

1. K. H/rby, 'Christian I and the pawning of Orkney' (SHR, xlyiii), p. 58, 
where the ref. is given to Lindbaek, Pavernes Forhold til Danmark 
under Kongerne Kristian I og Hans, p. 59- 0. Taranger (Norges Historie, 
iii )S p. 138 says that Christian procured a papal bull in 1462. 

2. K. H/rby, 'Christian I', p. 62. 
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1461. Bishop Kennedy also concentrated on a possible marriage alliance with 

England1. Negotiations were started after the treaty of York (146k) and on 

28 March 11165 a big embassy headed by the bishops of Glasgow and Aberdeen 

received letters of protection to go to England2. The earl of Orkney was 

not a member of it. After Kennedy's death (May 1465) suggestions for a 

marriage were actually formulated, but nothing came of them. At this time 

power passed solely to the Boyds; this, combined with the failure of the 

English marriage plans, meant a complete reversal of the earl of Orkney's 

position. He probably had very little influence in the direction of 

government affairs after 1465; it was in the following year that the Danish 

marriage was revived. If, as suggested, the earl and Kennedy had worked 

for an English alliance, then this development may not have been very wel- 

come to him, but the young king's marriage was-becoming a matter of urgency. 

In the Scottish parliament of October 1466 the marriages of the king, 

the princess and the earls of Albany and Mar were raised, to be referred "to 

the homecoming of certain lords now being in England who had charge to 

commune thereupon": certain lords of that parliament were to be chosen 

"having the strength of the same to commune and conclude at their home-comi, ng 

that shall be seen expedient for the said matters". Then is added, "And in 

like with the annual of Norway"3. This gives a hint that the Danish marriage 

was to be revived; for it seems unlikely that the annual would be discussed 

on its own, and not in connection with a marriage alliance as it had been in 

1460, particularly as there is no evidence that Christian had been making 

1. Although (see Chapter V supra p. 306) Mrs. Dunlop suggests that Bishop 
Kennedy favoured a Danish marriage alliance. There is also evidence 
of a projected alliance with Burgundy (Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 247). 

2. Dunlop, Kennedy, p. 248. 

3. APS, it, p. 85. 
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any fresh demands at this date. There is no list of lords present at this 

particular parliament so that it cannot be seen who was responsible for the 

revival of the subject of the annual in conjunction with the king's 

marriage1. The members of the embassy in England would appear not to have 

been present, and they included most of the influential men in the realm at 

that date. Chancellor Avandale, the earl of Argyle, Lord Livingstone and 

Sir Alexander Boyd. King James was as yet too young to have any planned 

policy which he could impose on his council of Regency, although he might 

well have been eager to fulfil any of his father's policies which had come 

to an abrupt halt in 1460. Was the earl of Orkney therefore the moving 

spirit behind this attempt to get the Norwegian question settled along with 

the king's marriage? There is no evidence to show that he was, and such an 

interpretation seems unlikely, from his apparent opposition to the idea in 

James II's'reign, and from the fact that, when he was powerful in the early 

years of the minority, nothing was heard of a Danish alliance. Further, in 

the months following the revival of the Danish question in the Scottish 

parliament, there occurred the capture of the bishop of Orkney, which it 

has been suggested was the earl's reaction to this revival. The coincidence 

is strikingly similar to 1457 when the governor of Iceland was captured just 

at the time when arrangements had been made for the two sides to meet for 

discussion. It is suggested therefore that both events were intended by the 

earl to disrupt any impending negotiations. Certainly the second incident 

most probably explains why nothing more is heard of the Danish plans until 

1. Despite the fact that it is only from this parliament that one gets 
a faller record of proceedings (SHR, xlviii, p. 37, n. 2), yet it 

seems most probable that this was the first occasion that the Danish 

marriage alliance was revived, because of the failure of the 
returning embassy to have arranged a marriage with England. 
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January 14681. 

In the parliament of January 11.68 arrangements were made to send an 

embassy to Denmark before March or April "and other places seen speedfull" 

to choose a bride for James. Following this entry in the parliament rolls 

was a note "anent the matter of Norway; it is ordained that the embassy that 

passes for the king's marriage have instructions in that matter as shall be 

seen speedfull to the king and his counsale"2. This may have been a reference 

to the annual again as in the earlier entry, or it may have been an allusion 

to the question of Orkney and Shetland, which the embassy were to demand in 

return for a marriage settlement as in 1460. Instructions must certainly 

have been given to them about this and the fact that the reference is to the 

'matter of Norway' - and not the 'annual of Norway' as in 1466 - makes it 

possible that this is what was being referred to. 

Despite the intention of sending an embassy to Denmark before March 

or April, nothing can have happened, for in April Christian wrote to James 

making fresh demands for the annual, as if raising the question anew with 

no knowledge of the Scottish plan to send an embassy to Denmarc by then 
3. 

Huitfeldt gives a precis of James' reply: the young King excuses his 

ignorance of the matter which he says is due to lack of experience, although 

adding that the pension was not paid in his grandfather's or great-grand-' 

father's time; but he would as soon as possible send legates to Copenhagen 

to deal with this and other things which could concern peace and agreement. 
k 

1. Bishop William must have been released soon after Christian's letter 
to James, as on 3 June 1467 he was at Tingwall in Shetland presenting 
a candidate to the vicarage of Ronaldsay in Orkney (DN, ii, 865). 

2. APS. ii. p. 90. 

3. Huitfeldt. Christfern I, p. 168. 

4. Ibid. 
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The initiative for sending an embassy therefore came from the Scots1 who, 

as has been seen, had decided in January to send one. On this occasion 

there was no intermediary to make the suggestion or to provide a neutral 

meeting-ground for discussion. Christian replied to this letter suggesting 

that the legates come to Copenhagen on 25 July. Although the initiative 

came from the Scots they appear to have felt unable to make the first move, 

and waited for Christian to bring up the usual question of the annual. 'He 

may have done so after prior intimation that the Scots were looking for a 

queen, and after they had made some reparation for the ill-treatment of the 

bishop. 

At the same time as he raised the question of the annual Christian 

must also have made one final demand for the earl of Orkney to visit him, 

for Huitfeldt says that James III sent a knight called David Cranstoun2 

to excuse the earl who could not go because he was prevented by business. 

With which excuse, comments Huitfeldt, Christian had to be satisfied 

because of the friendly negotiations which were then beginning, and he 

replied on 1 Maya. This knight may also have taken James' reply to 

Christian's demand of the montht of April, although it sounds as if he was 

sent specifically with the earl's excuse. Earl William's relationship with 

his Dano-Norwegian king can be said to have finally ended with this letter, 

which, significantly enough, was sent by his Scottish sovereign. It shows 

that relationship being dictated by his Scottish overlord, and this had 

probably been the case since the 1k50's, which more than any other reason 

1. This is emphasised by Taranger, Norges Historie, iii, p. 14+3, although 

older Norwegian historians and K. Horby Christian I', p. 63) have 

not recognized it to be the case. 

2. Probably the David Crechtoun de Crangstoun who was also a member 

of the official embassy to Denmark in 1+68. He was sheriff of 
Edinburgh (ER, viii, p. 28). 

3. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 178. 
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could most plausibly explain why Earl William never did Visit King Christian 

to do him homage. 
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Section III. The Marriage Settlement. 

The negotiations for the marriage settlement which led to the pledging 

of Orkney and Shetland to Scotland did not start on 25 July, the date suggested 

by King Christian. King James' two charters of commission to his embassy, 

the texts of which are included in the marriage contract, are dated at 

Edinburgh 28 July1. The first named eight ambassadors and gave to the 

Bishop of Glasgow,, the Chancellor Lord Avandale, and the earl of Arran, or 

two of them. a special mandate to travel across Europe in order to find a 

queen for King James. The second entrusted the actual marriage negotiations 

with Denmark to Lord Avandale and the earl of Arran, giving them complete 

powers to contract a marriage with Christian's daughter Margaret2. All 

authority for the negotiations was therefore entrusted to those who had power 

at Court at that time. An unexpected general member of the embassy was 

Bishop William of the Orkneys. As a councillor of King Christian and one 

in whom he had placed great trust, his appearance as a member of the Scottish 

embassy was rather inappropriate. He had no official standing in the 

Scottish kingdom at all, and his appearance therefore arouses the suspicion 

that it was enforced. He had certainly been forced to renounce some oath made 

to Christian when he had been imprisoned in the preceding year3. Christian 

1. The Danish text of the marriage treaty is printed in Dipl. Christierni 
I, 14+4; the Scottish text in ER, viii, pp. lxxvii-lxxxvii, and also in 
Kirkwall Chrs., pp. 96-102. 

2. The suggestion made by J. Mooney (Kirkwall Chrs., p. 116), that these 

mandates mean that James and Christian were in collusion, has been 

examined by me in SHR, xlviii, p. k7-8. 

3. See p. 317 supra. When telling how Christian recommended the bishop 
to the pope after his capture by the earl Huitfeldt adds "men siden 
hand kom det Fengsel quit brugte hannem kongen aff Scotland for en 
Gesant udi den Gifftermaals Handel her i Danmarck som fir er sagt" 
(Christiern I, p. 192), which implies that his participation in the 

embassy was an immediate consequence of his release, and also that 
the initiative for using him came from the king of Scotland. As a 
Danish speaker of course the bishop would have been very useful. 
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was apparently not offended by this situation for he is said by Huitfeldt 

to have commended the bishop to King James after the negotiations1, which 

must mean that he understood that the bishop could have acted in no other 

way. He also requested that the bishop might be with his daughter Margaret 

until she had learnt the language2. 

There is no mention of the earl throughout the negotiations. This 

conforms to the pattern as seen in other centuries when the earls preferred 

to lie low while negotiations between their two countries were completed, 

and is even more understandable on this occasion when the earl knew that 

his political position was soon going to change. The transfer of the islands 

to Scotland was a strong possibility once more despite the delay in arrange- 

ments caused by the capture of the bishop, and the earl had to adapt himself 

accordingly. 

This transfer was for the Scots the great attraction of a Danish 

marriage alliance. There was no other way, apart from outright aggression, 

of achieving their aims. Their intentions had been made plain in 1460, from 

which it can be concluded that they were made just as plain in 1168. The 

instructions on the 'matter of Norway' which the ambassadors were to receive, 

and which it has been suggested were concerned with the demands for Orkney 

and Shetland, show the direötion of Scottish'policy; Although there is 

no record of the negotiations of 1468, "as there is of 1460, it can be 

assumed that they followed the previous pattern and included a repeated 

1. Huitfeldt, Christiern I. p. 192. 

2. Ibid. Although there is no mention of the church in Orkney in the 
paragraph in which the islands were pawned in the marriage treaty 
(unlike the treaty of Perth where the right of patronage was speci- 
fically transferred to Alexander III), some rights over the church 
must have been included in the pledge. That this was so is implied 
by the fact that Christian 'commended' Bishop William to James after 
the treaty had been drawn up, and this may indicate that the right 
of patronage was transferred as one of the royal rights. 
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demand for the transfer of Orkney and Shetland. 

By accepting the overtures for a marriage settlement Christian must 

have been prepared for the possibility that he was going to lose something 

in the process. Certainly all hopes of repayment of the annual must have 

evaporated; it had been recommended by Charles VII in 1460 that its remission 

be part of the dowry agreement. But it has been argued that he was not 

1 
prepared to give into any Scottish demands for Orkney and Shetland . How 

the bargaining in Copenhagen went is not known, but it was Christian's 

notorious penury which allowed the Scots to make headway towards achieving 

their goal. The sum of 60,000 Rhenish florins which was agreed upon for 

Margaret's dowry was a large sum and Christian must have known that he had 

not the slightest hope of paying it before the embassy's return. Why he 

therefore promised so much has puzzled historians. The explanation must 

lie in the conventions of the timest; in this connection it is relevant to 

note that a German chronicler, when recording the alliance between Scotland 

and nenmark. added that Margaret was married "with great worthiness"3. 

meaning with material worth. which is most probably a reference to the size 

of her dowry. This was how it impressed contemporaries. But of that sum 

Christian could only promise immediate payment of 10,000 florins. The 

initiative was therefore put into the hands of the Scots for demanding that 

the islands of Orkney and Shetland be given to them as a pledge for the 

remaining 50,000 florins. Having demanded both groups of islands in 1460 

there seems little doubt that they would have demanded both on this occasion. 

1. SHR, xlviii, pp. 40-45 for my argument against the theory that 
Christian gladly gave up Orkney and Shetland. 

2, Ibid., p. 51. 

3. Chronicle of Christian von Geren (Friedrich Bruns, Die Lübecker 

Bergenfahrer und ihre Chronistik, Hansische Geschichtsquellen, neu 
folge, band ii), p. 356. 
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But in the Marriage Treaty, dated 8 September 1468, Christian pledged to 

James only his "lands of the islands of the Orkneys with all and sundry 

rights, services and their rightful pertinents, pertaining or that in what- 

soever manner may pertain to us and our predecessors, Kings of Norway, by 

royal right, ill for 50,000 of the 60,000 florins of the Rhine which he had 

agreed to provide for his daughter's dowry. With this, Christian could 

feel that after eight years he had emerged with a face-saving treaty, a 

good marriage and with no permanent loss to his dominions. Such a trans- 

2 
action was carried out many times in Christian's diplomatic career. For 

the Scottish embassy the treaty must have been a disappointment; instead of 

the permanent possession of Orkney and Shetland they had managed to get tem- 

porary possession of Orkney only with a small proportion of the dowry sum to 

take home with them. There was no certainty that this temporary possession 

would become permanent. The lack of any time-limit within which the kings 

of Norway had to redeem Orkney made the whole transaction still more imper- 

manent3; and there were careful safe-guards for Christian's and his succes- 

sors' right to redeem the islands from James and his successors. 

But the marriage treaty was not the end of the negotiating process. 

Some of the ambassadors stayed in Denmark over the winter of 1468-9 while 

Christian attempted to collect the 10,000 florins together. Arran returned 

to Scotlandk, presumably to get instructions, before returning to Denmark in 

the spring to accompany Princess Margaret back to Scotland. There are two 

pieces of evidence which show that Christian was active in this period in 

attempting to collect the dowry money together, which strengthens the argu- 

1. Kirkwall Chrs. , p. 107- 

2. SHR. xiviii, p. 50. n. 2; Dipl. Christierni I, 23,83,112. 

3. SHR, xlviii, p. 46- 

4. ER, viii, p. xli. 
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ment that he saw the pledge as a temporary measure and fully intended - at 

that time - to get the islands back by paying the dowry money. The first is 

the record of a grant, on 19 April 1469, to Christian's Lord Chamberlain 

Erik Otteson (Rosenkrantz) of the money which his tenants were to pay as 

"the tax levied to pay our daughter's dowry for Scotland"1. As has been 

commented, "If Christian I had to issue many similar exemption certificates, 

it is easy to understand how he came to have to pledge Shetland as well as 

Orkney"2. Nevertheless this is direct evidence that a tax was laid on 

Denmark during the early part of 1469 to raise the dowry money, particularly 

the 10,000 florins which had been promised before the departure of the 

princess. The second piece of evidence shows that Christian, as well as 

levying a tax, also tried to raise a loan for the dowry payment in the same 

year. Christian von Geren, when telling of the marriage of James and 

Margaret adds "then King Christian was asking for help from the merchant 

concerning 10,000 fish"3. If he did get this loan from the Kontor of Bergen, 

which seems likely otherwise it would not be known about, this would have 

amounted to 4,000 florins of the Rhine. Whether it was actually paid to 

Scotland is not said, although it appears that 2,000 florins may have been 

paid when the time came for the princess to return to Scotland with the 

embassy. This follows from the pledging of Shetland on 28 May 1469 for only 

8,000 florins5, for there seems no reason why it should not have been pledged 

1. Repertorium Diplomaticum Regni Danici Mediaevalis, 2nd ser., ii, p. 131- 

2. T. Jexiev, 'Scottish History in the light of Records in the Danish 
National Archives' (SHR, xlviii), p. 101. 

3. Bruns, Die Lübecker Bergenfahrer, p. 356. Sums of money were reckoned 
by northern Hanseatic traders in numbers of fish, the staple commodity 
of the Bergen kontor. 

The sum given in a lecture by Dr. Klaus Friedland of the Hansischer 
Geschichtsverein, at the Shetland Historical Conference, 1969. 

5. NGL, 2R, ii, p. 184-5; SHR, xlviii, p. 52-3. 
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for the full 10,000 promised unless Christian actually handed 2,000 over. 

He explained in the document pledging Shetland that he was unable to pay 

the $, 000 "quia hostium rebelliumque nostrorum insultiis aliisque inopinatis 

casibus prepediti"1, and this had again enabled the Scots to get one step 

nearer achieving their aim. It must have been on the eve of their depar- 

ture that Christian finally acknowledged his inability to pay2. The embassy 

then returned to Scotland with the new queen and the marriage took place on 

10 July3. The Scots had finally succeeded in getting temporary possession 

of both Orkney and Shetland. The fact that the islands were only pledged 

however may have affected the position of the earl. 

The problem of what was actually pledged by Christian to James in 

1468-9 has been much discussed. In 1460 when the Scottish ambassadors had 

demanded that Orkney and Shetland be handed over, the demand had been 

expressed for "all right and lordship" which Christian had or pretended to 

have in the islands5. In 1468 Christian pledged "all and sundry our lands 

of the islands of the Orkneys (or Shetland) with all and sundry rights 

services and their rightful pertinents, pertaining or that in whatsoever 

manner may pertain to us and our predecessors, kings of Norway, by royal 

right", and continuing. "to be held and had all and whole our lands of the 

1. Ibid., p. 52. 

2. Br4gger says the transaction took place "when the bride was already 
on board a Scottish vessel bound for her new country" (Ancient 

Emigrants. p. 196). 

3. Huitfeldt. Christiern I, p. 90. where he mentions that the embassy 
was delayed in Denmark by storms. 

4. See my article 'The earldom of Orkney and Lordship of Shetland; a 
reinterpretation of their pledging to Scotland in 11+68-70', Saga ., 
xvii, 1967-8 (hereafter referred to as Saga Bk., xvii) p. 167. 

5" "borne ius et dominium, quod habet et habere pretendit in insulis 
Orchadie et de Chasteland" (Dipl. Christierni I, p. 128). 
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islands of the Orkneys foresaid, with all and sundry customs ... pertaining 

... to the foresaid lands of Orkney"1. In 11+60 permanent resignation of 

all right in the islands was demanded, but in 1468 the islands were pledged. 

An impignoration of this kind always concerned land, which may be why the 

transfer was of "all and sundry our lands of the islands of the Orkneys". 

Nevertheless the rights which were also expressly pledged meant that the 1+68 

transfer concerned the whole islands as completely as the 1460 demand. The 

only difference was that the 1460 demand had been for a permanent situation 

and the 1468 wadset was meant to be temporary. But while it lasted the 

situation in Orkney and Shetland was the same as it would have been had 

Christian given them as a permanent possession. 

If examined closer it can be seen that the phrase tomnes et singulas 

terras nostras insularum Orchadensium" must have been a comprehensive 

reference to the whole territorial complex of the Orkneys, and not to a 

particular section of them2. James III referred in a charter of 29 July 

1169 to "terre insularum Orchadensium"3 which had been pledged; not to 'his' 

or the 'royal' lands but the lands of the Orkneys, which plainly shows that 

he regarded the whole islands as pledged to him. The phrase "lands and 

islands of the Orkneys" was in fact that customarily used by the Norwegian 

kings. In 1379 and 1434 the earl was appointed over the king's Orkney lands 

and islands ("terris Buis et insulis Orchadensibus") 
4 

when his authority as 

earl obviously covered the whole area. Throughout the installation documents 

1. Kirkwall Chrs., p. 107. 

2. As stated by J. Mooney, Cathedral and Burgh of Kirkwall, pp. 14,187, 
190,204; and 'St. Magnus Cathedral', POAS, xiv, p. 62. If translated 
"all and sundry our lands of the Orkneys'ror "of the Orkney Isles" 
this would give a clearer impression that it was all of the Orkneys 

which were being pledged and not just a part of them. 

3. NGL, 2R, it, p. 188. 

4. DN, ii, P. 354; NGL, 2R, i, p. 138. 
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the phrase "terras et insulas Orchadie" re-occurs; for example the clauses 

about service to the king outwith the lands and islands, about the defence 

of the lands and islands "et terram Hietlandie", about the construction of 

castles within the lands and islands and defending the rights of the people 

who lived in the lands and islands; in all of these cases the term denotes 

the Orkney isles in general not just a part of them. In 14+34 Earl William 

promised that on his death "tota Orchadia et insulis Orchadensibus" would 

revert to the king1. Other documents of appointment contain similar 

generalised but comprehensive phrases; in 1375 Alexander of Ard received 

"terram nostram Orchadie"2, in 1420 Thomas Tulloch received "altar Orkn&ar"3 

and in 1422 "landet Orkney"k. It was similarly so with Shetland; John 

Sinclair in 1418 received from King Eric "terram suam Hietlandiam"5. None 

of these was merely a grant of royal estates, or of royal and earldom 

estates, every one was an appointment over the whole of Orkney or Shetland, 

with royal authority over the whole area6. So it can be concluded that in 

1469 by giving James "omnes et singulas terras nostras insularum 

Orchadensium" Christian transferred to him the whole country, as in 11+69 

he did the whole of the Shetland Isles. 

Although the odallers' acknowledged no feudal superior, by paying 

skatt (perhaps the most important and lucrative right of all those trans- 

ferred in 1468), they acknowledged themselves to be tributary to their 

1. Ibid.. P. 139 

2. DN, ii, 437. 

3. Ibid.. 657. 

4. Ibid., 670. 

5. Ibid.. 647. 

6. *A grant of royal estates in North Mavine only was expressed as 
"alt vaart godz sem ligger uppa Hieltland for nordan Mawed" (DN, 
11,623). 
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king1. On 28 May 1469 just after he had pledged Shetland, Christian wrote 

to the inhabitants of Orkney and Shetland telling them to be dutiful and 

obedient and to pay their skatt yearly to King James until the islands were 

redeemed2. To the Scottish king the odallers must have appeared to be 

subjects who had no right or title to their lands. But to achieve this all 

they had to do was to resign their lands to the king and receive them back 

again with a charter. There are examples from the sixteenth century of 

such resignations and William Sinclair of Uyea was said to have done it 

because "voluit dare fratribus suis et aliis inhabitaptibus infra patrias 

de Orknay et Zaitland bonam occasionem et exemplum congnoscere et acoipere 

eorum securitates de rege"3. The same charter also includes the information 

that the king was told that in Orkney and Shetland the people could dispose 

of their lands to whom they wished4 and as this was over one hundred years 

after the islands had come into the hands of the Scottish crown, it shows 

that the land-holding situation had been accepted as it was, although the 

odallers must have been encouraged to get a written title which acknowledged 

the feudal superiority of the king. There can have been no doubt in James' 

mind that he was the feudal superior, and that all those without a charter 

to their lands ought to resign them into his hands and receive them again 

by charter. 

Finally, superiority over the earldom must also have been included in 

the lands and rights transferred to James. As has been seen the Norwegian 

1. Saga Bk., xvii, p. 168. 

2. Huitfeldt, Christiern I, p. 190. 

3. RMS, iv, 2850. 

4+. Ibid., "Rex, sufficienter informatus quod semper infra patriam de 
Orknay et Zaitland licitum erat omnibus inhabitantibus eiusdem in 
eorum ultimis voluntatibus liberas dispositiones terrarum et 
hereditatum personis quibus eis placeret facere". This was presum- 
ably a reference to Oliver Sinclair's disposition of his lands 
equally among his three sons, after odal custom. 
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king raised the member of the earldom family to the dignity of earl when he 

1 
set him over the lands and islands of Orkney. He also granted the land 

and earldom of Orkney to people other than the earl. The power to bestow 

the earldom and dignity of earl therefore rested with the king, and each 

new king was meant to confirm a grant made by his predecessor. The royal 

estates also came under the earl's control it has been suggested, from the 

late thirteenth century, when he received his earldom grant2. The kings 

would appear to have had a great problem in ensuring that they continued 

to get some benefit from these royal estates when they were in the hands 

of the earl. This factor has been Used to interpret the added clause in 

the 1379 document3. The comment made by Huitfeldt has also been mentioned, 

that the kings were forced to hand their land out and that the earl of 

Orkney presumed that he held the same land free of all dues, from which 

arose the hindrances over the king's income (rent and taxes 
4 

. The king's 

superiority over the earldom included therefore superiority over the royal 

estates which were granted with the earldom title, and which must also 

have been transferred to James in 1468. 

This would have been the position had Earl William received confir- 

mation of his grant of the earldom from King Christian. But, as has been 

shown5, Earl William never went to Christian to renew his oath of homage 

and receive confirmation of his appointment. As a result of this, and in 

view of the threat made by Christian "sub poenis in legibus Norvegiae 

contentis" it was suggested that Christian may formally have stripped Earl 

1. DN, ii, P. 35k; NGL, 2R, i, p. 138, 

2. See Chapter III supra p. 179. 

3. See Chapter III supra p. 186. 

4. See supra p. 316. 

5. See supra p. 313. 
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William of his dignity, for he appears to have made every effort to retrieve 

what was due to him from the islands and to have attempted to administer 

his royal estates direct in the following years. If this was the situation 

the Danish king could hardly have regarded the earl of Orkney to be in 

anything but illegal possession of the earldom and royal estates in Orkney. 

From his point of view therefore, the pledging of the islands was probably 

considered to include the direct transfer of royal estates and earldom 

which the earl had forfeited by his intransigence in refusing to answer 

Christian's summons to do homage. 
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Section N. Consideration of Earl William's position after 1468. 

Finally. an examination will be made of how the transaction of 1468 

affected the earl's own position in Orkney. The land-holding situation of 

the earl of Orkney was very complex. It seems most probable that the earl 

possessed family lands which were divided up among his children according 

to odal law1. These were greatly augmented in the period before the 

transfer of the islands by Earl William's conquest lands. Uncertainty 2 

about the exact status of the earl's lands was expressed in Chapter I3, 

and the Rentals are not at all specific about such a matter. The most 

important of the earl's lands in the Rentals are the bordlands which are 

always carefully distinguished and which have been called the "ancient and 

original estates of the early Norse earls" . Because they were free of 

skatt they can be "fairly safely assumed to represent the earliest private 

estates of the earldom"5. As has been seen this exemption from skatt 

accords with the situation in Norway where the king's vassals were granted 

exemption from skatt on their 'setegärden'6 . This would appear to prove 

that the bordlands were indeed the odal estate of the earldom family. The 

area covered by these bordlands was so strategically important as to imply 

1. As the Genealogy implies when talking of the division of the Orkney 
lands among Malise's heirs; see Chapter I supra pp. 34-5. 

2. See Chapter V supra p. 292. 

3. See Chapter j supra p. 35 n. 3. Did the earl's estates remain his odal 
land. or were they taken over by the crown in the 12th cent. and 
handed out to the earl as 'veitzleJord'? 

4. J. S. Clouston, 'The Orkney Lands' (POAS, ii), p. 61. 

5. M. Marwick, Orkney Farm Names, p. 192. 

6. See Chapter III, Appendix I supra p. 194; Helle, Norge blir en Stat, 

p. 141. 'Setugardr' was a country seat or manor Icelandic Diction- 

As, in contrast, the Danish and Swedish nobility had their 
leilendingsgodset' (tenant estates) free, it is assumed that the 

'setegärden' of the Norwegian nobility was the private family estate. 

N 
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that they had been originally taken by the earls to defend the islands. 

There was another type of land in the Rentals called 'auld earldom'. It 

was not particularly extensive and usually paid skatt. Marwick suggested 

that it "probably represented acquisitions by earls at a somewhat later 

date"1 (than the bordlands). It can perhaps be said more specifically 

that they had been acquired since 1277 when the lands of the nobility 

were exempted from skatt. The fact that some of them continued to pay 

skatt suggests that they may have been alienated by the earl, for if they 

had become part of the earldom demesne it seems highly likely that the skatt 

due would have ceased to be paid. Apart from this apparently ancient 

estate of the earldom family there were also the lands which had been 

acquired by Earl William. These 'conquest' estates amounted to more than 

2 
the combined bordland and 'auld earldom' estates. It cannot be said that 

there was any basic difference between all these kinds of estate in the pre- 

1468 period3, although by the date of the compilation of the Rentals they 

appear to have been divided between different owners. The bordland and 

'auld earldom' were then crown landk, but there is no indication that the 

1. Orkney Farm Names. p. 192 

2. Following the amounts given in J. S. Clouston's Orkney Parishes the 
conquest estates amounted to 412 pennylands, and the earldom estates 
to 336 pennylands. 

3. In Sag., xvii (p. 162), I attempted to distinguish between the 
earl s odal estates and his official earldom ones which he was granted 
at his Installation. But it may be that the only land granted to the 

earl at his Installation was the royal estates, and that the bordland 
and 'auld earldom' were all his odal. 

4. Peterkin, Rentals. pp. 26,31; Clouston, 'The Orkney Lands',. p. 61. 
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conquest estates were in the hands of the crown1. They appear to have remained 

the possession of the Sinclair family for in feudal law there was a complete 

distinction between fees of heritage and fees of conquest2. The ancient 

inherited estate of the earls of Orkney however could only have been regarded 

as earldom estate by the Scottish lawyers and not private possession, which 

by odal law it was. When superiority of the earldom came to James in 11168 - 

or direct possession, if, as suggested, Earl William was no longer in 

possession of a legal grant of the earldom - the Scottish lawyers would look 

for the estates accompanying that dignity. Although the royal estates were 

granted to the earls with their title of earl, these were not thereby earldom 

estate, as the Norwegian kings had made strenuous attempts to ensure. There 

do not in fact appear to have been any official earldom estates in Orkney in 

1. Ibid.; where it is assumed that the conquest lands belonged to the 
crown by the date of the Rentals (although Clouston, History of Orkney, 
p. 285 doubts whether the earl may have intended this to happen . The 
conquest estates are always carefully distinguished in the Rentals and 
are never called 'pro rege', or give any indication that they were 
crown property. It is stated by Lord Henry Sinclair that the 1502 

rental "beris quhat wes conquest and quhat wes uther menis" (Rentals, 

p. 26). This appears to be so that he, as Earl William's heir, and 
as the taksman of the earldom, knew which were his rents and which 
were the king's. 

2. Erskine, Institute, ii, p. 795. The Scottish crown could not have 

acquired Willia. mrs conquest estates as part of the process of resig- 
nation of his family lands and earldom right. Some other pretext 
would have been rgquired. That this fact was fully understood by 
Earl William can be seen from his land-purchasing programme in 
Orkney in the 1450's and 1460's. 
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the Norse period1. But to the Scottish lawyer the family estates which the 

earls inherited automatically were the undoubted landed possession which 

went with the dignity of earl and some of these must have been taken over 

by the Scottish crown to provide a territorial basis for the earldom dignity. 

This was necessitated by the decision of the Scottish crown to retain the 

earldom of Orkney in its own hands, a decision which may have been prompted 

by the circumstances of the impignoration. 

It was suggested that James II had had specific plans for the amal- 

gamation of Orkney and Shetland to the Scottish crown2, although it is not 

known what he planned to do with the earldom once the islands were under 

his overlordship. That Earl William had feared a loss of some lands and 

income can be deduced from his land-purchasing policy in Orkney, as also 

from his apparent opposition to the king's plans. But he was bound to 

lose in a transaction which brought him under a Scottish crown more able to 

1. One of the promises made by the earl at his Installation was not to 
alienate or sell lands or islands pertaining to the earldom (Orkney 
Recs., p. 22). Earl Henry issued a chr. at St. Andrews in September 
1379 confirming this promise when he referred to "terras auf insulas 
comitatus Orcadie" (DN, ii, 460). It does not seem possible that 
King Halton could have forbidden the earl to do what he liked with 
his private odal estates. These lands must have been what he received 
when appointed earl. As it has been argued that at his installation 
the earl received the royal estates in grant so it must have been the 
royal estates which are meant here, although they are called the 
"lands or islands of the earldom". 
When the people of Orkney requested that Earl William be made their 
governor in 1125 it was the royal lands and rights which they 
requested that he be given (DN, vi, 423). He did not receive them 
until 1+34+ when created earl. But it cannot be imagined that during 
the intervening period he held no estates at all; he must have held 
the private family estates, or what in a more feudalised country 
would have been considered to be earldom estates. It can therefore 
be seen that this would easily lead to the situation where the family 

estates and the royal estates were both of them regarded as earldom 
estates, pertaining to the earldom dignity, and that there was no 
distinction made between them, which is what the kings strenuously 
attempted to prevent, with the different clauses and restrictions 
imposed on the earls regarding the "lands and islands of the earl- 
dom". 

2. See Chapter V supra p. 302. 
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exercise control in Orkney than the Danish kings apparently were. The 

Scottish kings may not have had definite plans for taking over the earldom, 

although they would have intended to keep the important royal estates in 

Orkney in their own hands. The earl may have expected that he would receive 

confirmation of his title and rights of earl if not of the royal lands. 

As it happened however, the islands were only pledged in what the Scots 

were forced to acknowledge was a temporary situation. In the event of 

the islands being redeemed the earl would have been once more in an impgs- 

si. ble situation and the king of Scgtland would have been deprived of all 

his acquisitions. It may have been that these unforeseen circumstances 

worsened the earl's fortunes. For the easiest way for James III to ensure 

himself of permanent possessions in Orkney, even though the islands were 

redeemed, would be to retain the earldom in his own hands. He possessed 

it, or superiority over it, by virtue of the pledging of the islands to 

him; and he never confirmed the dignity to Earl William or bestowed it 

afresh on him, but the earl himself resigned all right to his earldom just 

one year later. This action is perhaps to be explained as being due to 

James' desire to ensure himself of permanent possessions in the islands1. 

It would of course have meant a very embarrassing situation for the king 

of Scotland if the Danish kings had succeeded in enforcing a redemption. 

But he no doubt preferred this threat to the threat of losing all control 

over the wealthy islands in the north. The earl's reaction to this 

situation can only be imagined, but such an unexpected turn of events could 

easily have given rise to the interpretation of the Sinclair family history 

that Earl William fell badly out of favour with James III. 
2 

1. J. Mooney, Cathedral and Royal Burgh of Kirkwall, p. 187. 

2. SP sub Sinclair earl of Caithness, where it is said that James 
claimed dues from Earl William "for the profits of the Orkneys 
during his Non-age" (minoritytr) and because of this compelled the 
earl to resign his earldom. 
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The evidence does not show this to have been entirely true, for the 

transaction by which the earl relinquished all his right to the earldom 

was an excambion and in return he got property in Scotland and a series of 

privileges bestowed on him. This transaction took place over a year after 

the marriage, on 17 September 1470, and in part compensation for the castle 

of Kirkwall and "toto lure eius comitatus Orcadie" the former earl of 

Orkney received the castle of Ravenscraig in Fife and other rights1. 

It was the resignation of all his right in the earldom which was the 

most important factor in this transaction. In the act of parliament 

ratifying the excambion, of 11 May 1471 , the exchange was said to have 

been "pro jure suo comitatus Orcadie" without any mention of the resig- 

nation of the castle of Kirkwall2. The right of the earls was not so 

directly hereditary as a Scottish earldom in that the kings could delay 

their acceptance of the earl's right, and nor was the eldest heir ensured 

of inheriting it. Yet the comital family had a right to claim the earldom; 

the Norwegian kings never disputed the existence of this right and indeed 

always gave into it eventually3. It was therefore a firmly entrenched right 

which James III had to persuade the earl to give up. The necessity of 

getting the possessor of such an ancient dignity to resign his right was 

an important process for the new holder's security of title. The importance 

1.1MS, ii. 996-1002. 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 80. 

3. As in 1379 and 1434 after the earldom had been in abeyance for some 
years. There was an acknowledgement of the heirs' right to claim 
the earldom in the Installation documents. This right has been 
mentioned several times, as for instance in 1391 when Henry I 
bought out his brother David's right (DN, ii, 525; see Chapter IV, 
supra p. 237) and the right which reverted to Isabella Sinclair on 
the death of her son (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 82; see Chapter I 
supra p. 114 ). 
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of getting a previous possessor to resign his right has been seen already 

in this work. In 1375 the earl of Strathearn had received a separate grant 

of all right of claiming the earldom of Strathearn which Alexander of Ard 

had resigned1. As far as is known Alexander of Ard had never possessed the 

earldom which had been forfeited by his grandfather, and his resignation 

did not include a resignation of any of the earldom possessions. But it 

was still a necessary procedure to ensure the new earl of his title. Earl 

William Sinclair had already taken part in an excambion with James II in 1455 

when he was given the earldom of Caithness in recompense for his claim and 

his and his heirs' right to the lordship of Nithsdale, with all its appur- 

tenant offices and rights2. It seems very probable that this resignation 

was, as it says, the resignation of his claim only, for there is no evidence 

that Earl William had ever actually been in possession of Nithsdale, and 

there is certainly evidence that his mother's possession of the lordship 

had been contested3. In both these instances therefore it was a claim to 

a title which was resigned and in the former it is certain that no actual 

lands were involved in the resignation. This may have been similar to the 

situation in 1470 when Earl William, the descendant of earls whose rights 

went back into the distant past, resigned "all his right of the earldom of 

Orkney". As he had received no grant of the earldom from his new feudal 

superior - or indeed from his previous overlord - he was not in legal 

possession of the earldom, the title to which was already in James' hands 

1. Ems, i, 615; "totum jus juris et recti clameum comitatus de 
Strathearn .... que fuerunt Alexandri de Arde". 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 73. 

3. The footnote in which this transaction is referred to In Saga Bk, 
xvii, p. 169, n. 63, says that Earl William "resigned his grant of 
Nithsdale and its appurtenances ... which he had received in grant 
from the king". There is in fact no evidence to show that he had 

ever received a grant of Nithsdale; this resignation refers only 
to the grant which had been made to his grandparents by Robert 
III. 
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by virtue of the impignoration. Nor could the resignation of his 'right of 

the earldom' have included any land, for it appears, as has been discussed1, 

that there were no official estates which pertained to the earldom dignity. 

Nevertheless, Earl William had been in actual possession of the earl- 

dom rights, so that this resignation was a necessary prerequisite for the 

crown's establishment of its own right to the title. Also, apart from his 

right to the earldom, the earl resigned in this charter the castle of 

Kirkwall. This, it is suggested, was a piece of private property which 

had not formed part of the earldom of Orkney. It was a private Sinclair 

possession built by either Henry I or Henry II against the provisions of 

the earl's installation document 
2. 

As an adulterine castle, it could not 

be considered part of the earldom. King Eric had indeed attempted to grant 

the castle to Bishop Thomas along with his grant of the country of Orkney 

and earldom in 1422. But that this was a highly unsuccessful attempt can 

be seen from David Menzies' grant just one year later which made no mention 

of the castle and which, as has been suggested3, appears to have been 

making a deliberate attempt to avoid encroaching on the rights of the young 

earl. When the latter was installed in 1434 there is no mention that the 

castle had been granted to him, although he promised that on his death it 

would be resigned to the king. That occasion had not yet occurred, so that 

when superiority of the earldom passed to James III in 1468 the castle stayed 

in Earl William's hands. But with the crown's decision to retain the earldom 

in its own hands, it would have been intolerable for a private individual to 

have control of the only defensible structure in the islands, and so the 

earl must have been prevailed upon to give up his family's stronghold along 

1. 'See supra p. 341-2. 

2. Saga Ek., xvii, p. 170, n. 65. 

3. See Chapter IV supra p. 259. 
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with his family's right to the earldom. There is a possibility that along 

with the resignation of the castle of Kirkwall was included on this 

occasion the other private property of the earls, the bordlands and auld 

earldom lands, which appear in the possession of the crown later in the 

fifteenth century. As private possessions they could not have been for- 

feited to Christian even if the earldom dignity and rights had been for- 

feited. Because of the complicated nature of the settlement which was 

eventually established, by which Earl William retained his 'conquest' 

estates, some specific occasion must have been required for these arrange- 

ments. It cannot be said for certain that the excambion provided this 

occasion although the resignation of the castle may have been a formal 

cpver for the resignation of the earl's other private estates, which James 

desired as a territorial basis for the earldom dignity. 

The value of the royal castle of Ravenscraig to Earl William has 

been pointed out1. He was called 'lord of Dysart' in 14352, and in 1459 the 

earl's eldest son was granted a rent from the barony of Dysart by James II 

which the earl had resigned3, which appears to show the earl's holding there 

formed a barony. In 1459 the lands of Wilston, Carberry and Dubbo were 

resigned to the crown by Walter and Janet Ramsay, and were granted by James 

II to his queen who then built the castle of Ravenscraig . It was the most 

modern castle in Scotland at the time and built specifically for defence 

against cannons. It would therefore have been a very valuable acquisition 

1. Saga Bk., xvii, p. 171. 

2, ER, iv, p. 570. 

3. Aberdeen-Banff Ill.. iii, p. 98. 

4. RMS, ii, 74+6. In 1486 the lands of Wilstoun and Carberry were 
granted to Nicholas Ramsay by the earl's son (RMS, ii. 1657). 

ý. W. Douglas Simpson, Ravenseraig Castle, p. 29. 
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for any member of the baronage, and in Earl William's case provi4ed a 

prestigious caput for the Dysart lands which the Sinclair family possessed. 

The other favourable charters to the earl included a promise that the grant 

of Ravenscraig and its lands would not be revoked even though the king was 
t 

under the age of twenty-five at this time. He also got an annual pension 

of forty marks. The strenuous attempts made by the earl to ensure that 

these grants would be completely binding appears to give some slight indir 

cation that he had fears that this might not have been the case. He 

evidently got the king to promise that his grant of the castle and pension 

would be confirmed in parliament and on 11 May 1471 this was done, and 

ratified by James the following day2. 

The earl was also granted the right to reside in whatever place he 

chose within Scotland or without, excepting England; this opens an interesting 

possibility that he may have had possessions elsewhere in Norway apart from 

Orkney and Shetland. All his rents and farms could be taken to his place of 

residence without impediment for the rest of his life, and in the same 

charter he was granted exemption from all parliaments embassies and other 

public duties for the rest of his life unless he wished to partake in them3. 

The earl also got confirmation of his previous grants of the offices of 

chamberlain. justiciar and sheriff in Caithness. There were finally two 

charters, one concerning his previous position as earl and the other his 

future position in the Orkneys. The first was a letter of quittance issued 

by James to the earl for any claims of money of any kind which could be made 

1. mss. ii. 997. 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires, pp. 79-82; Crookston Writs (SRO) Misc. Writings 
contd., no. 3. 

3. RMS. ii. 999. 

Ibid., 1002. 
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against him by King Christian 
1. The king was thus taking upon himself res- 

ponsibility for the debts which the earl openly acknowledged that he owed 

King Christian from the years before the pledging, when, as has been seen, 

he had prevented the king's rents and other dues from being returned to him. 

The second charter was a promise that James would receive from the earl the 

resignation of his lands, rents, and possessions which he then held of the 

king in chief whenever he wished to resign them; he would then grant these 

lands to the earl or his assignees by charter and seisin so that they were 

held as freely as they were held before the resignation and without anything 

at'all having to be done or paid to the king2. It has been suggested that 

this charter was referring particularly to the earl's odal estates, his 

recently conquest lands which he did not hold by charter or seisin. The 

recognition that he might in the future have to resign them to the crown 

indicates that he considered Scottish possesion of Orkney and Shetland to 

be a long-term proposition. He was ensuring that when the occasion arose 

his land-holding position in the islands would remain exactly the same apart 

from the recognition of the king's superiority. 

These grants in favour of the earl show that to some extent he must 

have dictated the terms of the excambion, particularly as regards the cession 

of the modern royal castle of Ravenscraig. But this was only because the 

crown was eager to buy out his right to the earldom which it seems exceedingly 

unlikely he would have resigned voluntarily. The earldom of Orkney was a 

1. Ibid., 1000, where the entry is a note of the terms of the charter 
only. The full text can be read in DN, ii, 377, which comes from a 
charter which must have been issued three days after the earl's 
series of grants as it is dated 20 Sept. The wording appears to be 
almost' identical. 

2. RMS, ii. 1001. The sentence in Saga ßk., xvii, p. 172 that this 

charter concerned lands which the earl "does not yet hold of the 

king in chief" should read "does not yet hold by feudal charter". 
The original latin is "quas et quos de rege tenet in capite", not. 
"tenuit in capite" as in EMS. 
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powerful and wealthy one which gave its possessor almost complete autonomy 

in the area. It seems unlikely that an earl of William Sinclair's calibre, 

who had never done homage to his Scandinavian overlord since 14,34 and who 

had-enjoyed the royal revenues illegally for the same space of time, would 

voluntarily give up this position of power to his new Scottish overlord. 

The embarrassment of the position of the earls of Orkney and Caithness, a 

position which had become increasingly unusual apd anachronistic through 

the centuries, should have been resolved by the events of 14681. A powerful 

Scottish earl who had survived the vicissitudes of three Stewart reigns and 

had possessed the highest office in the land should have found himself in 

a secure position after September 1468, when he owed allegiance to his 

Scottish sovereign for all his territorial possessions. Yet the earl had 

to relinquish all his right in that earldom to his Scottish king. Despite 

the personal estate in the islands which he had built up for himself and 

his family, despite the magnificent royal castle which he gained as "part 

recompense", as well as the other privileges, and despite the acquisition 

of the earldom of Caithness which can probably be regarded as a trans- 

action connected in some way with James II's or. ginal plans for the islands, 

he and his family must have emerged from the events of 1468-70 with a loss 

of income, and primarily with a loss of prestige. 

This new situation was a result of the unexpected nature of the 

transfer of the islands of Orkney and Shetland. If so, then the impignor- 

ation of Orkney. arising out of the determination of his Danish overlord to 

retain some right over the islands made the whole transaction more disas- 

trous for the earl's situation than he had even feared. It led James III 

to inform the earl that he would be keeping the earldom in royal hands and 

1. Saga Bk., xvii, p. 174. 
----irr--- 
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not renewing his grant, so that the crown would have permanent possessions 

in the islands in the event of redemption. In fact James can have had no 

intention of doing anything about the redemption of the islands. In this 

situation the earl bargained for as much as he could get out of the crown 

in return for the resignation of all his right, and ensured by stringent 

legal precautions that he had a firm title to these rights and privileges 

which no future king would be able to overturn1. 

In the same parliament in which the earl obtained his parliamentary 

ratification a charter was issued relating to the marriage contract and 

acknowledging that In the event of James' death Margaret could return to 

Denmark, and promising that if she did the 50,000 Rhenish florins would 

be deducted from her terce and the islands of Orkney be returned to the' 

kings of Norway2. The final parliamentary document of the whole transaction 

comes from the following parliament, February 1472, when the earldom of 

Orkney and the lordship of Shetland were annexed to the crown permanently.. 

The earl having resigned his right to the earldom, James was free to do this, 

and it is the final piece of evidence for the crown's determination to 

retain permanent rights and property in the islands in the north, for it 

was expressly stated in the annexation that the earldom and lordship were 

to be granted out to nobody in the future except to legitimate royal 

princes. 

It was to be nearly one hundred years before the earldom of Orkney 

was revived and during the intervening period it was leased on a system of 

1. An act was passed in parliament on 11 May 1471 and ratified on 12 
May (see p. 344'n-2 supra). Sasine of the castle and lands had 
been given to the earl personally by James on 16 Sept. 1470 (SP 
sub Lord Sinclair). 

2. APS. ii. p. 187. 

3. Ibid., p. 102. 
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'tacks'. The first possessor of a 'tack' appears to have been Bishop 

William Tulloch, and this passing of power into the hands of the episco- 

pate, which had vied with Earl William for royal appointment throughout 

his life, is significant. It emphasises the eclipse of the old earl; for 

him or one of his sons not to have received a grant of authority in the 

islands as soon as they came under the Scottish crown was a reversal of 

fortune. The fact that this grant was made to the bishop, who had per- 

sisted in supporting Christian's authority in opposition to the earl, is 

a sober conclusion to the history of the ancient earls of Orkney. Never- 

theless. the earl had managed to lay the territorial basis of future 

Sinclair power in the islands by his long-term planning, and indeed his 

grandson fully restored the family's fortunes in Orkney1. The conclusion 

might well be that a lesser figure would have become completely submerged 

in the dangerous cross-currents of dual allegiance, divided loyalties and 

unexpected reversals of fortune. This could perhaps truthfully be said 

of all Earl William's predecessors, earls of Orkney and Caithness. 

Henry Sinclair does not appear to have had any authority in the 
islands until after 1478 when William Tulloch was moved to the see 
of Moray and his successor Andrew, took over the tack of the earl- 
dom. In 14+84 Henry Sinclair is first mentioned as Bishop Andrew's 
'firmarius' (ER, ix, p. 233). There still exist two bonds from the 
year 1487, one drawn up by Archibald earl of Angus on behalf of his 
'traist cosing' Henry Sinclair, master of Caithness, and the other 
drawn up by George earl of Rothes on behalf of 'our dearest 
daughter's son' Henry Siic air (SRO. GD 161, Rosslyn Papers; 
St. Andrew's University-E4ý ms DA783. L1+K5)" These two promise 
that if the lands of Orkney and Shetland which Henry had in tack 
from the bishop of Orkney, and the castle of Kirkwall, were not 
returned at the end of two years, then their castles and goods 
would be handed over to the crown. 
This appears to be the only reference to Henry in which he calls 
himself 'Master of Caithness'. This earldom had been specifically 
resigned by Earl William to William the son of his second marriage 
in 1476 (RMS, ii. 1267). William son of his first marriage, Henry's 
father was never earl of Caithness, but there is evidence that he 
claimed it from his younger brother William; in a contract drawn up 
between the elder William and his half-brother Oliver on 9 Feb. 1481 
the latter promised to be neutral "if it happen any pley or debaitt 
betuixt the said William and William his younger brother for the 
Earldome of Caithness" (SRO, Rosslyn Papers5GD 164+ no. 6). 
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General Appendix 

Shetland 

After 1195 Shetland was separated from the earldom of Orkney until 

after the islands had passed to the Scottish crown; only then were Orkney 

and Shetland once more ruled conjointly, by Scottish tacksmen. Throughout 

the period which has been under discussion therefore Shetland was politically 

separate from Orkney and it has been found necessary to rel 
gate to an 

Appendix the history of Shetland during that period. 

Harold Maddadson's earldom included Shetland; in his grant to Scone 

he is called earl of Orkney, Shetland and Caithness1. But in 1195 Shetland 

was detached from his earldom as the fine imposed by King Sverre in retri- 

bution for Harold's encouragement of the 'eyiaskieggar'2. On Sverre's death 

in 1204 the earl immediately seized the opportunity to restore his previous 

position; he murdered the royal sysselman in Orkney and extended his rule 

over Shetland again. His sons continued to rule Shetland until they sub- 

mitted to Inge in 1209/10 after peace in Norway. Indeed Boglunga saga 

says that they were appointed over Orkney and Shetland on this occasion, 

but the unlikelihood of this has already been discussed, and the conclusion 

reached that during Earl John's period of sole rule, he did'not have autho- 

rity over Shetland3. IP 

When Sverre took Shetland under himself "with all its skatts and dues"k 

he evidently meant to retain it in his own hands, and throughout the thir- 

teenth and fourteenth centuries Shetland formed part of the Norwegian skatt- 

lands which owed their dues direct to the crown. There is evidence that it 

1. DN, ii, 2; see Chapter II supra p. 70. n. 3. 

2. See Chapter III supra p. 149. 

3. Ibid., p. 157. 

1.. os, p. 348. 
iii 
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was sometimes handed out to members of the royal family. When Earl Skule 

held one third of the skattlands in the early part-of the thirteenth century, 

Shetland may have been included, 
1 

and both Shetland and Faeroe certainly 

formed part of the appanage of Duke Hakon from 1273 to 12992. During this 

period Shetland became closely linked with Faeroe politically and this con- 

nection no doubt had its effect on the social situation. The two groups of 

islands may even have shared the same official under Duke Hakon. In 1298 

when he issued 'raettarbot' for the Faeroe islands the bishop of Faeroe and 

Sigurd, lawman in Shetland, were named in it as being sent to Faeroe to- 

gether3. The link continued after Hakon succeeded to the throne. for in 

his will he left royal income from Shetland and Faeroe to go towards the 

building of the Apostles' Kirk in Bergen1. The social results of this period 

can be seen from a series of documents concerning Gudrun Sigurdsdatter's 

inheritances. She was a Shetlander married to Arnbjorn of Faeroe and this 

record of a lawsuit concerning the inheritance of their lands and goods 

shows the complete compatibility of the social structure in the two groups 

of islands. There are other such documents; one is of the purchase of a 

ship by Greip Ivarsson, sysselman in Faeroe, in which he pledged some of 

his lands, including those he expected to inherit in Shetland6. 

Apart from links with Faeroe, there were strong links with the home 

country of Norway during this period. The heiress Herdis Thorvaldsdatter, 

1. See Chapter III supra p. 156. 

2. Munch. NFH. iv, pt. i, p. 54+8. 

3. This document is known as the 'seydabraevid' (sheep letter), NGL, 1R, 
iii, p. 33-9: Dipl. Faeroense. p. 3. 

4. DN, iv. 128. 

5. DN, i, 589-592,605.6o6.611. Some of these are translated in Orkney 
Recs., pp. 28-31. This lawsuit took place in 1403-7, but Gudrun and 
Arnbjorn were married in the mid-fourteenth century. 

6. DN, ii, 559. 
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who inherited large estates in Shetland, was married to the Norwegian 

1 Treasurer. Indeed there is evidence of wealthy and powerful Norwegians 

who owned land in Orkney in the early fourteenth century2. But Shetland's 

particular status as pertaining to the Norwegian crown continued through the 

fourteenth century; when King Magnus Eriksson handed over part of his king- 

dom to his sons in 1350, he retained for his own use Faeroe and Shetland, 

among other estates3. In one important respect however Shetland was always 

linked with Orkney and not with Faeroe. The archdeaconry of Shetland was 

part of the bishopric of Orkney and not of Faeroe. The office of archdeacon 

of Shetland was the oldest in the chapter of St. Magnus Cathedral, and the 
k 

archdeacon may well have been the president of the chapter. The bishop of 

Orkney had lands in Shetland, for in 1327 Bishop William placed his goods 

and rents in Shetland into the hands of the archbishop of Trondheim for 

the payment of papal tenths, the arrears of which were owing5. His suc- 

cessor, William, appears to have deprived two of the archdeacons of Shetland 

of their office in the 1370's and it has been suggested that this may have 

been a result of the 1369 agreement with Hakon Johnson in which the bishop 

agreed to put native men into the offices of the church6. The two arch- 

deacons were called William Wood and William de Buchan, who was succeeded 

by Walter de Buchan. It would appear to be through Shetland's ecclesiastical 

connections with Orkney that Scots first managed to get a foothold in 

1. See Chapter IV supra p. 231. A. Espeland, 'Norsk Samband' p. 44-5 
mentions other Norwegian families owning land in Shetland. 

2. Marwick, 'Two Orkney Letters of A. D. 1329' (Orkney Misc., iv), p. 52. 

3. Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 515. 

4. Watt, Fasti, p. 255. 

5. DN, vii, 119. The bishop was sometimes called the bishop of Orkney and Shetland (Orkney Recs., p. 16). 

6. See Chapter III supra p. 175, n. 2. 
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Shetland1. It is only at the end of the fourteenth century that there is any 

evidence of Scots in the secular sphere in Shetland. 

During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, Shetland was probably 

governed on exactly the same lines as Faeroe, and Orkney when there was no 

earl. That is, a sysselman would be sent from Norway who was salaried and 

who had to account each year for the royal revenues which he collected. 

Gregorius Kikr from Shetland who was present at the Council of 1223 along 

with Earl John and Bishop Bjarne has been assumed to be the royal official2. 

During the period of Duke Hakon's control over Shetland Thorvald Thoreson 

brought a case at the Shetland lawthing against Ragnhild Simunsdatter con- 

cerning something that she had said in the duke's house in Papay regarding 

"landskvld in the islands"3. The record of this case, dated 1299. is the 

oldest document known to have been written in Orkney or Shetland. It appears 

to show that Thorvald Thoreson was the duke's sysselman, and as he was 

involved in another lawsuit regarding a fine owed to the crown in 1307 he 

remained sysselman when Hakon acceded to the throne. Thorvald is the 

first Shetlander of whom we have an appreciable amount of evidence. In 

1289 he was twice named, as 'Torvald de Shetland, knight' as an ambassador 

of King Eric to Edward to treat concerning the marriage of Princess 

Margaret5. His daughter Herdis married Svein Sigurdsson and Bjarn Erlingsson 

and his son Torvald married Aesa, daughter of Hakon Thoreson, to whom he was 

1. Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 638. 

2. Hakon Hakonsson's saga (Rolls edn., IV), p. 77- 

3. DN, 1.89. 

4. DN, 1.109. 

5. DN, xix, 328.331. 
6. Munch. NFH. v, pt. i. P. 389. 
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related in the fourth degree1, Thorvald Thorvaldsson must however have died 

without heirs, as Herdis inherited all her father's possessions. After her 

death her estates were claimed by the Norwegian crown, Jon and Sigurd 

Hafthorsson and Malise Sperrat. In the papal permission for his son's 

wedding Thorvald 'de Thiatllandia' is called lord of Papay. Yet in 1299 

the "living room of the Duke's house in Papay" was mentioned in the lawsuit 

which Thorvald brought concerning the duke's rents in Papay. It would appear 

therefore that Papay was royal estate and that the duke had a house there3. 

The fact that Thorvald was called lord of Papay in 1330, during the reign 

of Magnus Erlingsson, Hakon's successor. was due either to his continued 

position as royal sysselman in Shetland, or because Papay had been given 

to him as a 'len'. 

There is no direct evidence of any other royal official in Shetland 
k 

in the fourteenth century, although there are references to the lawman. 

Hakon Johnson has been called the 'governor'of Orkney and Shetland5. The 

only evidence to show that Shetland was within his sphere of authority is 

1. DN, vii, 1.34. 

2. See Chapter IV supra p, 231; Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 636. 

3. It is interesting that Papay appears to be an important royal estate 
so early, long before any mention of Scalloway or of course Lerwick. 
Papa Stour possesses about the most fertile soil down the whole west 
coast of Shetland. This and the early documentary evidence suggests 
that it may have been at one time an important administrative centre. 
It was more convenient when travelling from Bergen to Orkney to have 
a land-fall on the west coast of Shetland rather than the east, for 
by that route the Sumburgh roost was avoided. These facts led Dr. 
T. M. Y. Manson, in discussion, to suggest that the 'Breideyarsund' 

where King Hakon lay with his fleet for nearly half a month in the 

summer of 1263 (Hakon Hakonsson's Saga, Rolls edn., II, p. 333) was 
St. Magnus' Bay. near his farm of Papay rather than Bressay sound. 
The reason why this bay should be called by the important and appar- 
ently ancient name of St. Magnus Bay has not been explained. 

Orkney Recs., p. 15; Munch, NFH, v, pt. i, p. 636. 

5" Orkney Recs., p. 15. 
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that the 1369 agreement mentions the men of Shetland as well as Orkney1. 

Hakon Johnson had however an important interest in Shetland as the son of 

John Hafthorsson and thus one of the heirs of Lady Herdis, so that it is 

quite likely that he was in control in Shetland. He may have been left with 

Shetland in 1375, when Alexander of Ard was granted Orkney with all royal and 

2 
earldom rights 

The suggestion that Shetland was reunited with the earldom in 1379, 

after nearly two hundred years, appears to be based on Munches statement that 

Henry Sinclair received in 1379, as well as the earldom of Orkney, a grant of 

the administration of Shetland3. Munch no doubt based this belief on the 

evidence of Sinclair influence in Shetland in the succeeding decades. It 

cannot be said that Munch is wrong, and that Henry Sinclair did not have a 

grant of authority in Shetland. But his suggestion has been interpreted as 

meaning that Shetland and Orkney were reunited as the same administrative 

entity4. This is apparently because of the fact that in Earl Henry's instal- 

lation charter of 1379 there are frequent references to the 'earldom and 

lordship'. As Shetland is called a lordship when under Scottish control it 

has been assumed that the lordship in 1379 is a reference to Shetland5. But 

there is no other evidence to show that Shetland was ever called a lordship 

A 

1. Ibid., p. 16-17. 

2. DN, ii, k37. 

3. Munch, NM, v, pt. ii, p. 96. 

4. "Shetland and its slsatts were restored to the Earldom of Orkney when 
Henry St. Clair became Earl" (J. Mooney, Cathedral and Burgh, p. 175): 
"In 1379, Shetland was restored to the earl of Orkney" A. W. Johnston, 
Orkney-Shetland Recs.. p. 7cxx). "This state was altered when they (the 

Shetlands) were vested in Henry Sinclair and thereby came again under 
the earldom" (Br/gger, Ancient Emigrants, p. 192). 

5. Mooney, Cathedral and Burgh, p. 185, quoting Anderson, Orkneyinga Saga, 

p. lxii. 
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under Norwegian rule1, and therefore as Clouston perceived "all the evidence 

seems to show that their (Orkney and Shetland's) first reunion was really 

under the Scottish crown after 1k68"2. Shetland is mentioned by name in the 

installation documents, only in the clause where the earl promised to defend 

Shetland as well as Orkney. If mentioned by name then, it seems probable 

that Shetland would have been mentioned by name if included in the grant. 

From the care taken to bind the earl by legal obligations on this occasion 

it is unlikely that King Hakon would have lavished Shetland on Henry Sinclair 

as well, particularly when the crown was losing control of the earldom after 

nearly thirty years of direct administration. Also it is suggested that 

Malise Sperra may have been given a grant of Shetland in the next ten years 

because of the evidence of his position in the Riksraad in 13893. The fatal 

1. It was suggested by me ('The Earldom of Orkney and Lordship of 
Shetland, Saga Rk., xvii, p. 159, n. 13) that the lordship merely 
meant the inclusion of the royal estates in the grant of the earl- 
dom. But the word may not have been so specific. In one of the 
clauses of the installation document the earl promised not to sell 
the earldom or lordship; "either lands or islands belonging to the 
said earldom or our right which by the grace of God and our lord 
the king we have now obtained in the said earldom, lands and 
islands" ("promittimus bona fide quod predictum comitatum et 
dominium illud seu terras vel insulas ad ipsum comitatum spectantes 
seu ius nostrum quod in ipso comitatu terris et insults nunc ex dei 
et domini nostri regis optinemus nullo umquam tempore alienare"); 
DN, ii, 459. In Orkney Recs., p. 22 it is translated "or lands or islands 

... or our right"; but "either ... or" suggests that the 
earldom meant in particular those lands and islands which formed 
its tangible possessions, while the lordship or 'dominium' meant 
the right obtained and more intangible authority received when 
the heir was raised to the dignity of earl. 

2. History of Orkney, p. 133. The only hint at a prior connection 
between the earldom and Shetland comes from a record of a charter 
of Sir David Sinclair "of all the landis of Scheitland and Frunlay(? ) 
lyand within the kinrik of Norway pertenying to the erledome of 
Orkney" (Orkney Recs., p. 425). This may have been concerned with 
the family lands of the last earl which were held by Lord Sinclair 
after 1498, and if so cannot be interpreted to represent the pre- 
1468 situation accurately. In the Shetland Rental Got in Tingwall 
is said to be held "wt. ye erldom" and Bigseter is called "ye erle' 
land" (pp. 1,8). These are the only references to earldom land in 
this rental, and again may be confusing previous odal possessions 
of Earl William. 

3. See Chapter IV supra, p. 235. Alf" 
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clash between him and the earl in Shetland in the following year or so must 

have been due to disputed authority, and from the Zeno letters that clash 

can be interpreted as an attack by the earl on the king of Norway1. This 

all points to the conclusion that Earl Henry did not have a grant of 

authority in Shetland but that he gained control there by other means. 

The death of Malise Sperra in fact gave the Sinclairs an important 

foothold in Shetland. Malise's estates reverted on his death to his aunt 

Isabella Strathearn and became the first known estates of the earldom family 

in Shetland since 11952. This gave them a base from which to extend their 

authority over Shetland, and the extent of Earl Henry's connection with, 

and influence in, Shetland can be seen from the 1391 charter -witnessed 

by a number of Shetlanders- by which David Sinclair resigned his rights 

in Orkney and Shetland to his brother the earl3. There is no evidence of 

Shetland affairs thereafter for several decades, but when further light 

appears it shows the Sinclair family and followers to be firmly in control. 

In 1412 Alexander von Klapam was enfeoffed with royal estates in North 

k 
Mavine. He can fairly certainly be identified with the Alexander of 

Claphame who witnessed the above-mentioned charter of Earl Henry, and was 

therefore a Sinclair follower5. His grant was not an official appointment, 

1. See Chapter IV supra, p. 239. 

2. See Chapter IV supra, p. 238. 

3. See Chapter IV supra, p. 238. 

4. DN. ii, 623. The land was accustomed to pay 10 burnt marks for skatt, 
landskyld and 'wesel' (wattle, see Chapter III, Appendix I, p. 190). 
All crown rights were included except "hing gield ok fridkoup". A. W. 
Johnston is correct in saying that this is "'Ipegngildi', weregild of 
a ýegn and 'fridkaup', the price at which peace had to be bought from 
the king by one outlawed for manslaughter" (Orkney-Shetland Rees., 

p. xxx). A grant of 1388 by Queen Margaret was made with aegngildum 
ok frid kaupum ok med ollum kunghlighurn ret" (DN, 1,510- 

5. Clapham and Klapam are variations of the name of Clephane (Black, 

Surnames). a Fife family. 
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and there is a reference in the document to the 'fogota ok embesmen', royal 

officials who were not to hinder him1. John Sinclairts grant of Shetland in 

1418 was however an official appointment over the whole of Shetland and 

included all royal rights2. This grant was made at about the same time as 

Earl Henry had given his brother-in-law, David Menzies, authority over his 

earldom. But there is deliberately no reference to the present earl in John 

Sinclair's grant, although there is a reference to his father. This official 

grant of Shetland. during the lifetime of an earl, would appear to prove 

therefore that Shetland was still quite separate from the earldom of Orkney. 

It shows however that the Sinclairs had managed to win control of Shetland 

more firmly than any earldom family before them. This, it is suggested, was 

primarily because of their inheritance of Malise Sperra's estates in Shetland3. 

It will be seen that after the impignoration the last earl's sons and 

daughters all held portions of inherited land in Shetland. 

The final piece of evidence about the government of Shetland in the 

Norse period is secondary. The Henderson family papers refer to a Commission 

1. Hamre, Norsk Historie, p. 82a, says that the word 'foud' widened in 
meaning about this date. In Margaret's time it denoted the 'slottshovud- 
smenn', those officials with a grant of the important castles, but then 
expanded to mean both 'sysselmann' and the lesser representative of the 
'lensmann', who were also called his 'ombodsmenn'. It cannot be said 
for certain therefore whether the 'fogota' in the 1412 Shetland grant 
was the main royal official in Shetland or his lesser representative. 
Perhaps the latter as it is in the plural and appears together with 
'embesmen'. 

2. DN, ii, 6L7. 

3. There is one piece of evidence to show that either Earl Henry I or 
Henry II bought land in Shetland, and from what is known of the two 
earls, it is more likely to have been Henry I. In the Wemyss Castle 
Inventory there is an entry of lands in Shetland bought from Thomas 
Kirkness "sold to my forgranschir and Effame Sinclair" (Orkney Recs., 
p. 422). As all the entries in the Inventory concern land bought by 
either Sir David Sinclair (a son of Earl William) or Lord Henry 
Sinclair (grandson and heir of Earl William) the person speaking must 
be one of those two. It is uncertain whether Effame Sinclair was a 
wife or a sister. Sir Thomas of Kirkness witnessed Earl Henry Its 
1391 charter. 
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of 1450 granted by Christian I in Danish to "Jarl or Count Hendrickson or 

Henrichson, Grand Foud (Lawman and Chancellor of Shetland)"1. In 1510 

Thorald Henderson of Burg was 'heidfold' of Shetland, and it seems most pro- 

bable that he was of the same family2. There is a possibility that the above- 

mentioned document is a muddled reference to Thorald's commission, but from 

the mention of the date, the language and the name of the Danish king this 

seems unlikely, and it is suggested that the reference to the Commission is 

genuine. In fact, the existence of a member of the next generation of 

Hendersons possessing the office of foud is an argument for the office having 

been held in the family before3. Christian I acceded to the throne of Norway 

in that year which makes it an acceptable date for the grant or confirmation 

of an office. If genuine, this evidence finally proves that the administra- 

tion of Shetland was not in the hands of the earl, and that Shetland was 

still not part of the earldom. For the grant does not date from the period 

when Christian was attempting to find other royal officials to replace Earl 

William, but from the very beginning of his reign when he had no reason to 

deprive the earl of any authority which he might have claimed in Shetland. 

Although the Sinclairs had a firm land-holding position, if they did not 

1. This is referred to in St. Clair, The Saint-Clairs of the Isles, p. 544. 
I am informed by Col. Edmonston of Buness, Unst, that the reference was 
copied in 1869 from an 1836 family account. The charter and all the 
old family papers were said there to have been "lent or presented" to 
a Swedish knight c. 1799-1836 when the Mowats inherited the Henderson 
of Gardie estate. Mention is also made of 'Jarl Hendrickson's seal'. 

2. Orkney Recs., p. 86. As 'Thorrald of Brucht' he was an exucutor of 
Sir David Sinclair's will (1506) and was left land in Shetland by him 
(Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 107-8). It is not certain which Brough this 
is, but may be Brough in Unst. A. Espeland, 'Norsk Samband', p. 44 

mentions Henrik Thorvaldsson and his son Torvald Henriksson in 
Shetland, but gives no date or reference. 

3. Others held the'office in the years after 1469 however; Thomas Inglis 
in 1480 and Sir David Sinclair 1491-8 (Orkney-Shetland Recs., pp. 53, 
58,98). 
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possess administrative authority in Shetland they cannot have influenced the 

society of Shetland as completely as in Orkney. Shetland appears to have 

remained as firmly tied, economically and socially, to Norway - and Bergen 

in particular - as it had ever been. 

James II's plans for the northern islands Included from the outset 

both Orkney and Shetland. If these plans were backed by the earl, then this 

could be explained by the latter's desire to have all his landed estates in 

both Orkney and Shetland under the Scottish crown. But if, as suggested, 

the evidence shows Earl William to have been less than enthusiastic about 

James II's expansionist ambitions1, then these ambitions were perhaps partly 

determined by ecclesiastical considerations. Such considerations certainly 

appear to have entered into the Scottish scheme because of the move to bring 

the bishopric of Orkney under the new metropolitan see of St. Andrews, very 

shortly after the pledging of the islands (on 17 August 1472)2. If this was 

the intention then it was important to have Shetland as well as Orkney under 

the Scottish crown. As in the past, the fact that ecclesiastically Shetland 

was attached to Orkney and not to Faeroe predestined the direction of its 

development. 

But although the Scottish crown may have wanted both Orkney and 

Shetland, it is evident that Christian was particularly reluctant to part 

with the latter. It is unlikely that he had experienced the difficulty in 

the collection of his rents and skatts'1n Shetland which he found in Orkney. 

Thus he made every effort to retain Shetland in 1468-9. The fact that the 

marriage treaty concerned only Orkney is virtual proof of his resistance to 

Scottish demands, for it can be assumed that their demands in 1468 would 

1. See Chapter V supra p. 301. 

2. Watt, Fasti. 
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have been the same as we know they were in 1460. The charter pledging Shetland 

was a less formal document than the marriage treaty which included the 

pledging of Orkney1. Although the phrasing of it is very similar, it was 

sealed with Christian's private seal only, and not by the Scottish embassy as 

the marriage treaty had been. It gives the impression of being a document 

drawn up privately just before the embassy sailed for Scotland, in a situ- 

ation where Christian was unable to raise the whole of the 10,000 florins 

promised and very probably without the express consent of the Norwegian 

Council. This may be why Shetland is not always mentioned in documents con- 

cerning the pledging2. Christian is said however, to have written to the 

inhabitants of both Orkney and Shetland on 28 May telling them to pay their 

dues to the king of Scotland until they were redeemed3. The transaction of 

1469 was a far greater wrench for Shetland than the 1468 one was for Orkney, 

All of Shetland's natural inclinations and ties were with Bergen, and this 

led to an anomalous situation whereby Shetlanders continued to carry out 

transactions as if they were still under Norwegian jurisdictionk. That this 

appears to have led to no sort of trouble is witness to the remote position 

of Shetland from the Scottish authorities5. It was due to the activity of 

1. See Saga Bk.. xvii, p. 166 for an examination of the Shetland charter. 

2. Those issued by James III in 1469 and 1471 mention Orkney only (NGL, 
2R, ii, pp. 186,188). The Shetland document was never copied to the 
extent that the marriage treaty was, and survives only in a 16th cent. 
copy in the British Museum. It is strange that the original has not 
survived in Scotland or Denmark when both countries have the original 
of the marriage treaty. It seems probable that Denmark must have 

retained a copy as Huitfeldt quotes from it. 

3. Huitfeldt. Christiern I. p. 190. 

4. Orkney-Shetland Recs., pp. 70,56,58. 

5. In 1485 however, remission was made in the account of the taksman of 
Orkney and Shetland "because of the spoliation and depradation of the 

lordship of Shetland by the lords of Norway and their agents" (ER, ix, 

p. 306). 
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private individuals - mostly Sinclairs1 - buying up estates of Shetlanders 

or Norwegians that Shetland gradually became integrated with Scotland. 

The land-holding situation in Shetland was less complicated than in 

Orkney because it did not form part of the earldom with its nexus of rights 

and lands. All territory held by the earls in Shetland was private odal 

estate2, that it was not considered by the Scots to pertain to the earldom 

dignity can be seen from the fact that'the Sinclairs continued to hold these 

estates after 1470 as they continued to hold the conquest lands in Orkney. 

In 1498 thirteen of Earl William's children resigned to their brother David 

Sinclair all the lands of Sumburgh and other lands in Shetland which they 

had inherited from their father the earl3. This further confirms that 

Shetland had been separate from the earldom, for otherwise the earl's 

family lands would have been taken over by the crown for earldom estate, 

as the bordlands and auld earldom lands were in Orkney. The royal estates 

in Shetland went directly into the hands of the Scottish crown (and if 

Shetland had been redeemed they would have reverted to the Danish crown). 

At the time of the impignoration Shetland would have been in grant 

to the foud as a 'lent. He may have been a member of the Henderson family. 

1. As can be seen from the record of many charters concerning sales of 
land in Shetland to Sir David Sinclair and Lord Henry Sinclair 
(Orkney Recs., pp. 421-5). Also see A. Espeland, 'Norsk "Samband' 
p. 44. 

2. According to the suggestion made previously (See Chapter IV supra p. 
and supra p. 238) this odal estate had only been acquired since 1390 

and the death of Ma]. ise Sperra. The main estate of the Sinclairs was 
evidently Svinaborg (Sumburgh). The resignation of this estate by 
Earl William's children to their brother David in 1498 (Orkney- 

Shetland Recs., p. 97) provides the first documentary evidence of the 

place, which obviously gained its later importance in Shetland history 
from the fact that it was the seat of the Sinclairs. In the Shetland 

Rental, 'Swynabrocht' was "in my lordis handis"; this was either Sir 
David Sinclair or his nephew Lord Henry Sinclair to whom the former 

left his Shetland inherited estates (Bannatyne Misc., iii, p. 107). 

3. Orkney-Shetland Recs.. p. 97. 

A 
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Whether it was necessary for him to resign his grant, as the earl resigned 

"all right of his earldom" to the Scottish crown is not known, but there 

is no evidence of any such resignation. There was no equivalent in Shetland 

to the right of the earldom of Orkney possessed by the last earl, and a 

parallel resignation was therefore perhaps unnecessary. It would be up to 

the new taksman to appoint his own foud and the first known holder of the 

office after 1469 was Thomas Inglis in 1480. who was also factor to the 

taksman, the bishop of Orkney, in the 1470's and 1480's1. This signifies 

the change which took place in 1469; the Henderson family however regained 

their previous position in the early part of the sixteenth century. 

The first time that Shetland occurs in the Scottish records after 

the impignoration is in the annexation of the earldom of Orkney and lord- 

ship of Shetland to the crown in February 1172, when it was specifically 

reserved as a royal lordship and a veto put on its alienation from the 

crown, for only legitimate princes were to be allowed the honour of holding 

the two dignities2. In this entry in the rolls of parliament Shetland is 

the 'lordship of Shetland', and this appears to be the first time that 

Shetland is called a lordship. It is significant that it is thus distin- 

guished from the earldom of Orkney and agrees with the argument that Shetland 

had not been rejoined to the earldom in the fifteenth century, for by 

designating it a lordship the Scots show that they regarded it as outwith 

the earldom and a quite distinct honour from the earldom. The designation 

'lordship' was no more than an equivalent of the Danish 'foudrie'; it sig- 

nified that Shetland was a distinct administrative entity. Indeed when the 

1. ER, viii, pp. 483,613; ix, pp. 102,183. He was also justice of 
Orkney (Orkney-Shetland Recs., p. 53). Thomas Inglis was finally 

arrested after Henry Sinclair had managed to get the tack from the 
bishop because payments were in arrears (ER, ix, p. 307). 

2. APS. ii, p. 102. 
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islands were granted out in tack, before the earldom was revived, the two 

groups of islands are referred to in the exchequer rolls as the "lordships 

of Orkney and Shetland"1. This annexation was the final stage in the series 

of transactions which had started with the marriage contract of September 

1468. Eight months after Earl Wiliam resigned his earldom the excambion 

was ratified in parliament2, and nine months after that the crown announced 

that this earldom was to remain a personal dignity of the royal family, as 

was the lordship-of Shetland which had passed to the crown in 1469. It 

was a public declaration of policy to retain for the crown's own use what 

must have been a very valuable and welcome addition to the demesne of the 

Scottish royal house. 

1. ER, viii, p. 225. 

2. Hay, Sainteclaires, p. 79. 
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